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Welcome to the world of VAC
The world of Hi Fi has
long ago been eclipsed
by mediocrity and
compromise; magazines,
manufacturers, dealers, and
even consumers have to
share the blame. Spectacularly resisting the easy life of resting
on their laurels, VAC, (Me Valve Amplification Company of
Florida USA) optimise design and manufacture of the world's
finest audio components.
Thousands of hours of careful
listening are invested in new
components, and in distinction
to production line rival
brands, each VAC instrument
is auditioned and approved
before shipping to ensure that
the amplifier you receive will
sound as good as the reference
standards. And that is pretty
good!
Ten or so years ago VAC launched their next breakthrough
Renaissance products. The American reviewers were unusually
unanimous and clear: The Absolute Sound described them
as "aquantum, and Imean quantum, jump toward the sound
of unamplified reality, absolutely shocking in its fidelity."
Stereophile's reviewer said that the Signature pre-amplifier
took him to "apoint where my system moved to anew plane
that redefined the intensity of my connection to the music ..."
In my opinion, although the world's finest valve amplifiers have
been and remain in my privileged possession, these amplifiers
take the classic valve attributes to the highest possible level
brands from around the world
art audio
ear
art loudspeakers
fiman
atc
grand prix audio
audio philosophygryphon
audiosource
awe
bcd
lvra
bow
chord cables
custom design

audio salon

4 park circus, glasgow, g3 6ax, scotland

of performance
and satisfaction.
And yet. And yet,
two years ago,
the company
launched a
new series of
reference pre-,
power and integrated amplifiers. The Phi series caused anew
sensation, and the domestic waiting list set the 'Possibility
of VAC exporting to European audiophiles back another
decade or so!! Why the sensation? Well apart from the tank
construction quality, the visual beauty, the staggering list of
thoughtful features, modern circuitry and techniques, the sound
is, err, going to tax the vocabulary of the American reviewers.
All VAC amplifiers combine analytical transparency with
palpable dimensionality ( much more than mere power and
grip) but the Phi series informs you that your loudspeakers are
acoustical rather
than mechanical
appliances.
As apersonal
gesture, VAC has
kindly undertaken
to supply European
audiophiles, in very
limited quantities,
through the present
arrangement of a
direct dealership
of the Audio Salon Ltd. We will respect the US domestic
price, and this has now become extremely tempting due to
very recent currency rates. Although VAC is associated with
its reference products which attract the headlines, you can be
sure that the VAC's budget
products outperform their
compatriot's reference
products. A case in point
is the so-called Standard
LE; atwo-chassis pre-amp
from £2,850 including all
shipping and VAT.
Welcome to the world of
real hi-fi; of integrity; of
satisfaction; of value for
money. And heartfelt thanks
to VAC's founder and chief
of staff for finally yielding
to my persistence. It is a
humbling privilege to work
with you, and that Phi Beta
amplifier you sent me ... "Should be in the MoMA, but they
ain't getting mine ( Ineed it for research)."
Jack Lawson
Audio Salon
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awn on the desert: after causing astir at several shows,
the Nagra PMA Pyramid power amplifier finally arrived at
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the HFN offices in time for our exclusive review. There

were some surprises inside too, as Ken Kessler and Paul Miller
found out [ page 18]. We offer another scoop with what we
think is the first-ever review of Townshend Audio's TA565
universal player in its extensively updated Evo 2 form. We'd
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planned areview of the original TA565, and our combined
experiences of its capabilities were enough to win it an Editor's
Choice accolade in the 2004 Awards. But then
Max Townshend came up with the new version,

Technical Advisers
Martin Colloms
Malcolm Hawksford
Angus McKenzie MBE

reviewed here [ page 24].
The Townshend player is far from cheap and its
four-figure price tag does tend to re-open the
question of whether auniversal player really is the

Consultant Technical Editor
Keith Howard

answer. Three or four years ago, it seemed obvious
that we needed asingle player that would cope with
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any disc you threw at it. Japanese manufacturers,
led by Pioneer, obliged by making one. The next
stage was to make acheaper one. But how cheap
can you make aplayer before its quality becomes
too poor to benefit from the high resaudio you are
playing on it? When this happens, you might just as
well play the CD layer on your hybrid SACDs and

Three or four
years ago, it
seemed obvious
that we needed
asingle player
that would cope
with any disc

Publisher
An'la 0Farrell

DualDiscs, or if you care about quality, consider a
separate SACD player and DVD player. Or, if you're

Group Art Editor
Patrick Morrissey

weary of the whole SACD/DVD-Audio saga, you
might side with Ken Kessler [ page 130] and ignore the whole thing!

Chief Photographer
Roger Phillips

The counter-argument to all this is that if you spend more on a
universal player, it can do everything well — and here we get back to
Max Townshend, who claims that his TA 565 is, apart from anything

Contributors

else, asuperb CD player. Do we agree? Read the review!
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Finally, some good news for one lucky reader. Winner of our
December issue competition is Donald Hawkins of Gloucestershire,
who wins a £2000 state-of-the-art Velodyne DD10 digital active
subwoofer. Congratulations!
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Two decades ago, and just two years ( to the month) after the official
European launch of compact disc audio, we reviewed Sony's first CD
Walkman — afar cry from today's personal music players, but amilestone
for the time. For portable use, the neat little CD50 had to be plugged into
its somewhat bulkier battery pack/carry case, and ( unlike later models)
you couldn't really use it while jogging. When run from its mains adaptor,
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its sound stood up well enough to the seven full-size ( Japanese) models
also tested here, although current Philips machines were still preferred.
Reviews of more exotic hi-fi in the same issue introduced aname already
famous in the US, if then less well-known in the UK, with the ConradJohnson Premier Three pre and Premier Four power amplifier.
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18 Definitive Test:
Nagra PL-L/PMA pre-/power amplifiers

Jonathan Guise taljoys aielativiy altuidable panel

Ken Kessler finds plenty to please in this Pyramid

speaker that offers the joys of electrostatic sound

pairing, but shortcomings too. Lab report. Paul Miller
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Hovland HP200/Sapphire
pre-/power amplifier
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the fire of Hovland's latest hot- looking high-end flyer
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Transfiguration Temper V
moving- coil cartridge
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Monopulse 32 loudspeaker

British inace and inosicaily involvilig, Keith Howard
has the lowdow- ne th , distinctive- looking speaker

to

niake agood CD

player sound even better by paying attention to
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NHT SB2 loudspeaker

Aimed at AV users, this good value baby speaker
turns in asuprisingly balanced and musical
performance, much to Tony Bolton's delight

47

Supra cable system

Andrew Harrison reviews acomplete cable set from
Supra of Sweden, including the Sword speaker wires

50 Wilson Audio MAXX Series 2
loudspeaker
Ports. new grilles and adjustable heads - Martin
Collorns gets to grips with Wilson's revised MAXX

38

56 Arcam FM1 DV29
OVO APlayer

Just under ayear ago the Prologue One was hailed

Paul Miller takes alook under the bonnet of Arcam's

areference product. What could possibly better it?

new, top-of-the- line player

PrimaLuna Prologue Two
integrated amplifier

I
tie

c,',v,r unrig DV79 is given the FMJ polish.
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Go on,
you deserve it.

KEF's legendary Reference Series has always been different.
As the name implies, it's about an absolute standard.
Objectively verifiable performance, not marketing hype.

The latest range raises the benchmark higher than ever. With a
performance envelope that extends way beyond thE limits of human
hearing, they're crammed with technologies found nowhere else.
Radical new Uni-Q point source arrays, with elliptical dome
tweeters. Titanium dome Hypertweeters — .Ultra- low distortion
motor systems. Adjustable boundary control - the Reference Series
bristles with high end technologies like ahand- built GT. As accurate
as aSwiss chronometer. Exquisitely crafted like aSavile Row suit.
None of them cheap, admittedly - but in terms of
pleasure, worth every penny.

45)

The Reference.
Created by KEF because only KEF can.
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What's happening in the world of hi-fi
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Funk Firm will tickle Pink Triangle fans
Quite how many Pink Triangle turntables were

possible. These designs include anew bearing

sold, Idon't know, but there's auser base out

design, adrive system, alid system and an

there screaming for replacement parts and

achromatic platter/mat interface material that

general servicing, writes Ken Kessler.

improves yet further on his original acrylic platter,

After years off the audio radar, Pink's Arthur

'...now so common in all turntables,'

Khoubesserian is back with anew company and

Khoubesserian reminded me.

the promise to do his best for loyal followers of the

He's also observed that there have been calls

Pink Triangle brand.

for the Anniversary to be re- launched (' Just look

His new company is called The Funk Firm, and

at the second hand prices!') and respects the

its first products will include advanced upgrade

obvious need for after- market support. ' Some

kits for various turntables, plus anew line of

owners have even managed to track me down for

budget turntables tentatively called Funk. All

parts for their decks. Are they to be abandoned?'

Funks will feature anovel MDF plinth and a

He gave mea resounding, ' No.' And all PT1,

super-cool dustcover design that's currently

PT Too and Export owners will be able to upgrade

being patented; this will be offered as an

Re- think Pink: Khoubesserian's 1980s classic

their turntables to Anniversary standard. This,

accessory for owners of other turntables. It's

however, is acomplex upgrade, necessitating

belt- driven by aDC motor employing acurrent

The basic deck will sell for under £400 minus

machining of the top plate, so adeck has to be

feedback servo and, despite the bargain price,

arm. Adedicated tonearm will eventually appear,

returned for work to be carried out. Abenefit of

the bearing is aproprietary jewelled design. The

but the company is happy to supply the turntable

this is that the new turntable can then be

platter used is the new Achromat, which will also

with Rees sublime RB250 as standard. The

improved still further with the move to Vector, the

be made available as an accessory for other

model range will probably include the Funky. the

new patented drive geometry. Anniversary

turntables. Khoubesserian says it improves on

Funkier and — of course— the Funkiest, with eacn

owners, too, can benefit from this upgrade.

the original acrylic platter, which matched

model upgradeable to the next level, with the

records to 94%, only now goes all the way in

exception of the original finish. Expect to see the

providing a100% impedance match to records,

first products by February 2005.

and it has progressive internal damping to further

Along with the upgrades for existing Pink
models, there will be upgrades for other
products. Information will be made available via

At the time of writing, Khoubesserian is in the

awebsite, currently under construction.

eliminate internal resonances.' Funks are also

process of filing patent applications, so release of

Pink Triangle, 0208 697 2705

fitted with energy-absorbing Sorbothane feet.

both technical and visual information is not yet

service pinkt@mac.com

Blue laser boys square up for format fisticuffs
The chances of avoiding an

HD-DVD is limited to 4.7 GB ( while

while competitors Paramount,

2005, shops will probably have to

eye-glazing and hugely

most movie DVDs hold 8.5GB on a

Universal and Warne have lined up

offer three versions of each movie

counter- productive format war

single side), and HD capacity is cut

behind HD-DVD.

disc —in HD-DVD, Blu-Ray and

between the rival blue laser

down to 15 GB, from HD-DVD's

systems, Blu-Ray and HD-DVD, are

promised 20GB. The reduced DVD

exclusive, and Panasonic still has

slimming fast, writes Barry Fox.

capacity will limit the data rates

close ties with Un versal. So a

release some titles on Mini DVDs,
8cm standard red laser discs with a

Toshiba, co-developer with NEC

These allegiances are not

ordinary full-capacity DVD.
In addition, Warner has said it will

available, so can compromise the

VHS/Betamax situation seems

of the HD-DVD format, has

quality of pictures and sound, and

likely, with the studios hedging bets

maximum capacity of 2.7GB per

announced what the entertainment

limit the variety of Extras and

by issuing entertainment on both

side, for portable playback.

industry sees as aHoly Grail — a

surround sound options.

formats until one or the other

single disc that gives High

The rival Blu-Ray HD format,

All these formats are in addition

emerges as acommercial winner

to CD, DVD-Audio and SACD for

Definition pictures from anew blue

backed by Philips, Sony and

and de- facto standard. So when

audioonly content.

laser player, and Standard

Panasonic, is made in acompletely

blue laser players launch in late

www.toshiba.com

Definition pictures from an ordinary

different way, by applying a0.1mm

DVD player.

HD layer skim on a1.1mm

Working with Japanese disc
maker Memory- Tech, Toshiba has

unlikely to be able to offer DVD
playback. But Blu-Ray offers at least

ordinary DVD data pressed into an

25GB of HD capacity from asingle

upper layer, and HDTV in alower

side— with the promise of higher

layer. The 650nm red laser in aDVD

capacities by recording several HD

player just reads the top layer; a

layers in the 0.1mm skim.

the HD layer.
This is possible because HD-DVD
discs are manufactured, like
ordinary DVDs, by gluing two
0.6mm discs back to back.
The penalty of making HD-DVD

Thanks to TDK's new hard optical
coating, Blu-Ray can now offer this
high capacity without the need for
protective caddy.
Abitter format war now surely
seems inevitable. Although the Fox
studios have not yet corvnitted to

play either on old or new players is

either system, Disney, Columbia-

that the DVD capacity of adual- layer

Sony and MGM are backing Blu-Ray,

www.hifinews.co.uk
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polycarbonate blank. So Blu-Ray is

developed adual- layer HD-DVD with

405nm blue laser focuses down to
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Blu-Ray blues": Is areprise of the VHS/Betamax format war on the car ds?
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Armour adds Myryad to audio portfolio

Aigo's smart voice

Armour Home Electronics, part of Armour Group Plc,

Armour ( Veda) in Bishop's Stortford. The Myryad range

Aigo has unveiled what it

has acquired the specialist UK AV and hi-fi electronics

will feature in the next Veda catalogue, but will still only

calls an unusual and

company Myryad Systems Ltd.

be available to Myryad Authorised Dealers.

dynamic feature- packed MP3

Glenn McClelland, managing director of Armour

Reports indicate that Myryad production will continue

offering to its existing range

at its plant near Portsmouth and the deal will not affect

Home Electronics, said: ' We wished to strengthen our

of players. The F660 is billed

Armour's current production schedules at their new

offering to installers and specialist retailers, by adding

as futuristic compact audio'

facility in Woking. All Myryad staff members, including

an affordable, high quality electronics brand to our

and boasts asturdy

founders Chris Evans and Chris Short, will remain with

portfolio. Myryad fits this bill precisely and will become

magnesium alloy casing as

the company.

part of Armour Home Electronics alongside QED, Veda
and Goldring.'

However, in common with all other Armour Home

used in missiles, rockets and
aeroplane parts! Sporting

Electronics products, the sales, distribution and

wvAv.veda-uk.co.uk

Voice Activity Detection

marketing for all UK customers will now be handled by

www.myryad.co.uk

(VAD), the F660 enables
'smart- voice' recording which
allows users to record sound
or voice directly from the

Sonneteer lyrical over BardOne transmitter

built-in microphone - an

It's stylish and white, but no, it's not

The BardOne's transmit range is

ideal function for meetings,

yet another opportunist iPod tie-in...

20-40 metres. As the music is

tutorials or lessons. There's

Sonneteer's BardOne system is billed

transmitted digitally using the

also a line- in function, which

as a ' digital wireless sound

2.4GHz band, it can be transmitted

means users can record

distribution system' and comes as a

in high-end, uncompressed quality

directly ( with automatic

set, with Tx and Rx components

and in real time. It's multi-room, so

analogue/digital conversion)

which transmit and receive audio

you can add more Rx modules,

from other audio devices.

signals. The BardOne Tx can connect

connect them to more amplifiers or

Choose from the 128MB

to any audio souce via your

active speaker systems, set them to

version retailing at only

ever-faithful phono leads. The

the same channel and distribute your

£79.99 including VAT, or opt

BardOne Rx then plugs into an

music wirelessly throughout your

company makes no bones about the

for the 256MB version at only

amplifier or active speaker system

home. It costs £330.

fact it expects ' the home PC to grow

£99.99 including VAT.

within range of the transmitter and,

www.aigo.co.uk

once both the Tx and Rx modules are

implies, is the first in arange of Bard

entertainment system.' In the

set to the same transmit channel

products from Sonneteer. Next up for

meantime, we'll keep ' em peeled for

Bristol fashion

(there are up to eight stereo channels

release is the BardUSB transmitter,

more Shakespeare- related branding.

Eighteen years strong, almost

to choose from) - you're away!

aimed squarely at PC music, as the

www.sonneteer.co.uk

The BardOne, as the name

BardOne: For
what you are
about to receive,
may you be truly
thankful

as the centre of the home

sold out for 2005 and once
again ( according to the PR
puff) the Sound & Vision
2005 show is shaping up to

Direct-coupled Titan to transform Isotek

be the best and most
enjoyable show on the UK

IsoTek continues to invest heavily in R&D ( and in

taken to minimise insertion loss at mains frequency.

calendar'. Why not pop along

marketing, too, by the purple- hued prose of this

The new circuit apparently also offers the desirable

to The Bristol Marriott City

particular press release) ' to explore the limitations of

characteristics of atrue balanced supply, especially at

Centre from Friday 25 to

its range and discover why, in certain systems,

high frequencies where it it is said it possesses

Sunday 27 February 2005.

dynamics and timing were compromised'. Despite

superior performance to its isolation transformer-

It's civilised timing, too:

having good degrees of common mode rejection,

based predecessor.

10am - 5pm every day.

isolation transformers have high impedance, which in

www.bristolshow.co.uk

turn leads to high insertion losses. Also, they suffer
from hysteresis losses due to the magnetic core not

To ensure further the greatest possible transient
capability, the minimum constant running ability of
the device is rated at over 4600W. Secondly, the
unit is fitted with an RCBO, a

having an instant response. This
can limit the dynamic

high-tech electronic

abilities of the mains supply

protection that allows

and the speed and

huge transients while

musicality of certain system

remaining safe.

components.

The IsoTek Titan is

e specifically designed for

lsotek is hoping its new
product will change all that.

010
1111 111111 11 -

Titan dispenses with isolation
transformers in favour of a

11111 11

direct-coupled design with anine-stage

111111 11

series and parallel filter configuration.
Aradical new circuit is optimised for ahigh degree

8
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11 1111111

large power amplifiers. It
has two high quality 13A

111111111 11
outlets and aNeutrik connector for
the Multi- Link accessory which allows

connection of afurther six components.
Suggested retail price ( including VAT) is £ 1425.

of common mode noise rejection with the highest

Activ Distribution, 01635 291357

possible differential mode rejection compatible with

www.activdistribution.com

massively low insertion losses. Great care has been

eAvw.isoteksystems.com

www.hifinews.co.uk

B&W Bovvers&VVilkins

The new B&W 800 Series
Diamond Tweeter Technology

Mamoru,
Al Work

o

The mark of a truly great tweeter - one that can

1111.

LI

release all the vivid detail in your music - is what's
called ' perfect piston behaviour'. As long as the
tweeter dome is vibrating rigidly, like a piston, its
delivery will be accurate. The higher the frequency,
though, the harder that becomes. The materials most
resistant to ' break-up' combine lightness and stiffness.
And there's one that does that better than anything
else on earth.
The new B&W 800 Series feature tweeter domes
of pure, ultra- hard diamond. It may seem extravagant,
but nothing gets closer to the behaviour of a hypothetical
'perfect tweeter'- one with infinite stiffness. Our diamond
dome carries on vibrating like a piston well beyond
the range of human hearing, and delivers audible
sound with unheard-of clarity.

wvvw.bw800.com
Visit our website and order your free DVD
Call + 44 (0)1903 221 500

4
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NAD makes sweet ' music server'

Shorts
KEF's new KIT man

files are easily navigated using the

emotional involvement contained in

supplied wireless remote control.

the original performance'.Wowzers.

GP Acoustics ( UK) Ltd,

If your AV Receiver features

manufacturers and

High current power supplies, discrete

multi- room sound distribution, then

transistor output stages, and

distributors of the KEF

NAD's nifty NetCap Network Receiver

MP3 files can also be listened to in

carefully selected components and

electronics brand, has

aims to fill the void created by the

any room connected to the music

circuit layout ensure vanishing low

announced the appointment

inexorable movement towards the PC

distribution network, transforming

levels of distortion and crisp power

of Chris Garner to the new

as the hub' for home entertainment.

your PC into a ' music server'.

delivery. Asubwoofer output with

post of senior product

After all, who really wants to spend all

manager. Garner will be

day working at acomputer, only to

hard-wired Ethernet network, or via

with any powered subwoofer

based at Maidstone and be

come home and load up theirtrusty

Wi-Fi ( IEEE 802.11b and 802.11g

currently available.

responsible for the product

Enya collection on ahome PC?

are supported) networks. Movies

management of KEF's

Certainly not us, and NAD makes a

encoded in MPEG 4 ( DiVX) require a

state-of-the-art video performance,

celebrated KIT ( KEF Instant

very good point when it says : ' The PC

router that supports 802.11g for

with the latest generation DVD-Video

Theatre) and KHT ( KEF Home

was developed asa work station, not

wireless transmission.

Theatre) products.

as an entertainment device, and the

www.kef.com

small screen size and low fidelity

NAD's 153 DVD/CD stereo receiver,

sound systems designed for desktop

which the firm feels ' may well be the

Normal S-Video and Composite Video

Verbatim disc-o-tech

use do not make for agreat

perfect solution for people who

connections are there as well.

With the launch of its Mini

entertainment experience.'

demand superb performance

Speaker binding posts accept thick

combined with elegant style and

wire or banana jacks for accurate

8cm DVD-R and - RW discs,

This is where NAD hopes the

removable media

NetCap will come in. This slim,

manufacturer Verbatim has

compact unit attaches to your AV

apparently recognised that

receiver, and once connected, any

'capacity is not always the

audio, video, or picture files stored on

key factor in DVD

any computer attached to your home

technology'. The two new

network, can be viewed and listened

products, 1-4x Wm' DVD-R

to on your big screen TV and surround

and 1-2x Mini DVD-RW

sound system.

media, are targeted at

level control allows full compatibility

The L53 also promises

decoder featuring Progressive Scan

This year also sees the launch of

simple operation'.

output to digital TV displays via
Component Video connections.

signal transfer, and gold-plated input

The L53 is designed to make
music with ' all the intensity and

jacks insure longterm performance.
WWW. nad.co.uk

The NetCap displays all available

satisfying demand for both

music, picture, and movie files stored

the record- once and.

on your networked PCs, decoding and

rewritable markets.

formatting them perfectly to play on

Though the discs are only

The NetCap will work with either a

your Home Theatre system. These

State of the art? NAD's stylish new offering, the L53 CD/DVD hybrid

8cm in diameter, and are
therefore easy to both store
and transport, they can hold
up to 30 minutes of data and

Musical biopics? Here's acase of who Darins wins

are fully compliant with the

By the time you read this, the

half the tracks will fool you into thinking that they're

DVD Forum- backed - R/-RW

latest in the usually hated

Darin outtakes. No expense was spared, and Spacey's

formats. Both products also

genre of ' biopics' will have

integrity is such that Darin's son and his former

carry a HardCoat

come and gone, writes Ken

manager even opened the archives to locate original
musical arrangements. Legendary producer Phil

ScratchGuard' surface layer

Kessler. But we may have to

that provides protection

re-think the Hollywood genre

Ramone was at the helm, and the sessions took place at

against accidental surface

that plays with facts even

no less then Abbey Road's Studio 2, with a72- piece

damage. The discs, which

more than WWII movies. The

orchestra. They even dug out the old Atco label for the

can store 30 minutes

recent film of the life of Ray

disc and packaging, and an Atco 45 sleeve for the

(1.4GB) of high quality

Charles has earned

booklet cover. Best of all, Spacey managed the

video, are designed not only

wonderful notices, but

near- impossible: he covered songs from every genre

to be used in the multitude

overall? Most musical

Darin mastered. Rock'n'roll, lounge, big band,

of DVD camcorders that

biopics stink.

support the format, but can
also be used with standard

Although Ihaven't seen
Beyond The Sea yet, Iknow I'm gonna love it, and not

Broadway tunes, folk and protest — Spacey did ' em all.
And not just'well', but superbly.
One other biopic with the actor doing the singing

DVD drives

just because I've been waiting for this filmed version of

springs to mind, The Buddy Holly Story, which strayed

and most

the life of Bobby Darin for as long as star Kevin Spacey

so far from fact as to deserve classification alongside

DVD players

has wanted to film it.

that support -

Unusually, Ibought the soundtrack to the film before

Lord Of The Rings. But you couldn't fault Gary Busey's
singing and playing, which was so authentic as to

R/-RW media.

seeing it, knowing that Spacey didn't lip-synch. Fact:

almost ( but not quite) allow you to forgive, say, the

They can be

Spacey sang every note. And it was only his appearance

insulting renaming of the members of the Crickets.

edited on

on Parkinson that clued me into his previous experience

From the clips I've seen of Beyond The Sea and the

computer or

in stage musicals. His love and respect for Darin has

album I've heard, Spacey has raised the bar so high that

played back directly.

resulted in that ultra- rarity: amusical biopic of a

Ifeel sorry for anyone lined up for the next attempt at a

www.verbatim.com

deceased musician using freshly recorded material.

Sinatra or Presley biopic. Ismell an Oscar nomination...

Spacey did everything right, with such panache that

at the very least.
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WHAT HeFT?
SOUND AND VISION

AWARDS 2004
PRODUCT OF TIFF ISAR
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Say hello to Genie
Genie" is arevolution in home cinema systems, combining Mordaunt-Short's passion for music reproduction with stunning
design. Featuring ahost of ground- breaking technologies Genie delivers truly awesome performance in any environment.
Visit www.mordaunt-short.co.uk or call 0845 128 3951 for more information.

MORDAUNT

SHORT

elegante -luxury in sound and style

rT-IIS510

1

-

Tel: + 44 1011480 470
111

www.mîssion.co.uk

Sources

Shorts

...and so Denon delivers the big Behemoth
We can now add some factual flesh

TV times for B&O

to Barry Fox's preview of Denon's

Bang & Olufsen has launched

AVC-AlXV, aka the Behemoth, as

the BeoVision 6-26 television

seen in the December 2004 issue of

in the UK, the newest

HFN. Denon claims this 10.2

addition to the BeoVision 6

channel AV and Multi- Room

family. With a 26in LCD

THX-Ultra2 Amplifier is ' the largest,

widescreen, a powerful

heaviest, most powerful, most

loudspeaker system and the

flexible and one of the best home

option of a digital surround

cinema amplifiers ever made!'

sound module, the BeoVision

Shipping from January 2005 into

6-26 is intended to operate

UK retail — with review samples still

as a main room television. At

unavailable at time of writing — the

only 18cm deep, it claims to

beast will get its official launch at

offer the flexibility and

the Sound & Vision 2005 show

versatility of the smaller

taking place in Bristol in February.

BeoVision 6-22in television.
www.bang-olufsen.com

MI

•

Subtitled triumphantly as ' a
complete CEDIA install in one- box',

channel system in asecond room

sitting. And up to eight listenining

the AVC-AlXV features 16-channels

and amono system in athird room.

seats can be processed in this way,

of output capability and 10 fully

Now, breathe deeply, because

simultaneously.

assignable discrete amplifiers and is

there's more. Anew MultEQ system

apparently the world's first AV

far multiple listeners allows

options too, including HDMI N/1.1

amplifier capable of providing

individual listening seats to be

arid DVI switching and routing, six

multi-zone 5.1 system capability.

corrected in real-time. This room

high- bandwidth ( 100 MHz) HDTV-

correction and calibration

compatible component inputs, two

From the spec sheet it promises

There's awhole raft of connection

to be crammed with features. As

technology is the first such

FireWire ( iLink - 1EEE1394) digital

Are you receiving me?

well as 16-channel Multi- Zone

technology capable of minimizing

audio inputs, aDenon Link 3high-

ADS Tech has announced the

Audio & Video, there are 10 x170

the effects of room acoustics. The

performance digital audio input, an

launch of the newest member

rms watt full- bandwidth power

system works by detecting the

RS 232 port for Crestron and AMX

of its me2 ( Media

amps, one full 9.1-channel

proper crossover point and

control and an ethernet port.

Entertainment Evolution)

surround sound system in asingle

determines correct frequency

product family, a new

room, high-end bi-amping, with two

response for each listener position.

all-singing all-dancing box of tricks,

enhanced Media- Link digital

amps feeding the front three

It creates an optimised soundfield

and at apenny under four grand, the

entertainment receiver. The

channels of a7.1 system, two

ard compensates for speaker and

company has priced it to make

new Media- Link has the

discrete 5.1-channel systems in

room capabilities. So there is a

waves in acompetitive market.

addition of awireless g

different rooms, a7.1-channel

'sweet spot' for every listener or

Denon, 01234 741 200,

(802.11g) card, and can now

system in the main zone, a2.1-

viewer, no matter where they're

www.denon.co.uk

Denon is clearly taken with this

be used with either awired
802.11g wireless network to

PureAC to silence spikes

deliver digital entertainment

Sollatek has announced the launch of its new PureAC

ethernet network, or an

from a PC and the internet to

power guard and filter, which claims to eliminate spikes

any TV or stereo in the home

and transient variations in voltage, while also filtering out

or office. It will set you back

electrical ' noise' and RFI ( radio frequency

£199.99, including VAT.

interference).There are '..wo types of filter in the PureAC.

www.adstech.com

One acts to remove electromagnetic interference ( EMI) or

Sitecom DVI cable ,

electricity supply. The other screens out EMI in the higher

broadband ' noise' conducted or radiated into the
Here's yet another ' PC as

(radio) frequency range. The PureAC handles apeak spike

home entertainment' story:

current of 6500A and has atotal energy dissipation rating

Sitecom has introduced a

of 480 joules. Filter

new series of DVI cables,

attenuation is typically

which make it possible to
pass on the digital signal

Flat on its Diamondback

50dB ( decibels) at

0MHz

(megahertz). Apparently

from the PC to adigital TV

Another product due for launch at the Sound & Vision

screen or TFT monitor while

Bristol Show is True Colour Industries' flat speaker

PureAC simply plugs into

retaining the highest possible

cable Diamondback, which chips in at ameasly £ 7.99

the mains socket or

simple to install, the

digital image quality, ideal for

per metre. TCI Diamondback is astereo speaker cable

distribution block feed to

viewing films and photos on a

with aflat profile, designed to be suitable for use

the equipment, then

PC. There are four cables

under carpet and yet ' not compromised regarding

everything is protected.

available, with prices starting

sound quality'. According to the company, ' the sound

Prices start at £ 52.00,

at £ 9.99.

is open, detailed and dynamic with agood controlled

including VAT.

www.sitecom.com

and extended bass response'.

Sollatek,

TCI, www.true-colours.com

www.sollatek.com

www.hifinews.co.uk
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The Chord DSP 8000 R
AV Processor.

W

hen Managing Director, John
Franks, decided Chord needed

amore cost-accessible home cinema
processor, he started with our awesome
DSP 8000 and simply cut out some
non-essential parts. The result?

The truly amazing DSP 8000 R.
Capable of controlling the same demanding
formats as it's more expensive brother
(Dolby Pro Logic II, Dolby Digital EX,
DTS, DTS ES and CEQ), this controlled
7.1 channel processor brings real cinema
to your home as the maker intended.
After all, Skywalker Sound use Chord
amplification to score their soundtracks —
so what they hear, you'll hear.
It doesn't stop there. The DSP 8000 R
also provides auto-calibration, lipsync
adjustment and direct analogue pre-amp
control. And, when teamed with the new
SPM 2400 multi-channel power amplifier,
provides the stunning audio performance
you expect from Chord.
To find out more about our exquisite
hand-crafted audiophile products,
please contact us on 01622 721444,
email sales@chordelectronics.co.uk,
or visit www.chordelectronics.co.uk

QCHORD o
Chord Electronics Limited
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Scottish Hi Fi & Home Cinema Show, Edinburgh

Above, the luxurious Marriott Dalmahoy; right, aLiving Voice demonstration; below, listening to Mowgan speakers and looking at Denon's AV range

Events
13 FEBRUARY
Audiojumble 2005, annual sale
of vintage and modern hi-fi, The
Angel Leisure Centre, Tonbridge,
Kent. Admission 10.30 to 16.30,
£3.00. Early entry 9.30, £ 10.00.
Stalls £ 25, call 01892 540022.
www.„)//rhopimbh ,co.uh
Last but not least Inthe 2004

plasma screen seen earlier at The

from popular brands included KEF's

calendar of hi-fi events was the third

Hi Fi Show & AV Expo.

big KHT 5005 cinema system and

Sound & Vision Bristol 2005,

Monitor Audio's decor-friendly

the 18th year of this popular
show. Marriott City Centre Hotel,

annual Scottish Hi Fi & Home

One intriguing two-channel room

25-27 FEBRUARY

Cinema Show. As in 2003, the

was that of Dumbarton- based

Radius. Absolute Sounds had a

luxurious Marriott Dalmahoy Hotel

newcomer Mowgan Audio. Biggest

Krell- powered cinema system using

Lower Castle Street, Bristol.

provided some capacious, solid-

of Mowgan's three floorstanding

Sonus Faber speakers, and another

Adults £ 7, OAPs £ 3.50. ( Tickets

walled demonstration rooms in the

speakers, the three-way Ogma with

using Audio Research amplification

cannot be bought in advance.)

old manor house at the core of the

12in bass unit and large dome mid,

with Martin Logan Clarity speakers.

hotel complex. The Show was

gave acomfortable, inviting sound,

Other high-end brands included

organised by Loud & Clear, with

yet one full of energy. With afaceted

McIntosh, Moon and Audiopax.

support from two other Scottish

cabinet reminiscent of Avalon or

retailers- Stereo Stereo and Audio

Thiel, it costs £ 5995/pair. These

correction system could cope with

Salon. Corporate sponsors were

speakers are so far available direct

almost anything, doing weli with an

Edinburgh Audi and HiFi News.

(www.mowgan-audio.co.uk) or from

L-shaped, spiit-level room with stairs

Loud & Clear Glasgow.

at one end. In the open area of the

With 80 brands represented, the
show offered many high-quality

Leema Acoi.:stics (working with

www brIstolshow. ro III,
20 MARCH
Vintage Valve & Vinyl Fair,

TacT Audio showed that its room

Westgate Hall, Canterbury, Kent
CT1 2BT. Admission from 10.00
to 16.00, £ 5.00 Early admission
from 09.00, £ 10.00.
www.vintagevalvevinyt.com

Dalmahoy Suite you could, among

home cinema demonstrations as

distribution partner Isol-8) focused

others, Linn Records, Velodyne

well as paying tribute to pure audio.

on its Xavier speakers whi le Totem's

subwoofers, ' sot-8mains products,

Naim Audio was in both camps, with

slim floorstanders were played

cables from TheChord Company -

the new DVD5 player in one room

'Convergence, the Impact of

through acomplete Rega system.

and, popular as ever, ahuge selection

Computers and Networking on

and abig two-channel system in

ProAc collaborated with Sugden to

of LPs from the Direct Disc and

Future Audio Technology', New

another. Linn showed its new

demonstrated its Response 025 and

Diverse Vinyl. Something for

Hall, Cambridge University,

Unidisk SC combined universal disc

Tablette Reference 8Signature

everyone it seemed.

(Public day, Saturday 2 April).

player and AV system controller,

speakers with Sugden Masterc lass

0141 221 0221, wvnv.scottishhifi

AES UK, 01628 667002

while Pioneer showed the 61in

and Bijou amplification. AV speakers

andhomecinemashow.co.uk

wwwaes.org/ukconference

31 MARCH- 2 APRIL
AES UK Conference

Guarantee yourself acopy of HiFi News eve ymonth Call our subscriptions hotline now on 01622 778778
www.hifinews.co.uk
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20 years

of the world's best rated audio and video cables

20 years

of the world's best rated analogue and digital cables

20 years

of guaranteed quality ( Life- Long Warranty)

20 years

of ground- breaking technological innovation

R.T. Services

Avanue, DidL ,„.. iordshire, OX11 7XN
www.rts'audio.éo.uk

www.silteçhcables.coin

Opinion

Barry

Fox
T

he ' perfect sound for ever' promise for CD was dropped
soon after the 1983 launch. ' CD quality sound' then
became aphoney benchmark which morphed into ' near

CD quality' after legal complaints. All this means nothing to
the IT companies that now have their sights set on hi-fi as a
chance to boost flagging sales of flakey computers and fashion
phones. History for them is what they did before lunch.
When Vodafone launched its third-generation 3G
videophones across 12 European countries, and Japan, with a
party in East London, it was alavish affair. Models Jodie Kidd,
Sophie Anderton and Eva Herzigova mingled with the guests,
before being interviewed from amock TV studio by Jonathan
Ross; new star Jamelia sang live to pre-recorded backing
tracks. Nothing wrong with that. It's what the hi-fi companies
used to do when they still had the money.
The real shock was a ' News of the Day' mock TV programme
hosted by ITV's news and current affairs anchor Sir Trevor
McDonald. Appearing live in the

The Advertising
Standards Authority
will be busy if the 3G
companies slide into
promising CD quality
from 60kb/s

mock studio and on large screens
round the venue McDonald
'interviewed' Vodafone UK CEO
Bill Morrow, feeding him soft
questions like ' will it not be too
expensive?' On at least three

trying not to admit — namely that there is basic
incompatibility between Bluetooth and the latest version of
Windows which Motorola was not warning customers about.
Just take Moto's reply as an early warning of what you may
face if you rely on Bluetooth to connect your audio
components. ' For MPT ( Mobile Phone Tools), if you click on
the Menu button (on the phone displayed on the PC), select
Help, then Update, it'll take you to aweb page where you will
see " Learn more about Windows XP Service Pack 2." Follow
instructions to get the software to all work tether:
Irest my case. You have been warned. And it will now be
very interesting to see whether anyone inside Motorola reads
the hi-fi press, picks up on this and gets back to me with

occasions during this puke- making
'interview' Morrow promised that

some kind of reassurance that the company is genuinely aware

3G would deliver ' CD quality

And now some good news — thanks to the new blue laser
systems, due within the next year. Jean-Paul Eekhout, Senior

music'. Sir Mac of course let it
pass. Phones on demonstration
round the room were playing

downloaded pop and rock tracks
through headphones and sounded acceptable. Ichecked the
file description for three tracks ( from Robbie Williams, Prince
and Jamelia). The music was stored as MP4 on aMemory stick
with adata rate of 60kb/s. True CD data streams nearly 25
times faster, at 1.4Mb/s.
The Advertising Standards Authority will sure be busy if the
3G companies slide into promising CD quality from 60kb/s.
Ipreviously reported on Motorola's plan for anew hi-fi

of what music listeners want from their leisure time.

Marketing Manager from TDK's European HQ in Germany, has
been giving briefings at which he hands round 12cm discs,
with awire wool kitchen scourer and some felt tip pens. ' Try
and mark the discs,' he challenges.
The wire wool leaves no marks and pen ink wipes off. So do
finger prints. The only person who has so far hurt the discs
was aDutch journalist who used aSwiss Army knife.
The demonstration was staged to support the claim now
made by Sony, Philips, Panasonic and other members of the
Blu-ray group that their blue laser recording discs no longer
need to be housed in the awkward protective caddies

system that uses the Bluetooth wireless computer system to

previously thought essential to prevent data loss from surface

connect audio components round the home. If all goes
according to Moto's plan this digital wireless hi-fi product line

marks. TDK refused to give any details of the coating but the
company's patents reveal it is made from two separately

should soon be ready for launch. Some readers may be

applied very thin layers of silica and fluorine-containing

tempted by polished promises of convenience. So here is a

chemicals, hardened and bonded by intense ultraviolet light.
The silica particles are less than 50 micrometres in

factual rundown on what happened when Isent Motorola a
detailed analysis of the technical problems Ifound after
testing some of its current Bluetooth audio devices. My
questions were put to Moto's appointed press spokespeople, so

diameter, so do not affect transparency; the fluorine acts a
lubricant which makes oil from fingers or solvent from apen
roll into droplets which are much smaller than the laser spot

they should have got the best possible answers, fast.
After afull month of reminders, all Ihad got were short

used to read the disc, and so cause no data loss.

muddled answers that largely ignored the issues Ihad raised.
This, for example, is the Motorola's verbatim explanation of

be cost-effective when it comes to music CDs and wdeo

why one of its Bluetooth devices did not work at all. It would

But it could spawn anew market for Speclal Editlon CDs that
really do last forever. II

take me several boring paragraphs to explain what Motorola is

www.hifinews.co.uk

TDK in Japan says the new hard coating will probably not
DVDs, because consumers now expect them to be so cheap.
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Nagra PL - Land
l

e

PIVIA

-., \\\ \

We unlock the secret of Nagra's power
amp — and try the PL- Lpre amp. Review
by Ken Kessler, lab report by Paul Miller

N

agra is the closest audio has come to producing abrand with an
atisolutely blemish- free record. I've said more than once that if I
had to choose one system for the rest of my life, it would include a
Nagra PL- Pand its VP.A valve monoblocks. So it was with glee and
even intumescence that Ireceived news that Iwould be reviewing
aNagra a Nagra pre/power combination. The pre-amp would be
the PL- 1.. line stage, while the amplifier would he apair of the new
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a

Coming to the
point: sheetmetal upper
casework is
combined with a
massive cast
base

PMA Pyramids, which had been seen at acouple
of shows and left observers scratching their
heads. Unlike every other product Nagra has
produced in its 50-plus years, this one seemed almost
flippant — coming as it does from the brand responsible for
the world's finest tape recorders, let alone arange of highend audio gear that's good enough for David A Wilson to
take to hi-fi shows for his demonstrations.
Isay that because you must appreciate the seriousness
of Nagra. This is no gathering of borderline-psychotic
Eurotrash audiophiles out to prove points among their
peers. Although the chief designer is — how do Iput this? —
not alittle eccentric, Nagra is, first and foremost, Swiss.
And frivolity is not part of the nation's character. So Iwas
prepared to take the PMA seriously. But alittle voice in the

Nagra is, first and foremost,
Swiss. And frivolity is not part of
the nation's character...
back of my head kept whispering that maybe someone at
Cheseaux believes in 'pyramid power' and its
metaphysical connotations. Spooky...
PL-IPRE-AMPLIFIER
Following the familiar PL-P phonoequipped valve
pre-amp on which it's based in part, the PL-L is alinelevel-only version with one added fillip: remote control.
The two pre-amps look very similar bar one or two
changes in facilities and knobbery, but they can confuse
some users by asking of them: which to buy?
If you're either extremely wealthy or aNagra obsessive,
you'd buy both, for they are complementary, not mutually
exclusive. In which case, you can look at it like this: the
PL-L, at £4950, is either an expensive way to add remote

20

We all know companies that rave about the superiority of
battery drive, and with much justification, for example,
LFD. Thus, there are listeners who insist that the PL-P
sounds better on line sources than the PL-L, marginally
warmer and richer, with better dynamics and certainly a
lower noise floor. But both products are world-class, and
you'd be more likely to choose one over the other because
you prefer phono overremote or vice versa, rather than for
relative sonic merit.
Which ever you choose, the bottom line is that you'd
own a sublime, all-valve Nagra pre-amp in the same
anodised, machined-from-solid aluminium block,
fabulous controls, side-positioning for inputs and
outputs, joyous ease of use despite the wealth of features,
and sound that, well, let's get to that in amoment. Niceties
include user-adjustable internal settings for gain matching
and for setting up the way the PL-L deals with other
components relative to the remote. there's avalve-life
timer and other under-the-bonnet facilities. And you will,
at some point, take the lid off to access these.
While inside the PL-L, you'll notice superb
workmanship, three valves (two EGC83s and one ECC81,
hand-selected and burned in for 12 hours before testing),
assorted banks of jumpers for level-matching and remote
control suitability, a brace of Nagra-made balanced
toroidal output transformers and the massive ALPS-made
level and source controllers. But for many of us, the
seduction comes in the form of one thing above all others,
the legendary round metering system called the
modulometer. This multi-purpose analogue meter
indicates relative dB levels, controlling the power supply
DC input level, power supply behaviour, compensating
for level differences between various recordings, output
level of the amp, establishing precise balance between
left and right channels and more.

volume control and four more line inputs (one balanced
XLR and three unbalanced) to the PL-P, or the PL-P is a

Unlike the PL-P, which has left/right input level
controls, the PL-L establishes balance with a

costly way to add aphono stage to aPL-L. Considering the
number of people Iknow with both, it begs the question:
why doesn't Nagra do an all-tube pre-amp with remote
control and phono? Or is that too simple?
One other crucial concern when making your decision:
the PL- Pruns from arechargeable battery system while
the PL-Lis mains-driven via an outboard power supply.

conventional balance rotary. Other controls
include a mono/stereo toggle switch, a
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toggle for changing the functions of the
modulometer and a third for
choosing between Outputs 1, 2 or
Mute. Everything about the PL-L
reeks of professional usage,
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from the wholly functional styling to the feel of every
control. Despite tidy dimensions of only 310 x 76 x
254mm (hwd), it oozes gravitas.
Despite this, the PL-Lis just as apt for domestic users,
including couch potatoes. The machined-from-solid
remote control allows source selection and adjustment of
balance and output level via motorised pots. As Nagra
notes, 'This means the remote control does not degrade
the sound quality; the audio signal path remains
unchanged.' The PL-L's remote can also control the Nagra
DAC and the MPA-RCMI amplifier.
.

PMA PYRAMID MONOBLOCK AMPLIFIER
Heralding a 'new family of solid- state amplifiers
based on a unique pyramidal design' is
the £6995 PMA Pyramid Monoblock
Amplifier, to be followed by the PSA
Pyramid Stereo Amplifier offering
100W/ch for £4250. Each PMA
delivers 200W into 8ohms, and
one thing you can't deny it is
recognition for it sheer
muscle. But here's where Istart smelling

the whiff of patchouli: 'The revolutionary concept
encompasses an aluminium pyramidal design that is as
functional as it is distinctive.' Sorry, guys, but an 300nun
tall pyramid with a 378 x 378mm footprint is not
functional, when most equipment shelves aren't that deep
and when they can't be stacked. Why not just come out
and say that you want to be noticed?
My colleague Paul Miller has delved into the
technicalities [page 23]. Suffice it to say that even with my
non-technical background, Iam suspicious of 200W amps
that weigh only 10kg and seem to contain very few
components. Even adolt such as Iknows about switchmode power supplies and other CEblessed ca-ca.
Ishould state here that the review sample is an early
edition, probably pre-production. Which might explain
the mechanical buzzing. Even so, the flimsy pyramid
section certainly doesn't suggest manufacture by Nagra,
while the casting that makes up the base must have been
modelled on those at Cheops: rough around the edges.
You do, however, get ahint of Nagra in the back section,
where you find both balanced and
unbalanced inputs on XLR and RCA
connectors, decent binding posts, the
on/off rocker switch and jumpers
for balanced or single-ended
operation. You can calibrate the
level for maximum power
internally for 1 or 2V to
allow the pyramids to be
compatible with any
pre-amplifier
or
DAC. Although

not functioning on this early sample, the PMA features
auto-detect power-on, to start automatically when
receiving asignal on the input connectors. The amplifier
will also turn off after 20 minutes if it doesn't receive a
signal. Other specifications include 10Hz-70kHz
frequency response, 104dB signal to noise ratio, and THD

The PL- Lpre- amp,
naturally with the
classic
modulometer —
and remote conirol

of Less than 0.09% at 200W.
SOUND QUALITY
The PL-L and PMAs were used in asystem with SME
Series V arm, Transfiguration Temper V cartridge, SME
30/2 turntable and Audio Research PH5 phono stage at
one end, and Wilson WATT Puppy System 7at the other.
For comparison, other pre-amps included the McIntosh
C2200 and Musical Fidelity X-Pre 3; other amplifiers were
the McIntosh MC2102 and Musical Fidelity X-200. I
played mix'n'match, using balanced and singled-ended
connections; wires were Transparent Ultra or Kimber.
What apre-amp! Absolutely vast soundstage, which
carved out ahuge playground for big band sessions from
mono Billy May on Capitol LPs to some Mel Torme, Bobby
Darin and Dino sessions on CD. The PL-L's neutrality, with
only the merest whiff of valveycuddling, bettered every
pre-amp in my arsenal. The C2200 offered slightly faster
attack and smoother decay, but the PL-Lnever sounded

What apre- amp! A vast soundstage carved out ahuge
playground for big band sessions
like it was struggling to resolve the natural behaviour of
the start and stop of the notes. Voices were natural, with an
inescapable 'BBC feel': you could imagine this pre-amp in
abroadcast studio.
What the PL-L does that Ifound frightening in its
veracity was to convey the punch and power of loud
acoustic instruments — something to which I'm attuned
because Ihear live sax whenever my son practices. I
suspect that 30 seconds listening to this pre-amp with
really hot and fast trumpet work will ensure an instant
sale. 1fed it some live Louis Prima, with Louis duelling
with Sam Butera in a trumpet/sax confrontation: the
Nagra lapped it up, keeping every note clear and natural.
When they overlapped, there was no smearing. And
when it came to Louis singing alongside Keely
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Smith, rasp vs liquid, the PL-L showed itself to have
finesse, detail and clarity without peer.I absolutely,
positively loved it. Then Iswitched in the PMA.
At first, Iwas too easily seduced by the power. It has
plenty of grunt, and Iwould be hard-pressed to name a
speaker it can't handle. But, from the get-go, it seemed lean
—too lean. And we all know that asteak or burger without
any fat is too dry to swallow. Gimme some cholesterol. I
put it down to my using, primarily, valve amps, but I'd also
been experiencing heavy usage of apair of mono'd Musical
Fidelity X-200s. Iwas baffled.
Not only did the X-200s seem more powerful, if less
composed, for me they were more life-like. So Icollared as
many people as Icould to find out whether or not senility
was setting in a decade too soon. Straight away, one
golden-eared visitor said, unprompted, 'This [the X-2001
isn't as accurate, but it's ahelluva lot warmer and more
listenable.' Another — aNagra worshipper no less — was
beside himself: ' It's brittle and edgy. Why did they bother?'
A mystery, then. How does one of the greatest brands in
audio history come up with this? Whatever the amplifier
module in the PMA, however good the MOSFETs, to my
ears the PMA did not sound like athoroughbred in any
area bar power. Its bass was solid and taut, but it sounded
artificial, even when the source was wholly acoustic —
upright bass sounded electrified. Large-scale percussion
was papery, the fluidity removed from the latin
flavourings of Mike Nesmith's ' Rio' on LP. Vocals acquired

amild rasp. Sibilants? The PL-Lcould ameliorate it only so
far. You have no idea how much it hurts and confuses me
to write this. In the same review, Ihave one of the three or
four finest pre-amps I've ever had the pleasure to use. And
with it? An amplifier that recalls early CD. So here's how
this plays out for the Nagra devotee:
Nagra's previous power amps. both the valve and the
solid-state, categorically obviate the need for the PMA. I'd
be honoured to use either. So would most sane enthusiasts.
The shape? Call it amatter of taste. But as far as this
reviewer is concerned, I've just spent afew weeks with a
pre-amp so magnificent that Iwish Inever had to let it go,
and apower amplifier that had the wrong effect on me: my
ancestors built the bloody pyramids. Under duress.

Upper casework
lifts off to reveal the
(analogue)
amplifier circuitry,
while the cast alloy
base houses the
PMA's efficient
switch- mode
power supply

Lab report: Nagra PMA
we

At first sight, many of the PMA's technical

IMEOMIII

hallmarks bear close comparison with that of a El 2

4:18:11t181

1.6

leh,4

when driving lower impedance loads meant that
the - 0.06% value incurred at 8ohms was

generic Class Dor analogue PWM amplifier

boosted to - 0.14% at equivalent outputs into

design. Nevertheless, the final power amplifier

4ohms. This are not insignificant values for a
modern. solid-state Class NB design but at

stage is alinear Class NB design with afixed
-300mA of steady, rather than adaptive,
biasing. The fact that it runs so cool is merely a
reflection of the substantive, cast alloy

least they remain reasonably consistent across

85 -4W

the amplifier's power bandwidth.

4.

The MPA's response is also plotted against

4,
6.1

heatsinking and efficiency of the power supply,
which we'll come to in amoment.
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The MPA meets its 200W specification,

100

FREQUENCY »

Fig 2. Response rolls off as o/p impedance increases

delivering afull 230W/8 ohms, but shows

speaker load in Fig 2, along with its output
impedance which begins to climb away above
its moderate - 0.05ohm value through the audio
band. This ties- in with the increase in distortion
at HF and reflects the limited feedback applied

barely any increase at all under dynamic

around the MOSFET output stage. This increase

conditions where some 240W is achievable into

accounted for largely by ' white noise' rather

8ohms for 10msec at < 1% THD. This dynamic

than hum. Ordinarily, this limited dynamic

in distortion, output impedance and limit in

output peaks at some 315W/4ohm but falls

headroom might suggest Nagra had engineered

both risetime and bandwidth are the result of

thereafter, realising amaximum current of

ahighly regulated or ' stiff PSU but, in practice,

deliberate engineering decisions to ' protect and

12.2A. This is alittle low for a200-watter and

we find this is aproprietary, switchmode power

extend the ifetime of tweeters at high power...'.

suggests the MPA might be better suited to

supply design with PFC ( power factor correction)

The highly extended nature of this distortion

higher impedance if not higher sensitivity

implemented to improve its loading of the local

(10th harmonic and beyond, rather than just

speakers. Noise, too, proved alittle

mains supply. While conventional switchmode

2nd and 3rd) may well exert some subjective

disappointing with its A-wtd residual of - 60dBV

supplies present ahighly reactive load, Nagra's

impact, however.

L
OOSTCMIMIM . (MINIM NO ma era

is both more resistive and more in keeping with

Paul Miller

tam

the spirit of European EMC regulations.
Incidentally, the large red inductors visible in
the top-off shot are part of this PFC regime.
The MPA also meets its < 0.09% THD
specification with asteady - 0.06% from
10W-200WI8ohm right through the midrange.
There is asteady increase in distort.on at higher
&NW
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frequencies, however, climbing to 0.1% at

The pre- amp is the star here, having peerless cla

3kHz, 0.3% at 10kHz and 0.65% at 20kHz.

punch and finesse, but while the power amp boasts

This is clea• from Fig 1, as is the amplifier's far

real power, being able to drive any speaker you care

Fig 1. Nagra PMA: Distortion increases with

more linear performance once the load ( speaker)

to hook up it, its lean presentation fails to satisfy

frequency and load

is removed! The MPA's increase in distortion
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Townshend TA 565 Evo 2
PRICE

£2900

The modifications and additions here are
extensive and inevitably this pushes the price up
from the standard unit's £ 250 or so, to £2900.
The standard player's Burr- Brown DSD1791
24-bit/192kHz multi- bit PCM DAC is partnered

audio output stage and 12V for the digital circuits
via ashort mult - pin DIN-type umbilical link.
The precision regulation and smoothing is
provided inside the ( upper) player box, each
regulator placed close to the relevant circuits — in
particular the clock. In the player, the 12V line is

ake one standard Pioneer DV 565A DVD
player, add an external power supply,

T

with a Philips SAA7893HL chip which enables

improve power and regulation to improve
jitter, replace the audio output stages with

the DSD data from SACD discs to be processed,
in addition to the DVD-Audio and DVD-Video

discrete class Acircuits and put the power supply

formats. The front left and right channels emerge

and player in separate shiny stainless-steel cases

3V for the clock. The original audio output cnip in
the Pioneer is not used by the TA 565. Instead,

via the Burr- Brown chip for higher quality,

Geoff Mead has designed a discrete op-amp

and the result — you've guessed it — is the
Townshend Audio TA 565 High Fidelity Universal
Player. This machine, says company owner Max
Townshend, is aimed squarely at anew breed of
listeners who want the very best two-channel
stereo sound quality from their CDs, DVD-Audios
and SACDs, while also providing the best in multichannel music and DVD film replay — avoiding the
need for separate players for audio and video.
Ifirst heard this machine in an amazing system
that Max demonstrated at the 2004 Bristol Show.
Ireceived my review sample and this certainly
sounded very well. But before I'd put pen to

Before I'd put pen to paper, Max
announced yet more improvements to
circuitry, power supplies and jitter
whereas the other channels rely on the Philips
chip for processing and D-to-Aconversion.

circuit, along minimalist audiophile princeles,

In the power supply box, which sits beneath
the original Pioneer player, Townshend Audio has

more difficult to engineer, but achieving far better
audio performance claims Max.
In the Evo 2, further mains filtering has been

paper, Max announced yet more improvements to
circuitry, power supplies and jitter reduction and

built three power supplies with five stages of
radio- frequency filtering before the voltage
regulators. It's said that filtering is so effective,

announced the Evo 2version, which we have here

external mains filters now make no difference to

—actually the first review — world scoop if you like.

the sound. This extra box provides ±24V for the
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further reduced to asmoother 5V for the DAC and

with just three transistors in the signal path —

added, with more voltage regulators to reduce
clock signal degradation that can accumulate as
the signal is distributed around the player's
c.rcuitry. Finally, in the Evo 2 the reference
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Townshend Audio

Eva 2
universal disc player
Now updated to Evo 2status, asingle player aimed at those wanting
the best two- channel stereo sound from their CDs, DVD-Audios and
SACDs, plus the best in multi- channel music and DVD film replay
voltage, which the Burr- Brown DAC uses to derive

between CD and DVD-Audio. When the improved

Interface ( GUI). Ihad to re-set the SACD/CD or

the audio signal, is further stabilised.

Evo2arrived, Icarried out in-depth listening, not

DVD-AudioNideo options for each comparison
and also select the appropriate type of audio from
the main disc menu. The GUI is fairly user-

Of course, Townshend Audio specialises in

just to CD, but also to the SACD and DVD-Audio-

vibration isolation, and so the two-piece player as
reviewed sits on a spring-suspended cradle.

DVD-Video options.
Comparisons of the various audio options

Tuned to 2Hz horizontal and 3Hz vertical, it helps

involved much switching between disc sectors

filter out higher frequency mechanical vibration

and layers, because Iwanted to find out just how

and avoid its effects on the internal circuits and

much benefit one would typically receive from

SOUND COMPARISONS
With ahigh premium over Pioneer's standard fare,

mechanism. Since supplying the player for review,
Max has re-designed the suspension with conical

DVD-A and SACD as replayed in stereo. Trouble is,

anyone shelling out nearly three grand on a

as soon as aSACD or DVD-Audio disc is inserted

tricked- up

friendly, but still atrial compared to aCD player.

player would

need to

be quite

convinced of the benefits. When compared via

The modified player provided greater
musical contrasts, wider, deeper
acoustics, and aclearer, richer sound

CD, SACD and DVD-Audio, it did not take long for
me to hear the improvements — there was clearly
a quantum
modified

leap in audio performance. The
player

provided

greater

musical

contrasts, wider, deeper acoustics, and aclearer,
richer more open sound quality. Interestingly, the
benefits to picture quality mirrored those to the

springs which sit in the power supply case (as

and ' play' is selected, the player decides what to

sound — crisper brighter highlights, improved

shown in our photos), but this was not installed

play, based on what's on the disc; how the player

on the listening sample.

has been set up; and whichever part of the DVD-

contrast, and less noisy, more solid colours. For
instance, in Eric Clapton's Madison Square

Audio menu the player defaults to. To have any

Garden benefit concert DVD Eric Clapton and

HANDS-ON TESTS
The first player certainly had that same dynamic,

idea of what's coming out of the player, it had to
be connected to aTV screen. Iused the SCART

Friends in Concert [
Warner 7599-38510-2], the
wood guitar colours were more solid ( less grainy)

fluid, sound first heard , n February 2004, with
excellent detail and clarity, although no detailed

output to connect to awidescreen CRT TV, which
allowed me to initialise the player's internal

and reflections from the polished surface clearer
and more realistic. Apart from the brighter-clearer

comparisons were made with other players, or

settings

picture, the extra clarity imparted to the linear
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via the CD layer, but the SACO layer presented a
warmer, richer and delicate sourc. The SACD was
noticeably rounder — or duller — in balance but the
orchestra sat in the ttall's acoustics more
convincingly and the strings were smoother and
cleaner — especially in te forte passages. The
music had abetter sense of flow and inner detail
via SACD i this delightful performance and
recording. Likewise, with Claire Martin's SACD
Too Darn Hot [
Linn AKD 243] her silky, sultry
vocal became even more intimate and was less
'in your face' than with the CD layer. The CD
layer's bass was certainly firm and hard-driving,
PCM

stereo sound

on

this

disc

was very

noticeable. Picture improvements may have been
less dramatic than the sonic benefits, but they

excellent with CD, although which is preferred
would depend on personal goals in presentation.

and though the SACD layer's bass lines were
seemingly warmer, this tracx was no less rhythmic
and this hot jazzy track swung just as
convincingly — if not more so.

were clearly visible and worthwhile nonetheless.
Auditioned initially with CD and replaying the

The TA 565 is of course not just aCD player, it
is atruly universal machine offering playback of
all currently available and officially sanctioned

tracks from Naim's analogue-tape recorded True

options.

Stereo sampler disc via the TA 565, double bass

DVD-Audio discs followed. Unfortunately, there

Nimbus ' Surround Yourself With' Ambisonic

was very clear, almost palpable, and stereo
positioning of instruments, and depth of image

are some less than adequate transfers to SACD
and DVD-Audio out there. For instance, with the

recordings (
www.wyastone.co.uk). Recorded with

were amazingly good. Bass quality was tuneful,

Rolling Stones' CD/SACD hybrid, Big Hits [
Abko

upsampled and encoded here to 88.2kHz/24-bit

with every note both clear and stunning in

8822932] the band rocked with the CD layer.

stereo, and four channel 88.2kHz/24-bit format,

tonality. Icould almost 'see' the width of the

'Satisfaction' was all raw pent-up frustration, but

on the basis that (due to dither applied at the

cymbals as the brush washed over them. The
most striking aspect of TA 565 replay was the
feeling of ' life' and 'flow' in the music and, while
crystal clear, one could not in any way accuse the
sound of being brash.
By comparison, the Musical Fidelity A5 — a
dedicated CD player using the same Burr- Brown

Much

listening

with

SACD

and

Finding good DVD-Audio discs seemed more
difficult thal with SACD. Fortunately, Nimbus
Records came to the rescue with a set of five

16-bit technology at 44.:kHz, : hese have been

DVD-Audio was gloriously transparent,
extending high-frequency response and
low-level detail to mind-blowing limits

DAC chip but preceded by up-sampling — could
beat the TA 565 for vocal smoothness, warmth,

via SACD the pulse flagged and was about as

bass presence and natural tonality, particularly

exciting as acold cup of cocoa. Ihave heard the

recording stage) these ' 16- bit' recordings contain
at least 18 bits of real audio information.

with acoustic instruments. The Townshend player

lethargy of this track on other players — so it's not

The Nimbus Beethoven Leonore 2nd and 5th

by way of contrast, was atad brighter but had the
upper hand in drive, rhythm and dynamics. Now,

the fault of the TA 565. Likewise, many DVDAudio discs are either too bright, or just plain

Symphony with the Hannover Band [ Nimbus
NI90041 were pleasingly spacious, with adeep,

the A5 is an exceptionally fine CD player and

uninspiring in sound, music — or both.

during its short stay with me it has become
something of aCD reference, seeming to extract

Fortunately, there's some good material around.
From Linn Records' range of hybrid CD/SACDs,

rich, smooth sound and gloriously lush strings.
The Rachmaninov Symphony No 2 was also
superb, lyrical and harmonious, with much fine

astonishing levels of detail and naturalness from

the

detail; for nstance in the pizzicato strings. In

the best 16- bit CDs — so that places the
Townshend very high too. Both are musically

Symphony Orchestra conducted by Sir Charles
Mackeras, CKD2341sounded pretty damned good
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Dances

of

Galantia

[
Scottish

Copland's ' Fanfare

for the

Common

Man'

(Nimbus N9002), the clarity and power of the
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universal player

and clearly detailed sound that really brought the

mixed. Worst of all was Dolby Digital, which in my

music to life. The depth, breadth and natural
acoustics were simply stunning — and this is a

view is simply not up to the standard required for
music reproduction.

recording that has sat in its can for decades.
In a different musical genre, another audio
gem found was The Beach Boys Pet Sounds
[Capitol 72434 77936-9-1]. This DVD-Audio
replay was gloriously communicative (especially
interesting to hear the outtakes). As with the
Mahler, it was like sitting at the original

Openi/c
os

mastering session — brilliantly transparent,
lacking the glare and fizz of CD and seeming to
extend both the high-frequency response and
low-level fine detail to mind-blowing limits — pure

leeeleellee%4444444

For instance, the aforementioned Eric Clapton
and Rolling Stones DVD-Audio discs gave
steaming performances in 16-bit LPCM. While a
video DVD of The Who and special guests at the
Royal Albert Hall [
MCY IX0834MYUKD, Direct
Video Distribution] via the DTS soundtrack, downmixed to two channels, was well balanced, clear,
clean, uncluttered and with excellent dynamics.
Dolby Digital DVDs were ' okay', if tending towards
asplashy treble sound. This was not the fault of
the TA 565 as these discs have sounded much

insight to arecording made nearly 35 years ago.

the same on many other players — although the
Townshend's transparency simply reproduced the

DVD VIDEO

signature sound more clearly.
The Townshend delivers astirring performance

Ilistened to several music DVDs having stereo
linear PCM soundtracks. If you find any of these,

with CD and sets avery high standard, although

big kettle drum, the tonal qualities of the three
distinctly tuned smaller tymps, the warmth of the
shimmering cymbals and richress of horns were
stunning. This one played clean and loud! One
could have been there for the recording in 1982.
The paradox is that these are not even genuine
'high-resorution recordings', and therefore the
same mixes on vanilla CD up-sampled for D/A
would likely sound just as good. What makes
these so special is the Ambisonic recording
method, which — in two-channel replay — makes
for ahighly naturalistic presentation.
Even more exciting to play were the Silverline
Classic discs — transfers of olc analogue master
tapes from the Vanguard catalogue. At 40-odd
years old these are of ' historic' recording quality,
but the 24-bit/96kHz transfers, using Pacific
Microsonics high- resolution A/D encoders, have

Music DVDs having stereo linear PCM
soundtracks sounded great via two
speakers, giving clear 16- bit CD sound
treasure them. They sounded great via two
loudspeakers, using the TA 565, giving crystal

there are dedicated CD players — such as the

Utah

clear 16- bit CD sound, but with 48kHz sampling
frequency [ and some such DVD-Video music discs

that's not what the TA 565 is about. It is intended
for serious music lovers wishing to integrate their

Symphony Orchestra conducted by Maurice
Abravanel [ Silverline Classics 288261-9].

use 20- or 24- bit sound — Dep Ed]. Iventure to
suggest that for DVD Video these stereo transfers

stereo and home cinema systems. For them, the

Lacking the boxy acoustics of some of these old

channel stereo via CD, SACD, with the bonus of

recordings, and with astring tone that seems to

are the best option for music lovers. However,
good DTS DVDs were not far behind — much closer

eludes CD, this has arichly textured, vivid vibrant

to CD quality than Dolby Digital, ever when down-

and music videos. By combining superb music
and movie replay in one package and without

the rare quality of giving btlie impression of
auditioning the original tapes. One of the best
examples

is the

Mahler 4 with

the

Musical Fidelity A5 — that could challenge it. But

TA 565 offers arare combination — excellent twotwo- and multi-channel replay for home cinema

requiring the connection of a home-cinema
receiver (which, let's face it, are not renowned for
their music reproduction) the TA 565 offers that
rare item — aplayer that really does deliver highquality reproduction of both music and movies.
David Berriman

Supplier
Townshend Audio
020 8979 2155
www.townshendaudio.com
565 is reminiscent of the modifications and improved
y audiophile CD players of power supplies to ach eve their
20 or so years ago, from British ends. The Pioneer DV 565A
companies dissatisfied with DVD player [above] was chosen

domain without being con
to multi- bit — as happens
many players. Also, tie multi-b.
DAC — aBurr Brown 1791 — is

'c fare from major consumer because all signal processing for high spec for a mass-mark
and so resorted to heavy SACD is carried out in the DSD albeit aspirational play

www.hifi news. co . u

Hi-FiNews verdict
Something of atour de force, and atruly universal
machine ready for virtually any silver disc you may
wish to throw at it. If this is your thing, then you really
must hear the TA 565 for yourself.
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PRICE

£6450/£6995

T

here is surely some irony in the fact that
two of the most visually stunning pieces
of equipment ever to have graced the

pages of the hi-fi press come from acompany that
for the first 20 years of its life was best known for
its internal components. For me, the stereotypical
product from acable and capacitor manufacturer
moving into amp production, would be: peerless
cables and capacitors ( of course), asuperb circuit

HP100, and its first power amp, the Sapphire,

gave out the most beguiling blue glow. Of course,

were outstandingly beautiful pieces of kit. In the

we are meant to be beguiled by the sound of

case of the HP100, there was nothing too

equipment, not its appearance. But in how many

outlandish in its appearance, but the standard of

areas of life do stunning looks hurt? Yet,

construction, both inside and out, was exemplary,

amazingly, the Sapphire power amp made the

Every aspect of it works together
perfectly to create nothing less than
apiece of electronic sculpture

(to make the most of the cables and capacitors)

while the black nickel' fascia was breathtaking.

plus aPeak Frean special biscuit- box casing.

HP100 look almost plain. Though stunningly

Of course, the finishing touch was the thin

well- executed, the pre- amp was, ir the final

Apparently Hovland wasn't too familiar with

translucent layer between the fascia and the

analysis, another full-width rectangular box. But

my stereotype, as both its original pre- amp, the

amplifier's body — flick aswitch, and the acrylic

the Sapphire pretty much rewrote the book on
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200/Sapphire

pre-/ power
amplifier

An expensive combination, but then, it looks like a
million dollars. So how does the sound measure up?
pleasing; but that said, the illuminated dials

amplifier aesthetics. Every aspect of it works

the HP100's control knobs perfectly. At the rear

together perfectly to create nothing less than a

of the power amplifier the huge ( and very heavy)

make it much easier to see volume and source

piece of electronic sculpture.

rectangular power supply case really shouldn't gel

settings from across a listening room, and the
stainless steel top and sides make for a better

Starting with the four output valves: while they

with the overwhelm:ngly cylindrical theme, but

might fit the term tube' to atee, the EL34 has

somehow it does. Place all these visual treats on

match with the Sapphire. So, as far as visuals are

always seemed a little visually insipid, having

a vast, inch thick, chamfer-edgec aluminium

concerned, it's win some, lose some.

neither the voluptuous shape of the 300B or the

plinth', and you have avisual tour- de- force that, if

In terms of sound quality, things are much

sheer visual cojones of an 845 or a211. However,

placed in the right emporium, could probably be

clearer cut. Early last y,l was fortunate to have

place them

mineral glass

sold for the asking price purely as an object d'art.

an extended period comparing my own HP100

chimneys and, all of asudden, they are things of

Bringing things up to date, the big news with

with the quite frighteningly authoritative Musical

beauty — although the real beauty here is in the

the HP200 is its remote control facility, afeature

Fidelity kWP.

fact that the glass tubes really are chimneys, the

that was not possible with the HP100 controls

Hovland's peerless musicality carried aslight cost

convection currents caused by the valves helping

(see panel overleaf). The older pre -'swonderfully

in terms of ultimate transparency and dynamics.

to suck heat from the enclosed circuitry beneath

weighted, oversize control

knobs have been

It wasn't that the HP100 was really lacking in

the plinth.

Immediately behind, the base- lit

replaced with press-button, relay- driven controls

these areas, rather that in A to B comparisons

cylindrical output transformer cases mimicked

which, to my eyes are a little less aesthetically

with the kWP, the Musical Fidelity giant delved

in some blue- lit,

www.hifinews.co.uk

My conclusion was that the
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Remote control without compromise
Hovland's solution to providing remote control
without

compromising

the

pre-amp's

sonic

performance involves the use of an in-house
designed precision attenuator array circuit. This
utilses ultra linear metal-film resistors and dua.
hermetically sealed- in- glass, rhodium contact
reed relays. The volume control provides 2d8
stepis, with a total of 70dB of attenuation.
(As with the HP100, the range is well judged
avoiding the ' maximum volume at 9 o'clock'
syndrome.) Custom logic boards use the same
high purity relays to control source selection
between the five line- level inputs, as well as
mu* ing. monitor ( tape loop) and bypass functions
Tube complement for the HP200 is two 12AX7
plus a single 12AT7. Input impedance is 100k
ohms and output impedance is approximately
2500 ohms. As for gain, this is specified at 14d3
(non- inverting), and frequency response is quoted
as + 0/-0.25dB 10Hz-25kHz.

just a little deeper into the minutiae of a

instrumentalist. The net effect is to reproduce

performance, and exerted a touch more control

music as atruly living entity; in fact the Hovland

over proceedings, particularly when handling the

is so successful at this that it raises the

frequency extremes.
The good news regarding the HP200 is twofold:

sacrilegious issue of whether music reproduced in

firstly, it has all the flowing musicality of its
predecessor; secondly, it is significantly more

the home can ever be ' better' than a live event.
rIstay safely perched on the fence on this one
but, leaving out the unique atmosphere of
actually ' being there', Ican't imagine taking so

transparent. With the HP100, the midrange was
so blissful that, listening in isolation, the ever-soslightly smoothed off high frequencies seemed to
sound absolutely right.

much pleasure from the music at any live event as
Idid when listening to it through the Hovland in
the comfort of my own home.

Where the new pre-amp raises the game is the
flawless way it matches the same luscious

This performance, when driving the MF kW
monoblocks, showed that, as with the HP100, the

midrange with significantly more incisive high
frequencies, and atouch more bass control. One

new pre-amp makes a wonderful combination
with top-quality solid-state amplification. The

combination of the kW's incredible power and
transparency with the Hovland's fluid musicality
provided a sublime listening experience with

The HP200 has all the flowing
musicality of its predecessor; and it is
significantly more transparent
of its key strengths is its level of insight into the
temporal dynamics of music: it tells you just
about everything there is to know about both the
evolution of individual notes and their
combination into a musical whole. This insight
takes you further into the mechanics of the.
creation of music than Iwould have thought
possible. With allegro passages, whether you're
listening to Heifetz or Antonio Forcione, it leaves
you open mouthed at the speed and dexterity of
the performer while, with long drawn out notes,
the HP200 uncovers all the infinitesimal changes
in emphasis and tone which, paradoxically, bring
home
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every musical style Iplayed. While this synergy
bodes well for the HP200's partnership with the
new Radia power amp, it also begs the question:
can the 40W/ch Sapphire sti tmake aconvincing
case for an all-valve Hovland combination?
While its appearance may shout valve
amplifier', the Sapphire is, in fact, a hybrid.

Auditions

amplifier
Reversing the recent trend for
amps with valve driver stages and
solid-state outputs, the Hovland
has hybrid input and driver
stages, combined with a pure
valve output section. This does
appear to leave the Sapphire a
little lacking in watts, by
solid-state standards, so
replacing the four- figure
output kW was aharsh test.
However, the first thing
Inoticed after switching
from the kW was not any
lack of dynamics, rather
it

was

the

sheer

emotion the Hovland
duo deliver when used
together. Listen to the Adagio from Mozart's Violin
Concerto No. 5 through the Musical Fidelity

Pretty with apurpose: glass 'chimneys' suck

combination and Wolfgang Schneiderhan's violin
duly weeps. Listen to it through the Hoylands,

heat away from the amplifier by convection

Big blue illuminated dials on the pre- amp
show volume and source settings

The Hovland raises the issue of whether
music reproduced in the home can ever
be ' better' than alive event
integrated into the musical whole. The net effect

dynamic compression is remarkably subtle. This,

of this synergy was to, seemingly, offer those 2.00

of course, is where the less in ' less is more' kicks
in — less danger of damaging your eardrums, your

am moments of transcendental sonic beauty, on
demand, at atime of your choosing.
Moving onto something a little more
dynamically challenging, perhaps unsurprisingly,

speakers or, indeed, your neighbourly relations.
In asimilar vein, while the Sapphire does not

the Sapphire lacked the kW's rare and impressive

delivered by the kWs, its image focus is truly

ability to mimic the sonic onslaught of aconcert
grand parked in your lounge.

outstanding. Pick a naturally recorded disc from
the likes of Opus 3, and you will hear effects such
as vocalists swaying to and from the mike, while

However, on occasion, it makes a pretty
convincing case for that old ' less is more'
argument. Play the highly atmospheric Mercury

provide quite as cavernous asoundstage as that

the incredibly detailed ebb and flow of decaying
notes puts you right in the middle of the recording
environment — as well as the performance.

and it is utterly inconsolable. You can ask

Living Presence recording of the 1812 Overture

yourself, over and over again, whether the sound

through the kW monoblocks, and you are left with

There is a rare naturalness to the amplifier's

you are hearing is accurate, whether the midband

the abiding feeling that, indoors at least, music
and artillery fire make rather unhappy bedfellows.

presentation which makes reproduction of vocals
and acoustic instruments areal joy. However, spin

Play the same CD via the Hovland combination,
and you lose surprisingly little in dramatic effect.

up something with a bit of fire in its belly, like
Elvis Costello's ' Pump It Up', and the Hovland

In fact, there is a kind of magic in the sheer
presence of the orchestra, and the way its power

thrives on the staccato energy of the track.
Lightning-fast transients and sublime timing give

progressively builds.
In particular, both brass and percussion have

this classic stomper real bite, and proves that the
oh-so- refined Sapphire is awonderfully talented

musicality perfectly. Listening to the Mozart
piece, the different threads of counterpoint

all the attack and body you could want. If,

performer even when things get raucous.
Ian Harris

seemed to swirl around my head, each strand
perfect in its own right, but also perfectly

cannon fire lack the sheer visceral impact

is atouch rich, or whether there is some subtle
euphony occurring but, at the end of the day,
when Ilisten to amoving piece of music, Iwant
to feel uplifted. In this instance, Iwas so uplifted
Iwas practically levitating.
The Sapphire has a speed and lightness of
touch that complements the HP200's flowing

ultimately, both full blooded timpani strikes and
experienced when

heard via the kWs, any

Su .. Iier
Metropolis Music
01892 539245
www.metropolis-music.co.uk

Hi-FiNews verdict
Gorgeous aesthetics and faultless build quality
combine with stunningly musical sound to produce a
high- end high flyer. Expensive hut, in terms of overall
pleasure of ownership, up there with the very best.
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LSeries - A Solid Foundation
What HiFi Sound & Vision Product of the Year - Full size speaker packages

Authorised Stoc
Aberdeen Holbum Hi-fi, 01224 585713
324311 * Beckenham Musical Images, 0
Matters, 0121 4291811 *Bournemouth M
•Brentwood

Audio T, 01277 264730 •Bri

S
ingstoke Audio T. 01256
777*Biraringham Music
tAudio. 01202 529988
Radforns. 0117 9441010

*Cambridge Hughes Ltd. 01223 461518 •Crnterbury (1"_viterbury HiFi,
01227 765315 * Cardiff Sevenoaks, 02920 472110 •Carliée,.e Practical HiFi 01228 544792 * Cheadle Audio Counsel, 0.61 49161.51,1 *Cheltenham
Hutchinsons, 01242 573012 * Cheshire Hi-1 Stereo 0161 9735577
*Cornwall R.J.F., 01209 710777 * Coventry Frank Harvey, 02476 525200
*Crewe Sound of Music, 01270 214143 * Darlington Music Matters,
01325 481418 * Edinburgh HiFi Comer, 0131 5567901 •Edinburgh HiFi Comer, 0131 2201535 * Exeter Howards, 01392 258518 * Falkirk HiFi
Comer, 01324 629011 * Gateshead
Lintone Audio, 0191 4772771
*Glasgow Glasgow Audio, 0141 3324707 * Glasgow HiFi Corner, 0141
2265711 * Guildford
P.J. HiFi. Ltd. 01483 504801 * Hampshire
Hampshire Audio, 01962 854466 *Harrogate HiFi Hut 01423 810990
*Hastings Adams & Jarrett, 01424 437165 * Hereford English Audio,
01432 355081 * High Wycombe Audio T, 01494 558585 * Hove
Sevenoaks, 01273 733338 * Huddersfield Huddersfield HiFi, 01484
544668 * Hull Zen Audio, 01482 587397 * Inverness Telly on the Blink,
01463 233175 * Lancaster Romers Fil- Fi 01254 887799 •Lancaster
Practical HiFi, 01524 39657 * Leeds Sevenoaks, 0113 2452775 * Leicester
Sevenoaks, 0116 2536567 * Lewisham Billy Ve, 0208 3185755 * Lincoln
Sevenrnks, 01522 527397 • Liverpool Sevenoaks, 0151 7078417 * London
Bartletts, 0207 6072296 . London K.J. West One 0207 4868262 * London
Spatial Audio, 0207 4365358 • Macclesfield Doolevs, 01625 423158
*22
Maidstone Home Media Ltd., 016 676703 • Manches
' ter Practical HiFi, 0161 8398869 * Montrose Robert Richie, 01674 673765 . New Malden
Unilet Sound & Vision, 0208 9429567 * Newbury B&B HiFi, 01635 32474
*Newcastle Global HiFi Centre, 0191 2303600 * Newcastle (metro)
Lintone Audio, 0191 4600999 * Norwich Martins HiFi, 01603 627010

The new Quad L-series subwoofer offers the finest bass
performance of any subwoofer in its class.
Technological breakthroughs in every aspect of design
ensure the L-Sub delivers the kind of reproduction expected
from the most respected name in audio.
A revolutionary ' trilam' cone, using carbon fibre
sandwiched between two woven glass-fibre sheets, ensures a
truly pistonic response even under extreme conditions.
The powerful 300WRMS amplifier section is fed through our
new microprocessor controlled fourth order filter stage, with
switchable low pass filters.
The remote controlled operation with digital display and
four memory settings allows different levels for home
cinema and for stereo use.

*Nottingham John Kirk, 01159 252986 * Nottingham Sevenoaks, 01159
112121 * Oxford Audio T, 01865 765961 * Preston Sevenoaks, 01772
825777 * Reading B&B HiFi, 01189 583730 • Rugby Sounds Expensive,
01788 540772 * Salisbury Salisbury HiFi, 01722 322169 * Scarborough
Zen Audio, 01723 350850 * Sheffield Moorgate Acoustics, 0114 275 6048
•Shrewsbury SMC Sound and Vision, 01743 232317 * Solihull Music
Matters, 0121 7420254 • Southampton

Sevenoaks, 02380 337770

*Staines Sevenoaks, 01784 460777 • Stourbridge Music Matters, 01384
444184 • Sutton Coldfield Music Matters, 0121 3542311 * Tunbridge
Wells Sounds of Music, 01892 547003 * Warrington Dóug Brady, 01925
828009 * Watford HiFi City, 01923 226169 • Weybridge Sevenoaks,
01932 828525 • Wip,an

Adventures in Hi Fi, 01942 234202 * Witham

Sevenoaks, 01376 501733 * Wolverhampton Sevenoaks, 01902 312225
•Worcester Worcester Fii-Fi, 01905 612929 * Wrexham Acton Gate
Audio, 01978 364500•York Vickers HiFi, 01904 629659

QUAD
Quad Ile, troacoustics Ltd, IAG

House, Sovereign Court, Ermine

Business Park, Huntingdon, Cambs, PE29 6XU
Download brochures and reviews from www.quad-hifi.co.uk
Tel :- 0845 4580011, Fax :- 01480 431767
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Transfiguration

Temper V
Redefining the tried and tested, this
m- coffers the perfect blend of
sweetness and sparkle — at aprice

Transfiguration Temper V
£2250

PRICE

W

hile you may rightly regard me as a
two- cartridge man — Koetsu or Decca

— I'm not actually that limited. I've
been known to tap my toes to SPU-series
Ortofons, Ilove the wooden- bodied Grados and
have flirted with more than afew luscious Lyras.
But one family of cartridges I've neglected to
mention is that of Transfiguration; I've used their
Temper for years, with great results.
When it came time for anew stylus, Ifound out
that the Temper had moved along a few
generations, so the replacement was the Temper
V, the lower output of the two current models. It's
already been reviewed with enthusiasm by AH

When it comes to specifications there's nothing
too shocking if you're used to moving-coils that

some imaginary hybrid that's part Decca and part
Koetsu. Where the Transfiguration shined was

need a step-up. The company recommends a

with better tracking than either. The Sound of

3 ohm load, which wasn't quite as much of an

Sight, composed and conducted by Ray Martin, is

issue as pure gain, and the suggested tracking

a 1964 Decca Phase 4 release, not unlike A
Stereo Spectacular. Superwide stereo, hot
transients, rapid dynamic changes — you know the
drill. This one also features weird takes on

force of 1.8g is spot-on. Iused the Temper V in
the SME Series Varm on the SME 30/11 turntable,
during sessions with the aforementioned Audio
Research phono stage, the EAR 834P, the ProJect Tube, the Musical Fidelity X-LPV3 and the

classical music, too, but so well recorded that
even Icould stomach them.

NAD PP2 step-ups. As Isaid, loading was far less

Nothing, and Imean nothing on this disc could

important than sheer gain. Other components
included the McIntosh C2200 pre- amplifier,

thwart the Transfiguration, whereas the Decca and

MC2102 power amp, and Wilson WATT Puppy

The Temper simply ploughed on, composed,

System 7and PMC DB1+ loudspeakers.

graceful and oozing finesse. It is, without any

Considering that I'd spent the previous three
months listening almost exclusively to Deccas,

question, one of the greats.

The V is the best of both worlds for a
schizoid who craves some imaginary
hybrid that's part Decca and part Koetsu

the Blue Angel both exhibited traces of instability.

But go back to that line. From left to right, or
lush to exciting, we have ( with some gaps, of
course) the SPU Ortofons, then Denons, then
Supexes, then Koetsus, still to the left of centre.
Midpoint? Probably the Blue Angel, then the
Grado Reference-grade cartridges, followed by the
Transfiguration, and lastly the Deccas. What the
line doesn't indicate is price and value. The
Temper Vcosts aheady £2250. But if that's what
it takes to get a flavourful blend of Decca and

[Dec ' 02], but it certainly deserves revisiting here.

bar the time with the Blue Angel [ Feb '05], the

The V delivers a fragile 0.38mV, while the W

transition was painless. If you draw a line of

Koetsu, in nearly the right ratios, so be it. This

bumps this up to 0.58mV. Because the Audio

cartridge extremes with aDecca at one end and

cartridge swings.
Ken Kessler

Research PH5 phono stage offers huge gain, I an Ortofon SPU at the other, the Temper is,
interestingly, nearer to the Decca. It shares
didn't mind receiving the lower output version.

•

Transfiguration blends classic moving- coil

rapid attack, smooth decay, slightly forward

Supplier

design with some nice details of its own. The
Temper contains aring magnet, said to endow the

presentation and silky string sounds with the

Audio Reference

latest Deccas, but it has warmth more in keeping

01252-702705

cartridge with five ' unique design improvements':

with m-cs. In fact, the Transfiguration reminds me
more of a Decca than a Koetsu, except in the
bass, where the Decca is ultra-taught and lean in

info@audioreference.co.uk

comparison. The Temper clearly emulates the

It costs aheady £2250, but if that's what it takes to
get aflavourful blend of Decca and Koetsu, in nearly

the coils inside the magnet, there are no yokes,
there are ' no magnetic irregularities,' the coils are
located precisely at the ' crux of the magnetic
focus,' and the design boasts more intimate

Koetsu's richer lower octaves.
Which explains why Iam never unhappy with a

coil/magnet coupling. It uses a boron cantilever
and alow mass stylus tip in the form of an Ogura

Transfiguration. In many ways it's the best of both

PA 3x30 micron diamond.

worlds for aschizoid such as I, who often craves

www.hifinews.co.uk
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the right ratios, so be it. Composed, graceful and
outstanding when it comes to tracking ability.
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Arena is aradical new Home Theatre system from Tannoy. Blending form and function, this beautifully crafted

For more information, please contact

audio system offers much more than gorgeous styling; exceptional acoustic performance combines with application

Tannoy by e-mail or telephone.

flexibility to deliver asystem that defines the category.
T 0500 006 049
The satellite speakers feature atechnology breakthrough from Tannoy. They bring together the company's renowned
WideBandTM expertise into abrand new miniature ( 5") version of their world famous point source Dual ConcentricTM

E: enquiries@tannoy.com

drive unit. Arena's powerful 300 Watt active subwoofer delivers tremendously controlled low frequency acoustics
and integrates impeccably to present an outstanding home theatre performance.

Versatile mounting platforms with carefully designed cable management enable complete integration with the
surroundings in the way that you choose. Arena is lavishly finished in achoice of magnificent high gloss colours
-bronze, silver, white or black.

Hear the new Tannoy Arena system at the Bristol Sound & Vision Show, 25th — 27th February,
Marriott Hotel, Room 308.

arEna
tannoy, corn

Audition
loudspedkc,i

monopuise
32

With an unusual crossover
design as well as distinctive
looks, this loudspeaker aims
to preserve musical ' attack'
above all else

Monopulse 32
PRICE

£795

I

n a world of clones — which might be
considered
evidence
of
convergent

be so vital to our perception of each musical

monotonic frequency response, that is, one

instrument's distinctive character. To achieve

without ripples. This combination of filter slopes

this, he deploys an unusual form of asymmetric

has attractions aside from its favourable impulse

crossover,

behaviour. Afirst-order response on the bass- mid

quite

unlike

the

Linkwitz-Riley

evolution or lack of imagination, depending

(Butterworth-squared) symmetrical alignments so
commonly used elsewhere. The low-pass roll-off

on your frame of mind — i: is apleasant change to

of the bass-midrange unit — an aerogel-coned unit

encounter a loudspeaker that's a little different,
outside and in. The MonoPulse 32, designed and

from Audax — is nominally first-order ( 5dB per

of the filtering. A fourth-order slope for the

octave), while the high-pass section feeding the

made in the UK by Allan Hendry, is nothing if not

tweeter (a soft- dome unit, also from Audax) is

tweeter protects it from low
improving its power handling.

distinctive, from the steel band and stretched
cloth covering that define its appearance to the

fourth-order. Moreover, it's afourth-order filter of

There is method in the speaker's uni.sual

an unusual type, which has been variously
referred to as Papoulis, Fukada, Legendre,

appearance too. The steel band that loops around
the cabinet sides adds stiffness to the enclosure

maintenance of leading-edge information — the

Papoulis-Fukada, etc. Whatever you choose to
call it, its distinguishing feature is that it provides

the band's upper section, just above the main

'attack' portion of musical notes that sknown to

the most rapid roll-off possible consistent with a

bass- mid enclosure — to be decoupled from

phiiosophy that underlies its creation.
Hendry's guiding design principle is the

www.hifi news . co uk

unit means the minimum of potentially nonlinear
crossover components are required and allows the
driver's natural roll-off to contribute at least some
frequencies,

and allows the tweeter — which is housed within
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Walrus

11 New Quebec St, London W1

This ad features afew new products we're excited about, as well as acouple of old
favourites ( which we're still excited by even after all this time!) From top right, going
anticlockwise, first off are the Anthony Gallo Reference 3loudspeakers (£2400/pr).
You can't tell from the picture, but these are actually very compact ( about 3feet tall)
but have the most amazing bass extension and avery open sound. Next, the brand new
Musical Fidelity A5 series amplifier ( 250W/ch) and CD player, at £ 1499 each, are
superb value. They are designed to be better, and cost less, than the popular 308 series,
and don't even feel embarrassed in the company of the famous Nuvista and Trivista
series. The CD even features avalve output stage, just like the late lamented Trivista
DAC! The Duevel Bella Lunas (£3160 to £4160/pr dependent on finish) need no
introduction. This superb Omni design, featured at the recent Heathrow Show, should
be on everyone's shortlist. Origin Live's new Sovereign turntable (£3850 plus arm)
sets new, even higher standards for this already envied manufacturer whose decks
already receive huge acclaim from the press. Next up is something we thought we'd
never see - avalve / transistor hybrid power amp from Tom Evans, famous for their
Groove phono stage and Vibe preamp. The Linear A (£3999) is atruly innovative
design which draws on the strengths of both technologies to give transistor speed and
control with valve naturalness and texture, another milestone for Tom! Many people
will still remember the success we had with the Magneplanar MG 1.6 speakers at the
show. These flat non-electrostatic panels with ribbon tweeters produce the most
amazingly believable soundstage, all for the direct import no-middleman price of
£1500/pr. The new Duevel Shuttle-Disk rechargeable battery CD player ( also £ 1500)
is on permanent demo - bring your own CDs and be pleasantly surprised! Lastly, we
had to squeeze it in, what we regard as probably the finest all round (pardon the pun)
turntable in the world, the Brinkmann LaGrange with the Brinkmann 10.5 tonearm
(£8395 in total), atruly staggering combination.

air tangent amazon amphion amplifon anthony gallo apollo furniture argento audible illusions audio physic audiovalve breuer dynamic
brinkmann cartridge man cawsey chord electronics clearaudio consonance decca london dnm duevel dynavector ear yoshino final
lab graham slee hadcock heart incognito infinity isolda jadis jbl k2 klimo koetsu korato lavardin lyra magneplanar michell
engineering morch musical fidelity nordost nottingham analogue opus 3 origin live ortofon papworth pro-ject rega revolver ringmat
roksan shun mook shanling shelter slinkylinks sme something solid sonneteer spendor stax sugden sumiko tannoy tci cables tom
evans townshend audio transfiguration trichord trigon van den hul voodoo wireworld xlo
tel: 020 7724 7224 fax: 020 7724 4347 email: contact@walrus.co.uk web: www.walrus.co.uk
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loudspeaker

cabinet vibrations. Buyers can choose between
black and silver paint for the steel band and from

Response check

avariety of fabric colours for the cabinet covering.

Mid/treble fiequency

If you move house or redecorate then the covering
can be changed to suit.

lkHz) reveals a slightly raised output

Underneath the exterior is aconventional MDF
box incorporating adownward-firing reflex port. To

esaonse

( above

I
0

level from the tweeter, which nonetheless
falls away before 20kHz

ensure sufficient space is maintained beneath the
cabinet for this to operate correctly, tall stainless
steel spikes screw on to short lengths of studding.
The spikes are truncated at adiameter of about
5mm and have a2.5mm hole in the end. This will

.5

accept ahardened spike for going through carpet
to aconcrete floor, or anylon pan-head screw if
the speaker is to be used on ahardwood floor.

10

1k

10k

A split crossover, accessed by two pairs of
upward-angled gold-plated binding posts, allows
for bi-wiring. As supplied these are linked via
gold-plated straps to allow use with a single
speaker cable, but Iecho DA's warning in his
review of the 42A [July ' 04]: to get the best out

20k

frequency ( Hz)

the response below crossover, a closely- spaced

With different system

double hump in the response either side of the

different tastes in tonal balance, this arrangement

crossover frequency ( 4kHz) which is also
associated with aresonance in the decay spectra,

won't always be suitable but owners would do well
to experiment with the angling of the 32s since

and atailing off in high treble output alittle short

balances,

not to say

of these speakers you must use them bi-wired or

of 204Hz. Pair matchirg of the two samples is

miss out on asignificant slice of their capability.

this allows quite effective control over its voicing.
Itend to prefer designs that are flat or even a

good, being within ldB over much of this range.
Iran the measurements after I'd cone much of

axis Ifound the 32 alittle too forward- sounding.

Nominal impedance is 6 ohms, which ought
not to trouble any amplifier worth its salt
although, for a £ 100 premium, you can order the

my listening to the 32 and wasn't surprised to see
the results. This speaker has aslightly cold tonal

Buyers can choose black or silver for
the steel band, and from avariety of
fabric colours for the cabinet covering
32A ' audiophile' model with an 8 ohm nominal
impedance and better-damped bass alignment.
Rated sensitivity is 89dB ( 88dB for the A
variant), which accords well with my experience

little recessed through the presence band, so onAngled as described, its sound became warmer
and its imaging broader and more substantial —
which happens to be the way Ilike it.
Although the 32 sounds less obviously detailed
when you do this, its inherent transparency still
shines through. Perhaps because of that steel
band, it seems to have an unusually ' quiet'
cabinet for a floorstanding speaker in this price
category. Despite the relatively large area of the
cabinet's panels there is little sense of it

balance that on the plus side makes it sound
detailed but can also leave you hankering for a

contributing unwanted output, the sound being
free of tell- tale boxiness. This helps you

little more warmth. This is when listening to the

appreciate the 32's even response down to what
are quite low bass frequencies for its size, though

speaker on-axis, pointed towards :he listening

of comparing the 32s to B&W CDM1NTs. Overall

position, as recommended.

I favour pointing

dimensions are 960 x210 x210mm ( hwd).

Iwondered in retrospect whether Ishould have

speakers straight down : he long axis of my room

Ididn't perform afull set of measurements on
the 32s but did run frequency response and

chosen the A model, sacrificing some extension

since this ensures a more even spectral match

for improved bass 'speed'. Speaker bass is a

between the direct sound and first side wall
reflection, which results in a greater sense of

complicated issue because of the influence of the

cumulative decay spectra tests on both samples,
with the response results shown in the above

scale both dynamically and spatially. Normally

graph. This begins at lkHz, in recognition of the

listening room, but if you consider quality to be
more important than quantity in this area, at least

you wouldn't be able to get away with this with a

fact that the frequency resolution of the
measurement makes results below this unreliable.

compare the 32 and 32A before deciding.

two-way speaker crossing over as high as 4kHz
because listening off- axis would suppress the

Key features of the response are aslightly raised
tweeter output level overall, abroad dip of 5dB in

presence band too much, but as the 32 is alittle
over-endowed in this area Ifound it worked well.

Extension at the other end of the frequency
spectrum isn't quite as good, although the decay
spectra confirmed that the tweeter, despite its
soft dome, is free of the diaphragm resonances
that used to add asibilant tizz to drivers of this
type. As a result, the 32's treble is clean and
detailed if not as airy as I'm used to — ashortfall
correctable via an ultrasonic supertweeter. •
Keith Howard
EBM

MonoPulse
www.monopulse.co.uk
07785 558238

•
This distinctive British- made two-way majors on a
transparent, honest, musically involving sound. Tonal
Remove the links ( l.ft) and hi-wire to hear the 32 at its best;
spikes ensure the downward- firing pod has room to work

wwvv.hifinews.co.uk

balance is a little mid-forward but this can be
improved with careful set-up. Good bass extension.
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Prima Luna

ProLogue Two
Just under ayear ago the Prologue One was hailed as a
reference product. What could possibly better it?

PrimaLuna ProLogue 2

dismiss any thoughts that the Chinese have yet to

company's Adaptive AutoBias automatic bias

PRICE

achieve consistency in manufacture. The valve
cage again uses banana plugs to connect cage to

control, which constantly monitors performance
and alters the bias accordingly, extensive

L999

chassis. And that's astroke of cleverness that all

protection circuitry, four line inputs with access

e careful what you write: it might come
back and haunt you, and maybe with

veteran tube amp users will appreciate, especially

via gold-plated sockets, and multi-way terminals

tinkerers who like to change valves with any

with separate binding posts for 4and 8ohms.

frightening rapidity. Last June, Istated

freqtency. It's just so obvious. Makes you hate

Your £ 200 pays for more than the difference

that, ' the PrimaLuna ProLogue One is now my
'affordable reference ampl fier'. Ispoke too soon.

amps with cages held by 16 self-tapping screws.
Beneath the cage are the four input and driver

between EL34s and KT88s. It also buys higher
quality Nichicon and Solen capacitors and higher

Ihadn't reckoned on the ProLogue Two. From a

tubes, and then the pr mary difference between

quality superfast Philips diodes instead of the

few feet away, you can't tell the One and Two

the One and Two: the output valves. While both

simple rectifier found in the One. Apart from the

B

apart. That's because they're 95% identical. And,
at £ 999, the Two costs a meagre £ 200 more. I
suppose it's like choosing between 1.2 and 1.4
litre versions of the same car.
Like the One, the ProLogue Two is an
integrated stereo valve amplifier built on a292 x
197 x 381mm (whd) chassis,

bu:.weighing

The extra power doesn't make an awful
lot of difference, although the Two
certainly strikes you as more ` ballsy'

slightly more at 17kg ( 37.51b). Fit and finish are
of the same high standard, with what seems like
a baked enamel coating in a dark sapphire
blue/green that's almost black under certain
lighting conditions. However much it hurts to

amps' front-ends employ twc 12AX7s and two
12AU7s, the Two replaces the One's EL34s with

slight increase in power, the specs remain

KT88s. The result is only an extra 5W or 10W per

response of 20Hz-30kHz, ±0.5dB, THD of less
than 1% at full power and an S/N ratio of 89dB.

admit it — and I'm the last person who wants to

channel, but more about that anon. Behind them
are the same massive, well-made and quiet

see Bentleys made in Germany — you must

transformers.
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Both

amplifiers

leatue

the

virtually . dentical with a claimed frequency

Input impedance is lower at 65k ohm instead of
100k ohm, while input sensitivity sstill 300mV.

www.hifinews.co.uk
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amplifier

RIGHT
eu

production values — were happier through the
ProLogue One. It made me think of reviewing
cables; it was that unpredictable.

OH IRUT

However,

4ti

there

was

a deciding

factor:

versatility. The ProLogue Two simply cared less
about what speakers you hooked up to it, and it
handled the Wilson WATT Puppy System 7with a
confidence that almost made it a workable
package. The oddball nature of the LS3/5A
bothered it not at all, and it worked wonders with
So what this gets down to is simple: does the

'Entry Level High End'

extra £200 make a real difference? There's

With the slightly embarrassing admission -hat my last

being an 1S3/5A. The cost of CD player, phono stage,

certainly a sense of improved refinement and
precision, seemingly independent of the valve

reference budget amp oniy stayed in place. from June
to,December, to be replaced by its slightly more

amp and speakers is just under £ 3200. No, that's not

changes. Anyone who's played the

powerful sibling, The KK Entry Level Hip End S

past all- in-for-£500 systems. My goal, with stands

designer

cheap, but then readers of this magazine are way

components' game krows how acanny designer

is

can

inclusion are simple: tue products

is to assemble an LP- and

must be in current prcduction and no

CD-playing system that will

single item can sell for more that

thrill and delight anyone for

extracted slightly more power from the KT88s

£999. So the Prologue Two just
makes it. Iremain utte -ly committed to

the mains plugs. Not being

than the EL34s, so most of the time you won't be
hearing a power- based difference. Rather, we're

turntable/arm/cartridge package that

fine-tune or

voice'

an amplifier with

judicious use of superior parts.
But it's the change of valves that is most
intriguing.

Why?

Because

PrimaLuna

only

back to something that most of us haven't messed
around with in years: debating the sonic rather

almost

complete.

The

rules

for

such as the IF Tallis and decent cables,

under £5000, right down to

valves, and still searching for the

exclusionary,
I also
recommend the following

than the power differences between valve types.
Some will recall that 20 years back, there was

flute my boat, but here's what Iuse to
jute everything else. Unctanged for
yens is the EAR 834P m-m/m-c phono
stage, which now sells foi £715. It remains

a fracas amongst valve fanciers regarding the

the best phono stage Ikncw of below £ 1000. The

alternatives, for either size,
cost or taste considerations:
the Prologue One, Unison
Research Unico or Musical Fidelity X150 integrated amps, the Quad 99CDP
CD player, the Pro-lect Tube or NAD PP2 budget

EL34 vs the KT77, and similar battles amongst

PrimaLuna Prologue Two is my amplification pf

the 845 vs 2A3, and KT88 vs 6550. Even the
uninterested would immediately note that EL34s
are slightly warmer, more lush, while KT88s are

choice, while the CD player is the Musical Fidelity XRAYV3, at £899. The eysten is played tf rough PMC's
sublime DB1+ mini transmission lines' circa £650

phono stages, and the Wharfedale Diamond 9, the

more robust and commanding, and certainly more

pew pair depending or finist. It's the best thing I've

analogue front-end, all- in for under £999, we'll try to

'modern-sound' in the lower registers. These two
amplifiers from PrimaLuna do not alter that

heart in an LS3/5A-sized cabinet without it actualiy

give the entire system away in acompetition.

relationship; if you already have leanings toward
either tube type, then you need read no further.

vintage mono recordings such as Judy Garland's

the bass potential of the PMCs. If Ihad my way,

Judy and some Nat ' King' Cole, both on Capitol,

one of these would be carrying M-0 Valve Co

Immediately, that tells you that EL34s are
more 'classic valve' in their demeanour. Which

when the One seemed better suited: more silky,

KT77s, but that's atube now so rare as to be not
worth worrying about... even as a replacement

suggests that choosing between ProLogues One
and Two isn't simply the matter of having the
extra £200. If you're in love with slightly bright
speakers of limited bass performance, the

less attention-grabbing. Then I'd put on an early
ColJmbia mono, with acharacteristically 'darker'
sound than Capitol's, and the sharpening- up
aspects of the KT88 came into play.

ProLogue One may be the wiser option. And

So, too, with rrocen stereo recordings,
ncluding new CDs from Kings of Leon, Joss

believe me: the extra power doesn't make an

Stone, Jools Holland with Tom Jones and Green

awful lot of difference in practice, although the
ProLogue Two certainly strikes you as more
'ballsy' and gutsy. But how much of that is the
signature sound of the KT88, and how much of it
is the extra wattage?
Iran the ProLogue Two in The KK Entry Level
Reference System (see panel), with intriguing
results. There were times, especially playing

Spendor S3/5SE
and Harbeth HL-P3ES-2
loudspeakers. And when Ifind that elusive, killer

valve for Radford STA25 Mk IVs which carried
them as standard. That remains my fave tube,
and I've always been unable to make up my mind
about the EL34 vs KT88 as Inever thought of
them as comparable.

So here's atip, should ademo in the shop not
Day. It was reminiscent of vinyl fanatics in Japan,
prove to be a simple arbiter: bring along your
who keep separate cartridges for specific labels. I speakers if the shop doesn't have them in stock.
found myself preferring the Two when the music
It's the only way you'll know. The differences
needed something to grab it by the lapels ard
shake it up. The new Kings Of Leon CD has th,s
overall moody, bassy, almost murky fed, and the

aren't subtle,

but neither are they mutually

exclusive. Damn: it's like having to choose

KT88s whipped it into shape; through the One,

between Pepsi and Coke. Well, not quite. But you
get my drift. The ProLogue Two stays. •

there seemed to be a loss of fine detail. But it

Ken Kessler

favoured

fragile,

less

textured voices.
Of course, it could go
either way: the crystalclear warbling & Alison
Krauss sounded more
natural

through

the

ProLogue Two, while the
more

Supplier
Pistol Music
020 7971 3909
www.hifi-notes.com

1-IFFINews verdict
Aswitch of valves, better quality capacitors and more

artificial

power is what differentiates the Model One and Two,

sound ci aJudos

but the real differences comes down to those valves,

CD —

with the EL34s offering awarmer, lusher sound.

voices,

similar
different

Hi- Fir
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Auditions

loudspeakers
mounted to an oval base to providing a stable

Electrostatic sub/sat

footprint for the design.
The speakers are tilted backward on their
supplied mounts and this serves to reduce
reflections from the floor as well as making them
less imposing in-room. The plinth doesn't appear
to offer any facility for spikes and the flat plate
base merely rests on the ground. Although the

With core dimensions of 1280 x280mm
(hw), the electrostatic panels are claimed
to have afrequency response of 55Hz to
22kHz and anominal 6ohm impedance.
The supplied S100 subwoofer is an 8in
aluminium- coned design driven by an

speakers didn't suffer significant rocking motion

integral 100 watt amplifier, with a very

on my concrete floor, Ican't help feeling spikes

broad

would improve things further.

frequency

response ( for

a

Each speaker requires its own mains power

subwoofer), quoted as 25Hz to 225Hz,
which helps to balance the sound.

feed and plugs into the mains supply via its own

Connection to the amplifier is via banana

dedicated transformer so factor this in to your

plugs or bare wire, the sound being routed

placement

into the sub and out again to the Final
electrostatic panels after filtering.

decisions.

The

speaker

accepts

banana plugs and can be used with either the
provided subwoofer or an alternative model if
desired (though most standalone subwoofers will
not provide bass up to the required 200Hz or so).
The S100 subwoofer is acompact unit with onboard 100W amplifier driving an 8in woofer. The
sub has both high and low-level inputs and
provides basic adjustment for phase and level. It's
a lightweight unit but well built and finished in
piano black and sits on small cylindrical plastic
feet to provide an air gap between the downward

The electrostatic panels are recommended for
quite modest amplifiers of 60 watts and up,
although Ithink it's fair to point out that they
demand amplification able to cope with an

value for what you get; after all you'd end up
paying over £ 3000 for a similarly sized
MartinLogan product whilst the Quad 9series are
now the wrong side of £ 5000.
Ihooked up the speakers to my usual Naim
amplification

using

Naim's venerable

Naim

an enjoyable listen. Only on busier material was
some of this composure lost and on occasion the
sound took on aslightly harder edge in the mid.

impedance that drops as low as 3ohms at times

I switched to DVD next and the fabulous
and so requires reasonable current delivery.
Fleetwood Mac Live in Boston DVD and CD, with
My NAP 250 proved well up to the job and I the Final speakers providing front channel duties
began with an old favourite album of mine,
anc my resident KEF Q2d speakers providing
Twisted by Del Amitri and the track ' It Might As

Each speaker requires its own mains
power feed and plugs into the mains via
its own dedicated transformer
firing woofer and floor. Taken overall it's a
handsome package and seems unusually good

while remaining smooth and controlled made for

Well Be You', which demonstrated ahigh level of
clarity in Justin Currie's voice and awonderfully
expansive room- filling sound. The delicate

surround capability via the Yamaha DSP E800
processor. Iwas absolutely staggered by the sense
of space and the palpable feeling of being in an
auditorium during the live songs. The Finals really
excelled on Lindsay Buckingham's acoustic guitar
accompaniment to Landslide', delivering a
beautifully wiry sound with plerity of note shape.
On Rage' Buckingham's guitar is played with
soon ferocity he makes Hendrix seem
somnambulant by comparison and the Finals
captured much of that which makes Buckinghan
such an outstanding player.

organ and accordion accompaniment remained

By this point in the set Iwas driving the Finals

clearly delineated in the mix and the drums

pretty hard; in fact Iwas fast approaching live

demonstrated excellent timing — even if they
lacked some of the dramatic punch Iam used to

and Isuspect the panels were starting to reach

levels. Ibegan to sense the sound was hardening

NACA5 speaker cable. Being electrostatics, you

when heard through high quality coned speakers.
Further tweaking of subwoofer level and

do need to position them aminimum of 18in from

position assisted in this respect and helped to fill

the rear wall to prevent rear reflections muddying

out the lower registers more convincingly. Iwas

breakthrough at the price and represent salvation

the sound. Ifound them not as demanding of

surprised how well integrated the sub was with its
electrostatic counterparts.

for those who have dreamed of owning a set of

The Final 400i/S100 combination worked
successfully with all types of music but was best

never quite afford the entry price. They deliver a
sound hay ng many of the electrostatic virtues of
their more expensive rivals and look beautiful . ri
any domestic setting. They wil, appeal greatly to

rigorous positioning as Ihad expected and ended
up with them just over 2ft from the rear wall and
with modest toe- in. The subwoofer was placed
centrally between the speakers, which proved

with light rock, jazz and classical. Its ability to

necessary to gain acohesive sound.

deliver great transparency and clarity on vocals

their limits, though it must be said that most
people will never get close to such excess.
The Final electrostatics are nothing short of a

Quad or Martin Logan electrostatics but could

Sound is routed into the

those who place scale, tonal purity and timing
above absolute power and dynamic headroom.

subwoofer and out again

Jonathan Gorse

to the Final panels after
filtering. Banana plugs or
bare wire can be used

Supplier
UKD
01753 652669
www.ukd.co.uk, www.final.n1

Hi-FiNews verdict
Affordable electrostatic panels, with asingle mono
subwoofer completing the package. The combination
performs well especially with light rock, jazz and has
to be amust- listen for fans of scale and tonal purity.

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Jazz, classical or heavy metal, it doesn't matter what
kind of music you like; with Bosendorfer speakers
be prepared for a complete new sound experience.
Our speakers not only reproduce instruments and

LI

voices absolutely naturally and with perfect timbre,
they also transfer the live atmosphere and detailed

similarly sized speakers.
Our secret? We do not try to change

the

nature of

Al

110M

1..

Distributed in the UK by '

AUDUSA

sound: we use it. Listen to the truth of one-to-one
performance and become a believer.

V L.

www.bosendorfer.com

soundstage into your living room. You will never
get the same incredible bass response with other

rfttr

5Pil

or

Fax

020 8241

9826

020 8264

02

49

020 8241

0999

sales©a ud usa.con
www.audusa.com
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CD proct

Whest
,

dap Inn

e

wh est
discrete analog pr

1

Hard to categorise,
this is an add-on unit

essor

tb

are a RCA input sockets and another pair for
outpu:, an IEC mains socket and power switch.
The dap- 10 requires a little time to stabilize,

which could make a
good CD player sound
even better

the manual suggests 3-4 hours, but Ifound it

heard in complex mixes such as on the The Corrs
album In Blue [
Atlantic 7567833522]; Andrea
Corr's voice can be almost overwhelmed on
'Somebody for Someone', but with the dap- 10,

needed to be left on overnight to reach its optimal
state. You also need to be very careful with the

Andrea takes astep forward from the rest of the
musicians playing, improving the separation of

categorisation; and the Whest Audio dap- 10 is

interconnect cable you use. Ideally you need

one of those components. It operates in the

another length of your preferred interconnect

the vocal track both on the soundstage and
sonically, giving ahint more prominence when it's

analogue domain at frequencies over 35kHz only.

which you already use with your CD player. The

needed most. At high frequencies, you hear a

Yet just as supertweeters on speakers, with almost

dap- 10 sso transparent you could find yourself

Whest dap-10 signal processor
PRICE

£900

M

ost products fall into a simple, easily
defined category, but occasionally
something comes along which defies

no output in the audio band, can still produce

attributing alterations in the sound of your system

shade more air around notes and individual
instruments are better separated, so you hear

audible effects, the dap- 10 is designed to change

to the dap- 10, when in fact you're hearing the

further into the mix.

the sound of CD sources connected to it.
The dap- 10 is the result of research into how

extra length of interconnect between the dap- 10
and your amplifier.

Imaging is another area of improvement, but in
this case the image doesn't grow either laterally or

Once it had settled the first thing Inoticed was

in depth; rather, the illumination of the edges of
the soundstage improves so that images on the far
extremes of the stage, to the sides and to the rear,

the pe-formance of standard CD can be elevated
to that of SACD and DVD-Audio or even vinyl.
Whest Audio believes that the problem is to do
with harmonics at over 35kHz, well beyond our
20kHz limit, and the effect they have down in the

the improvement in the bass frequencies. (While
this may seem odd, I've found the bass improves
considerably whenever I've heard asupertweeter
added to a speaker system.) The effect on the

take on the solidity of the images in the centre,
and are more palpable and believable.
An unusual product, the dap- 10 is neither an

This set of cables gave afatigue-free
rendition of music, but with soft-sounding
equipment could be abit too gentle

accessory nor an essential part of your system. It's
costly, and not auniversal panacea for aCD player
whose sound balance is not totally to the listener's
liking: in this case you need anew CD player or
DAC. If, however, you have aCD source you enjoy,
and you want simply want more of that sound,
then the dap- 10 is unique in that it is the only

audio band. The dap- 10 does nothing between

bass is to give asubtle but noticeable increase in

0Hz and 34.95kHz; its only effect is over 35kHz.
Through the application of high-speed analogue

bass weight while improving the bass articulation
and Ifound this to be consistent whichever

circuits used in signal processing, Whest says it
has come up with a unique solution to this

speakers Iused. The dap- 10 allows subtle timing
cues and shifts in emphasis on different strings of

Supplier

problem without resorting to further digital

abass guitar to be heard more easily. Similarly, in

Whest Audio

electronics in the signal path.

the midrange, vocals have slightly more body and

020 8965 4535

presence, but have many more shaces and tonal

www.whestaudio.co.uk

colours than they would otherwise. This can be

Hi-FiNews verdict

An extruded, non-ferrous rectangular box 107 x
63 x295 mm (whd) weighing 2.1kg, the dap- 10
is surprisingly heavy for its
compact dimensions.
On the front there is
merely asmall red LED

product which can do this without upsetting the
fundamental sonic character of your source.
David Allcock

Not for abudget system, as bigger improvements can
•

The dap- 10

be found by upgrading the digital source itself. But

is available

recommended for a more expensive system where

to tell you the unit is

in silver or

you are happy with the sound, but want more of it.

operating: at

black

the rear

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Tacrs Next, Next-Gen System

... 7

TacT Pudo
TDA2288
Preset;8
Fs.--- kHz

81.9

'"411S '

We are proud to announce our latest formidable statement product, the TDA2200
(True Digital Amplifier), which further supports TacT's mission to build the world's highest
performing, best- value intelligent digital amplifiers and room correction systems.

The Design
State of the art sound quality achieved with further development and refinement to
the clock, power supplies and output stages to reduce jitter and noise. More power,
detail and music is delivered with an uncanny smoothness from a pitch-black background.
Powerful room equalization, speaker and subwoofer crossovers extend this amplifier to
an incredibly comprehensive and advanced digital system. Room interactions can be
minimalised, which results in a breath- taking improvement to musical enjoyment.
Simple, logical and elegant system building. Just connect a CD transport to this amplifier
and you have all the necessary electronics to drive your speakers. No need to purchase
DACs, preamplifiers, numerous inteconnects, power cables and shelves. No unnecessary
conversions, no added distortion. Optional inputs can be added to connect analogue
source components.
Modular and scalable. As new software becomes available, the performance and
functionality of the TDA2200 can be upgraded, so protecting your investment.

The Result
A statement product with no equal.

Tact
sales: 0870 9 100 100
brochures: 0870 9 100 109
web: www.tactaudio.co.uk

.i1L11,1(")

Auditions
loudspeaker

NHT
SB

2

Though intended for AV, this
baby speaker turns out to be
surprisingly musical

PRICE

£ 300/pair

H

stability and so not to not mark the cabinets. I these speakers then ' would suggest setting the
crossover point in the 65-80Hz region to avoid

then wired the single set of speaker terminals to
the new Roksan Caspian M Series amplifier using

this, and let the ( hopefully) flatter response of the

aving been very impressed by nearly
£3000- worth of NHT's Evolution amps

Chord Company Odyssey 2cable.
The initiai sound was afittle hard and tight, but

sub take over in the lower registers.
Moving up the bandwidth to the mid and upper

and speakers during a recent review

this soon disappeared after a couple of days'

registers, the speaker rewarded with a detailed

EFIFN July ' 041 Iwas pleased to be offered the
opportunity to check out some of the company's
other products in the form of the SB2 bookshelf
loudspeaker. The design comes from NHT's new

running in and, after aweek, Ifelt confident the
SB2 was sounding as its maker intended.

and airy sound that allowed through surprising
amounts of background information, which

Although the brochure implies that these
speakers are prmari'y ntended to be used with

Super Audio range and is priced at £300 per pair.
Although intended as part of a multichannel

digital sources Ibegan by listening toy nyl, which

improved the imaging greatly. Singers tended to
be noticeably forward of the musicians, and each
of the latter seemed to have space between them.

Icertainly found avery pleasant experience. The

When pushing the volume to the limits, or playing

system, the literature that accompanies the SB2
claims that its frequency goes down as far as

essential attributes of good timing and detailed

particularly complex pieces of music, especially

three-dimersional

opera, then there was asensation of compression

imaging

were

there

in

of the sound, but at less deafening levels the SB2

The essential attributes of good timing
and detailed three dimensional imaging
were there in abundance
51Hz, making asubwoofer an option rather than
anecessity. So it was that Itried them in astereo

abundance. The bass moved energetically and
effortlessly with aprecision Ihaven't encountered

environment to see how they fared.

in speakers of this size and price bracket — my old

benaved very well indeed.
I enjoyed the textures revealed in sounds,
especially voices, which at times, had an almost
reach-out-and-touch solidity to them.
Extremely complex sounds were dealt with
adequately,

while

smaller

groupings

of

instruments were hardled with a beguiling
presentaton that makes you want to play just one
flore track before going to bed — surely what fine
hi-fi is all about. At £300 Ifeel that the NHT SB2

After unboxing the speakers and pausing to

Heybrook Heylettes being the exception. However,

is well worth auditioning.

admire the exemplary finish of the piano gloss

the Heylette has areflex Dort to the rear that can

excellent for the money, as is the detailed and

black lacquer, I mounted them on a pair of

make ita bit position-dependent when it comes to

sand-filled Apollo stands with BluTack, both for

getting the bass speed and presence spot-on. The
NHT, being a sealed- Don design, is less fussy

well textured sound.
Tony Bolton

Specs that make sense?
Measuring a compact 300 o 190 x 222mm and
weighing 5.9kg ( 131b), the SB2 cabinets are made of

about exactly where it stood, although Ifound

Supplier

that positioning it 12 to 18in from awall gave
nicely weighted bass sound without boom.

Elan Systems ( UK) Ltd
0151 236 1832

Build quality is

MDF with aseven coat, hand- rubbed lacquer finish in

My ears gave me no reason to disagree with the

either piano gloss black or white. The tweeter is an

claimed 51Hz (-3dB) bass response figure, but I

25mm aluminium dome, fluid cooled with neodymium

did feel that there was aslight richening in tone

magnet and aheatsink inside the cabinet; bass/mid

as cellos and pianos explored the lower frequency

Provided you do not want to listen to Wagner at full

is a 6.5in polypropylene unit. Power handling is
given as 150W maximum, impedance 8 ohms

ranges. This perceived coloration was not
intrusive, and actually helped provide a solid

volume then these compact but well- made speakers
seem to provide anice balance of detail and weight

(nominal), frequency response 51Hz 22kHz (± 3dB).

foundation for the rest of the scunds above.

across most cf the frequency range. Good value.

www.elarisystamsuk.c3m

Hi-FiNews verdict

However, if a subwoofer was being used with

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Heavy gauge high purity multi-strand
copper conductors
Low density foam polyethylene
dielectric
Unique dual layer high frequency
shielding structure
Non-compression aluminium
clamping system
Factory terminated

No matter what your system, the innovative design of Chord cable will
transform the sound and really bring your music or soundtracks to life.
If you are passionate about music, listen to the Chord range of
interconnects and speaker cable and find out just how much you have
been missing.
Twenty years of experience, obsessive attention to the finest detail and
areal commitment to producing high performance products, make all
Chord interconnects and speaker cables avital component of any hi-fi
or home cinema system.

THE

CHORD
COMPANY
MOVING SOUND & VISION

Used and recommended by manufacturers, retailers, hi-fi magazines
and recording studios throughout the world. Chord cables are chosen
for the dramatic improvements they can bring to any level of system.
Highly compatible, dynamically balanced,
detailed, coherent and musically involving.

To find out more visit

Chord interconnects and speaker cables are

www.chord.co.uk

stocked by all the best hi-fi retailers.

44 (
0)1980 625700

-

4b,
*

Auditions
cables

Supra
cables set
Leading Supra's cable
range is the Sword
speaker cable, named
after inventor Johnny
Svârd; shielded mains
leads and
interconnects are
investigated too

EFF-IX interconnect

good to keep all three properties low in value, it is
the inductance aspect that is often overlooked. In

PRICE

fact, some amps even require acertain amount of

reduce the level of electrical and magnetic
radiation out from its conductive cores. It

inductance in aspeaker cable in order to work at

comprises 2.5mm 2 tinned copper in a tighter-

their best.

than- usual spiral wind, with an aluminium foil
screen and another pale blue jacket. LoRad
eliminates the need for adrainwire by having part

£79.99/1m pair

EFF-IXLR interconnect
PRICE

£97.50/1m pair

Sword s eaker cable
PRICE

£700/2 x mm set

LoRad mains cable
PRICE

£49.99/i. 5m

S

word sits at the top of Supra's range of
speaker cables, and is conspicuously
much more expensive that the rest of the

company's range. It is only available in areadymade set, with a3m run being the standard; this
is terminated with custom connectors that allow
either the supplied 4mm banana plugs or spade
terminals to be screwed in place. The termination

However, Jenving Technology, the

company behind Supra, cites high inductance as
the main cause of imperfect musical performance
in aspeaker cable, so the Sword, with its claimed
near-zero inductance, ' passes the most complex
music transients without any deformations'.
This inductance- less design is achieved by a

The Supra LoRad is a mains lead designed to

of the earth conductor's insulation semi conductive. It's said to be the only safetyapproved screened mains flex in Europe, and

using apatented bifilar wound Litz arrangement,

probably in the world. Also supplied with the
cable set was a pen-sized AC sensor. This

where each of the send and return conductors

confirmed that LoRad does indeed

have no

The outer jacket is aform of PVC, but it
is the internal construction that marks
this cable as truly different

is made without solder, using instead agas-tight
crimp. Longer lengths are available to order for an

consists of two conductors comprising concentric

indicated stray field, while most other mains leads

additional £ 100 per mono metre over the

windings of insulated copper, wound in opposite

Itested with the device do.

standard price of £ 700 for 2x3m.

directions. Jenving quotes an inductance figure of
0.25pH per metre for the finished Sword cable.

Sword is avery flexible cable, and not too bulky
either, having an external diameter of 9.5 x
18.5mm. The pale blue outer jacket is aform of
PVC, but it is the internal construction that marks

Interconnect link was the EFF-IX, a relatively

The patented Supra cable set was tested in a
familiar system comprising dCS Purcell/Delius,
Music First passive pre- amp, Chord SPM 1200C

low-ccst cable using twin-core, individually
screened conductors [
HFN&RR, Nov ' 97]. Two

power amp and B&W N802 speakers. The
interconnects, single-ended and balanced, gave a

variants were supplied, EFF-IX terminated with
phono plugs, and EFF-IXLR with Supra's custom

clear and tidy rendition of music, perhaps best

cites three principal characteristics of apiece of
electrical cable — its resistance, capacitance, and

solid XLR connectors. These are priced at £ 79.99

inductance. While it's generally agreed that it's

and £ 97.50 respectively for 1m pairs.

omission: where some cables can overplay their
influence by falsely highlighting details, the

this cable as truly different. Basic circuit theory

www.hifinews.co.uk

characterised as mainly suffering the sin of
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Make
adate!
2
th
February 2005

SOU ' D
lkit15110

1Oam - 5pm
every day
at the
Marriott City Centre
Hotel
Lower Castle St.
Bristol

THE BRISTOL SHOW

III

..reg
PIMA.

The ONLY Show that lets you
see, Near and Buy the latest models
from over 155 brands
HI-FI, HOME CINEMA, PLASMAS, PROJECTORS,
CUSTOM INSTALL - IT'S ALL AT BRISTOL

IldS117

«AM
141[10141,111111.

Some early sneak previews... (and we know there are lots more
surprises in store!)
*

ACOUSTIC ENERGY - UK Launch of an all new on wall
speaker series, including ahigh performance single LCR
ARCAM - Project Solo, asecret new product making
its debut, the DIVA DT91 DAB/FM radio and afew more
surprises too...

4170 411111

Easy local parking in
Broadmead and

*

BOSTON ACOUSTICS - UK Launch of the Bravo II
(on wall/in comer speakers), Improved Voyager range and new
custom installation speakers

*

CANTON - launching the new Vento range of loudspeakers

Bond Street NCPs.

GETTING TO THE SHOW
By train: Temple Meads Station

CYRUS - two new Cyrusünk products and abrand new
power amplifier design

is a short distance from the
Marriott and is accessible by
bus, foot or taxi.
By car: from the M4 take J19

*

DENON - home cinema goes from strength to strength with
the launch of the AVC-Al XV 10 channel amplifier

*

ELAC - FS607 X-JET loudspeakers, launched at the show
with the first public demonstrations

(M32 - Bristol). Follow signs for
City Centre and RAC signs to
the Show.

FUJITSU - launching its new 40 series plasma screens
REGA - an all new speaker series makes it's show debut

C71.1.1.!

I

•C•C•Irtir

1

e

.

*

SENNHEISER - more new models, including the
PXC-300 NoiseGuard headphones

*

WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION - there in person to
answer all your questions about hi-fi, home cinema and more

Great deals and special offers
available only at the Show
PLUS YOUR CHANCE TO WIN SOME SUPERB
PRIZES IN THE SHOW COMPETITION
Admission: Adults £7.00; Students/OAPs/UB4Os £3.50;
Accompanied children under 16 free

www.bristolshow.co.uk

audio
E X CE
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BRANDS ON SHOW
INCLUDE:
Acoustic Energy, Action
Projectors, Alphason Designs.
AMX, Anthony Gallo Acoustics,
Apollo, Arca, Arcam, Ariston,
Artsound, Atlantic Technology,
Audiophile BASE, Audionet,
Audiovector, Bandridge, Black
Rhodium, Boston Acoustics,
Bryston, BTech, Cabasse,
Canton, Case Logic, Cherished
Record Company, Chord
Electronics, Clearaudio,
Clearlight Audio, Creek, Cyrus,
DaLite, Denon. Diverse Vinyl,
Dynaudio, Eclipse TD, Elac,
Epos, Exposure. FDM
Furniture, Flying Mole, Focal
JM Lab. Fujitsu, Furutech,
Future Glass, Goldring, Grado,
Harmony, Hi Fi Choice, HiFi
World. Home Cinema
Magazine, Inca Design,
InFocus, lnvision, Isotek, Ixos,
Jamo, KEF, Klegg Audio,
Rondo, Lamm, Lexicon, Linn.
Living Voice, Loewe, Lutron,
M&G Audio, Meridian, Merlin
Cables, Metronome
Technologie, Mitsubishi
Projectors, MJ Acoustics,
Michell Engineering, Middle
Atlantic Products, Miller &
Kreisel. Milty. Monitor Audio.
Moon, Morphy Richards,
Musicworks, NAD, Naim,
Nbien, NEC Projectors, N.H.T.,
Niko, Non:lost, O'Heocha
Design, Omnimount, Onkyo,
Optimum. Owl Video, Perfect
Sound, Phillips ipronto,
Philosophy, Pioneer. PMC,
Primare, ProAc, ProfiGold,
PSB, PURE, Puresonic, Purist
Audio, QED, Quad,
Quadraspire, Rega,
Renaissance, REL, Resolution.
Ruark, Runco. Russound,
Sanyo Projectors. Sennheiser,
Scion, Sharp, Sim 2, SME,
Sonus, Sony, Sound
Organisation, Soundstyle,
Sovereign, Spendor. Stands
Unique, Stil Stands, Stores,
Stuff Magazine, Talk
Electronics, Tannoy, Target,
Teac, Techlink, The Chord
Company, The Multi Room
Company, Titan Loudspeakers,
ThemeScene, Tivoli, Topodis
Storage, Totem Acoustic.
Trichord, Trinity Audio, True
Colours Industries, Tube
Technology, Velodyne, Vieta,
Vibe Technology. Vivante, VPI,
Wharfedale, What Hi Fi? Sound
and Vision, Whest Audio,
Wilson Benesch, VVorld Audio
Design and Yamaha

In association with

WHAT HI- Fl?
SOUND AND VISION

Auditions
cables

Tommy Jenving of Sweden can claim to have been the
first manufacturer of audiophile cable. His original
Supra 2.5mm stranded cable was launched in 1976. ' At
that time we didn't know very much except that we
needed athicker cable to get abetter damping factor.
And in order to achieve the flexibility we made it
multistranded. When people thought it was too thick, we
launched the 4.2mm to show them — compared to this,
it's not thick any more!'
Jenving had been a design engineer at Ericsson,
working on process control computers. Then in 1974 he
took over a small component supply business. '
Iwas
EFF-based

a smooth,

interested in music and hi-fi so we started to sell

unstressed effect. Treble seemed a little down,

loudspeaker components and kits, which were very

and bass was correspondingly warm and deep.

popular at that time. And then front there to cables.'

Supra

interconnects

LoRad

was

gave

compared

to

ordinary

Jenving later became a complete manufacturer,

IEC-to-UK plug mains cable, and found to make a

making cables from raw materials rather than buying

small difference in the overall sound. LoRad on

them in. ' When you buy production, you can either

amp is stable enough it should handle the capacitance.'

the

slightly

accept what they have and put your brand name on it —

Unlike all other Supra products, the Sword cable was

smoother influence, but with an over-riding sense

or if you want to define something that they make for

originated by a third party — and is named for its

of fractionally muting all overall detail. It seemed

you, then you discover that it will not always be as you

designer, Johnny Svárd. ' He was making this cable,

to occlude some of the timbre of bass guitar, as

thought and your prototype will be different when it

handmade. There are many enthusiasts making cables ia

heard on Massive Attack's ' Safe From Harm', as

comes out of the machines, because yo J work with

the kitchen and they say that this is the best cable in the

well as take ajot off of the pace of the piece. In

different

world and mostly they are wrongly designed. I'm alittle

its favour it did have a more solid, grounded

influences the construction.

influence on the soundstage, but the warmth and

'Now we can develop

cable either. But then

all.

much better, we have

Johnny could explain

Generally Ifound myself preferring the slightly

much better knowledge

the

less cosseted sound of regular mains lead here.

of

in

understood that this is

production. Especially

not one of those other

amplifier gave

some

low- end

a more

emphasis

damped,

won't

please

The Sword speaker cable was found to lend a
now- familiar smoothness to the

what

happens

and

forces.

The

process

bit fed up with that, so Ididn't believe very much in this

concept

and

I

This

now that we are into

guys, this is someone

smoothness had the effect of ironing out some

high frequency digital

who knows what he is

coarseness evident

such as HDMI, DVI. For

doing. The problem was

DVI

with

that he'd been around

on

sound.

temperatures

less-than- ideal

source

material. Bass went deep and relatively firm, but

we

work

Ihad less confidence in its timing ability. There

1.65GHz. There are not

to factories and nobody

seemed to be an element of smearing in the bass

many factories that can

wanted to do it as it

with the custom 5m lengths Iwas using between

make long DVI cables,

was almost impossible

Chord amp and B&W speakers, with bass- heavy

but we have succeeded

to do it in production.'

pieces such as Massive Attack's ' Angel' losing

with 25 metres, which

some control. Employing the Sword was a mixed

is really great.'

Jenving was able to
adapt to produce Sword

blessing as it could give more weight to bass

With control over the

by modifying one of its

foundations but it simply sounded too mellow and

process of production it

braiding machines. ' We

rosy to my taste.

was more feasible to

succeeded in making

research

what

the cable in production

cables

for him. It turned out

There was certainly a ' house sound' among this

into

selection of cables, and while it did not provide

really

made

the

sound

different

kind

of

insight

and

space —

around

instruments and within the acoustic — that Ienjoy,

each

other.

from

that it was such agood

Notably,

Jenving

was

involved

in

design — and also he is anice guy to work with. That's

products like the Sword may come to life in other

experiments carried out afew years ago by Ben Duncan

why we decided to run this cable. We confirmed that the

systems. And the sound Iheard is certainly an

to prove that cables could and did have measurable

cable is very special with our latest measurements —

antidote to the bright ' n' glarey sound of some

differences

which also could explain other differences that you hear

'detail-centric' combinations. U

direction. Directionality in cables is a controversial

between

Andrew Harrison

issue and many engineers still dismiss the idea out of

correlated with any measurements before.'

in

their

characteristics

according

to

loudspeaker

cables that have not been

Supplier

hand. ' We have this business concept with " no-

Like other companies that started with speaker wires,

nonsense design" so we need to be able to explain what

Jenving now looks more than ever to the AV market.

Glaive Ltd

we are doing technically, so we were hesitating. But Ben

'FIDMI will be the future, because then you have audio

www.supracables.coaik, wwwjenving.se

could prove it to us with his measurements and

and video in one — it's very convenient. That will be the

01622 664070

diagrams. And he could show it in ablind measurement.

interface, the format that will survive all the others, we
believe. And mains cables. You still need the power, and

direction they were drawn in the machine. We sent them

there is a lot of interest in that. So we have made the

Hi-FiNews verdict

We knew what cables we had sent to him and what

Smooth, weighty and mellow, there is certainly a

to him with coded markings. And he could come back

mains distribution block in aluminium, screened, and

house sound evident here that makes these cables

with the correct analysis.

the next production will be with surge protection as well.

more suited to bright and open- sounding systems as

Supra cables are low inductance types but with

opposed to those where insight and space is sought.

relatively high capacitance. Jenving says: ' If the

hifinews

So these two things are what we at Supra will focus on
for the friture.'

Hi Fi,
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Wilson Audio

MAXX

Series 2

Thundering bass, impressive purity
and build quality to leave rivals
standing. Martin Colloms gets to
grips with the new big MAXX
Wilson Audio MAXX Series 2
PRICE

£41,000/pair

D

avid A Wilson of Wilson Audio
Systems is well known for designing
and producing some of the world's
largest anti most expensive audiophile
loudspeakers. In the early 1990s he
created a successful and relatively
practical version of his legendary and
complex WHAMM in the form of the X-1
Grand SLAMM. In 1998 the company
introduced what could be called a
downsized X-1. the MAXX IHFN, Feb
20001. The MAXX was a loudspeaker of
great potential but one which absolutely
needed the right listening room and
matching system to get the best out of it.
Now Wilson Audio has revised the
MAXX. So just how has this speaker
evolved since 1998? The appearance
hasn't changed significantly. You still
have the really large bass enclosure (about
110 litres) which reflex-locids two large
but differently sized drivers of matched
Focal build technology, these being
250mm and 330mm in diameter. The port
itself is fitted on the back and is culpable of
true subwoofer sound • level and volume
velocity. Extravagantly machined from
raw aluminium alloy stock, it measures
125mm in diameter and 300nun deep.
Heroic multi-element magnet systems
together with oversize motor coils are
fitted to these sensitive drivers, which
benefit
from - advanced
composite
diaphragms for reduced coloration.
Like its bigger brother the X-1, the
MAXX has a special separated ' head'
construction aimed at achieving greater
dynamic range. sensitivity and power
handling. Here three drivers are mounted
in a ' MTM' format. avertical line of midtreble-mid units. By using two generous
170mm mid-drivers, each of exceptional
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Similar looks to the originals
hide ahost of improvements
performance in respect of power handling
and low distortion, a gain of 6dB in
voltage sensitivity is achieved. This takes
the speaker to a high 92dB/W/lm
sensitivity, albeit with an unkind load
impedance that's better suited to more
current-capable solid state amplifiers.
As before, a sensitive Focal tweeter is
fitted, where the technology ingredients of
nodal circle drive with a huge magnet
combine to provide unrivalled linearity
and dynamic range. The new type of
titanium concave ' dome' diaphragm is
both smoother and more extended in
frequency range than its predecessor. The
Scan-built, carbon fibre reinforced cone
mid-drivers are retained from the original
design though with some variation, for
example in surface coating.
The resulting vertical array of drivers is
quite tall in view of a typical crossover
frequency of 2kHz,
the crossover
transition made more difficult by the
sheer size of this speaker. The issue is how
to define the appropriate phase, time
delay, and loudness expected at the
listener position for the sound outputs
from each driver. These must blend and
level out correctly for the speaker to have
anatural tonal balance.
To aid this, the speaker has some
powerful compensating adjustments built
in. The head unit is built geometrically to
offset and angle the mid-driver axes
inwards, so compensating for inherent
time delay errors for the head assembly
and allowing it to focus its sound more
coherently. Secondly, the entire head is
adjustable for azimuth, allowing for the
most coherent axis for a given listener's
head height and distance. The head unit is
also decoupled from the main enclosure
with its higher levels of vibration.
Listeners may prefer the moderate
increase in clarity and micro dynamics
that occurs when the custom-designed
grilles are removed, but may then have to
allow for the resulting change in balance
and tonality. Cut from a thin, rigid low
resonance polymer, the grille frames are
covered in an acoustically transparent
woven cloth. The grille cut outs are

micro-tuned through trained selection of
certain of the fusible protection resistors.
These are accessible via a bolted down
plate on the back of the head module.
The improved grilles are among the new
features for the Series 2. The obvious
driver change is to the 25mm tweeter. It

www.hifinews.co.uk

particular resistor that partially controls
bass damping and alignment. There is a
'US' setting for big open plan spaces and a

retains the same general design and
manufacture, but now has a textured
satin-finished titanium foil with an

`E' or Europe setting for more enclosed,
formal listening rooms. The review model
was set to 'US' and during setup was
considered optimum for my room. For the

embossed pleated edge or first surround,
which gives way to a matched, flat-form
plastic suspension.

record, each speaker weighs a whopping
4001bs ( 180kg) and stands 1600 x 432 x
559mm (
hwd). Build quality is first class.

Previously an enclosed box, the new
MAXX 2 head unit is vestigially reflexloaded by a small port, like that on the

Frequency response is claimed at 20Hz
to 21kHz, —3dB, the entire accepted
audible range. With that above-average

In atypical 80 cubic metre room, a
stereo pair will be capable of athrilling
118dBA maximum sound level

designed to operate sympathetically with
WATT. This technique can help the
the drivers; indeed under first alignment I crossover transition to the midrange by
felt
that
timbre
and
perspective,
tailoring the box resonance, while the vent
particularly through the treble, was
also helps equalise local pressure
preferable with the grille on, the reverse of variations imposed on the mid system due
my usual finding.
In recognition of room acoustic
variations and perhaps more subtle effects
from matching drive electronics and
cables, this speaker can have its tonality

balance and the bass crossover are said to
improve bass tautness and resolution. The
bass crossover in this design has a

to its immersion in the soundfield of the
powerful bass system located below it.

92dB sensitivity comes an 8 ohm rated,
but 3 ohm minimum, impedance. No
power rating is given but Iestimate that for
unclipped peak programme 1000W/ch is
about right while the good sensitivity
would allow a sensible minimum

New crossover techniques explored in
the X-2 Alexandria have also been applied

amplifier power of 150 good watts, if
associated with agood load tolerance.
In a typical 80 cubic metre room, a

to the MAXX 2. Improvements to overall

stereo pair will be capable of a thrilling
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118dBA maximum sound level, and if
used for state-of-the-art home cinema
systems, you would have to question the
need and value of asubwoofer, such is the
prodigious bass capability here.
FIRST SESSION
A Naim NAP250 did have ago at driving
this speaker, aided by the good system
sensitivity, but 70W was not really
enough. The MAXX really took off with
the 400W/ch Premier 350 and not least,
the near-kilowatt Krell FPB 700cx power
amplifier. Line control was mainly from
the new Conrad-Johnson ACT-2. Sources
included the Marantz CD- 7 and Naim
CDS3 for pure CD. Analogue disc was still
fronted by a Linn LP12 Lingo and
Armageddon/Naim Aro/Audio Note IO 2
with aAN-S4 step up transformer. Cables
were by Kimber, Transparent (XL and the
e( ently-introduced replacement range),

It could even give alifelike, if close-up,
re-creation of the power and scale of a
grand piano — arare feat indeed
Cardas

and

Wireworld.

Very

high

undistorted sound levels were possible
from the MAXX 2, even a lifelike, if
close-up, re-creation of the power and
scale of agrand piano — arare feat indeed.
But having lived with speaker designs of
normal stature for some time, I wasn't
fully prepared for asignificant elevation of
the soundstage that occurs with the MAXX
2. Soloists who Inormally imagined as
seated when performing were now
standing on a raised platform, singing
'down' to my listening seat. The effect was
alittle disconcerting.
Iwas lucky enough to hear these review
speakers at another location, aligned by
Wilson Audio's Peter McGrath at the HiFi
Show & AV Expo in September '04. There,
Iwas seated out at about 5.5m from the
speakers, where the height issue seemed to
have satisfactorily resolved itself and the
better developed 'coherence' resulted in
finely-focused sound images with agood
sense of depth.
However, Ifrankly could not replicate
this degree of stereo spatiality in my own
room despite is sizeable 7 x 9.7m
dimensions. Ibecame aware that the sense
of coherence and focus and indeed
clarity improved with increasing listener
distance. At 2.75m from the speakers, you
may only hear a proportion of what is
possible. Real gains are evident by 3.5
metres, and 4m is afair objective but too
distant to be properly realised in my own
room. At best, image depth rated 'good'
with focus at asimilar level, and at times.
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Previously an enclosed
box, the new MAXX 2 is
vestigially reflex- loaded
by asmall port to aid
midrange performance

Lab report
Frequency response measurements had to done with the

the amplifier and the speaker cables. Averaging 4.5

speaker in situ and are something of an approximation.

ohms it hits a minimum of 2.2 ohms right in the

The nearfield low frequency data is probably accurate

programme power band, in the lower mid, at around

within ± 1.5dB, the higher frequency off-axis response

250Hz. It almost reaches another minimum of 3ohms

showing useful information on directivity. By definition,

at 20Hz, is 3.8 ohms at 72Hz and remains below 3.5

the room averaged spatiality results are fine. The

ohms from 180Hz to 400Hz [ Fig 1]. Here the phase

distortion data is subject to near-field working but is

graph ( Bode presentation) also shows a maximum of

indicative of linearity. The MAXX 2is ahard load for both

reactive content in this band, adding to the demand.
The higher-than-average voltage sensitivity is aplus
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point but many amplifiers will suffer under this loading,
with aguarantee of current clipping overload at these
impedance minima for virtually all tube amplifiers. The
largest solid-state power amps are affected by loading
too. The near-kilowatt- per-channel Krell FPB700cx mill
drive a2ohm load almost to full level on peaks, but its
inherent if low distortion just about doubles for each
halving of load impedance below 8ohms.
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Fig 1. Impedance ( upper tace) and phase

The IEC rating for the MAXX 2would be 3ohms and
if sensitivity is quoted on an efficiency basis relative to
an 8ohm watt, then the MAXX would actually be rated
at afar more modest 84dB per watt.

Fig 2 shows a fair approximation to the reference
axial output of the MAXX 2, at an increased 15m

15

distance to aid driver integration. As before, the upper

10
5

bass is elevated by about 3dB on the mean level while

o

the actual low frequency extension is very good, down

-5

to 20Hz, with the port tuning set at alow 23 Hz. From

-10

the low 100Hz, there is aslight up-tilt in output with

-15

rising frequency leading to a discrete prominence at

-20
-25

1.7kHz. The treble level is then shelved down about

-30

2dB, of which ldB of loss was due to my listener

-35

20

100

1k

10k
Flequency Hz

Fig 2. Axial response, 1.5m [ nearfield correction, blue]

preference taking into account the overall timbre
produced in the room. On certain Aphexed vocal trac ks
Icould hear further emphasis, excess grain in the high
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loudspeaker

the perspective layering and sense of
depth was not to the anticipated standard.

grilles removed there was ahint of steely
'wiriness,' and even a ' sour' quality to the
lower string register. Somewhat improved
with the grilles in place, there was still a

The generally neutral tonal balance and
essentially smooth nature of the speaker
would suggest stable perspectives but
some inner inconsistencies seemed to
impair image stability, particularly on
complex wide frequency range material.
This tendency was significantly more
noticeable with the grilles off, where the

sense of excess blending and mixing of
individual strong players to form a sonic
mass rather than a more delicately
reproduced spread of performers.
There is still much to admire in the
MAXX Series 2's sheer scale and overall
accomplishment,
in
its
ability
to
reproduce a full orchestra and choir at
thrilling, subjectively realistic levels. But I
was less satisfied when listening to the
more intimate and often jazz or pop
related material. The excellent, front-line

treble seemed to present itself rather
nearer than the rest of the range.
At times there was also a touch of
harshness from the midrange, a mildly
mixed-up
effect
on
multi- layered
percussion, also heard as aloss of subtlety

The MAXX 2 enjoys some reduction in
coloration, while it is now better tuned
and has amore natural tonality
in finely nuanced ' shading' of percussion
with familiar pitch content. Different
'wood blocks' tended to sound similarly
percussive, less well differentiated.
Nor was Iparticularly happy with the
timbre of orchestral strings. With the

treble and Ireckon this effect was associated with the

linearity, shown by the consistent timbre
at high power, did not seem to be
complemented fully by an equivalent
resolution at lower levels. Some loss of
absolute clarity was also noted as
compared with more recent £ 20,000- plus

essentially unaffected by listening level. Peak levels are

still present in- band peak in response, about + 8dB in its

reproduced without strain while distortion measurement

raw state, located at 19kHz. Iam surprised that this

at anumber of frequencies and sound levels shows this

peak has still not been addressed in the choice of

subjective opinion is supported by the facts. For

tweeter type or particular diaphragm technology. Output

example at 5kHz, in the tweeter power band, atypical

falls very rapidly above this frequency and is - 12dB by

86dB volume showed all distortions better than 0.07%,

23kHz on the main axis.

a first class result. The same level in the mid band,

Before looking at the off-axis family Ithink that it is

lkHz, gave - 56dB or 0.15%, again considered

worthwhile to first assess the spatial average, in- room,

negligible. At 35Hz, where many speakers generate

listener region response [ Fig 3]. Here, with the usual

several percent of distortion even at this moderate

touch of low frequency room gain from local boundaries,

sound level, the MAXX 2 produced just 0.15% of

the Wilson bass is a few dB louder than the main

inaudible second harmonic. By 96dB the distortion rose

response, a feature of this design. The lower mid is

to around 0.5% in the bass and midrange. Iconsider it

smooth enough, but there is an audible plateau of about

important that the bass tracked with the mid for

+2.5dB in the upper mid. This is more prominent than

linearity and did not fall behind on level, even at full

with the Series 1and again it may be associated with the

volume. Many speakers tend to compress at low

noted initial difficulties on perspective and on timbre for

frequencies under powerful drive, leaving the mid and

massed violins. From a power response viewpoint the

treble exposed and forward sounding. At home cinema

output

is

otherwise

is

well

integrated

with

the

subwoofer volume levels, 106dB at 35Hz, the MAXX 2

succeeding treble band, and the high frequencies drift

gave avery credible 1.5% of second harmonic. At 96dB

down as expected from the natural directivity. However

at alow 25Hz

got afine 3% result for thi dharmonic.

even with the 1/3 octave smoothing used for this
presentation, the treble still shows that sting in the tail
and again this suggests potential audibility of the peak
with wide band material, as noted in the auditioning.
The off-axis responses are commendable for such a
large speaker and the vertical traces for ± 10° agree so

23
18
13
3
-2

in this report. The published traces go out to 60° lateral

-17

and remain characteristic of the system, the overall

-22

trend remaining in control.
An important aspect of the MAXX performance was

-27

20

100
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the outstanding dynamic range and low distortion shown
n the listening tests where timbre and clarity are

trusted source equipment, Iwasn't able to
obtain the overall quality of listening
experience that Iexpected. That residual
coloration
seemed
to
inhibit
the
recreation of convincing micro dynamics,
the subtle shadings of level and musical
experience achieved in fine performances.
Big three-way designs are often not very
strong rhythmically. The MAXX Series 2
is atad faster in the bass than the original
but it was still relatively downbeat,

which I feel is necessary for satisfying
drive on rock programme. Even with its
classical bias, Mahler symphonies seemed
rather steadier and less emotional.

-7
-12

Series 2 certainly enjoys some reduction
in subjective coloration — not that it ever
was significantly coloured by normal
standards! — while it is now better tuned,
more carefully aligned and has a more
natural tonality. It also shows asmoother,
better integrated overall response.
However — and Iknow Ikeep qualifying
positive opinions — at more modest sound
levels using familiar programme and

subjectively dragging its feet and slowing
tempi, lacking some of the coherent grip

8

well on this scaling that they are not worth reproducing

references, with some masking of short,
subtle reverberations, also a shortfall in
absolute transparency.
There were however definite gains in
other areas of performance. The MAXX

Fig 3. Room- averaged response

SECOND SESSION
During the set up, it became clear that the
height of the MAXX was afactor in terms
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loudspeake7
adjusted for a significantly neutral
outcome — important for a top class and
costly installation like this one — but micro
dynamics were not so well expressed. The
physical height and great bandwidth
generates asense of scale and dimension
that suited large orchestral material at
wholly realistic sound levels. On more
intimate material it could sound less well
integrated and the somewhat exaggerated
reproduction of height could seem
inappropriate on occasions.
More measured than upbeat in its
portrayal of certain music performances,
the MAXX 2 majors on such features as its
impressive low bass extension and purity,
and the fine-tune adjustability. It remains
a singularly imposing, highly linear
loudspeaker system of state of the art build
quality and finish. It enjoys a first rate
dynamic range where even at very high
maximum sound levels, distortion is
subjectively low and the speaker remains
in control and in balance. Consequently at
higher sounds levels it is differentiated
from the pack by exciting levels of impact,
at the same time maintaining clarity and
t
imbre. In larger rooms it has also showed
fine spatiality, focus and perspective. It
may be bass rich, more noticeable in some
rooms than others and you could say that
it was better adapted to large rooms.
Many
aspects
of
the
technical
performance are exemplary but I am
driven to take acritical view of the tough
load impedance presented by the speaker
of side wall reflections and that further
attention had to be paid to their location.
Wilson Audio's Peter McGrath was
passing through London and, working
with the UK installer, was asked ta carry
out some micro tuning of placement of the
speaker, and timbre, through resistor
adjustment. While I had preferred the
upper grilles in place, which admittedly
involved some loss of clarity, the

perceptibly more stable and coherent. The
timbre had filled out nicely to present a
more natural sense of weight and scale,
while the bass lines were now more even,
if still on the rich side.
This overall gain had been achieved by
an experienced Wilson practitioner, using
the approach to understanding the local
room acoustic and placing the speaker
appropriately that has been pioneered by

The speaker majors on such features as
its impressive low bass extension and
purity and the fine-tune adjustability
readjusted speaker now flowed better with
more natural perspectives and improved
clarity with the grilles removed.
For my room, recognised as being on the
bright side and with a fairly dry bass, a
subtle reduction of OMB for the mid and
0.9dB for the treble was agreed on, in fact
well within the production tolerances of
many other speakers.
Image depth was noticeably improved,
focus was somewhat sharper and
perspectives for complex sounds were
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Dave Wilson. (This installation technique
is fully covered in previous reviews of
Wilson products.)

design, unchanged from the original.
To conclude, this loudspeaker still
demands to be heard. It does some things
that others just can't do and the reader
must try and balance both opinion and
personal experience with expenditure. At
this price it is fair to say that the likely
amplifier used will not care too much
about the loading.
The MAXX 2provided agood measure
of the linearity, extended bass and
awesome dynamic range of the Wilson
Grand SLAMM, but quantity is not
everything and large spaces aside, my
personal vote for amore easily installed,
more
affordable
Wilson
Audio
loudspeaker is for the compact WATT
Puppy System 7. II
Su

lier

Absolute Sounds
0208 971 3909

CONCLUSION
While I am sure that convincing
performances are available from the
MAXX 2, Ifelt it was not as transparent
compared with the standard set by certain

www.absolutesounds.com, www.wilsonaudio.com

recent offerings, and demonstrated a
smaller soundstage and amoderate loss of
bass crispness. The timbre could be

range is first rate while impact truly excites. Bass

Hi-FiNews verdict
A singularly imposing, highly linear speaker system
of state-of-the-art build quality and finish. Dynamic
rich, but certainly better adapted to bigger rooms.
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• Design by Dr. Joseph D'appolilto
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Arcam FMJ DV29

Dit
Arcam FMJ DV29
PRICE
ur
world- exclusive
review
of
Arcam's DV79 [
AVTech May '
041
revealed this DVD-A player to be a
genuine reference — not only was it the
first home-grown machine to sport an
HDMI interface but its audio and video
quality evidently exceeded that of Arcam's
own DV27. Having deposed the king, the
king clearly needed to be reborn as
witnessed here by the new, £ 1600 DV29.
In a nutshell, the DV29 might be
described as ' nearly universal' for its
compatibility with all Dolby, DTS and
DVD-Audio media together with MP3,
WMA and JPEG ( picture) CDs. Hybrid
SACD discs are recognised by their CD
layer, but the SACD content itself might as
well be invisible. This is aCD, DVD and
DVD-A player only.
Nevertheless, as an evolution of the
DV79, this new model benefits from
numerous ` FMJ' enhancements. The
chassis and angled fascia are both more
robust and include some structural
damping. Under the bonnet, there's a
separate transformer and linear PSU
regulation
for
the
audio
section.
Meanwhile, the analogue video stage uses
precision resistors and voltage references
to optimise the Y and V component video
channels. Internal polish for a product
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that just looks and feels that bit classier
than its brother from the DIVA range.
HDMI
Naturally, the DV29 also includes an
HDMI interface, now upgraded to the v1.1
specification which encompasses digital
video and audio. In theory, this will

ret Player
de- interlacing
chips ( Faroudja's
in
particular), those fitted to players will
typically use generic motion adaption and
scaling software. Projectors, by contrast,
are often optimised with customised
software that's specific to their DMD chip
and optics. An interlaced RGB feed from
the Arcam DV29 might then benefit from

As astandard, HDMI is more flexible than
DVI in its support for both progressive and
interlaced video...
deliver up to eight 24-bit channels in
secure form, although it's limited to
six-channel LPCM audio by the DVD-A
format. This, at last, is the longanticipated ' digital SCART', although
we've yet to see aprocessor, AV receiver or
integrated TV system to hang on the other
end. Don't hold your breath waiting for an
HDMI-equipped ' AV9' processor!
As a standard, HDMI is also more
flexible than DVI in its support for both
progressive and interlaced video as both
RGB and component YUV. DVI offers
progressive RGB only. With this is mind,
the DV29 offers both interlaced and
progressive video at 576i/p and 480i/p,
respectively, according to either PAL or
NTSC video formats.
It's not well known that while many
players and projectors use the same

progressive conversion and scaling,
designed specifically for the display at
hand. Cheaper projectors may not utilise
entirely customised software, in which
case Arcam's Zoran-based solution may
still give better results. Either way, at least
the DV29 provides the opportunity for the
user to experiment.
SETUP
The DV29 offers the same basic, but
essential, features as the DV79 albeit with
some improvements to the detail of the
set-up menu. Comprehensive speaker
configuration is available for the analogue
audio outputs, including independent
channel ' sizes', relative delays and volume
levels. The main channel and sub
crossover frequencies are adjustable in
10Hz increments over a 50-150Hz range

www.hifinews.co.uk
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DVD-A player

motion-adaptive de-interlacing regime of
its Zoran processor.
Very bright scenes, including the
outdoor shots filmed in Egypt during
Raiders of the Lost Ark can look slightly
grubby with inferior decoders, but the
DV29 delivers these familiar chapters with

The award- winning DV79 is given the FMJ polish.
Paul Miller looks away from the screen and under
the bonnet of Arcam's new, top- of-the- line player
while a ' Stereo + Sub' option brings added
weight to multichannel downmixes.
A global delay of up to 150ms is still
included, with independent settings
permissible for both PAL and NTSC video
material.
This
is very
useful
in
compensating for lip-sync errors caused
by the tardiness of any video processing

Blade Runner (
Director's Cut) or painting
the vivid colours, mercury-slick action
and stunning contrast of new favourites
like Spider-Man 2, both the DV29 and
DV79 deliver the goods in eye-popping
fashion. The clarity and smooth, filmic
quality of the player stems from the
quality of the MPEG decoding and

... the DV29 delivers familiar chapters
from Raiders of the Lost Ark with a
refreshing, Daz-white clarity...
rther down the home cinema chain.
More than a few plasma TVs incur very
obvious lip-sync problems as the video is
'delayed' by internal scaling, for example.
PERFORMANCE
Having used the DV79 since our review in
AVTech last year, it was the obvious
benchmark with which to compare the
new DV29. Driving Marantz's fabulous
VP-12S3 projector EAVTech, Feb '04) with
interlaced or progressive, digital video
from the HDMI output demonstrated that
both these players offer just about the
cleanest, sharpest and — importantly —
deepest-looking images of any DVI/HDMIequipped player available. Frankly, I
wouldn't care to choose between them.
Whether it came to resolving subtle
tail in the murk of old favourites like

.hifinews.co.uk

arefreshing, Daz-white clarity that leaves
nothing to the imagination. If there's
anything significantly better than this on
the domestic scene, then I've yet to see it.
Multichannel audio, however, is less
clear-cut. Of course, it's unlikely that
enthusiasts will drive their cinema system
directly from the DV29's 5.1 channel
audio outputs, so the ' sound' of the player
with Dolby Digital and DTS movie discs
will largely be determined by the
downstream AV processor or receiver. The
same will be true for DVD-A media once
the next generation of HDMI-equipped
products become available but, for now at
least,
Arcam's
refined,
six-channel
analogue stage is Hobson's choice for
multichannel music.
Like the AV8 and DV79 before it, the
sound of the DV29 remains keenly focused
on the music at hand, placing images of
performers and instruments with a
deliberate care both in front, around and
behind the listening position. The balance,
particularly with keen female vocalists
like Faith Hill (
Cry) or Sheryl Crow (
Globe
Sessions), is actually slightly drier and
occasionally harder than it is with the
DV79. Vocals are no more sibilant and
percussion is just as crisp, but there's a
coolness to the DV29's sharp focus that
contrasts on occasion with the slightly
mellower and arguably softer outlook of
the DV79 machine.
As ever, these subtleties will work into
the mix of the system as awhole, but the
array of B&W 802s and 804s used in my
media room revealed the DV29 to be more
articulate but also less sympathetic player
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tonearm.

Wonderful engineering
for this price. Amuch
better sound than we
expected at £613.

Accustic Arts Player 1. Asuperb

Cartridge shown is the

sounding CD player, very detailed

excellent new Lyra Argo
at £ 849.

Unico CD. Avalve based CD player with

without being forward. 24BIT/96kHZ

24bit/192kHz capability. Avery natural

8times oversarnpling, great build

sound at this price point £ 1195.

quality. £ 3750.

ono Pulse. A new British
rige of loudspeakers with
very precise imaging and a
large soundstage not normally
found at this price range.

Clearaudio Balance Reference Phono Stage. Completely dual mono in

Contemporary looks, wide

design with widely adjustable cartridge loading and amplification to suit

range of colour options,

all MCs precisely. Exceptional soundstaging performance, accurate tonal
balance outclassing many more heavily marketed designs. Amust- hear for

priced from £ 5oo to flocio.

discerning vinyl reproduction. £ 2390.

11111110111 —

Bel Canto Pre 28i eVo2 amplifier.
Avery transparent sound with
good tonal balance and precise
imaging. Although adigital
amplifier, the sound is reminicent

1
4
)1/ei

of their valve heritage. Pre 2
£3999. eVo2 £ 2899. Also on

fr"lb

demonstration, we have their
integrated amplifier eVo2i at
aremarkable £ 2799.

Pathos New Classic One. This valve
hybrid amplifier has many of the

EAR 509 mono amplifiers. The anniversary edi:ion of this classic EAR

qualities of the Logos but at an

amplifier. ioowpc of pure valve sound. EAR 509: From £ 5998 per pair.

AUDIO
EARCOSHINO

•

ROGUE AUDIO •

EXPOSURE •

LYRA •

affordable price £ 1325.

PHYSIC .• AVALON I> BEL CANTO • BENZ- MICRO • CARDAS • CLEARAUDIO

MCINTOSH •

SME • SHeNuNc, • 5-ION M OON •

MONO

PULSE •

NORDOST •

NOTTINGHAM

7Comet House, Calleva Park, Akermaston

Basingstoke, we are approximately 15 minutes drive

Reading, Berkshire RG7 81A

from either Junction 12 on the My or Junction 6
building. We have ahome evaluation scheme for
those who might find this method more convenient.

• CONRAD- J
OHNSON
PAGODE •

DALI • DAR T/EEL

PATHOS •

QUADRASPIRE

SUGDEN • TRANSFIGURATION • UNISON RESEARCH • VIRTUAL DYNAMICS• WADIA • WHEST AUDIO

Conveniently located between Reading and

on the M3. Free and easy parking, outside the

ANALOGUE •

Demonstrations by appointment,
Mondays to Saturdays 10:00 to 18:00.
It is advisable to call us before visiting.

T 0118 981 9891
E info(a)audioconsultants.co.uk

www.audioconsultants.co.uk

Part exchange welcome. Ex- demonstration and
previously owned equipment listed on our website.

AC/WN/22

Lab Test
DVD-A player
of the

pair.

Its

ability

to

throw

a

remarkably three-dimensional sound deep
into the room is not in question, however.
The subtle reverb that permeates David
Gray's New Day at Midnight created a
tangible sense of acoustic in the room, an
atmosphere that allowed the decay of
piano and percussion to hang in the air
while the energy of the guitar and vocals
punched through its midst.
In practice, there's afluidity, an easiness
and scope about its multichannel sound
that's more reminiscent of a good SACD
player than DVD-Audio — which is an
uncanny achievement.
CONCLUSION
Like the DV79, the DV29 is apurist player
for audiophiles and videophiles who want
to listen to their music and watch their
movies unadulterated by passage through
slabs of unnecessary DSP. It's as ` straight' a
player as you could imagine, benefitting
from just about the best MPEG video and
DVD-Audio decoding currently available
and topped-off by a multichannel audio
stage that's culled from the award-winning
AV8 processor. No bells, no whistles and
no smoke or mirrors. It's afabulous player,
but then so is its little brother. the £ 1000

(Ely)

u

u

0 0 0 0
,Q 10 00 0

DV79. The £1600 DV29 offers a better

HDCP-encrypted

standard of build quality and a slightly

digital video (and

better technical performance from its
audio board. Then there's the HDMI

audio) is

output

the compact

which,

in

this

FMJ

delivered from

version,

provides the future-proofing for multichannel digital audio that the DV79 lacks.
Six hundred quid buys alot of DVDs so, if
it were my money, Iknow which model I'd
settle on. Either way, you can't lose. II

HDMI port that
sits beneath
RS232 and
hardwired remote
connections, for
use with third-

Supplier

party controllers.

A&R Cambridge Ltd

An RGB-wired

01223 203200

SCART is joined
by component,

www.arcam.co.uk

composite and

Hi-FiNews verdict

S-Video outputs

Dubious features are abandoned here in favour of

for analogue

purist engineering that benefits both video and audio

connections

quality. The Arcam DV29 is awolf in sheep's clothing

alongside dual

and is a desirable alternative to its gadget- strewn

stereo, centre,

competition. Buy with confidence.

sub and surround
audio outputs

On the Bench with Paul Miller
Are«.0.11,•••••••cylloregrerrs

114,C.1311e...... ,

Separate transformer for six-channel
audio stage in this FMJ model

0.60.0
/ 46-

DVD ROM transport ( designed for
DVD players, not PCs!)
'Mixed mode' linear and switchmode power supplies
Zoran Vaddis 5 DVD-A and MPEG
video decoder with de- interlacing

§

30_
e
-4..-4.'20

IN

I
FREQUENCY »

10Ie

1006

Fig 1. Sensible, extreme treble roll- off and
correct handling of MLP-encoded DVD-A

Three Wolfson WM8740 DACs
service six analogue audio outputs
ADV7310 video DAC drives all

Silicon Image SiI9030 HDMI transmitter

analogue component, composite

incorporates HDCP encryption for both digital

and S- video outputs

video and multichannel audio.
The technical performance of the DV29 is directly

improves to 108dB, while supply- related jitter is

comparable with that of the DV79, so for a more

reduced, pushing the total down to amere 50psec

detailed discussion of its bass management and

with both 48kHz and 96kHz DVD(A) software.

Dolby specification, Iwould recommend you return

It's also worth noting that all (44.1kHz, 48kHz,

to the May 2004 issue of AVTech. Fig 1shows the

96kHz and 192kHz) clocks are derived from the

extended responses available from the DV29 with

common 27MHz MPEG video clock using acustom

Fig 2. Separate clock and DAC power
supplies help reduce jitter to arecord low

DVD(A) discs mastered at 48kHz ( black trace),

PLL with its own PSU. This astonishingly clean'

96kHz ( blue trace) and

192kHz ( red trace),

result is illustrated in Fig 2. Nevertheless, 48kHz

respectively, the latter also demonstrating the

-0.07% (- 60dBFs) while, on the right channel at

DVD still has the edge over 96kHz DVD ( bandwidth

DV29's proper unpacking of MLP-encoded data
(see review of Denon's DVD-3910, HFN Dec 2004).

least, this DV29's low-level linearity was more

notwithstanding) with distortion at just - 0.0005%

wayward (+ 0.0/-2dB below - 100dBFs). Otherwise,

at its 2.2V peak level ( OdBFs) through the midrange

very high frequency distortion is supremely well

Precision measurement does demonstrate some

and just 0.05% at - 60dBFs. Low-level linearity is

slight advantage born of Arcam's dedicated PSU for

managed - just 0.003% above 40kHz with 96kHz

exceptional, with mere - 0.4dB errors at - 110dB.

its analogue stage. The overall, A-wtd S/N ratio

and 192kHz DVD-Audio. In almost every respect

With 96kHz DVD, distortion is just slightly higher at

then, the DV29 looks to be on sparkling form.

www.hifinews.co. uk
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The story of

surrou

Multi- speaker systems and multiple formats...
Barry Fox tells how audio engineers have sought
to bring the concert hall sound to the home

T

Before long the stereo test discs were being

he big switch from mono to stereo in the
1960s triggered the golden age of hi-fi,

replaced by

with

sound of mixed doubles and trains and planes

sales booming as

music

lovers

quadraphorbc' demos, with the

replaced old mono Dansettes with higher quality

roaring round the room. The term ' quadraphonic'

separates that could deliver a stereo spread.

was coined,

Initially,

being placed in the four corners of aroom and fed

record companies issued

mono and

because four loudspeakers were

stereo versions of the same recordings because

by a four- channel amplifier. Quadraphonic was

consumers mistrusted the claim that the 1958

shortened to ' quad', which upset Peter Walker of

RIAA standard for stereo made stereo vinyl

the Quad hi-fi company. Walker insisted trat twc-

compatible with mono pickups — and broadcasters

channel stereo produced better sound, and Quad

worried about how stereo LPS would sound on

never released a ' quad' amplifier.

mono radios. But by the late 1960s stereo LPs

Music lovers were being sold the idea that
quadraphonic surround made music sound oetter.

were the norm.

Confusion: the four incompatible ' quad' formats

Of course not all systems delivered decent

Manufacturers were promoting the idea because it

quality and areal stereo spread, because get- rich-

sold four-channel amps and extra loudspeakers.

of mi ti- track recorders to keep instruments and

quick merchants flooded the market with rubbish

The record companies were joining in because

voices on separate tracks, until afinal mix- down.

hardware and people set up their speakers badly

they saw it as away to sell more LPs. Looking

So

—too close together, or behind thick curtains. The

back on

how quadraphonics was launched,

re-recorded separately. On one ' live' Beach Boys

fear of being ripped off, as well as a genuine

bombed and made stereo attractive again makes

concert record ng the only live sounc on the final

desire to hear music in good stereo, spawned a

auseful reminder of how little things change...

mix was the sound of the aJclience applause in

rash of hi-fi magazines. For ashort while around
1976/7 there was even aHiFi Weekly!

duff vocals

and

bun

notes could

be

In the early days of stereo, during the ' 50s and

London. Everything else had been replaced by

early ' 60s, recordings were made with simple

studio work in California. The Sergeant Pepper

microphone set-ups. But in the late ' 60s Dolby A

and Abbey Road albums existed only as recorded

demo discs to help people get things set up

professional noise reduction let studio recorders

fabrications. Opera singers could — and did — have

correctly, and entertained those without much

split the tape into four, and then eight, narrow

several goes e atricky high rote.

interest in music with the sound of left- right ping-

tracks, without excessive hiss. The Beatles in the

pong games and trains roaring across the room.

UK and Beach Boys in the USA pioneered the use

There was alot of interest too in stereo test and
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However music is recorded, reproduction in the
home through two speakers is inevitably a
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AR found that most listeners preferred artificial
four channel sound to the real thing, and took
research no further. But others were already
looking at ways of achieving what had by then
become the Holy Grail - recording extra rear
channel sound in the stereo groove of avinyl LP.
This was the Grail because although the Philips
audio cassette was fast taking over from open reel
tape (thanks to its obvious convenience and
because the ' Dolby B' consumer version of the
studio ' Dolby A' noise reduction system was
edging cassette quality close to the LP), Philips
flatly refused to let the stereo flip-over cassette be
used for four channel recording, with four tracks
running in one direction.
So the LP had to be the surround carrier. The
broadcasters got sucked in and looked for away
to transmit surround-sound by two channel FM
stereo radio. The result was the most convoluted,
counter-productive standards battle of all time.
American musician and mathematician Peter
Scheiber was the first to come up with the
'matrix' idea of cramming four channels into two.

•:.:-- .,..
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phase difference to separate the four channels
again. Scheiber offered his system around the US
record companies. In the words of one insider
Multichannel
madness, 1972-74:
these ads reflect the
optimism of makers
promoting rival
quadraphonic systems
-and ( later) the
inevitable
cut-price deals

'they threw him down the stairs'.
Company executives were just wary of anything
new, and engineers compared matrixing with
scrambling an egg, and then trying to separate the
yolk and white again. Inaccurate decoding makes
instruments and voices come from the wrong
directions and wander around. There was also a
problem over mono and stereo compatibility; the
phase differences meant some sounds cancelled
out unless decoded into four channel sound.

compromise. In aconcert hall the ears hear not
only the sound direct from the orchestra, but also
indirect sound bouncing off the side walls, ceiling
and rear of the auditorium.
These sounds arrive at the listener randomly

the listener's ear- brain mechanism. So stereo
reproduction in a small room cannot accurately
reproduce concert hall warmth.
US company Acoustic Research was almost
certainly first to investigate this. In the late ' 60s,

Instruments and voices quite literally disappeared
from mono and stereo playback.
All round the world engineers played around
with the relative phase differences to try and find

engineers at AR experimented with delay systems,

the best compromise between accurate fourchannel decoding and acceptable mono and

of space ana warmth, or ' arrb encee that is

which took the signals fed to the front speakers,
delayed them slightly and then played them

stereo compatibility. In the years around 1970,
US record company CBS ( later bought out by

characteristic of a good acoustic. Applause

through extra speakers behind the listener. The

Sony) developed the SQ matrix system and

envelops the aucience. In a club, the audience

technique simulates concert hall space from

Japanese company Sansui came up with QS

delayed, as short echoes which create faint extra
sound images. This produces the general feeling

Music lovers were being sold the
idea that quadraphonic surround made
music sound better

matrix. CBS and EMI Records backed SO, and
Pye went for QS. JVC's CD- 4 system adopted a
quite different approach, based on the work done
by Decca during the war on multiplex stereo.
Extra channels were recorded on ahigh frequency
carrier which was cut into the groove, like the
stereo carrier of an FM broadcast. RCA backed
CD-4, with even an Elvis concert recording.

can be ' felt' ali round. Most livirg rooms are too

stereo and it is still used on modern amplifiers for

Japanese

small to add their own natural ambience. But

pseudo surround. Back then, AR wanted to check

worked

putting full ambience out of a stereo pair of

on how the simulation results compared with real

domestic loudspeakers will not simulate the

concert hall reproduction. So AR made discrete
four-channel open reel tape recordings with extra

combining the matrix and discrete carrier
approaches in afourth system called UD-4, but it

concert hall sound because the listener will be
hearing the ecio sounds from he front rather
than from the sides, above or behind. Also

company
with

Denon/Nippon-Columbia

American

Duane

Cooper

on

was never actively promoted.

microphones positioned in US concert halls to

Another system, known as ' Rafler' derived

because the echo signals are out of phase, they

pick up signals from the rear of the hall. These
discrete tapes were then compared with two-

'quadraphonic' effects from stereo. It emerged
from an article that appeared in HiFi News in

can destroy the front stereo image by confusing

channel tapes replayed with artificial delay.

August 1970, in which American David Hafler

www.hifinews.co.uk
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coil us today and find out why boulder
amplifiers have no rivals.

metropo I
Ls music
t. 01892 539245
1. 01892 616383

www.mer.ropolis-music.co.uk
models shown: 1012 proomplifier do ccnd 2010
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B-format, with three channels (or four if height
information was captured) and then converted to
2, 3 or 2.5 ( limited bandwidth) UHJ consumer
format for release.
EYES GLAZED OVER AND CONFUSION REIGNED
Nimbus Records backed Ambisonics and released
some of

its often

self-indulgent music

in

Ambisonic-encoded stereo. This hardly set the
world

on

fire.

Despite

these

commercial

handicaps, engineers agreed that Ambisonics was
the best way of recording music in surround. The
hi-fi press enthused over its audio potential —
much as the video press later kept trying to tell
readers that Betamax was technically better than
VHS, even though Sony was killing it by refusing
to license the technology. The BBC teamed up
quadraphonic recordings and Gerzon popped up
from the audience holding wire rectangles to

with Ambisonics in 1977 and created a new

explain mathematically what was wrong with the

discrepancy to around 39°. The BBC made

way it sounded. CBS responded by complaining to

programmes, for instance Gilgamesh, with
Ambisonics. The 1978 and 1979 Proms were

Gerzon's tutors at Oxford University.
CBS knew that Gerzon had been working since

This tetrahedral array was aprecursor of the
Ambisonics Soundfield' microphone...
proposed a neat compromise.

He took the

difference between the left and right channels of
an ordinary stereo recording, and fed it :oarear
speaker or speakers. Because the difference
signal is often mainly the out of phase ambience
in a stereo recording, the derived surround can
create quite spacey effects from astereo source.

broadcast format called HJ which reduced phase

recorded in Ambisonics format. Somewhere in the
BBC archives there is an Ambisonics recording of

1971 with Professor Peter Felgett of Reading
University on Ambisonics, a new system which
put extra information in an additional third
channel, to enhance the image produced by four

Prince Charles marrying Di in 1981.
The Audio Engineering Society demonstrated a
'periphonic' system which used afourth B-format

or more speakers. [ To read Gerzon's seminal

channel

to

add

height.

The

Independent

Somewhere in the BBC archives there
is an Ambisonics recording of Prince
Charles marrying Di in 1981

This idea also lives on in the pseudo-surround
settings on modern amplifiers.
But then as now, the out of phase signals can
grow subconsciously fatiguing on the listener. The

technical articles, written at the time for HFN,
visit www.audiosignal.co.uk.1
The

UK

National

Research

Development

Broadcasting Authority, which then controlled
commercial radio and TV, gave demonstrations to

BBC proved this with listening tests. When people

Corporation quango, later the British Technology

the press at its Winchester research labs, using
six loudspeakers. The IBA also teamed up with

are dosed with too much anti- phase they get
restless and start unintentionally c-ossing and
uncrossing their legs. The BBC ran tests like this

Group, bought the rights to the Ambisonic
system, and did deals with Duane Cooper who had

Capital Radio to try out a system that sent an
extra Ambisonics channel over the air on the

filed patents on asimilar system, also in 1971.

because its engineers were developing their cwn

But NRDC/BTG made a complete hash of
marketing Ambisonics, because there was no-one

normal stereo carrier at 38kHz, but out of phase
so that it was ignored by normal receivers and

surround system, called Matrix H.
In 1976 the BBC used Matrix H to broadcast
the Proms. More tests followed in 1977 to check

on the staff who understood the audio market.
Ambisonics was a very difficult system to

picked up only by specially modified receivers.
At that time only a few small manufacturers
(for example Minim and Troy) were building

mono compatibility and give producers surround-

understand, and describe, because it was a

sound experience. But the Broadcasting House

hierarchy of ideas based on high mathematical

Ambisonics UHJ decoders for home use. An
Ambisonics decoder was expected at the

publicity machine and Radio Times saw it as the

'kernel' theory. Recordings were made in raw

Harrogate Hi Fi Show in 1977, but never made it.

dawn of anew era and encouraged the public to
rush out and buy decoders that were wholly
unavailable. ( Just as happened in 1995 when the
BBC started to test DAB, with half adozen test
receivers, and the BBC's publicity docks called it
alaunch.)
Matrix H added a48° phase shift to the front
channels. This blurred the stereo image and
provoked

heavy

criticism

of

the

Prom

transmissions. So did H stand for Horrible? No. H
is the eighth letter of the alphabet and by late
1975 the BBC had tried eight different systems.
Meanwhile,

in Oxford, golden-eared mathe-

matician Michael Gerzon was publicly attacking
CBS and SQ for what its phasiness did to music.
At an SQ event at aPark Lane hotel, CBS played

www.hifinews.co.uk

... and used in experimental
recordings in the early 1970s
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Are you someone who is not easily satisfied? Someone who demands the very best, the
latest or perhaps the purest? Then you are going to love seeing what Unilet have in store.
Whether you are looking for aturntable or a state-of-the-art
home cinema set up, or perhaps that elusive speaker cable
that you read about in an American hi-fi magazine, you are
likely to find it at Unilet. For years Unilet has been the place
for the serious audiophile.

Waitrose in New Malden, Surrey. We're
just yards away from the BR station and
acouple of minutes from the A3.

020 8942 9567
or check us out on the web:

www.unilet.net

So why not come in and see us? You'll find us
tucked away off the High Street, opposite

For acopy of our latest
price list please call:

„
A -d_ez
f,
EtApia
the symbol of security

Unilet Sound and Vision Ltd.
35 High Street,
New Malden,
Surrey KT3 4BY
Fax: 020 8336 0820
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Four Speakers
Four Systems
Four Sides

Quadraphile: in 1976 HFN offered this remarkable
LP to showcase all four quadraphonic systems
Produced for Hen News 8. Record Rewew Magaz.ne England

front speaker channel, between the left and right
front channels, to hold the sound of dialogue hard

Although there were virtually no Ambisonics
records to buy, this still left hardware and record

availaple at the time, the surround effects were
generally disappointing.

shops trying to stock three rival formats, SQ, QS
and CD-4, with different titles in different racks.

in the middle of the screen, and so provide afirm
sound image for everyone anywhere in a large

With hindsight we can now see that no-one,

cinema. The big commercial breakthrough came

except the Ambisonics team, was stopping to ask

The HMV store in Oxford Street gave it ashot, but
most smaller record shops just stocked no

whether sending discrete channel sounds to four
loudspeakers was what was needed to make

in 1977 with Star Wars and Close Encounters in
Dolby surround. The cinema industry then went
overboard on stereo, and surround, in

quadraphonics at all — just as they now ignore
DVD-Audio and sell SACDs as CDs.

music in the living room sound more like music in
a concert hall. For special effects, yes; but for

Heaven knows what Capital Radio listeners

moving on from matrix mixes to multi-channel
Dolby Digital discrete tracks.

music. no. There was — and remains — a very
simple reason why not.

The rest, as they say, is history, with history
repeating itself as DVD-Audio and SACD-

A pair of loudspeakers only gives a phantom
stereo image spread when heard face on from the
was to be the first ever broadcast in two- and-a- front. In aquadraphonic set-up, the rear and side
half channel surround-sound'.
speaker pairs of the four room corners are being

offer music in multi-channel surround. Yet all too
many of the new surround music releases make

made of it when, at the height of the SQ-vs-QSvs-CD-4 ' quad' battles,
Capital
proudly
announced that an hour of Suzi Quatro music

Through the 1970s the hi-fi press published
endless articles on the relative merits of the rival
systems. JVC's CD-4 kept the four channels
discrete, but added noise to the rear channels
because of the difficulty of tracking the high

heard from the rear and sides of the ears. So they
cannot give aphantom surround spread. The front
loudspeakers are too far apart, too. So the
quadraphonic concept was fatally flawed. Some
of the same mistakes are being made today, with

1992

Surround build on home cinema technology to

the same mistake as the quadraphonic music
producers made in the 1970s. They use the
multi-channel speakers as dramatic spot sources
of sound, rather than a means of recreating the
natural surround field of aconcert hall or club.
The most bitter irony is that when the NRDC
and BTG were still promoting Ambisonics, the

Capital Radio proudly announced 'the
first ever broadcast in two-and-a- half
channel surround-sound'

Dolby surround and Pro Logic matrix systems
were only just beginning to make inroads into the
home market. But NRDC and BTG consistently
failed to negotiate with Dolby Labs on a joint
licensing and development scheme that would
have created anew generation of surround-sound
decoders and amplifiers that used Dolby surround

frequency carrier signal. SQ and QS gave poor

home cinema systems delivering discrete sound

separation between the four channels, which led

for movies, and Ambisonics for music.

effects to separate loudspeakers. This is fine for
movie effects and explosions, but is no way to

In 1994 Meridian developed a dual system
Ambisonics/Dolby decoder, but the idea was
already too late to shape the mass market. But

to the mid-' 70s development of logic steering
systems, such as the Tate decoder for SQ from
Briton Martin Willcocks and Variomatrix from

create a realistic reproduction of the ambient
warmth of aconcert hall.

Sansui for QS. The logic decoder had to decide

Inevitably all the rival quadraphonic systems

what channels were intended to go to which
speakers and give them some gain- boosting help.

flopped commercially and disappeared from the
market. Ambisonics limped on; in 1987 York

To try and bring some order to the chaos, Mike
Thorne of HiFi News worked with Abbey Road

Music

studios on an extraordinary pair of test records,
called Quadraphile. This double LP album played
the same music (aMahler symphony, Pink Floyd's
Money, an excerpt from Tubular Bells and atrack
of Yehudi Menuhin trying in vain to swing with
Stephane Grappelli) four times over, once in QS,
once in SQ, once in CD-4and once in UD-4. The
venture's main achievement was to demonstrate
that even with the best reproduction systems

www.hifinews.co.uk

released

some

organ

music

in

StereoiAmbisonic UHJ. But the real world went
back to two-channel stereo and in general music
sounded all the better for it.

the memory reminds that if the Dolby/ Ambisonics
marriage had been arranged earlier, we would now
have multi-channel amplifiers that could switch
decoding mode automatically, depending on the
source material — music or movie, CD or DVD,
DVD-A or SACD. The extra discrete channels now
available from digital coding could already be

But that is not the end of the quadraphonic

delivering periphonic surround-sound with height.
The current back to basics swing towards two-

story. In the world of movies, Dolby Labs was
looking for away to squeeze surround-sound into

channel stereo and the fact that so many people
with multi-channel systems listen to music in

a Dolby stereo optical soundtrack. In 1976 its

stereo, probably confirms that a lot of what has

engineers took the best parts of the SQ and QS
matrix and logic steering systems and created
Dolby Surround. The trick was to add a centre

happened since the industry's adoption of stereo
50 years ago has been agiant step backwards for
music reproduction. •
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The Phantom B-44 utilises the new Magnaglidé stabilisation
system. Graham Engineering have crafted atonearm that
creates incredible dynamic pictures, coupled with irresistible
musical properties.
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Opinion

John
Crabbe
A

part from the brief mention of an intriguing ocarina
disc last September, ayear has passed since my
previous survey of adaptation-cum-arrangement
recordings of the classics. But ahalf-dozen items worth
detailing have now accumulated, so here goes.
The ever-adaptable JS Bach inevitably joins the list, this
time via orchestral transcriptions of diverse pieces by ten
renowned conductors, as presented by the BBC SO under
Leonard Slatkin on Chandos CHSA 5030. Details of the new
disc ( an SACD hybrid) appeared in CB's Oct ' 04 review,
which noted plenty of the All Saints Tooting ambience'. In
two-channel format, though, Ifind the recording less
impressive than its BBC Phil studio- based forerunner, as the
church's reverb has aslightly buzzy' character. But in
multichannel mode this may be
suitably separated from the direct
image, while the disc is in any

Scarlatti would be
astonished to hear
pieces conceived
for the harpsichord
family emanating
from saxophones

case a must' for Bach-via-fullorchestra junkies.
In particular, although
Mitropoulos's transcription of the
G- minor Fantasia & Fugue isn't
quite as overwhelming here as I'd
hoped after hearing his own

sonically constrained but
powerfully driven 1942
recording, it's still impressive,
while Skrowaczewski's version of
the D-minor Toccata & Fugue is enthralling — areal challenge
to the great and much loved Stokowski version.
Before leaving JSB, Imust mention Mahler's Bach Suite,
which comprises a20- minute filler on atwo-CD recording of
his mighty 3rd Symphony, with Concertgebouw Orch et al
under Chailly on Decca 470 652-2. Also aCB-reviewed
SACD hybrid ( Sept '04), this offers stunningly good
symphonic sound while revealing surprisingly lightweight
instrumentation for the Bach, wherein Mahler re-cast four
mvts from the 2nd and 3rd of JSB's own Suites.
Moving from Germanic to Franco-Spanish sources, Bizet is
the star on BIS CD- 1305, with José Serebrier conducting the
Barcelona SO and Nat Orch of Catalonia. This couples the
standard 1st and 2nd L'arlesienne Suites with Serebrier's
Carmen Symphony, a12-part orchestral version of the opera,
packed into 33 minutes and managing to encompass most of
the story in correct order, with vocal parts delivered by
suitable instruments. All the great tunes are there, and the
only significant shift in chronology is use of the furious Gipsy
Dance for the Finale. Not to be missed, this, while sonics are
splendid in the best BIS manner.
Now down to chamber proportions, with Beethoven from
the Jacques Loussier Trio on Telarc CD-83580. This offers

scene with Loussier's pianism and Segonzac's bass
impressively interleaved; 4 is excellent, with some notable
bass-playing; 7brings in the Moonlight Sonata's Adagio and
some quasi- Debussy; 8 is rhythmically hypnotic; and 9
combines impressionism with some Gershwin like touches.
But 2 is too slow, 3and 5evoked amere ' OK' in my notes,
6suffers undue percussive meanderings, and 10 is
something of arnolto-stacatto parody on the original theme's
flowing elegance. Yet Loussier fans will want it anyway,
while others should perhaps ignore my touchiness.
Admirers of Domenico Scarlatti's keyboard Sonatas may
recall selections of these performed by Miki and Anzellotti
on the accordian, and I've now come across a1999 CD
featuring 12 more, this t'rne arranged and played by the
Dutch- based Aurelia Saxophone Quartet [Challenge Classics
CC 72024]. Two vocal items are also included, but it's the
Sonatas that matter here, throwing yet more light on
Scarlatti's never-ending inventiveness. Nos. 7and 11 are
extended slow- moving pieces, but otherwise, three minutes
of generally swift music is typical, providing much scope for
instrumental virtuosity. My favourite tracks are 1and 10,
with 2/5/6/9/12 not far behind, and although saxophones
are fairly familiar in today's concert music, it would have
astonished (and possibly delighted) the composer to hear
pieces conceived for the harpsichord family emanating from
such strange instruments.
Having discovered that CD, Iwas alerted to the same
team's 15-year-old disc of transcriptions encompassing the
String Quartets of Debussy, Ravel and Roussel [ Etcetera
KTC 1088]. Here, of course, the four instrumental parts are
already defined, but the colouristic element in this much
later music presents amore taxing challenge, especially in
the Debussy. Iknow this work and the Ravel well, but
Roussel provided afirst hearing and was delightful, while
the two lengthier works were harder to appreciate in
saxophonic garb. Thus in the Ravel Iespecially missed the
inimitable sound of pizzicato, while sustained sax tones
have for me an inescapable doleful, blues' quality which
doesn't always match the music's perceived mood.
But this may all be due simply to long acquaintance with

ten Variations on the Allegretto from Symphony 7, preceded
by the theme itself, whose jazz- inflected middle section

the Quartetto Italianos esteemed Debussy/Ravel
performances. If so, uncontaminated saxophone aficionados
might well become immediately captivated by these works in

amounts to an undesignated 11th variation. No. 1sets the

'unstrung' mode — as was Iby the Roussel.
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BK) concert DVD Ives's 'Concord' Sonata Jansons and Gergiev in Shostakovich 4 Audiophile
Stokowski ' Rhapsodies' jazz: Albert Ayler, Lee Konitz rock: U2, Jem, Nanci Griffith Music DVDs

Classical
Adrian Brendel, Alfred Brendel

Philips 475 379-2

Maria João Pires, BPO/Pierre Boulez

147m 45s ( especial) two discs
Last month's ECM set remains a
new top recommendation for these
works. There they were sequenced
chronologically, with the
transcribed Horn Sonata an extra
work. The cello sonatas are
arbitrarily ordered on these Philips
discs, the one advantage being the
provision of sepa rate tracks with in
the sets of Variations. The sound
levels are more moderate, with
(for what it is worth) Brenders son
Adrian in the right channel, Alfred
Brendel — plus his prominent
vocalises— in the left; on ECM Schiff
isto the right of Perényi. The new
record ings, which involve two
different cellos, were made in
Vienna's Jugendstiltheater.
It is, of course, interesting to hear
Alfred Brendel in new Beethoven
repertoire but I
have to say that he
is over-anxious to allow his son the
limelight, even if the music seems
to have other demands — in, for
instance, the scherzo from Op.69,
which has none of the bounce and
eagerness of Schiff/Perényi. These
are very sober-sided accounts, and
anyone not knowing the sonatas
might not feel the customary gulf
between the fa irly conventional
Op.5 and the quirky, introverted
constructions in the two Op.102.
The opening Adagio sostenuto that
begins Op.5:2 is about half aminute
longer than with Schiff/Perényi but it
seems more. Beautifully modulated
though his playing may be, with
Adrian Brendel I
often felt he
sounded as if he would have liked to
have lingered on. The sense of the
father shepherding his son gives
this set aunique flavour but it also
reins in aspects of the writing better
served by the Hungarian duo. CB
PERFORMANCES GIVE ONLY APARTIAL VIEW
RECORDINGS GOOD
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EuroArts 2053079
99m (£££) DVD

PIE RRE

WITH NI

IA PIRES

The 2003 Europa-Konzert was given in aformer
monastery near Lisbon, the Mosteiro dos Jerónimos,
whose uplit, deeply sculpted columns create an
almost unreal setting. Le Tombeau de Couperin is the
first item and the important oboe part — Charles Munch
declared he'd never found an adequate player for it — is

taken by the Scottish soloist Douglas Boyd; he is
principal oboe in all three works. Pierre Boulez is
impassive throughout, only permitting himself ahint of
facial expression in the encore, which he announces
in English ( surprisingly): ' Fêtes' from Debussy's Three
Nocturnes. It follows aperformance of the Bartók
where Abbado's training of the orchestra, to work as if
in achamber- music performance, is very evident; this
is more rewarding than Boulez's DG recording with the
Chicago SO. Increasingly I
have come to regard DVDs
as avaluable source of alternative sound record ings,
regardless of their visual content, here PCM stereo
with Dolby or DTS 5:1 options, with a16:9 NTSC
picture (all regions). The film quality is pin-sharp with
agood colour balance — sadly missing from an
oversaturated collection of rehersal stills, one of the
DVD ' bonuses'.
Boulez's seeming neutrality is an excellent foil for the
expressive warmth and engagement of Maria Joâo
Pires, who registers every passingfelicity in Mozart's D
minor Concerto. Fastidious, alert to nuance — within
the orchestra too — she sees the wider range possible
in the Beethoven cadenzas. Her Mozart record ings
with Abbado on DG only ran to four concertos, which
makes this doubly valuable ( it effectively supersedes
her early Erato version too). The sequins on her black
jacket are caught in the television lights and reflect
across her Yamaha keyboard front to create an
enigmatic dance of their own. CB
PERFORMANCES WORTH HAVING ON RECORD
RECORDING GOOD SOUND; FIRST-CLASS PICTURE QUALITY

BRAHMS
Piano Sonata 3 •
Fantasien Op.116 •
Klavierstücke Op.119
Jon Nakamatsu
Harmonía mundi
HMU 907339
71m 57s (£££)
Jon Na kamatsu was winner of the
1997 Van Cliburn Competition; his
Brahms Sonata 3, recorded at the
Skywalker Sound studio California
just over ayear ago, enters a
crowded field with Emanual Ax's
midprice Sony disc ESMK 89802 —
couplings Opp.79/1171one of the
top recommendations; the list
extends to Krystian Zimerman.
Nonetheless this is arewarding
issue, with some of the late pieces
paced quite quickly, which gives
them acertain individuality: contrast

MARIA MPJNO/PHILIPS

BEETHOVEN
Cello Sonatas • Variations

68

BARTOK
Concerto for Orchestra
MOZART
Piano Concerto in D minor, K466
RAVEL
Le Tombeau de Couperin

RED AND ADRIAN BRENDEL
•
La rs Vogt's dark, weighty view on
EMI. Na kamatsu produces avery

clean, considered sound; one
misses acertain characteristic

www.hifinews.co.uk

Brahmsian 'sprawl', and in the
opening Allegro maestoso he is
rather too ready to drop into a
musing, introspection not quite
appropriate to this early- period

IVES

version is a
'must'. But then,

Concord Sonata
17 Songs
Pierre- Laurent Aimard, Susan Graham

so too are Ives's

Warner 2564 60297 2

songs: agreat

sonata. The alternating slow
movements are fine and I
liked the
way Nakamatsu releases ajoyous

79m 18s (£££)

discovery for me.
I
found them

stream of sound towards the end
of the last. CB

Concord Sonata
BARBER
Piano Sonata
Marc André Hamelin

PERFORMANCES INCLUDE SOME GOOD THING
RECORDING EXEMPLARY PIANO SOUND

DOHNANYI

Violin Concerto 2 •
Harp Concertino •
Piano Concerto 2
Howard Shelley, James Ehnes,
Clifford Lantaff, BBC PO/
Matthias Bamert
Chandos CHAN 10245
(£££) 75m 47s
An admired composer, pianist,
conductor and academic, Ernst von

IVES

unexpectedly
moving and
Susan Graham
brings zest,
simplicity,
freshness and

Hyperion CDA 67469

62m 18s (£££)

theatricality to
them, according
to context.
Some of the
words are by

Charles Ives was a ' one off', and how best to approach
his thickety music has preoccupied Michael Tilson
Thomas, among other advocates. To suggest a40m
piano sonata relating to Massachusetts literary and

Ives; many of the

philosophical figures — its movement titles are
Emerson, Hawthorne, The Alcotts, Thoreau (which
distantly introduces the flute) — may seem strange but
this is extremely beautiful music: like Schoenberg with

songs are
fleeting, like

tunes! As the late Michael Oliver used to say, simply

As to the Concord

allowing the music to wash over one at various times
brings familiarity as aprecedent to understanding.

Sonata, one

musical epithets.

Both recordings have the flute option in the finale,

might suggest
that Hamelin has flair and authority, Aimard's is more

and Imuch prefer the balance accorded to Jaime
Marton on Hyperion than Emanuel Pahud on Warner;

studied and speculative.
Neither recording can be 'fudged superior in piano

that recording also has the viola passages in ' Emerson'
(Tabea Zimmermann). But it's just not possible to say
one version is better — and you cannot even let the

sound, both reminding me of an observation by Ivor
Humphreys that CD brought to this genre the huge
dynamic range — the two drawbacks with LP were
off-centre pressings and pickup distortion, less of a

than any record company Chandos

couplings be the determining factor, since these too
are marvellous. Barber's sonata was written for
Horowitz, who asked for ademanding finale and got

has been instrumental in showing

the Fuga, which is innocently marked ' con spirito'.

Dohnányi lost two sons, executed
for an attempt on Hitler's life, and
after the war found himself rejected
as too conservative in his native
Hungary, then under communism.
In his 70s, when these three works
were written, he worked at the
Florida State University, also finding
new acclaim as aperformer. More

benefit of pitch steadiness and amore natural

prcblem with today's super vinyl copies and advanced
pickup technology. Jed Distler's notes for Hyperion

us that there was more to his music

There were memorable RCA recordings by Horowitz

make afascinating bonus. CB

than the Variations on aNursery

and later Van Cliburn. Given the lovely sound quality,

Theme, and it hardly matters that he

just right for this composer, Hamelin's stunning

PERFORMANCES IMPOSSIBLE TO CHOOSE BETWEEN THESE PIANISTS
RECORDINGS AND THE SAME GOES FOR SOUND QUALITY

wasn't in the least progressive: this
new disc offers aluxuriant
Bra hmsian sound-world with
concertos each near the half-hour
mark and, intimately scaled to half
that size and scored for chamber
orchestra, aconcertino — like the
Second Piano Concerto, in linked
sections. ( That work, incidentally,
makes apassing reference to
Rachmaninov's Third in its finale.)

The Violin Concerto introduces

LSO/Decca LP was said to sound

some Bartókian mild dissonances
at the beginning but is thereafter

even more spectacular over two
speakers! Anyone who buys it now
will surety feel that, even though

thoroughly romantic; the only
disappointment is amusically weak
central Allegretto in the Concertino.
Avery enjoyable issue. CB

Sir Adrian Boult first ' caused The
Planets to shine', as an interpreter
he was not superior to Sargent, who

PERFORMANCES ALL EXCELLENT
RECORDING ANOTHER FINE CHANDOS DISC

secures Prodigious virtuosity from
the BBC Orchestra ( the BBC
Women's Chorus is merely

PETER SCHAAF/HARMONIA MUNDI

HOLST

spite of rather woolly sound in
'Mars', after which it improves.

Classics for Pleasure

superb 1961 Abbey Road

listing). This is an exciting version in

Sonicady, the surprise is this

5 85913 2

the years, and I
guess no great

74m 45s (£)

hopes were set for these CfP

At one time Sir Malcolm Sargent

reissues, notwithstanding the
commissioning of an informative

day old. Beni Mora?! cannot stand

new note from Lyndon Jenkins. In

report it was taped in ' 56 and
produced by one Raymond
Leopard. CB

was, after Winston Churchill, one
of the most famous of
Englishmen, an immaculate
podium figure whom everyone
recognised. But his musical
reputation has ebbed away over

www.hifinews.co.uk

mentioned in small print in the track

The Planets • Beni
Mora • The Perfect Fool
BBC Women's Chorus, BBC
SO/R PO/Sir Malcolm Sargent

fact Sir Malcolm's was the first
stereophonic Planets (
it was done at
Kingsway Hall in Aug—Sept 1957),
although at the time his earlier

production of The Perfect Fool with
the RPO, which sounds scarcely a
quasi-oriental music so I'll merely

PERFORMANCES SARGENT AT HIS BEST
RECORDINGS EARLY STEREO
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SHOSTAKOVICH
Symphony 4
Bavarian RSO/Mariss Jansons
EMI 5 57824 2
64m 22s (£££)
Kirov OrchestraNalery Gergiev
Philips 475 6190
64m 12s ( especial) SACD hybrid
Towards the end
of last year BBC
television
viewers were
able to see both
these
conductors with
their orchestras,
live, in the same
work:
Tchaikovsky's
Pathétique. Not
surprisingly, they
are also very
Imlay le 4
different
Mare er.mre
(movement
fertile
timings apart) in
Shostakovich's
densest, most
demanding
symphony;
Jansons's is a

HUMMEL
Mass in E flat to Te Deum
• Quod in orbe
Susan Gritfon, Ann Murray,
James Gilchrist, Stephen
Varcoe, Collegium Musicum 90/
Richard Hickox
Chandos CHAN 0712
61m 59s (£££)

Hummel was appointed to
Esterhàzy at Haydn's suggestion in
1804, the year of his Eflat Mass; one
year later ' peace' was declared with
Napoleon (at acost to Austria of 40
million francs as well as territorial
concessions) and the— quite
Bruckner- like — Te Deum was
written as acelebration.
'Unsurprisingly one-dimensional'
says the booklet note but I
thought it
arather fine piece. I
suppose the
eloquent tenor part in ' Incarnatus

70
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studio recording, Gergiev's is from live material. The
Fourth was the one Shostakovich set aside for many
years after acancelled 1936 premiere; it was
performed in Moscow under Kondrashin 25 years
later. ( Eugene Ormandy was quick to record it, as he
also was with Symphony 15; by coincidence both
include soft percussion passages like the ticking of
multiple clocks — in No.4 as coda to the scherzo.)
Jansons is very much asquare, black and white
sort of interpreter whereas Gergiev, more of a
Markevitch figure, gives nervy sometimes
overwrought performances. Here, though, he lets the
opening movement progress at afairly low intensity
for the first 16 minutes, then with the fugato brings
everything to the boil. Philips's sound balance is more
distant than on EMI, more of ablockbuster
presentation; perhaps unexpectedly the structure is
clearer with Gergiev. It would be hard to express a
preference in the scherzo. However, although
Jansons is gripping in the finale, it is Gergiev's
handling of the last section — aseparate track is
allocated, just as Philips adds an access point within
(i)— aperoration over aclatter of drums leading to
exhaustion, presumably an ironic triumph', which I
found more emotionally committed. ' Some sort of
reflection of aworld out of joint' says Andrew Huth,
commissioned to write for both issues, who manages
this task without it looking too obvious. CB
PERFORMANCES TWO RUSSIANS WITH DIFFERING VIEWPOINTS
RECORDING GERGIEV'S MORE DISTANT ;JANSONS'S SOLIDLY UPFRONT

est' gives the Mass some distinction;
and the drumroll interpolations at
the start of the 'Sanctus' are an
arresting, if Haydn- like gesture. But
there's ahuge gap between
competence and genius if you
compare Beethoven's later Missa
Solemnis: for example at ' passus'
before ' Et resurrexit', Hummel
providing asimple diminuendo and
then arather bland movement.
Susan Gritton shines in the
'Benedictus' and Richard Hickox's
conducting is orderly, but I
couldn't
help feeling there's more to the
music than we are given here.
Chandos's commitment to this
composer is very commendable,
though, when his former catalogue
representation was so sketchy. CB
PERFORMANCES COULD BE MORE DRAMATIC
RECORDING NO RESERVATIONS HERE

MOZART
Violin Concerto 3
BRAHMS
Violin Concerto
Julian Rachlin, Bavarian RSO/
Mariss Jansons
Warner 2564 61561-2
64m 49s (£E£)
Heard live, either of these
performances— the longer concerto
more so, thanks almost entirely to

Jansons (whose Brahmsian
credentials were established in an
Oslo PO symphony cycle on Simax)
—might be considered moderately
successful, but Rachlin offers little
to justify afull- priced CD. The
Mozart suffers from his choice of a
mournful cadenza by Sam Franko,
sitting uneasily in the context of a
rather too quick first movement. By
contrast, Jansons takes the Adagio
too slowly for my taste, though I
have
no criticisms of the finale.
It was the sound this violinist
makes which put me off his
Brahms; sample, if you can, at
11m 12s-36s in the first movement:
is this something you would want to
play more than once? There's
another effortful passage from 8m
(though one minute later the
orchestra is superb). The orchestral
balance is oddly distant— compare
Jansons's Shostakovich 4from the
same venue, reviewed above; the
Mozart has rather more presence.
Recommendable Brahms Violin
Concerto recordings with modern
digital sound include the Chung/
Rattle and Sha ha m/Abbado; if
sound quality is not so important,
then Oistrakh with Konwitschy or
Klemperer, Menuhin with Kempe,
the Milstein/Steinberg and

Szeryng/Monteux are far better
investments. CB
PERFORMANCES DON'T BEAR SCRUTINY
RECORDINGS INCONSISTENT IN PRESENCE

RACHMANINOV
Rhapsody on a theme of
Paganini - Variations
on a theme of Corelli
Variations on a theme
of Chopin
Nikolai Lugansky, CBSO/
Sakari Ora mo
Warner 2564 60613-2
73m 34s (£££)
Viktoria Mullova hated the ' Ice
Maiden' tag and Nikolai Lugansky is
going to have to suffer the male
equivalent for awhile longer ('cool'
and ' uncommitted' regularly appear
in reviews). His Paganini Rhapsody
ought to redress the balance, and I
hope collectors will overcome any
prejudice about mixing large-scale
solo and orchestral music on the
same disc: the logic being that these
are Rachmaninov's three essays in
variation form: those on Chopin's C
minor Prélude Op.28:2 the earliest
(1902-3), the superior 'Corelli'
(actually apopular 17th century
Portuguese air) from 1931 and the
Paganini, his absolute masterpiece,
completed three years later.
The playing on tracks 6and 8
especially should lead anyone to the
conclusion that Lugansky is rather
special, and given the accuracy and
imagination of Oramos CBSO
accompaniment this is arguably the
best Rhapsody on atheme of
Paganini we have had. The clarity of
the sound is exemplary too, and

lugansky

(although the booklet data is
implausible) well matched with the
Teldex Studios' solo recordings. The
juxtaposition usefully demonstrates
Rachmaninov's way of building and
relaxing tensions, with VII from the
Corelli very Paganinilike and the
Intermezzo from XII reminding us of
the most lovely of his Preludes.
Lugansky has recorded this set
before, for Vanguard. CB
PERFORMANCES SUPERB PAGANINI AND MORE
RECORDINGS WELL MATCHED
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STRAVINSKY

from 1903 here, when the

Collected Piano works

composer was studying with

Michel Béroff, Orchestre de

Rimsky-Korsakov. Like afusion of
Beethoven and Rachmaninov it is

Paris/Seiji Ozawa
EMI 5 86073 2

utterly remote from anything we

135m 56s (££) two discs
Arthur Rubinstein once gave

would recognise as by Stravinsky —

Stravinsky some advice. ' You make

thought the wrong pressing had

ahorrible noise at the piano,' he told
him, 'why don't you write something

been packaged!
Apupil of Yvonne Loriod ( Olivier

indeed, as I
first listened I
even

simple to play — and you could make

Messiaen's wife), Béroff was signed

alot of money'. Stravinsky not only
wrote for the piano but used the

to EMI aged 20. His playing in the

instrument while composing his
other music. This useful reissue set

enquiring of the music; he doesn't

1971, and Michel Béroff's 1979

use it simply to dazzle us with
technique. Hi-fi enthusiasts tended
to regard LPs from Salle Wagram
sessions with suspicion, so vast was

Petrouchka to the simple learning

the ambience, but digitally
remastered the three works with the
Orchestre de Paris sound excellent.
Béroff's much praised rhythmic

pieces for children later arranged as

acuity is certainly evident in the

recording of the solo pieces, which
range from the virtuoso
transcription (for Rubinstein) from

)PERA/SONY CLASSICAL

has the three works with orchestra,
recorded in the Salle Wagram in

Petrouchka scenes is deeply

sweeps the board. The solo pieces
sound s'ightly shallow but clean. CB
PERFORMANCES NO BETTER ALTIRNATIVES
RE CORDING ADEQUATE 1970s REISSUES

RHAPSODIES
ENESCU
Romanian Rhapsody 1
LISZ'T
Hungarian Rhapsody 2
SMETANA
The Bartered Bride —

(The Four Etudes, however, are not
the same as the orchestral set.) The

prefer Charles Rosen's version, part

time-span is 1902-1940, by which

of Sony's Stravinsky Edition); the
problem here and in the concerto

time Stravinsky was toying with

present or absent here (JVC's notes
are all in Japanese) but reprinted
vtith RCA's own ' Living Stereo'
CD transfer from 1993, augmented
with 35m of Wagner excerpts
[09026 61503 2].
Rhapsody will doubtless
reappear on SACO soon. To my
ears, Stokowski obtained orchestral
paying of extraordinary ouality at

RCA Victor SO/

these 1960 sessions: note, for

Leopold Stokowski

irstance, the way the pitch of a

JVC JM-XR24019

mass of low register strirgs is always
clear in the Smetana overture

the American academic and keen
reviewer Mortimer Frank that ' only
blind zealots would ‘ind any worth in
serial Movements (
where I
still

presumably alludes to Stokowski's
own idealistic programme note,

overture - ' The Moldau'

40m lis (£specia
In his booK The Mysteryof
Stokowski WA Smith concurs with

Eight Instrumental Miniatures.

The remark on ethnic fantasy'

this set', and concludes that a
'lyrically dramatic wedding of ethnic
fantasy [
sic] to beautiful music-

instead of the usual slurry. True, the
opening of the Liszt is elephantine
arad bizarre— it seems more so with
JVC's interventionist processing;
RCA's textures were leaner and
more true. Audiophiles should seek
out Classic Records' heavy vinyl
version [[ SC 2471]. CB

making' makes Rhapsodies a

PERFORMANCES CHARISMATIC!
RECORDINGS DATED BUT NOT BAD

with winds and Capriccio is that

programme to avoid'. Insert your
own expletive: Rhapsodies has

popular dance and jazz modes:

Ozawa tries to make the music too

appeared in all sorts of audiophile

Tango, Piano Rag Music. The more
familiar Sonata ( 1924), in agrey

sweetly ingratiating— not an

transfers even thcugh Manhattan
Center was evidently not at all
sound- proof. There are mary motor

neoBaroque style, contrasts
strongly with an earlier example
CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG

approach we associate with this
composer. However, there is still no
piano concerto coupling that
BEN WATSON

JOHNNY BLACK

HEN HESSLER • ALL DISCS MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE HIFl NEWS CD SERVICE
Tel 01234 741152 •

www.hif inews.co. uk

EEL full price. LE midpnce, f, budget, Especial POA

STOKOWSKI

vehicle noises audible with
headphones, and at the start of the
Enescu adrone that must be from a
passing aeroplane; it cuts of at 43s
exposingan edit pointand
somewhat mars the opening
wcodwind solos.

•
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PINE WOOD
MUSIC
of Winchester and Taunton
SONUS FABER STRADIVARI
Winner of two richly merited awards from this
publication, the Sonus faber Stradivari Homage is
without doubt one of the finest and mcst beautiful
loudspeakers in the world. It has an immediacy and
spirituality about its performance that is matchless
and does not require monster amplification. Serious
inquiries are invited.

JADIS ORCHESTRA REFERENCE
Is there an integrated amplifier that sounds better than
this at £2000? Not that we've heard. Not one that has
such boundless energy, such a rich tonal palette. such
a direct hotline to the heart. A sculpture in gold and
stainless steel. the Orchestra Reference, like all Jadis
creations, is solidly built and very reliable.

AUDIO RESEARCH VSi55
Here's alittle valve inegrated amp that has a subtle yet
bombastic performance. If you have a pair of Sonus
fabers or the smaller Martin Logans, this will drive them
with real force and finesse. Underpowered at 50 Watts?
Sounds like it on paper, doesn't sound like it in reality.

KRELL KAV-400xi
All the power you need, and then some. Slim,
beautifully formed and built like a Swiss watch that
sings, this integrated amplifier has a musicality that
some people don't equate with solid state designs. Not
for nothing is it an award-winner.

PATHOS LOGOS
So try this one with your Sonus fabers: a match made in
heaven? Many think so. Both Sonus faber and Pathos
are designed and made in Vicenza, and a more
beautiful and musically historic city you could not find.
Hear these at Pinewood, and you'll want to see the
place itself.

Agents for: Krell, Audio Research, Jadis, Sonus
faber, Martin Logan, Koetsu, Copland, Prima
Luna, Dreamvision, Pathos, Oracle, Lyra, Unison
Research, Transparent, The Chord Company,
finite-elemente, BCD Engineering, Futureglass
You are invited to contact Brian Rivas or Alison
Holmes for adiscussion and demonstration

The PINEWOOD MUSIC COMPANY
Taunton: 01460 54322
Winchester: 01962 776808
Mobile: 07860 351113
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com

Ask for details of tale_ superb range

SME LTD • STEYNING • SUSSEX • BN44 3GY • ENGLAND
tel: + 44 10)1903 814321 •

fax: + 44 ( 0)1903 814269

email: salesesme.ltd.co.uk
or visit our website www.smeitd.uk
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Jazz

ALBERT AYLER TRIO
Spiritual Unity
Abraxas ESP1002
29m 32s (especial)
By the late 1950s, bop was so
ubiquitous it was sounding
mainstream. Along came Omette
Coleman with his weird out-of-town
logic and showed that as long as you
had expressive flair and melodic
conviction, the changes weren't
important. Albert Ayler brought in
the wide vibrato and testifying
anguish of gospel sax, arawness
modern jazz had become too
sophisticated to accept. Ayler's
intuitive, egoistic approach didn't
have the longterm viability of those
who understand that music is about
collective organisation, but if you're
going to bother with one of his
records, this is it.
Recorded in 1965 with Gary
Peacock on bass and Sunny Murray
on drums, it has an immediacy and
power which is arresting. You can
hear the space between the players
as if it's been carved in stone, and
you marvel that bass and drums
have such rich sonic vocabularies.
With this short playing time, Ayler
hasn't time to run out of ideas, his
lines as gnarly and twisted as vine
stumps. After experiencing Spiritual
Unity, you will never want to hear the
sound of stripped pine again.
Just perfect. BW
PERFORMANCE EPOCHAL
RECORDING STARTLINGLY PRESENT

MATT RÓSNER
Carbon Series Volume 3
12x50 Carbon # 3
43m 18s ( especial)
This CD enters the orbit of this jazz

www.hifinews.co.uk

LEE KONITZ QUINTET
Peacemeal
Milestone OJC1101
60m 26s (££)
The Original Jazz Classics reissue programme does a
great job, partly because it doesn't restrict itself to
'classics'. This date, recorded for Milestone in New
York on 20 March 1969, wasn't going to set the world
on fire, but it starts aflame in the heart for anyone
interested in music which is conscientious, quirky and
utterly unique: apreview of the ' Downtown' releases of
the 1980s and '90s. Konitz (tenor, alto and ' multivider'
electric sax), Marshall Brown (trombone), Dick Katz
(piano and electric keyboards), Eddie Gomez ( bass)
and Jack DeJohnette ( drums) improvise on three Béla
Bartók melodies from his three-volume set of piano
exercises Mikrokosmos; on originals by Katz and
Konitz; and play Konitz's arrangements of solos by
Lester Young and Roy Eldridge. You never know what
to expect, as funky electric piano or groovy bass
suddenly take over from turn-on-a-dime renditions of
Bartók or Bebop, or you're suddenly dropped into
tempo- less cool translucence ( Brown's muted
trombone sound is an arranger's dream).

page from the alien worm- hole of
lowercase electronica, where laptop
auteurs craft instrumental tracks
out of drones, clicks and glitches. To
talk of ' recording' would be
misleading, as the release of this CD
is no reproduction of a ' real' musical
event, but the musical event in itself:
the music is composed and
improvised using computer
software and samples downloaded
from fellow spirits encountered on
the world-wide web.
Marketing of genres is currently
so polemical and packaged (this
comes in atransparent CD case that
has the effect of making the disc —
you play the black side— look like a
hard disk from acomputer) that it's
extremely difficult to convince
anyone that you're judging the
music as music rather than as style
statement. Nevertheless, we'll try.
Rósner's music fits the genre: it's
discrete, hypnotic and futuristic.
The sound of falling asleep to
late- night TV feedback, or hearing
choirs in your buzzing refrigerator
when stoned. However, dance
rhythms keep peeking through the
attempts to access an impersonal
sublime, revealing coy pop
ambitions on the part of the
programmer here.
Jazz drummers have long proved
that solitary individuals can produce
polyrhythmic dialogue, but Matt
Wisner fails to make his mouse and
software do more than palely reflect
the alienated eroticism of Techno.
Though Rósner doesn't stoop to the

DeJohnette's extraordinary drumming, superbly
recorded, keeps everything a'sparkle. BW
PERFORMANCES FULL OF SNAP
RECORDING BRIGHT AND FAITHFUL

meretricious garishness of Aphex
Twin, the rhythmic matrix is just as
thin and monothematic.
Awkwardnesses of transition and
timing reveal someone who isn't
moving intuitively through their
sonic materials (though these may
be flaws introduced by editor
Alexander Wendt). Sitting at a
computer evidently invites a
catatonia that is nostalgic,
narcissistic and airless, closed to
surprise or humour: the opposite to
the specific energies of
uncommodified music, which are
both collective and unpredictable.
Though lowercase electronica may
one day produce amasterpiece, sad
to say this isn't it. BW
PERFORMANCES NOT VERY GOOD
SOUNDS SAMPLES STYLE-POLICED

PAAL NILSSENLOVE/KEN
VANDERMARK
Dual Pleasure
Smalltown Supersound ST085
120m 55s (£££) two discs
By dint of extensive gigging in
Chicago and around the world, Ken
Vandermark has become one of
most famous saxophonists in
contemporary jazz, recipient of a
McArthur 'Genius' award and guest
on Resonance FM, London's
hippest radio station. With a
reputation like that, it doesn't matter
any more what critics say. He's
made. However, what do you
actually get to hear when
Vandermark is teamed with a

wonderful drummer like Peal
NIbsen- Love? On tenor,
Vandermark is athin-sounding
late-Trane imitator. His invocations
of the Great Cry are flawed by lack of
ideas, continually falling back on
boogie licks or bald repetition: Trane
vs Elvin reduced to ahammering
pioe-band exercise. It's Shepp and
Redman and Spearman reduced to
some motifs you play, but which do
not express you and your
irreducible, singular pain. ' Double
Weight' climaxes in blues cliches
out of the Clapton riff- book, even
Nilssen-Love sounding pedestrian.
Vandermark also tries on
voc:alised squeaks and chirrups,
preferable because we begin to
appreciate the drumming: NilssenLove is so flexible, slick and adroit
he recalls Barry Altschul.
Vandermark, however, lacks an
echt-improvisor's ability ( David
Maray, Alan Wilkinson, John
Butcher) to discover asound whilst
playing and surprise himself (and
us) with it. On bass clarinet,
Vandermark provides ' sounds-like
ayantgarde' without delivering the
ghosl of an idea. The free-jazz
pioneers carved out anew music,
creating massive turbulence in
jazzbiz and politics; today's
workaday 'talents' step on stage to
entertain expectations.
Unfortunately, it's not very
entertaining. I'd rather watch
Top Of The Pops. BW
RECORDING LIVE, EXCELLENT
PERFORMANCES UNCREATIVE, ANNOYING
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Bargain components are
the downfall of most
systems. " Better for less"
is tempting but knock-on
effects can be disasterous.

been seducecl?t.

PM

Many audiophiles weave azig-zag
path through expensive " upgrades",
knowing something is wrong, hoping
the next box will be the answer but
never finding the magic ingredient.

ml

Svellana

IIBES

"Better" equipment should deliver
more detail, more power, MORE
PRESENCE — but can the existing
system cope? Revealing components
give more information but often also
show up other WEAKNESSES — and
the niggles start all over again.

Golden
Dragon

Over years the total cost is high and
while some aspects are better new
problems start to dominate.

They're now considered

Does this sound familiar? We can
help. W ETRANSFORM SYSTEMS.

concerned, and bring new

essential as far as I'm
meaning to the term

Boasting? Typical reactions of
visiting customers and EXPERIENCED
INDUSTRY USTENERS are " I've never
heard anything like that before" or
"I wasn't impressed last time Iheard
that — CD/ — amp/ — speaker but
that's amazing. What's the secret?"
Essentially, we take CARE, with
matching, cabling, supporting, mains
and room acoustics. It's our full-time
job and we can trial almost anything
to give balanced advice.
In audio there are few quick-fix
solutions.
not as sexySupports
as anewand
paircables
of speakers
are
but the benefits are huge. Promise!
Our experience is available — FREE.
Get it RIGHT, buy it ONCE, enjoy it
FOR YEARS.
Customers say we make some of the
BEST SOUNDS they have ever heard, so you
know we can do the same in your home.
Our advice will take account of your best

"simply the best!"
Roy Gregory - I
li-Fi« magazine issue 28.

The
R l.
cie",ht
—
N
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NEWARRIVALS@THESHOP

e

Pi,or7
Tà,ils

A41.1SiC in the home

V

Worlds 1st Audio Cables
e--411111

designed purely for Vacuum
Tube HiFi equipment

components and guide you where change is
needed, in stages you can afford.
You AVOID EXPENSIVE MISTAKES, enjoy

13 A_ IT 1-I

...more details @ www.tube-shop.com

long run.

01225 874728
or NEW lo-call

For all your vacuum tube needs

J
UST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW

0845 230 7570

WWW.tube-shop.com

music along the way and save money in the

)
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CD :ACCUPHASE, ACCUSTIC ARTS, AUDIO SYNTHESIS, BEL CANTO, dCS (
ELGAR, DELIUS
PURCELL, VERDI, VERONA), W ADIA. VINYL: AVID, BASIS, CLEARAUDIO, DNM ,GRAHAM,
THE GROOVE, LEHMANN, MICHELL, ORIGIN LIVE, SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL,
TRANSFIGURATION. TUNERS: MAGNUM DYNALAB. AMPLIFIERS: ACCUPHASE,

or call us on

0870 9220404

BEL CANTO, CAT,DNM ,GAMUT, HOVLAND, NAGRA, SONNETEER, SPECTRAL.

LOUDSPEAKERS: AUDIO PHYSIC, DALI, ETHOS, NEAT,TOTEM. CABLES: ARGENTO,
CHORD CO., DNM ,NORDOST, SILTECH, VERTEX AQ ETC. MAINS Accuphase, Vertex
AQ. SUPPORTS: ARCICI, STANDS UNI QUE, VERTEX AQ
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Rock

110W 10 IJISMANTLE AN ATOMIC BOMB

THE LAST TOWN
CHORUS

being resurrections and
re- inventions of tracks abandoned
during sessions from several years
back. That's presumably why Chris
Thomas, Nellee Hooper, Flood and
Jacknife Lee are listed in the

The Last Town Chorus
TLTC 001
37m 16s (£££)
unlikeliest of aggregations, a

production credits. ' Sometimes You
Can't Make It On Your Own' and
'Miracle Drug' would fit nicely into

progressive country duo based in
Brooklyn: singer-songwriter Megan
Hickey, who also plays alap-steel

their War period, while ' Love And
Peace Or Else' ( produced by Brian
Eno and Dan Lanois) exhibits the

The Last Town Chorus is that

guitar altered by the use of
electronic effects pedals, and

U2

Steve Lillywhite for most of these

How To Dismantle An

tracks, the band sounds like it has
(for the moment at least) accepted

combination of swaggering rock and
subtle electronic ambience that

that what Larry, Edge and Adam do

characterised the Unforgettable
Fire/Joshua Tree era. Ultimately,

best is big, brash thundering rock

though, any album ends up being

music that contrasts magnificently
with Bono's deeply personal,
philosophical lyrics.

judged on the quality of its songs

acoustic guitarist Nat Guy. And
that's it. There are no drums on this

Atomic Bomb
Island 986 782-8

album and precious little bass.
What additional instrumentation

53m 10s (£££)
The rampaging rocker ' Vertigo'

there is consists of subdued —
almost subliminal — organ on afew

suggested that something had
radically re-energised U2, and this

cuts, and the merest hint of a

eleventh studio album confirms it.

distant tambourine here and there.
The result is asparse, spooky

Reunited with their first producer

areclamation project, some tracks

PERFORMANCES POWERFULLY CRAFTED
RECORDING STADIUM VASTNESS

sound, not unlike some of the early
work by the Cowboy Junkies, where

American Lifealbum. Since then
she's been putting this remarkable

was avery welcome thinking

TUNDE

person's antidote to the formulaic

Tunde

Hickey's Rickie Lee Jones- like voice

debut together, with assistance from

weaves country- blues counter
melodies against the echoing

hip- hop producer Ge-ology and the

crossover tripe that Nashville was
churning out by the country mile.

swoops of her heavily delayed guitar.
Hickey cuts loose abit on the pedal

musical but also unusually vibrant.
Jem makes stunning use of
samples from sources as diverse

steel in ' Oregon', but for the most
part, the mood is restrained,
reflective and sombre.
Not something you could throw
on any old time buta winner after
midnight with the candles lit and the
incense perfuming the air. JB
PERFORMANCES LONESOME INTIMACY
RECORDING HOME-MADE RESONANCE

results are not just supremely

and bizarre as The Swingle Singers,
Snowman composer Howard Blake
and, believe it or not, Pinky and
Perky, integrating them so
beautifully into her own music that
it's hard to believe they didn't start

launched on the world?JB

NANCI GRIFFTH

'Nothing Fails' was picked up and
covered by Madonna on her

www.hifinews.co.uk

Family. With the demise of that
hitma king duo, his first solo album is

same delicate sensitivities, the
same attention to detail, that has
always been ahallmark of her work.
But now that Emmylou Harris has

integrated country into their style,
and the folktronica movement has

PERFORMANCES INNOVATIVE TUNEFULNESS
RECORDING EXOTICALLY ECLECTIC

who got lucky when her song

sang lead vocals for the Lighthouse

recorded mostly at home, in her
bedroom, caressing her flowing
melodies in amind- boggling variety

called Precious, ready to be

debut album by asinger-songwriter
I've heard in the last year. Jem is a
Welsh former student gig promoter

Blue Moon Band plays impeccably,
and her songs are written with the

pushed country into the present

betting that Joss Stone has asister

41m 57s (£££)
Indisputably, the most powerful

voice is as evocative as ever, her

day, electronic bands like New
York's Magnetic Fields have

concern is that we've had Jewel and
now we've got Jem. What's the

Hearts In Mind
Universal [ advance tape]
(£££)
Believe or not, this is Nanci's
fifteenth studio album. At the start of
her career, she was wonderfully
refreshing. Here was an intelligent
woman with abeautifully yearning
voice, making music that restored
the traditional instrumentation of
mandolins, banjos and fiddles to a
commercially battered genre. She

BMG 8287 665226 2
46m 57s (£££)
For the benefit of anybody who was
living on Mars during the second
half of the 1990s, Tunde Baiyewu
was formerly the baldy bloke who

The core of the album, though, is
Jem's startlingly lovely voice,

comes together as an irresistibly
sing-alongable whole. My only slight

Finally Woken
BMG 82876-65568-2

Twenty years on she hasn't
changed, and that's what makes
this album so hard to criticise. Her

off in Jem's songs.

of styles. And yet, incredibly, it all

JEM

However, this album is also abit of

and, on that basis, this is U2's best
offering in more than adecade. JB

seen frail girl songwriters working
alongside hip- hop producers,
Griffith seems anachronistic and
needlessly nostalgic.
It would be great to hear Nanci
Griffith climb out of the box and do

asurprisingly lacklustre affair, abit
like somethingJohnny Mathis might
have come up with to make him
seem hip 20 years ago.
One notable exception is
'Anaesthetic', asong about the
death of his mother, which is all the
more powerfully moving for its
restraint. One great song, however,
does not agreat album make, and
the potentially uplifting ' IHave
Never Walked Alone', for example,
comes across with all the optimistic

something unexpected. She
certainly has the ability but maybe

enthusiasm of James Taylor on
mogadon. It's agreat pity, this,
because Tunde has afabulous voice

she doesn't have the urge. JB
PERFORMANCES FAULTLESS MUSICIANSHIP

and is clearly striving to say
something deep and meaningful

RECORDING PRISTINE CLARITY

with his songs. Unfortunately, it's not
happening. JB
PERFORMANCES LOUNGE SOUL
RECORDING DREAMY HAZE

SUM 41
Chuck
Mercury 986 442-6
41m 48s (£££)
While most of America's nu- metal
acts seem to have been politicised
by 9/11 or by Du bya's foreign policy,
SUM 41 came to their crossroads by
amuch more personal route. On a
May 2004 visit to the Congo with the
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www.acousticarts.co.uk
visit our web site for second hand listing

coustic
rts

For 23 years Acoustic Arts has been known for it's
exceptional service. So if you are considering your
next upgrade speak to people who really know!

Independent audio consultants

prima luna prologue 2

clear audio bluemotion

focal jm-labs micro be
"—=

101 st albans road, watford, hertfordshire, wd17 1rd tuesday-saturday 10 00 AM to 530 PM

1.01923.245.250 f. 01923230798 mail@acousticarts.co.uk

audio reseach . audioquest. aloia . b&w . beyer. blueroom . boston . clearaudio copland . densen . focal jm-labs . grado
grado. harman kardon . hutter. kef. koetsu . krell . martin logan michell . ortofon. primare . project . qed
quadraspire . roksan . rotel . sonneteer. sonus faber. theta . transparent audio . vertex aq . vibe . wilson audio

"The little Xen is an excellent micro- monitor, notable for
it's exceptionally smooth, clean and open sound."
pdui

Messenger, HI Fi+ magazine

An LS3/5A for the 21st Century?
The Leema Xen is the culmination of twelve man years of
research and development by ex- BBC engineers.
The design objective was simple:
To produce the best performing and best sounding miniature
loudspeaker in the world.
Originally released to critical acclaim in the professional audio
arena, Xens soon became sought after by music enthusiasts
the world over.
Xen redefines the standard for miniature loudspeakers, with
unsurpassed power, rhythm and holographic irtiaging abilities.
Reviewers also agree, Xen is a true masterpiece. •

Book ademonstration at your favourite dealership b
our distributor below.

ntaLling

,

•

.Prepare to be amazed
Distribution:

\

Contact Paul Woodward
ISOL-8 Ltd.
s
r 0208-623-1812

Leema Electro Acoustics Limited:
Web: www.leema-acoustics.com
E-mail: infogleema-acoustics.com
T: 01470-511248

M: 07979-745662
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War Child charity, they were trapped
under fire in ahotel room from
which they only escaped by the
quick-thinking of UN volunteer
Chuck (as in the album's title)
Pelletier who herded the group into
agetaway truck at considerable risk
to his own life.
Unfortunately, the life-changing
experience hasn't resulted in agreat
album. Instead, they're mired in the
hackneyed posturing that bands
like Good Charlotte, My Chemical
Romance and, in particular, Green
Day, have managed to move
beyond. There's no shortage of
ferocious energy in cuts like 'The
Bitter End' or 'Open Your Eyes', but
there is aworrying lack of innovation
and atendency to fall back on
old-school metal clichés. Lyrically,
although it's clear they're angry
about something, it's never entirely
clear what, so it's hard to
sympathise. The aching slowie,
'Slipping Away', is atmospheric but
all too brief, and is followed with a
slab of rap- rock- by-the- numbers
that sounds so much like Linkin
Park that they should be sued. JB
PERFORMANCES UNINSPIRED RAGE
RECORDING CHUNKY DISTORTION

86m 06s ( especial)
4:3 Dolby 5.1
Daylight Again
Rhino R2 970301
107m 14s ( especial)
Any gut reaction that suggests the
two discs should have been
packaged together is asane one:
Daylight Again may date from 1983
and The Acoustic Concert from
1991, but, aside from Graham
Nash not aging one bit and the
overlap of afew tracks, the concerts
are wholly complementary. The
former is arock gig, the second
virtually ' unplugged', bar for the
occasional appearance of an
electric guitar, and they'd have
nestled together nicely. Ah, well:
let's not be greedy. For both, the trio
was on top form, and the
performances are object lessons in
live harmonising. ' Teach Your
Children', ' Our House', 'Chicago',
'Wooden Ships' and ' For What It's
Worth' twice — this is AngloAmerican West Coast rock at its
very finest. KK
PERFORMANCES MAGICAL
RECORDINGS BEFITTING SUPERSTARS

Music DVD
EVA CASSIDY
Sings
Blix Street/Hot Records
G8-10083
45m 53s (especial) 4:3
colour/b&w PCM stereo
For sometime, fans have been
swapping any clips they can locate
of the late and genuinely beloved
Cassidy, snippets from TV shows or
promo videos. This unexpected
delight will put an end to the
torment, aclub gig recorded in
January 1996, gathering the six
performances that have been aired
and four never seen before. Her
devotees will know all of the songs,
from 'What AWonderful World' to
'Over the Rainbow', and they will
leave the disc in tears. This DVD
adds visuals to avoice that grabs
you, caresses you and haunts you.
The result is an almost unbearable
intensity and poignancy. KK
PERFORMANCE HEART-RENDING
RECORDING ARCHIVAL

CROSBY STILLS
& NASH
The Acoustic Concert
Rhino R2 970300

www.hifinews.co. uk

VARIOUS
Live Aid
Warner Music Vision
2564 61895-2
600m ( especial) four discs
4:3 Dolby 5.1 and DTS 5.1
Better than you dared to dream, the
long- unseen footage of rock's finest
moment has been released in a
mind-blowing package to mark the
20th anniversary of ' Do They Know
It's Christmas?', the track that
kicked it off.
At 10 hours, this is too long to
absorb in one go, but
those who
saw it back in 1985 — you must
persevere. Why? Because, in
addition to it being for agood cause,
it's bursting with sublime moments

VARIOUS
The Rolling Stones
Rock And Roll
Circus
ABKCO 1003-9
65m 27s (£ special)
4:3 Dolby 5.1
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Released on VHS afew
years ago, this rarely-seen
super-session was
organised by tie Rolling
Stones in some half-assed
attempt at creating arock
'happening'. And while it's
nearly as sloppy as Magical
Mystery Tour, the calibre of
the talent is so high that the
disc is simply an essential
element in any '60s rock
library. Taj Marial,
Marianne Faithfull, the
Who, John Lennon, Jethro
Tull, Eric Clapton, lots of
Stones footage and some very cool extras. eg, Lennon and Jagger messing
around, make this one of those lost objets de rockthat was worth the wait. KK
PERFORMANCES TOO VARIED BUT MAINLY TERRIFIC
RECORDING DATED BUT BETTER THAN ACCEPTABLE
documenting the pop/rock music
scene of 20 years ago. Think about
it: Tina Turner with Mick Jagger, a
young U2, Boy George, two
Temptations joining Hall & Oates,
dozens of forgotten, ephemeral New
Romantics acts and too many no
longer with us, aBeatle, the Who,
some more Stones, Crosby Stills &
Nash, the Beach Boys, Sting— this
was Woodstock with aconscience.
With ahandsome slipcase, nice
booklet and every relevant bit of
footage as 'extras', including the
'Do They Know It's Christmas?'
video, this is definitely the Music
DVD of the Year. And, like the box
says, ' It's still saving lives'. KK
PERFORMANCES FOR AGOOD CAUSE
RECORDINGS LIVE TV, WARTS AND ALL

BOZ SCAGGS
Greatest Hits Live
Coming Home/Gray Cat
CHS 10029
114m 29s (
especial)
16:9 Dolby 5.1 DTS 5.1
SRS Surround
Seriously cool, seriously modern,
this is atext- book example of what a
contemporary concert DVD should
be. Scaggs has always been the sort
of artist who's fastidious about
production values (after all, he's
been an audiophile fave for
decades), and his music is classy
enough to genre hop from
bluesy-jazÉjazzy-blues to rock to
standards to ballads.

They threw in everysurround
playback format, from killer stereo
to SRS mock surround, with DTS
being the preferred, and the visuals
are nigh-on perfect. KK
PERFORMANCE INTIMATE
RECORDING NO COMPLAINTS WHATSOEVER

VARIOUS
Shake, Rattle And Rock!
Direct Video DVDUK061D
75m 32s (£spec al)
4:3 b&w mono
Ordinarily, quickie B-movies don't
warrant inclusion in columns such
as this, but here we have arock
document that you must seek out if
the genre's roots fascinate you.
Part of the ' Arkoff Film Library'
honouring the legendary
schlockmeister Samuel ZArkoff,
this black-and-while mono treasure
boasts priceless performances from
Fats Domino and Joe Turner that
make the non-story wrapped
around them somehow more
palatable. Acash- in from the dawn
of rock'n'roll, it actually features
some recognisahleactors, and —
despite it being abudget title — the
transfer is crystal clear.
Apparently there are further
music DVD titles on the way, so all
that incredible footage you've
wanted to own can soon be yours...
and without aVH-1 logo in the
corner. KK
PERFORMANCES HISTORICAL
RECORDINGS BETTER THAN YOU DARE EXPECT
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up
In the past, weighting schemes, aimed at
improving the notoriously poor correlation between
measured distortion and perceived sound, have
been widely ignored. But now anew distortion
metric builds on these earlier attempts. Will it,
ponders Keith Howard, prove any more influential?
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ound reproduction systems are prone to two different
forms of distortion: linear distortions, in which the
amplitude versus frequency, phase versus frequency or
time behaviour of the signal are altered, and nonlinear
distortions, where additional, unwanted frequency
components are added. Traditionally, as every
audiophile knows, nonlinear distortion has been
quantified using measurements of total harmonic
distortion (THD) and intermodulation distortion

The measurement of harmonic
distortion has a leaden inertia
born of its simplicity
(IMD), although today the information that used to be
wrapped up in these single-figure metrics is often
displayed in spectral analyses.
You might infer from the ubiquity of these
measurement methods that they are firmly rooted in
psychoacoustic reality. Their purpose, after all, is to
78
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cast some light on the performance of the device under
test when it's used to reproduce music for human ears
to appreciate. But this is not the case.
It has been understood for over half a century that
THD measurements have poor correlation with
perceived distortion, and conventional two-tone IMD
measurements
are
little
better.
Multi-tone
measurements, like that proposed by Alan Belcher, are
an improvement but have never become widely used,
not least because the measurement of harmonic
distortion has aleaden inertia born of its simplicity. It
is easy to perform and its results are easy to interpret —
that is, until you ask the awkward question: what do
they mean for the listening experience?
It was to improve the correlation with subjective
assessments of distortion while retaining the essential
simplicity of measuring equipment using asingle, low
distortion tone that, down the years, various harmonic
weighting schemes were proposed. The idea behind
these was simple: that higher-order nonlinearities
(which give rise to high-order distortion products in a
sine
wave
measurement)
are
more
objectionable than low-order ones, and

aurally
should

www.hifinews.co.uk

Feature
harmonic

amplitude ( dBr)

2
3
4
5

-68
-25
-62.5
-32

6
7

- 57.5
-36

8
9

-57.5
-41

10

-58

11
12
13
14
15

-44
-60
-47.5
-60
-52.5

16
17

-62.5
-60

18
19
20

-62.5
-67.5
-65

polarity

harmonic

weighting,

weighting,

number

Shorter

GedLee

3
4
5
6

2.25
4
6.25
9

2.17
3.82
5.93
8.49

7

12.25

11.52

Table 1. Comparison of harmonic
weighting factors in Shorter's
Fig 1. Transfer characteristic ( red trace, left graph) and

method and the GedLee metric,

transfer characteristic error ( right graph) calculated from

demonstrating the fundamental

Table 1, representing crossover distortion rated

similarity of the two

'unacceptable' subjectively. GedLee metric here is 2.22
harmonic

Table 2. Harmonic amplitude and
phase data used to generate Fig 1

Fig 2. Transfer characteristic and
error curves calculated from Table
2. Although the harmonic
amplitudes are identical to Fig 1,
the change in four harmonic
polarities gives a quite different
shape to the curves, reducing the

amplitude ( dBr)

2
3
4
5
6

-68
-25
-62.5
-32
-57.5

7
8
9

-36
-57.5
-41

10
11

-58
_44

12
13

-60
-47.5

14
15

-60
- 52.5

16
17

-62.5
-60

18
19
20

-62.5
-67.5
-65

polarity

GedLee metric to 0.92
Table 3. Harmonic amplitude and
phase data used to generate Fig 2

therefore be given greater weight in any subjectively
relevant measure of distortion level.
The first such weighting scheme was developed as
long ago as 1937 by the Radio Manufacturers'
Association of America'. It suggested that, in
calculating an overall distortion figure, the amplitude
of each harmonic should first be multiplied by n/2,
where nis the harmonic number. The amplitude of the
third harmonic is thereby increased by afactor of 1.5,
the fourth harmonic by 2, the fifth harmonic by 2.5, etc.
In 1950, D E L Shorterz of the BBC suggested an
alternative scheme in which the amplitude of each
harmonic was instead multiplied by n'/4, as aresult of
experiments which showed this to provide better
correlation with subjective assessments of distortion
level. With this weighting the emphasis applied to
higher-order harmonics is even more severe, the third
harmonic being increased by afactor of 2.25, the fourth
harmonic by 4, the fifth harmonic by 6.25, and so on.
Neither the RMA's nor Shorter's weighting schemes
caught on. One reason for this was that measuring the
amplitude of individual harmonics - something which
is trivially easy with modern FFT analysis - was
exceedingly difficult at the time. Few manufacturers,
let alone reviewers, had access to the equipment
necessary to achieve this, so harmonic weighting was

In fact, as I've shown in a previous article', there is
theoretical support for Shorter's weighting in that it
reflects the amount of intermodulation distortion
generated by agiven transfer characteristic, and hence
gives a much better indication of the total distortion
produced on complex signals such as music. (The
transfer characteristic, which is central to what

In the 1950s, measuring the
amplitude of individual harmonics
was exceedingly difficult
follows, is a polynomial equation expressing the
output signal in terms of the input signal, and is often
depicted as agraph. Some examples are given later.)
In 1961, ER Wigan', also at the BBC, came up with a
revision of Shorter's weighting in which an overall
distortion criterion was calculated using the equation

n2

(p„

t)

an idea ahead of its time. A second reason may be that
Shorter's weighting was determined empirically,
without any justifying theory - an entirely appropriate
means by which to determine a psychoacoustically
relevant measure of nonlinear distortion, but also an
excuse to regard it as unproven.
www.hifinews.co e,uk

where n is again the harmonic order, p. is the
percentage amplitude of the nth harmonic, tis the
minimum percentage of the harmonic that is audible,
and the Greek sigma indicates that the values for the
HI-FINews MARCH 2005
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THE GEDLEE METRIC
The equation for calculating the GedLee metric from acontinuous
transfer characteristic T(x) is:

I (
J

=
\

COS( -

2

))

T(x)) dx
dx 2
2

The first, raised cosine term in the expression weights the metric so
that it accords most significance to nonlinearities at low signal
amplitudes, close to the zero crossing point. The second term is the
second differential of the transfer characteristic, which is ameasure of
its curvature.

second to nth hdrinonics should be summed. Wigan's
work confirmed Shorter's belief that the amplitude of
each harmonic should be multiplied by a factor
proportional to re, although the details of his
calculation are different. Wigan's weighting scheme
also never caught on, one reason for this being that the
factor twas not only unknown but unknowable in most
instances since it is impossible to generate any order of
nonlinearity above the third order in isolation when
using anon-steady state signal like music. So Wigan's
criterion was incapable of calculation, even if the
amplitudes of individual harmonics were known.
GEDLEE
A new distortion criterion was unveiled at the AES
Convention in October 2003, called the GedLee metric
as aresult of being proposed by Earl Geddes and Lidia
Lees. For those who understand mathematical notation,
the equation used to calculate it is given in the adjacent
panel. It differs from the weighting approach adopted
by the RMA, Shorter and Wigan in using the transfer
characteristic directly, rather than indirectly via
harmonic amplitudes. This, as will become clear, gives
it a fundamental advantage. Moreover, the GedLee

The ear also generates
greater distortion at high SPLs
than at low SPLs
metric takes into account the fact that the amplitude
distribution of wide dynamic range music signals is
such that for much of the time the signal amplitude is
close to the zero crossing point, with only infrequent
excursions to high amplitudes. To account for this, the
metric includes araised cosine weighting function that
places greater emphasis on nonlinearity at low signal
levels than at high signal levels. The ear also generates
greater distortion at high SPLs than at low SPLs, so
this weighting is justified by psychoacoustic
considerations as well as signal statistics.
These important differences notwithstanding, the
GedLee metric is, in a central respect, not entirely
novel. The key factor in calculating it is the curvature
(second derivative) of the transfer characteristic, and
this links it inescapably with Shorter's n2/4 weighting
scheme. As Shorter observed in his 1950 paper: The
importance of high-order harmonics, even when
individually small in energy content, suggests that
distortion should be regarded in terms not so much of
80
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the separate harmonics as of the complete series or of
the composite waveform that this series represents.
The properties of the waveform that are significant for
this purpose remain to be investigated. It may be noted,
however, that the product obtained by weighting the
distortion waveform proportionately to the square of
the frequency, ie by adding 12dB per octave rise, or
differentiating twice, gives ameasure of the reciprocal
of the radius of curvature of the waveform, and is
therefore related to the sharpness of any corners in it.'
This quote clearly shows that Shorter was thinking
along essentially the same lines as Geddes and Lee,
and that the GedLee metric should be considered a
development of his pioneering work.
This is confirmed by Table 1, which compares the
relative weighting given to each harmonic from the 3rd
to 7th by the Shorter method and GedLee metric
(assuming in the latter case that only the specified
harmonic is generated on afull-scale sine wave input).
As you can see, the weighting figures are very similar.
Where the GedLee method scores over Shorter's is
that, because it is generated directly from the transfer
characteristic, it takes into account the relative phases
of the distortion harmonics, which the Shorter
weighting does not. An example of where this is of
crucial importance is crossover distortion in class B
amplifiers. As I've described previously6,crossover
distortion is characterised by a pattern of alternating
odd-harmonic polarities which gives rise to the
characteristic kink in the transfer characteristic around
the zero-crossing point. If, instead, the harmonic
polarities are all rendered the same, then the kink
disappears and so too does the other characteristic of
crossover distortion: an increase in distortion level
with decreasing signal amplitude.
This is illustrated by Figs 1and 2, which show the
transfer characteristic (the left curve in each pair) and
the transfer characteristic error (right curve) for an
example case. These were generated from the data in
Tables 2 and 3 respectively, which confirm that the
amplitude of each harmonic is exactly the same in both
instances, the only difference being the polarity of
harmonics 3, 7, 11, 15 and 19. A good distortion metric
should reflect the difference in transfer characteristic
shape and the effect this has on distortion at low signal
levels. But the Shorter method, because it is calculated
from the harmonic amplitudes, cannot do this: the
www.hifinews.co.uk
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Fig 3. As Fig 1but for less severe crossover distortion rated
'just detectable'. GedLee metric is 0.74
•

0.63
/1 2/4-weighted distortion figure is the same in both
cases (42.3%!). Contrast this with the GedLee metric
(Gm )which is 2.22 for the transfer characteristic of Fig
1 and only 0.92 for Fig 2, and so reflects their very
different subjective significance.
The harmonic amplitude data for Figures 1 and 2
was extracted from spectra published many years ago
by James Moir' in apaper about crossover distortion;
the polarities I've guessed through trial and error. The
distortion in this case was rated as ' unacceptable',
which fits reasonably well with Geddes' and Lee's
suggestion that Gm values between 1and 3correspond
to subjective ratings of 'barely perceptible but not
annoying', with values less than 1indicating that the
distortion is imperceptible. Moir included two other
spectra in his paper corresponding to ratings of
'just detectable' and ' detectable', for which my
reconstructed transfer characteristic and transfer
characteristic error graphs are shown in Figs 3and 4.
The Gm values for these are 0.74 and 1.85 respectively,
which again accord pretty well with Geddes' and Lee's
findings. Remember that in all these cases the
polarities of the harmonics in Moir's spectra have been
guesstimated and may not be correct, so this is aless
than definitive test of the GedLee metric. But it does
broadly confirm Geddes' and Lee's own testing and the
conclusions they have drawn from it.
PROGNOSIS
So, the GedLee distortion metric appears to deliver on
its promise of offering a simple and effective way of
assessing the subjective impact of any audio device's
nonlinear distortion. That ought, on the face of things,
to ensure it an enthusiastic reception after decades
during which the audio industry has failed to get to
grips with how to quantify distortion in aperceptually
meaningful way. But that protracted failure in itself
casts doubts on whether the GedLee metric will ever
prove more than a(nother) wasted opportunity.
There is also the practical problem that today's audio
measurement tools are generally not equipped to
perform the first step in calculating the GedLee metric:
synthesis of the device under test's transfer
characteristic from its harmonic distortion spectrum.
As already described, this requires that the relative
phases of the harmonics be determined as well as their
amplitudes, something that is readily achievable with
www.hifinews.co.uk

Fig 4. As Fig 3but for ahigher level of crossover distortion
rated 'detectable'. GedLee metric is 1.85

FFT spectrum analysers but not a facility that is
routinely provided. It takes little in the way of software
elaboration to make good this shortfall, but the fact that
anything new is required will, on past evidence, be
enough to dissuade many from making the effort.
Practical issues also remain to be resolved about how
to apply the GedLee metric in circumstances where the
transfer characteristic is afunction of frequency (as it
generally is in amps and source components) or where
the extent of the transfer characteristic that is traversed
changes with frequency (as in speakers). Application of
the GedLee metric in these circumstances, which
together embrace every item of audio equipment, is as
yet unclear, and this needs to be clarified before it
could enter general and standardised use.
All of which may appear to weigh heavily against the
Geddes and Lee proposal ever gaining favour, so here's
arallying cry to all in the audio industry who find the
status quo regards nonlinear distortion measurement a
lingering stain on our collective escutcheon. Adopt the
GedLee metric, use it, refine it, and we may yet consign
today's unsatisfactory methods to the dustbin of
history. where they have long sinc o belonged. III
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AV Revolution
1. Pallabi of Anthony Gallo Speakers on
the company's colourful static stand

In time for the buying season of Diwah, an audio and AV
show, Indian style. Andrew Harrison reports from Mumbai

I

n November 2004, Hi -Fi News
was honoured to be the audio
media partner for a massive

hi-f show in India, held at the
Hotel Grand Hyatt in Bombay.
Called AV Revolution, and now in 4s

such as Sony,

Panasonic, Jamo,

bread and butter of the show but
specialist audio was also
evidence for the connoisseur.

in

The Soundsmiths is the name of
one such source of quality aud.o,

conjunction with the country's
biggest-selling newspaper,
The

importing Dynaudio and
Dali
loudspeakers. Rega electronics, as
well as German- based valve brand
Cayin. Here Imet the well-spoken
Mazher Jaffar, an aucto consultant

India is not recognised for its audio
industry. With a population of

for the hi-fi market really ought to

around one billion souls and an

help spread the word.

establ shed middle-class, one cou d
be forgiven for thinking there wou d

went to AudioVision India, with ts

of the old-school whose enthusiasm

Best sound of the show award

be a thriving interest in all things

impressive portfolio of products

hi-fi and audio-visual, and this is

from

partly true. But the question of

Audio, Jeff Rowland, MartinLogan,

B&W

Loudspeakers, Wilson

disposable income, not to mention

Magnepan and Theta Digital.

living space, means that this is a

fact, with three rooms to show off

In

comparatively new interest for many

the collection — two stereo rooms

people. Consequently, the theme of

and one mammoth AV set-up — this

the show was more ' AV than
straight audio, with an emphasis on

distributor

put

on

some

great

mass market brands.

demonstrations and duly received
the title of best two- channel and

The Grand Hyatt Hotel is a new
complex, built in palatial marble

best home cinema systems.
The AudioVision India stereo

witn foyers resembling amodern art

room

museum. The lower ground level
was host to silent displays of AV

Digital Generation VIII, DAC Jeff

hardware and accessories, while

monoblock

hotel rooms on the sixth floor were

Magnepan 3.6 speakers and Kimber

used for active sound and video

Select wiring. The AV room used

demonstrations. Well-known names

B&W N801 at front, N803 for rears,

82

indispensable assistant in India

JBL, Yamaha and JVC were the

second year, the event is held in

Tines of India, and its regional
supplement, The Bombay Times.
Some notable exceptions aside,

2. Muskaan Maheshwari was HiFi News's

was

Rowland

MARCH 2005 Hi-FiNews

based
M501
power

around

Theta

ICEPOWER'
amps,

with

3. Available in India but not in the UK, TEAC's high- end Esoteric range
4. Theta, Rowland and Magnepan in the AudioVision India stereo room

hifinews

ilk

Show resort

ilk
diddi

5. On show was the latest version
of Wharfedale's long- running
mini-mcnitor, the Diamond 9, with
matching centre channel seen here
ISO- rated company in Shenzhen,

6. Indian brand Sanen Acoustics
showed aselection of its
floorstalders and sub/sat systems

China, and even includes PC-OCC
wire in the range. In the Wharfedale
demo room, the diminutive new
Diamond 9 range was spotted in

7. Organisation team members
Shamita Gogia, Rene Singh and

one of its first outings in public.
At the AV Revolution 2004, HFN

Theta DVD transport and processor,

Deepa Patel with ( right) event

ran a stand to distribute copies of
the magazine, and it was an

coordinator Manish Mohan

unmissable experience for me to
see so many people curious about

8. Munir Taher, Sanjiv Chona and
Burge Cooper of AudioVision India.

audio and AV attending, not just by

distributors of B&W, Jeff Rowland

the hundred or thousand as we see

and Theta Digital

in the UK,

but by the tens of

abevy of Rowland M501 amps, and

10W from its filOSFET output
stage. Another room of note

thousands. HiFi News itself has

four B&W ASW subs! Naturally, the
high speaker count was not a

featured AvantGarde horns, Nagra
power amps, and Esoteric disc

limited availability in Incia, sold
unofficially by Media Star at the

9. German Cayin 688R tube amp
on the stand of Indian importer,
The SoLndsmiths

symptom of bass freakery, more a

player; the latter a representive of

usurers' rate of over 620 rupees an

10. Andrew Harrison with the

successful attempt to get smooth,

TEAC's high-end brand, not often

issue — enough to take afamily of

Creative Labs team, which took the

well- blended bass to all parts of

seen in the UK.
Sadly absent, despite its nat onal

six to adecent cinema!
There's one audio

the award for hest static display

design

was

consumer magazine in India, AV

DVD films are available, of course.

Indian

but many people prefer VCD for its
may be poorer, but since MPEG

what was avery long room.
An altogether different, but still
quite exceptional, sound was found

and

manufacture,

AV

in the room of Indian- made speaker

maker of hybrid cone/electrostatic

Max, and Ihad the good fortune to
meet two of its senior writers,

brand

speakers. Instead, there were more

Nishant Padhiar and Mehul Mepani.

Rethrr.

The

company's

Cadence, the well-Known

aim

lower cost media. Picture quality

business offices may be sited in

mass- market Indian brands, such as

From them Ilearned more cf the

Layer II stereo audio is arguably

Los Angeles, USA, but manufacture

Sanen Acoustics with aselection of

recent

superior to Dolby Digital, VCD users

takes place in India. The speakers

floorstanders and sub- sat systems;

electronics

are simple but elegant full- range

Sonodyne speaker

Space

Television is still a popular way to

single- driver designs, using Lowther

Audio ( an Inctan ' iifestyle' speaker

access film and music, although

organisation and superb publicity,

brand). Talking of lifestyle, Bose

since broadcasts are in mono there

the AV Revolution 2004 show, with

from the US was represented.

is little point at the momenl to get

a registered attendance figure of

excited

channel

38,560 people, was an obvious

units

in

slightly

mare

modern

cabinets than is typical for this
evergreen driver. Also on dem from

and

India's importer of Wharfedale,

history
in

about

of
the

5.1

consumer
country.

shouldn't feel too left out.
Thanks

to

its

professiona

Rethm-man Jacob George was a

Quad and Audio Analogue is also

surround-sound, as matrix decoders

success for both exhibitors and

new
prototype
amplifier,
a
monoblock hybrid using minimalist

flaking a name in cables, with the

like DTS Neo:6 and DPL II need at
least atwo-channel stream to derive

public alike.

principles and providing around

www.hifinews.co.uk

aptly titled Designer Audio Cable.
Mr Dilip Shah uses stock from an

further pseudo- surround effects.

Here's. looking forward to next
year's event. IM
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Product List:
Mark Levinson
Ayre Acoustics
Audio Note
Thiel
Tannoy Prestige
Revel
Stax
Eichmann Technology
Lyra
Audio Tekne
My Sonic
VP1

`brand new listening lounge'
--

202 Findon Road,Worthing.West Sussex. BN 14 OEJ
Tel. 0 1903 872288. Evenings. 07860 660001. Fax 0 I903 872234
Email. heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com.Web Site. www.hifi-stereo.com

Power: the very foundation on which the music is built. Regenerator technology
from Isol-8 generates fresh, clean energy, free of noise and distortion.
Now independent of the mains, you can liberate the hidden
potential in your system and step closer to the performance.

Acoustica. Cnester.

44227

.

Audio Destination,

88

David Orton Audio
Doug Brady 1481,W
English Audio. Here

udio Visual. Croydo% 010 8654 1231
•1-81. Dungannon. 02.188811% 3606

Acoustica. Stafford,

9IIS 628 009
32 3E5 Oil

Radfords, Bath, 01225 446 245

Sevenoaks, Pete

Radford,.

Sevenoaks, Plymouth. 01752 226 011

stol. 0I179 441 010

97 697

Loud & Clear. Edinburgh. 0131 226 6500

Sevenoaks, Bedford. 01234 272 779

Sevenoaks. Watford, 01923 213 533

Loud & Clear. Glasgow. 0141 221 0221

Sevenoaks. Bromley, 020 8290 1988
Sevenoaks. Cardiff. 029 2047 2899

Sevenoaks Wolverhampton. 01902 312 225

Midland Hill Studio,Wolverhampton, 01902 380 083
Moorgate Acoustics. Shoed, 0114 275 6048

Sevenoaks. CII,.0l17 974 3727

Sounds Expensive. Rugby. 01788 540 772
Sounds of Music, Tunbridge Wets, 01892 545 688

Sound of Music. Crewe. 01270

414
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Glasgow Audio Limited. Glasgow, 0143 332 4707

Musicology, Brighton. 01173-700 759

Gloucester Hi- FL Gloucester, 01452 382 222

Overture. Banbury. 01295 272158

Harrow Audio. Harrow, 0887 800 4434
Hazelmere Audio. Great 1818senchn, 0304 865 398

Paul Gi een Hitt. Bath. 01225 316 197

Sevenoaks. Kingiton. 0zUe,,ul 17

Stoneaudio UK. Dorchester.

Phase 3. Southampton, 023 8022 8434

Sevenoaks. Leeds.0113 245 2775

Hifi Experience. London, flpilléeS1S-

Phase 3.Worthing. 01903 245 577

Sevenoaks. Leicester. 0116 253 6567

Technosound. Milton Keynes, 01908 604 949
The Audio Consultants. Alderinaston. 0118 981 989

Holborn Hifi. Aberdeen. 01
4 $ 85713
KIngston-on-Thames. 020 8943 3530

PI Hi6 Ltd. Guilford, 01483 $04801
Progressive Audio, Rainham. 01634 389 004

Sevenoaks. Lincoln, 01522 527 397

Soundstage, Broxbourne. 019921440 549

Sevenoaks. Oxford. 01865 241 773

wpm

257555

The Audio Visual Lounge. London. 020 7375 3691
Tru Fi. Sury9mgelnIc. 0845 130 6869

Show re ort

Warsaw reveals ami
local and international
brands... Andrew Harriso
has the ick of Poland

T

here's been afew changes in
Poland since my last visit to

Scala/Purcell/Elgar Plus, and EMM
Labs digital sources, alternating

the November Audio Show.

with amplification from Halcro and

1. Palac Kultury, Warsaw landmark,
Stalin's gift to the people of
Poland... 2. dCS, Canary and Peak

The Hotel Sobieski remains the
focus
for
this
well- attended

Canary into Peak Consult speakers.
From northern Poland comes an

Consult from FAST. 3. Ancient Audio
Harmony speaker, Lektor Grand CD,

exhibition,

but now the official

electronics company that proves

Silver 300 amps. 4. Andrzej Zavada

'second' hotel is the Hotel Bristol, a

once again that, in the world of

of ESA, with Moderato behind. 5.

grander venue on the fringe of

amplification, bigger is not always

Warsaw's rebuilt old town.

better.

Czarek Kochanowski of Decibel with
Naim Audio's Doug Graham

Sponsored by Audio,

Poland's

Baltlab excelled with

its

largest hi-fi magazine, the show is

modestly-sized Epoca 1 solid-state
integrated amp. Priced at ZI 3500 —

now a two-day affair, with a wide

that's under £ 600 — this 60W

selection

European,

dual- mono marvel was driving Argos

be made of Kraków-based outfit

earns

American and Far Eastern products;
but what really impresses is the rich

Beta standmount loudspeakers with

Ancient Audio. As well as adding an

seam of very interesting Polish

poise and conviction.
Many Polish loudspeaker makers

intriguing floorstanding loudspeaker
to the catalogue — the Harmony, with

transportative sound under the
arduous uphill conditions known as

brands. Also attending to sell back

were spotted,

including Ancient

its detachable active bass cabinet

issues were other popular magazine

Audio, ESA, GLD ( playing at rock

and an unusually sweet-sounding

titles, such as HiFi iMuzyka and

concert levels!),

Koda, QBA and

modified Focal tweeter — designer

virtual desert
Wojciech
at

Audio Video.

Tonsil. High-end speaker brand ESA

Jaromir Waszczyszyn now has an

Konsultant once again stood proud

Representing imported products

used the weekend to show a more

were many local distributors, like

affordable floorstander, priced from

innovative three- box CD player that
deserves attention from music- lovers

Decibel, who used two rooms at the

ZI 3000 (£ 500) for The Moderato 1.

everywhere.

Grand

analogue flag, using an Audio Note
UK turntable (TT3), with Helius

Sobieski to show British marques

(around £8000) may look somewhat

Orion arm using custom sapphire

such as Arcam, ATC, Exposure, and

There were too many local brands to
list all, but Amplifon valve amps,

retro, being all polished stone and

bearings, Kondo Ongaku amplifiers

Nairn Audio; while Hi Fi Sound

Albedo silver cables and Sound Art

brass

and AN- ESEC speakers.

Studio ( importer of Sonus Faber,
Gryphon, Meridian, amongst others)

'sculpted' electronics, and the RCM
Bonasus valve integrated all caught
the eye and the ear.

distinction of using atrue two-box-

Since summer of 2004 Poland is

mono D/A conversion strategy,
employing FS conduits in place of

now officially part of Europe, and
while the country's economy may

A new brand that could be one to

more common, but less satisfactory,
S/PDIF links. Even forgetting data

not yet be as buoyant as some wou'd

of

familiar

and FAST ( Bel Canto, EMM Labs,
Usher) took advantage of the more
spacious rooms at the Bristol. The
latter distributor created some of
the best sounds at the show, using a
combination of dCS Verdi La

www.hifinews.co.uk

Excel main driver and Visaton ribbon
tweeter. Special mention must also

The

buttons,

Lektor

but

it

has

the

watch is Eryk S Concept, with
founder/designer
Eryk
Smólski

cable philosophy, it's evident that

showing asmart standmount design,

when combined with the company's

the Nuvo, that featured a SEAS

flagship SET 300B

monoblocks

(with its new experimental solidstate power supply), Ancient Audio
recognition

for

truly

`hotel room demo'!
And

while

Poland

remains a

for vinyl fans,
Szemis
Audio

in his packed room to wave the

hope, the quality of its hi-fi brands.
not to mention the dedication of its
audiophiles, guarantees good times
ahead for quality audio in Poland.
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Its all in the Performance...

Unico SE

w Products from Unison Research
The Performance is an amplifier that only
Unison Research could create. Featuring
stunning Italian styling and three KT88 valves
per channel this triplé parallel single-ended
design delivers awholesome 45 watts of power
with exceptional clarity and weightThe result is
atrue world class amplifier that will astound in
both its looks and sound.
Two new stereo integrated amplifiers join the
successful line of valve/solid state designs in
the Unico range.The excellent-value Unico SE
offers double the power of the award-winning
Unico for avery big sound, yet retains the detail
and finesse that mikes its smaller brother so

Unico 200

popular. Topping the Unico stereo range is
the awesome Unico 200.This unique amplifier
can, at the press of abutton, be switched from
50 watts of pure Class A into asmooth and
controlled power house delivering 250 watts of
Class A/B.A solidly constructed and remarkable
performer
For more information on the award-winning
Unison Research range of products and adealer
list, please contact UIKD or visit our web site.
UKD Ltd
Tel: 01753 652669
info@ukd.co.uk Iwww.ukd.co.uk

Unique Sound & Vision
JVC digital reference allows you to enjoy asound quality that is closest ever to that of
the orginal master. The AX-SD1 GD represents our idea of no- interference energy
amplification' to achieve the purest of oure sound. First, there's the independent
3- block construction separating the power amp, preamp and control section, to prevent even the slightest interference. Then, the signal paths are trimmed to the shortest length possible, to keep signals contamination- free. Finally, the extra thick power
cable enters the chassis through ahole in the bottom plate, directly running to the
power transformers, reducing power-related interference. Parts and circuits, including
terminals on the rear panel are laid cut in total symmetry for the left and right channels, to ensure the sense of true stereo that gives substance to the music. Also, the
three point suspension provides an unshakable support to the entire unit.
Power output: 70W x2 into 4 ohms at lkHz with 0.7% THD (IEC 268-3)
Advanced Super-A in push-pull configuration
Quality pals: Dual power transformers (one for plus, one for minus voltage), thick
OFC (Oxygen- Free Copper) power cable, low- leakage El-core power transformer,
copper-plated rear panel
• Staggered- resonance heat sinks with tapered fins
• Ultra phoro stage MC and MM
• High output discrete phono equaliser amplifier
• 3- mode 1Presence' control
• Gold-plated brass speaker terminals
• System remote control
• Enhanced COMPU LINK Control System
• PM-SASD1U Remote Control Unit (included)
With the AX-SD1 GD you will experience sound quality like never before, simply out
of this world!

The perfect match!

hi-fi world

VERDICT gbeellie
An outsta idir19, willfully quirky and
cjdiophile product
-14

•
•
•

Since JVC started in 1927 this is the oest pure amplifier they have ever made.
Limited stock with live years warranty.
1,141 world

3Dacoustics by Shanling SCD-T2(X)C
Tris is subri,
digrtal
,
,
_
toes (and
geIy succeeds) to touch all bases aserious audiophile could possibly 'mi. RS
iritarestingly styled, largely superby built. has no superfUous (but many useful) features, great
operational flexibilitr and superb sound. As an SACD spinner its peerless at the price - especially yà the tube clitput stage. The machine is simply far sweeter, warmer and more anak)gue
soundng Itnn anything (ye heard at the price; some may Ind it too much so, others might
-• • tse. I, for one, am ri the latter camp...
David Price Editor - HiFi World

Teac Reference D70 Multi DA convertor

VERDICT•••••
lirghly owl, transparent and rousrcal
sound makes Ills orre of lise surprises of
the year Thomughly recommended

r"7

• */•,` >6

st

1,11111111_i

^

Simply the best in the world. HDCD compatible wide
range of input sampling frequencies 32 to 192khz.
phone for details.

These are just some of the examples of the special products we have in stock. Unique
Sound & Vision are delighted to provide our customers high-end sound for less money.
How? To find out and experience something you've never experienced before phone now
to arrange an appointment.
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Unique Sound 8i. Vision

Bringing you closer to the musical truth
Tel: 020 7272 0922 Fax: 020 7272 4665
www.hifinews.co.uk

Views
Please write to: Views, HiFi News, IPC Media, Leon House, 233 High Street,
Croydon, Surrey, CR9 1HZ • email: hi-finews@ipcmedia.com — FAO: 'Views'

SACD wins 1.spouse
over sceptical
At the risk of receiving awilting rebuke from
Andrew Harrison akin to the one that Pete
Rogers was given [' Views', Jan] Ishould like to
explore the SACD issue further. Whilst Idon't
profess to understand the technical discussion
Mr Rogers appeared to be expounding Ido

0 0 0

struggle with Andrew Harrison's apparent
position that all SACD players are fundamentally
worse than CD players.
Let me explain: until about six months ago I

wwwwwwt

had all but stopped buying hi-fi journals, with
the occasional exception of yours and one other
when Iwas faced with atrain journey of any

Musical Fidelity's limited-edition TriVista player. A new SACD model is expected from MF this year

l
ei

magnitude. This was because Ihad, for the last
12 years, asystem that Iwas very happy with.

sat and listened to CD after CD and when we

technically work or don't stand up to technical

However, during the summer my CD transport

played an actual SACD format we were astonished.

scrutiny and evaluation do deliver their true

became unreliable; acall to the manufacturer

The only time that we have both felt the hairs on

objective, which is after all musical reproduction.

confirmed my worst fear, as the laser was

the back of the neck tingle in alistening

expiring. The manufacturer was quick to point

experience. So was it all just an illusion?

out that players had moved on substantially
since mine was produced and ' Iwould be
pleasantly surprised'.
Some early listening experiences proved both

In short, neither of us has ever heard anything

Incidentally, Ithink Dave Berriman may have
got carried away when he described the A5 CD
player and integrated amplifier as having the

like it, although in discussion with MF Ilearnt that

combined price of less than half of the kW 500

anew player was due out shortly to complement

alone. Ithink twice times £ 1500 is £3000 which

the latest kW 500. So Ireturned the player to the

is certainly not less than half of £4000, at least it

disappointing and frustrating as dealers seemed

dealer and seeing that he had akW 500 in, trialled

wasn't when Iwent to school.., but perhaps it's
all an illusion!

more interested in how much Iwas prepared to

this, and bought the amplifier, and as an interim

spend and then match that with whatever they

measure aTri Vista 21 DAC and 3.2 CD as a

had stocked in their shop. Then by chance I

transport. This combination makes my KEF 105

Nottingham Analogue Spacedeck with aHadcock

picked up ahi-fi journal that raved about the

speakers (originals but with rebuilt crossovers) sing

Musical Fidelity SACD. Ifinally tracked down a

242 silver arm and aMusic Maker 3cartridge.

like nothing else ever has.

dealer who not only had the SACD player but, in

We recently received the latest MF magazine

Just one other thought, how about reviewing a

How this combination isn't in your Hot 100
escapes me.

the genre of old, was adealer who would let me

and yes, anew SACD player is due shortly and if it

take this product home when he'd only just met

achieves or exceeds its predecessors knack of

me for the first time and Ilived over ahundred

making music, illusion or otherwise, then Iwill be

II Andrew Harrison comments: To clarify my

miles away from the shop.

buying one to replace the CD player.

position on SACD, Ifeel that while some discs

Igot this monster home and after struggling

Surely the issue of measurement all becomes

Kevin Wood, email

and players can give results better than that

to get it in position to connect it to my system,

academic if the product achieves what it sets out

from CD, Ifind it difficult to endorse another

as it wouldn't fit into my shelving system, Isat

to do. The purpose of hi-fi is to listen to the

flawed format that is being peddled with as

back and was astonished by the sound that I

outcome and gain real pleasure from listening to

much mendacity as CD in its early days;

heard. My normally sceptical wife who panders

the music. As Ithink your journal's love of Decca

to my passion for 'the closest approach...' also

especially when, in my experience, the actual

cartridges will confirm, things that shouldn't

results are so hit-or-miss.

CD rot: the good news

remember) from the pages of HFN many years

lacquer is thickest at this point. Ibelieve this is

A letter with reply in the ' Views' pages of the

ago. The clue is in the caption to the picture in

because the lacquer is applied to the centre of

December ' 04 issue discussed the problem of

the December 2004 issue: ' The reflective playing

'CD rot' — the development of agolden yellow

the disc and then spread over the surface by

side of the metallic layer appears normal'. This is

colour on the label side of certain CDs

spinning the disc at high speed. Not surprisingly,

surely because the discolouration is in the

manufactured about 1989. It was implied that

aslight excess builds up around the outside.

lacquer coating on the label side, and does not

this is due to oxidation and corrosion of the

result from degradation of the metallic layer.

metallic film, and that the discs will eventually

Confirmation is that the discolouration is greatest

become unplayable.

material, one which has never been used since. I

around the outer part of the CD — not because

too have aCD manufactured by PDO in 1989 and

oxidation is spreading inwards from the

which developed the golden colour on the label

circumference of the disc, but because the

side within two or three years. However, the

However, my understanding of this issue is
rather different, and was gained ( as far as Ican

If Iremember rightly, this problem only arose
with the short-lived use of aparticular lacquer

Guarantee yourself acopy of HiFi News every month Call our subscriptions hotline now on 01622 778778
www.hifinews.co.uk
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incA D8siçn

Inca Design
Katana CD £600
Katana SE CD £995
Talon Amp fTBA

IsoTek Power Conditioners
Gil Mirs Sub £495 / Gil Vision £ 549

Always setting new standards

seTek

I
e

®

www.lsoteksystems.c...

111It
III

distribution
For your

hne

local dealer call: 01635 291357

_
41emit,411ealbe
- k-

Jil l

Concert Grand
Before you buy any top end speaker system,
you must I,sten to the Concert Grand's.

performance
dedicated
loudspeaker
supports

tel/fax 01777 708673
E-mail: petehneuk@aol.com
www.hne.co.uk
MARCH 2005

Tel 01892 539245 Fax. 01892 616383
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Views
deterioration has never got any worse since then
and the CD remains playable today, over ten
years later. Presumably, the discolouration of the

Cable directionality:

lacquer does not affect its ability to protect the

arrows indicate

underlying metallic coating. Iwould therefore

current flow and

suggest that discs that have become unplayable

polarisation required

with time generally do so for other reasons (for

for the cable

example, the adhesive used to bond double- sided
Laservision discs).
And Iwould suggest that not only recordable
CDs should be protected from direct sunlight —
sunlight can drastically shorten the life of many

away with it and kept the mains cable as short as

plastics and organic materials. But Ihave gone

the case of polarised speaker cables, apoint

possible; in short he has tried to make the mains

which is often overlooked is that when an
amplifier feeds aloudspeaker the live wire is

one better with my CD collection, which from day

cable electrically invisible, approaching the

one has been housed in light-proof cabinets with

impedance of the ring-mains itself; doing this

wooden doors, for just this reason.

polarised in the forward direction but the return

also serves another purpose which is generally

Alan IFoster, Amersham

wire should be polarised in the reverse direction

overlooked — in this dual- mono configuration the

because the return wire is still actively carrying

last ' common- mode' point in the amplifier will be

the return current until it reaches the earth point.

Current thinking

the mains cable fuses, EMC filters and switches

Irefer to the review by Ivor Humphreys on the

Here the current circulates one way into the

which are commonly used. It is obvious that all

load by the signal current carrying each positively

Russ Andrews SJAI/SJA2 pre/power amplifiers in

of these small additive impedances in series with

the November issue, in which he asks the

and negatively in its different time domain, the

the power supply will hinder the large pulse

arrows indicating the current and polarization

questions about mains cable effects and about

current required by the power supply and impair

directionality of unbalanced interconnects.

required for the cable. Ihope this helps clarify

the maximum potential of the amplifier,

Firstly, let me correct Ivor about the power

the situation.

including its ' separation'.

Vince Hawtin, email

handling capacity of the normal ring- main, it is

Isuggest you speak to Russ Andrews about

of course not 13 amps as posited, but is made

this and read the excellent articles by Ben

up of 2.5mm' cable which by itself is rated at

Duncan on improving main supplies in his Super

normally 23A in trunking, and in free air about

referring colloquially to the rating of atypical wall

Spur writings, all designed to improve the sound

plug fuse when Iwrote of 'aring main comprising
many metres of standard 13-amp copper cable'.

• Ivor Humphreys replies: Iwas clumsy in

30A. Since the ring is effectively two lots of this

of hi-fi. Asimple experiment you can try is to run

cable in parallel, the cable will carry theoretically

your own amplifier from an extension lead and

twice these values, but the ring is normally fused

But my intention was not to reference its current

preferably use moving-coil speakers in your

at around 30A or has acontact breaker of a

carrying capability, merely to wonder how it is

assessment of the results.

similar value. This means the ring- main has a
substantial current delivery potential.
Russ Andrews' mains cable, apart from any

that asocket-to-unit mains cable made up of 'six

Referring to the question of interconnects and

lengths of Kimber, braided' can effect a

directionality, the AC signal does not go ' to and

transformation. Idid also predict that Ihad

fro' as you put it. This is acommon error

dissipated my residual audiophile credibility in a
single paragraph!

other claim made for it, has an effective cross-

misunderstood because AC theory is not easily

sectional area approaching the 2.5mm 2,and is

visualised — particularly the idea of negative

thus capable in its short length of 0.9m, of

voltage and current. Put into words then: the

The rudiments of AC current theory are
described in countless tomes. The diagram shown

carrying the large pulse current required for this

driving signal travels one way in the interconnect

particular amplifier, which as you have described

here is taken from a1966 example on my

but varies positively and negatively in adifferent

has two toroids and ahuge 80,000pF reservoir.

shelves. If current does not travel 'to and fro', as

time domain. The live wire of the interconnect

Russ has done many tests to measure the sort of

Iput it, then how does aloudspeaker work? A

benefits more from the polarisation than the

current in one direction displaces the diaphragm
one way; in the other it displaces it the opposite

pulse currents required to feed these supplies

common earth mainly because the forward signal

and concluded that it is far greater than is

is voltage derived and the earths at each end are

usually anticipated. This means that in order to

way In operation, the diaphragm is displaced in

at asimilar reference point. Some people

adequately serve this amplifier without the

both directions about the resting point, ergo the

however do polarise the return earth ,ncase there

impediments of even the EMC filter, he has done

current flows in both directions. If that's not

is aminute current flow between equipment. In

patently obvious, try connecting an LED in series
with a220 ohm resistor across the power

AC theory: this is the

Maximum current in one direction

amplifier's output terminals, play aCD and
increase the volume until it begins to flicker. It

standard textbook
explanation of AC

/

current flow

Changeover. No current
flows at this point

will flicker whichever way around it is connected
yet an LED only lights in response to current flow
in one direction. Perhaps Vince Hawtin is alluding

Peak to peak
value

Maximum current
in the other
direction
T

to how the Eand H (electric and magnetic) fields
behave in AC conduction, but that's another
matter, altogether beyond my ken and seemingly
obfuscating the basics for him.

II Opinions expressed by correspondents are not those of HiFi News. We reserve the right to edit or shorten letters for publication, which should be addressed to 'The Editor' and
should contain no other material or enquiries. Email correspondents should give their full postal address (which won't be published). Letters seeking advice will be answered,
resources permitting, but we regret that we're unable to answer questions on buying specific items of hi-fi; and we regret that we cannot answer hi-fi queries over the telephone.
www.hifinews.co.uk
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nof Exorcists and Black
%/Exorcists must be won!

Nothing to do with the movie prequel: we have 24 Gryphon Exorcists to give away!

Although Inow find accessories more of a distract on
than an aid, certain ones continue to reassert their
usefulness [ writes Ken

Kessler]. Accessories Club

honcho Mike Harris reminded me of the Gryphon
Exorcist after I happened to mention to him the
'demagnetising CD from Ayre that has everyone running

The Exorcist

around like a woad-wearer during an eclipse. The
Exorcist has been unavailable for awhile but now t's
back in production.
To our delight, Gryphon's Flemming Rasmussen
decided to relaunch the Exorcist with a little fanfare.
He's given us 12 regular Exorcists and

12 Black

Exorcists (for cartridges), each worth £ 100, to give away!
Below is asimple quiz, but first, are-cap.
Gryphon developed the Exorcist to demagnetise whole
systems, then the Black Exorcist for de-magging
cartridges only. Feeding certain types of signals through
asystem can rid it of unwanted magnetic properties and
-even better - help to speed up the burn- in process of new components.
Demagnetising acartridge helps remove unwanted magnetism from iron
cores or other metal parts.
Both units are housed in perfectly-finished metal extrusions szed like a

plug it onto aline socket, switch on, set the pre-amp's level as per the
instructions and let the signal do its work until fade-out, after
approximately 35 seconds. To treat your cartridge to a form of
tianscbcer colonic, connect the tonearm cables to the Black Exorcist

hand-held remote. Both measure 70 x48 x22mm, are powered by a9V

and switch it on. That's it. The LED stays illuminated for 8-12 seconcs,

battery and carry the instructions on the upper surface. The most obvious
difference is that the Black Exorcist carries ared LED to indicate operation.

licluding the slow fade. When the light goes out, you're ready to rock.
Gryphon says heavy vinyl users should demag cartridges once amonth.

Istress the similarity to avoid disasters: if you own bath and they're sitting

Another thing: Gryphon suggests that the demagnetising process takes
place with the stylus resting on the record. Not rotating, of course. This

side-by-side on ashelf and you're four drinks into the evening, you could
all-too-easily pick up the wrong device. On a cautionary note. Gryphon
warns that YOU MUST NOT feed Black Exorcist's signal into apre-amp
input, nor connect the regular Exorcist to a cartridge! You have been
warned. So look out for the red LED.

device restores the magnetic properties of your cartridge to anear- new
state. cull system demagnetising? Once amonth is aminimum.
Regular 'de-magnetisers' swear by it. Now here's achance for two
dozer readers to find out for free. To win an Exorcist, please answer the

The regular Exorcist treats the path from pre-amp nput to speaker: you

simple question below.

•

HOW TO ENTER
Competition rules

Complete this entry form ( or aphotocopy) and post it to Gryphon Competition, HiFi News, PO Box

.,x Friday, 18 March 2005. 11 The competition is

531, Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2ZA - to arrive not later than FRIDAY, 18 MARCH 2005.

1,erlers ‘rged 18 and over, except employees of IPC Media.
,Iryphon or then agents. Overseas readers are not eligible to enter.
21 Photocopied entry forms are accepted, but only one entry per reader is
accepted, multiple entrants will be disqualified. 31 There is no cash or

Answer the following questions:

other alternative to the prizes offered While every effort is made to
ensure that all Informatron regarding the prizes is correct at time of

1) The legendary gryphon ( or
griffin) is asupposed to be
cross between which animals?

going to press. IPC Media cannot be held responsible fOr any mom or
discrepancies. 41 The winners will be selected shortly after the closing
date and will be contacted by post 51 the Editor's decision will be final
and binding and no correspondence will be entered Into. The Winners'

A lion and an eagle

name will be published in the June ' 05 issue of Hi-Fr News 61 The
winners should be prepared to co-operate with publicity arising as a
result of winning 71 Entry to the competition implies acceptance or the
rules. All entry forms submitted become the property of IPC Nedra.
NJ, News magazine, published by IPC Media, will collect cInformatron to process your entry. Would you like to receive e

2) How long does it take the
Black Exorcist to
oemagnetise your cartridge?

3) What is the power source fo ,
the Exorcist and Black Exorcist
units?

71 35 seconds

I
—

mains

Agiraffe and aplatypus

n8-12 seconds

A rabbit and arottweiler

I I24 hours

9v battery

A lion and aunicorn

ri amonth

I6V battery

USB

Hi-Fr News magazine and 1PC containing news, special

Name

product and service Information and take part in our magazine res,vra e-mail' If yes, please tick here J.

Address

HiFi News magazine and IPC would like to contact you by post or
telephone to promote and ask your ommon on our magazines and services
lick here if you prefer not to hear from us J. 1PC may occasionallypass
your details to carefully selected organisations so they can conta ,
telephone or post with regards to promotrng and reseah-

Daytime tel

try

E-mail

r

Post code

I.
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essential hi-fi
buyer's shortlist

Welcome to HFN's listing of the finest components
that we've reviewed, updated every month. The
emphasis is on real value for money - though this
doesn't just mean that we've always gone for the
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lowest- cost options. Rather, we've taken pains to

•
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highlight those more expensive components that
genuinely justify their sometimes frightening price
tags, by offering atrue advance in sound quality for

the audiophile. Listed are the issue date (month/
year) where you can track down the original review,
and the author's initials. For the full-length review
contact our Back Issues service: 01733 370800.

_

CD players
Make/model

Price

Arcam CD33T

Tested How we rate it
An improvement on the CD23, but now using multiple Wolfsor DACs. Strengths are detail, insight and agood grip on rhythm. While

£1300

Arcam Diva
CD73

multi-fcrmat machines struggle to be ajack of all trades - this player is master of one.
The replacement of the Burr Brown DAC used in previous players with aWM8740 multi-bit sigma delta design from Microelectronics pays off

£399

Ch ord DAC 64

£1960

Creek CD50

£700

dCS Purcell/
Delius

£500W
6500

Linn lkemi

£2200

Linn Sondek
CD12

herewith acomfortable, smooth and civilised saund. Silky highs and wonderful female vocals, even if treble is slightly rounded off.
Chord's now fully-sorted 96k Hz-ca pa ble DAC features abuffer memory and reclocking system that theoretically eliminates jitter. AH
concluded, ' It's not its lushness and smooth ride that make it awinner, but the way that it treads the route of musicality and natural timing.'
We've come to expect bargains from Mike Creek. This one wipes the floor with most budget players and some with much higher price tags,
extracting incredible precision from recordings. Compare it with some expensive players and you'll ask, why pay more?
Purcell is aDID converter that ' upsamples' to 24196 or 24/192, for analogue conversion by Delius. An impressive input array, upgradable
firmware, pro-grade electronics. Makes CDs sound wholly believable at last. Provision for DSD conversion via proprietary use of FireWire link
Midi-size, with all-metal three-motor mechanism, 24/96 Burr- Brown PCM 1732 DAC, switch-mode power supply. Allows focus on individual
instruments easily, with good articulation of fine detail, yet a ' relaxed' treble focus. XLR balanced analogue and XLR AES/EBU digital outputs.
The CD12 has apparently changed since our review, when CB felt 'asense of disappointment', reinforced by going back to his Meridian

£12,000

Musical Fidelity
308CR
Musical Fidelity
X- Ray V3

DA was mesmerised by the sound from this 24-bit upsampling player. It is all solid-state, but comes so close to matching its Nu-Vista sibling's

£2000

sound quality that you'd swear there were valves in the equation somewhere: ' natural' and ' unforced'.
Aplayer punching well above its weight, the V3 puts the emphasis firmly on the music with awell proportioned presentation that gives areal

um

impression of depth and power. Vocals sound fu.ly fleshed and separation of instruments is good. Comes into its own used as adigital transport.

Naim CDS3

£7050

NaimCD5i

£825

Perpetual
P-1A/P-3A

$1100/
$800

Rotel RCD-02

508.24. SH, though, found it ' more like analogue' than most, in the positive sense that it seemed to present more information.

Top-of the-range two-box CD replay from Naim. Physically unassuming but sonically arival for anyother player- high-resolidon format or
otherwise- according to Martin Colloms. Sweeter treble, blacker backgrounds and greater all-round ability than its predecessor the worthy CDS2.
Naim's most affordable player exce sin the areas for which the British brand has become justifiably famous: pace, rhythm and timing. For
many listeners this translates into excitement and involvement with the music, especially when it comes to modern pop and rock material.
Diminutive DSP ( P- 1A) and DAC ( P-3A) units that do something special. The combination transforms CD, communicating the illusion of real
musicians. The P- 1A is the killer, used as an interpolating upsampler, but with capability for room or speaker EQ correction. Mail orderonly in UK
Rotel has long been respected for its UK-designed, Far East- built budget players. Although the company now makes DVD players and AV

£380

Unison
Research Unico

receivers, it hasn't forsaken CD/two-channel users. If you're on atight budget this one is well worth auditioning.
Using atriode valve output stage this CD player aims to combine the best of both worlds, with asound, as KK noted, that comes 'scarily close to

£1100

resembling adecent moving-coil, playing mint vinyl through atube phono stage.'

DVD-Video, DVD-Audio and SACD players
Make/model

Price

Arcam
DV88 Plus

£1000

Arcam
DV79

£1000

Cambridge
Audio DVD57

£200

Denon
DVD-2900

£850

Ma ra ntz
DV8300

£1500

Pioneer
DV-868AVi

£1000

Sony
XA9000ES

£2400

92

Tested

MARCH 2005

How we rate it
Ergonomically satisfying DVD-V and CD player features painstaking audio circuit design: separate clocks and power supplies for audio and
video, dual Wolfson 24-bit/192kHz WM8716 DACs.Excellent picture quality and sound on DVD-V, plus CD sound equalling Arcam's Alpha 7SE.
Its depth of field, fine eye for detail and subtle textures place you in the thick of the action while sonically this player offers just about the most
convincing multichannel DVD-Audio performace heard to date. Rises to meet the challenges of the very best display systems, to boot.
Made

excellent impression against some heavyweight contenders in our DVD-A payer Group Test. Elegant styling and an extremely competent

performance for not alot of cash. Don't expect the Earth at this price, but this player is thoroughly musical with abit of bite too.
Smooth and natural-sounding on both DVD-A and SACD, this universal player gives seamless multichannel sound plus excellent video
performance. Lacking the proprietary Denon digital link of the DV-Al, it remains afine all-rounder, aworthy competitor to Pioneer's universals.
Afine player based on the chassis of the earliest universal player, Pioneer's DV-747A, but with added Maranta touches such as ' HDAM' output
stages and heavier build. An EISA Award winner in 2002; imt now there are other players with more sparkle and clarity.
Despite prosaic looks, technology on board makes this player the very first of athoroughly new generation. Stunning pictures, with DDPD
scaler providing tighter, noise-free and contrasting images. Sonically, lighter touch of more affordable DV-668AV proved more satisfying.
Sony's current flagship for the SACD format is also aDVD video player ( not DVD-A!). It offers an extended, transparent and wholly unforced
sound with the vast majority of rival DVD and CD players sounding artifical by comparison. If DVD leaves you cold then buy the Sony, said PM.

Hi FiNews

www. hifinews.co.uk
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o

TacT RCS 2.2X pre- amp
£3195

o

Many companies have promised room correction, but few
have delivered asystem that's truly versatile. By using the
latest DSP engine to number crunch the huge amounts of
data involved in processing sound so that it suits the room
in which it is heard, TacT has come up with a neat, and
highly effective, solution. If you are thinking of spending
even £2000 on an upgrade, an audition of the RCS 2.2X
is mandatory. It's likely to do more for recreating the
musical experience in your room than any other upgrade.

Turntables
Price

Tested

How we rate it
Versatile enough to accept arms of up to 12in effective length and even to carry two arms, this intelligently designed skeletal turntable is true to

Avid Diva

£1100

Clearaudio
Champion

from
£1020

03/01
AH

and translucent platter (no dust cover), the outboard AC motor has astepped pulley; manual speed change to 45.

Linn LP12

from
£1075

10/97

Classic three-point suspended chassis design, bawd on AR and Ariston models but with tighter engineering. Simple AC motor drive leaves

Michell Gyro

£870

Pro-lect Debut
Mk11

£120

Pro-lect
RPM 9X

£1000

Oracle Delphi
Mk V

£3180

SME Model 10

£3580

Rega P2

£198

Roksan
Radius 5

£850

the engineering concepts of Avid's bigger modes, anc the sound is not far behind them either.
Arich, colourful sound and excellent 3D image stability, the mid alittle recessed; buta fine rhythmic 'groove' and pace. With black acrylic base

room for improvement with better power supplies; now only available with Lingopower supply, and with either Akito or Ekos tonearms.
Updates 1980s GyroDec, itself descended from classic Transcriptors and Hydraulic Reference, hence the merry-go-round appearance. A
neutral deck, great sound ata reasonable price. Optional upgrades include QC PSU (£440) and aclamp— the latest version uses aDC motor.
Simple but effective price includes tonearm and Ortofon m- m cartridge. ' No na;:ty top or flaccid bass, just clean, rather crisp and lively sc..und,'
commented TB. If ybu need aphono stage, go for Debut Phono or Debut Phono SB (with fine speed control, £ 160).
Pro-Ject favourite receives arevamp courtesy c,' an ac -ylic platter. Result is apresentation having greater flow, air and lucidity with improved
definition beween leading edges of instrument s. Less surface noise compared with original model along with complete banishment of grain.
Basic design is 25 years old but according to DA. the Mk Vcan still show some very costly decks athing or two, and suspension tuning problems
are athing of the past. Ablack granite base looks great but costs extra.
Price quoted includes asimplified version of theclassic Series Vtonearm. 'So eetily quiet and uncoloured' said KK, 'one of the best

ambassadors yet for the greatness of analogue replay via vinyl... The Model 10 let's you hear the music and nothing else'.
2004
Awards
1
AH

Back in the 1970s, Rega's original Planar 2was the usual choice for those who couldn't afford aLinn. Design principles are unchanged
(there's still no subchassis) but the P2 remains aguod buy if your sonic priorities are rhythm and drive rather than subtlety.
Price quoted includes the Nima tonearm. This Roksarr deck offers a ' listen-all-day character that plays music guilelessly'. Expect ' real dynamic
contrast and timbralcolouring, with naturally-sounding frequency response without treble lift or heavy bass'. An absolute bargain!

Tuners
Make/model

Price

Arcam 0181

£650

Creek 143

£400

Magnum
Dynalab MD102

£2200

Marantz ST- 17

£600

PURE Digital
DRX-702ES

£330

Tested How we rate it
With better controls than previous models, the 0181 it, arguably superior to the more expensive FMJ DT26. Comprehensive user features include
engineering mode for interested enthusiasts. Its clear, distinct way of opening up abroadcast makes this arelatively impartial but accurate receiver.
Asimple fuss-free tuner with excellent FM sound quality, with atotal of 64 preset!: for FM, MW and LW. Signal strength and multi- path
distortion are displayed. IN found it had 'afull-bodied sound that's nicely articulated and stable... excellent value.'
Toronto- based specialist Magnum Dynalab still make; all-analogue FM-only tuners. This one has optional remote control for fine-tuning and
switching between five presets. AG thought it ' musc,allymperior to any other tuner that I've heard... In every respect it's nothing less than stunning'.
Three wavebands and RDS; for IHthesound was 'detailed and solid, projecting acoherent soundstage with excellent depth of image' if alittle
bright. It lacks independent remote control but 'sounds superb, makes the best of weak signals and exudes aquiet confidence'.
7/03
AH

Winner of our three-way group test, this model brings you DAB, yet has ausable FM tuner in the same package. USB connectivity for
upgrading via aPC; dark, attractive, contoured presentation and the controls are simplicity themselves— atop-drawer product.

Oracle Delphi MU

£3180

Something of a legend among vinyl
enthusiasts,
this classic three-point
suspended subchassis design is now in its
25th year of production and available in
the UK once more after some years'
absence. Sounding fast, transparent,
precise and airy, the Oracle digs up bags of
www.hifinews.co.uk

textural information and excels when it
comes to female vocals. Thanks to the
attention lavished on the suspension and
main bearing, the Mk Vversion also proved
an incredibly quiet turntable. The deck was
tested using the ' Turbo' power supply,
available as a £ 600 option.
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essential hi-fi buyer's shorthst
rrip 1iers
Price

Tested

How we rate it

Arcam FMJA32

£1100

in/a/
AG

This top-of-the-range integrated offers 100W/ch, thanks to an uprated power supply. AG found it sounding confidently in charge, making the

Arcam A85

£700

i
yor
AH

Remote-control 85W/ch amplifier, using bi-polar outputdevices (not MOSFETs). Its clean and detailed sound nimbly communicates music.

/3/os

With eight 6550 output tubes (four per channel in pish-pull pairs; this higher- power version of the VS50 gives the sound of classic valves in

Audio Research
VS1 10

Audio Research
Ref Two

£4000
£10 000
'

AS Passion
Ultimate

£1300

BAT VK-50SE/
VK-60

£6125

B ryston 3B-SST

£1725

CPA 3200/
SPM 1200C

£4040

Chord

Conrad-Johnson
'MV6OSE
Conrad-Johnson
.Premier LS2
Creek
P43R/A52SE
C reek 5350
Croft Vitale
EAR 864
GRAAF GM5OB
Icon Audio
Stereo 40

£3000
£5000
nu/
£600
1100
1350

DB

m/D0
NI (

08/01
MC
,311/0

£395 .

"
£990

spades. DB reported 'warmth, texture, muscularity and deep bass aplenty... brawn, brain and heart in one glowing package'.
Despite broadband noise from this valve-fuelled lab- handled design, sound quality was top notch as well. ' It comes close to being astate-ofthe-art piece of audio engineering,' said MC.
Remote-control version of classic passive attenuator. Control of volume and source is via opti ca l
li nkage ,
a si
ng l
e Vi sh
ayres i
st
or l
ea di ng t
o
light-controlled shunt resistor. The Ultimate is still top of the class, rivalling active pre-amps that cost four times as much.
Full remote control pre-amp and 60W/ch stereo push-pull valve power amplifier, combine the dynamics and load tolerance of solid-state with
the finesse, inner complexity and poise of tubes. Sweet-sounding, without the audible severity of some solid-state counterparts.

i
0/03
DA

see if he rated 150W/ch (8ohms) model so highly - he did! Fantast csonic balar ice and stereo imaging, along with lashings of controlled power.

u1/99

Audio meets aerospace engineering. The fully-aalanced SPM1200C uses aswitched-mode power supply, yet sounds dynamic and

David Allcock was already an owner of apair of 14B-SST power amps, this models big brothers, when he reviewed this one so it was interesting to

transparent. ' Has the disconcerting ability to create real sound pressure levels with ease,' said AH, with 'transparency to music's inner workings.'

.11 /03
e
,
7/04
MC

detail was reference class wiile stereo image scale, width and depth were all toe very high standard. Midrange was exceptionally pure.

,) sa

Creek's remote-control pre gives easy-to-listen-to sound, encouraging involvement with the music, with fast and deep bass. Add m-m or m-c

TB
um!
All
32704

Km
£1500

Microprccessor-controlled source switching, tone controls and input trim facility (to equalise source levels). Finest integrated amplifier at the price.

AD

AH

Originally using two pairs of Svetlana EL34 output valves, uprated to ' SE' status with 6550 tubes, this 55W stereo power amp shows avein of
the excellence of C-J's Premier range. Anicely tuned upbeat delivery, equally rewarding on ajazz or classical programme.
Purist triode pre-amplifier offers full-on audiophile sound at acompetitive price. More 'different' than ' setter' than the long-lived original LS2,
i

stages (£50 to £801 for vinyl replay. With bi-wirable speakers, asecond A52SE power amp gives even better results.
Creek's 75W/ch intgrated sounds good enough to worry more expensive combinations. All the right elements in place, in tune, in time.
Imaging held instruments rcrk-steady in awide believable space. Remote control of source and volume: phono stage an optional extra.
Classic hard-wired pre-amp. true to the minimalist ideal :'vintage' in its warmth and precl usi on of
edginess and grain, yet big, palpable and
commanding. With some low-level noise and fuzzine;s, it's still quieter than even amint Quad valve pre-amp.

it/w

Aphonoinclusive pre-amplifier to satisfy audiophiles and studio professionals, with its XLR balanced input and output Balanced operation

tix

offers improved dyiamic contrasts, slam, overall control and coherence, as weà as virtually noise-free operation.

3.3/01
AK
,illot
TB

This gorgeous-loolting valve integrated combines rea pride of ownership with aperformance set to re-write the rules in the sub-£4000 market
thanks to its seamless, sweet and open sound. Despite having no phono stage it boasts areal affinity with vinyl. Remote control, too.
UK-designed, Chirese built, with two pairs of EL34 pentode valves for aclaimed 40W/ch, or 19W when run in sweeter-sounding triode mode.
TB liked its impeccable finish and solid build as well as its ability to produce natural-sounding music.

10/01

A300W/ch integrated. Hooking up 1ohm Apogee Scintilla speakers, KK found it ' produced the very best sound I
have ever heard from the

£2698

410.0
DB

This 'entry-level' 200W model doesn't use Krelfs Plateau Biasing but does offerbalanced inputs. DB found it thoroughly listenable, with punch
drama and speed. It's not at all laid-back, so if you wait awarm, distant or soft sound, then look elsewhere.

£2590

I
0/00
AG

Power amp uses an unusual 'distributed-node' power supply; the unity-gain pre-amp offers passive or buffered output, the latter preferred.
Despite adryish balance and atouch of 'grey', this combination is bold and transparent, combining real solidity with fine detail.

£1000

05./03
DA

domestic speaker. Concluded DA, 'At this price point I
can think of nothing I'd rather build asystem around.'

£800

1/104
OA

£9350

04/99
hit

feedback. KK praised its commanding and authoritative presentation and abass control of which Ongaku owners can only dream.

£11,750

PG/03
1G

any other amplifier'. Don't expect it to make music sound 'comfortable', instead you get ' bombastic majesty and delicate beauty'. Awesome!

£625/
£750

03/02
AH

This 150W combination delivers the ' Naim sound' with an obvious freedom from artifice, 'with little of that unnatural glare and haze that afflicts

Naim NAIT 5

£800

02 ,01
AH

Rated at only 30W (we measured 36W), but adynamic performer. With avery convincing decay to treble notes and harmonics, an easy-going
amp that didn't fatigue after continued listening Stereo detail not as explicit as some, rhythm and timing its real strengths.

Pass Labs X350

£9950

Pathos TT RR

£3250

t101111

Krell KAV 400xi
McCormack
pre-/power
usica
Fidelity A32
Musical
Fidelity X150
Nagra VPA
Naim NAC 552
Nairn NAC
112/NAP 150

Primare A30.1

£1500

Quad QC
24/II-forty

£4000

Rotel
RA-01/RA-02

£250/
£350

TacTAudio
RCS 22X

£3195

w\,vw.hifinews.co.uk

Scintillas... I
would take the KAV-300iL over any solid -state amp I
can name south of the Theta Dreadnaught'.

,
2'00

AG

DA felt that the 3.2 are-amp offered sound quality we!' beyond its price tag, and the 130W/ch-rated power amp is claimed to drive any
Compact at 218 xg3x 377mm (whd), yet pleas .ng)y substantial in build, the X-150 delivers 80W/ch into 8ohms ( 160W into 4ohms!) along with
transparency, refinement and excellent sounds -aging. There's built-in m-m phono input of very adequate quality too.
Built around apair of 845 output tubes, this push-pull monoblock power-amp is rated at 50W into 4,8 or 16 ohm loads, with zero negative
This is Naim's current flagship pre-amplifier and according to Jonathan Gorse, ' il gets closer, by adramaOc margin, to that " live" experience than

products that try to give too much in terms of detail and clarity' (AH). Difficult to trump for unflustered sound and musical satisfaction.

Rated at 350W/ch, the X350 eschews feedback, giving it alower than normal damping factor, and is biased strongly towards Class Aso runs
very warm. The level of detail, authority and naturalness places it anong the finest at any price.
MOSFET output stage fed by asingle-ended, zero NFB tube driver stage: downside is relative inefficiency and high heat dissipation. Loads
below about 5ohm 'make it cry', said KK, who still called this 'one of the finest amplifiers I've heard, regardless of price'.

'
6/99

Primare's A30.1 bi-polar
amplifier,
, rated at 100W/channel but seems more powerful, looks like amillion dollars, and is remote-controllable. The
volume control is afile 100-step-ladder type, with extremely low distortion and accurate channel balance throughout its range.

1
1,00
KK
.4r03
0/04
0AMH

o
o

most of speakers it was used with, reproducing the lite and vitality of aperformance. It also offers tone controls.

Retro recreation of the classic Quad 22/1I valve pre-/power combination, using KT88s to give twice the power (40W/ch) of the KT-66 original.
Pre-amp lacks the 22's filters but is also free of noise, And has anew smoothness and precision.
Quality needn't break the bark Raters remote-control RA-02 and otherwise-ideftical RA-01 share the same 40W/ch (Bohm) output, six line
inputs, and asound that TB called 'smooth and fatigue free'. Don't expect the earth at this price but you will be pleasantly surprised.
Adigital pre-amplifier with very powerful room-correction built in, used in conjunction with aPC to idealise the system's response at the
listening position. If you're thinking of upgrading, but the real limitation is the room, try this before spending on other components.
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Back Issues
We can supply nearly any Back Issue from the last
three years. Please phone to check availability.
Prices are on the order form.

Back Issues order form

Photocopy Service

Name

HI-FiNews

Address

Price per Back Issue
Tel

Issues required
Ienclose achequeestal order/international money order for £

£5

Call 020 8774 0846 or e-mail

Europe

£6

hi-finews@ipcmedia.com

Rest of World

£7

Binders
Price per Binder

These sturdy, high quality, gold- embossed binders

(including P&P)

Card number

LI

cheque ( Switch not accepted)

UK

( pounds

Sterling) made payabfe to ' IPC Media or charge my AccessNisa/Diners/Amex

ii

111 PI I I 1I
Expiry date

Send your order form for photocopy) to Back Issues, PO Box 666, London. E15 1
DW

All orders will be dispalrhed promptly but some surface mail deliveries may take longer than 28 days.
Photocopies of this form are acceptable. IPC Media, publisher of Hi- Ft News and IPC Electric (' IPC') will
collect your personal infcrnation to process your order and to gain a better understanding of our magazine

photocopies of articles for £ 3.50 ( UK)/£5.00
(overseas) per article by credit card or personal

(including P&P)
Postcode

If aback issue is not available, you can buy

UK

Overseas

£7.50
£ 11

help you to look after your copies of HiFi News.
Each binder holds up to 12 issues. Binders cost
Just £ 7.50 in UK P&P ( overseas, £ 11) from the
Back Issues Department.

readership. We may send you details of our magazines and services. Please tick here if you would prefer no:
to hear from IPC U. We may pass your details to other reputable companires whose products and services
may be of interest to you. Please tick this box if you would prefer not to receive any of these offers

essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist
Loudspeakers
Make/model

Price

Avantgarde
Uno

£7350

Tested

1-A

o

AvanW,arde's smallest loudspeaker at 44cm high, has horn-loaded midrange and tweeter, and aself-powered subwoofer, with aclaimed system

o

sensitivity of 100d13M. SH said it gave immediacy, impacl, emotional communication, without the coloration that spoils other horn loudspeakers.

AVI Neutron Ill

£500

'11/01
111

Blueroom
Minipod

£260

/A30
AH

B&W DM303

£180

B&W
Nautilus 802

£6000

With its 5litre volume, this m niature ( 265 x140 x205mm) update of the Neutron uses aScanSpeak fa oric dome tweeter and 127mm Vifa
pulp cone mid/bass, crossover 2.8kHz. Easy to drive, if insensitive, it builds on its predecessors' stable magery, tonal accuracy and detail.
Though small, the Kevlar-cored bass/mid unit in this moulded speaker produces acertain bass weight, even erring on the warm side. Overall
resolution is not especially high, and treble occasionaily stood out, but there was arefreshing lack of woody coloration.
In AG's group test o' £200 models, the 303 sounded powerful, authoritative and had amore 'grown-up' quality than the rest. Treble can get
harder when pushed. Overall, it has atight, fast and sightly overdamped sound that makes it keep con rol at higher volumes.
One of B&W's finest ever loudspeakers, it carries the authority and finesse of the big Nautilus 801, but will work in room spaces where the 801
simply won't. First class stereo imaging, bass, midrange clarity and smooth, trarsparent extended treble, not to mention killer looks.

Castle Acoustic
Stirling 3

£730

Dynaudio
Contour T2 5

£2460

[lac CL82 Mk II

£340.

Energy
Encore 2

£1 11111

.//02

TB described the Stirling 3's predecessor, Severn 2, as 'detailed but gentlemanly': the Stirling 3builds on these strengths and gives greater
vividness and more precise in 'aging. Afine speaker and worthy winner of a2002 Editors' Choice Award. (Special finishes available at extra cost.)
The Contour T2.5 pit KK in mind of the larger classic British speakers of the 1970s, but with far greater power handling and speed. Has the
capacity to sound hsige, but with holographic imaging, 'deliriously wide' soundstaging, and above average depth.
Elac saluminium composite bass unit ( in awood cabinet rather than ametal one, and with dome ratherthan ribbon tweeter) can deliver high

AG

A01
eds

Epos M12

£500

Harbeth
Compact 7ES

£130i11111

Jamo 0830

£1500

JMIab
Cobalt 816
a
Utopia Alto Be

How we rate it

/02
G

volume levels with negligible compression or distortior. Basslines are particularfy well projected; overall sound is very well integrated.
Satellites use aluminium dome tweeters and synthetic cone bass/rnids, the sub a150W amp and 200mm reflex-loaded driver. Well able to
reproduce subtle solo instrurr entai playing or full-scale orchestra at realistic volumes. All in all, simply agreat find.
An enthusiast's hi-fi music speaker, but also adaptaole for home theatre use, the M12 uses the well-tried Epos bass/mid driver and asimple
crossover. With an open, lively and exciting sound, this is avery fine speaker for the money.
'Compact' only by bam-doorstandards, the thin-wall enclosure is viscoelastically damped to BBC standards using composite counterlayers, with
the boundaries between main shell and screwed-on panels damped. Balanced, articulate, transparent sounds; easy to recommend.
Something of abenchmark. SEAS Excel drivers in awell- braced cabinet provide crisp, detailed and thoroughly musical sounds, with little
strain even when pushed. Bass is competent and extended, although higher up the sound can be atouch forward.
Inverted-dome Focal tweeter plus two 160mm drivers (one bass, one bass/mid), in afront-ported cabinet. It had asomewhat bright treble, but
the sound starts and stops when it should. Everything hung together, and it excelled on all kinds of music.

£860

£110011
With ahigh sensitivity (90d B/: W) this big 1200mm-tall floorstander needs careful positioning but can deliver an extraordinary sense of depth
,1
and scale, yet its unLsually smooth treble makes it difficult to coax the Alto Be into sounding oppressive even when loud.

£635

11/01
AH

Versatile descendant of Kan arid Tukan features non-parallel sides to reduce star:ding waves and clever tock-down crossover board which,

£8970

08/00
MC

Abig hybrid electrostatic, and arguably ML's most successful, musically. MC found it had 'stature, presence and tonal accuracy.., exceptional

MartinLogan
Clan

£2500

08/03
DPoocy

This is another ML hydrid, capable of running in pure electrostatic mode, but also featuring arear-mounted 25mm tweeter- for better off-axis

Mission fs2-AV

£800

11/00
AG

Quad ESL-989

£4000

Ruark Etude

£500

05/02
AG

Compact bookshelf speaker, an easy 8ohm load and reasonably sensitive (86dB and aclean and neutral sound: amildly laid-back

Ruark
Prologue

£950

1
Al

Asymmetric 905mm-high enclosure (supplied in mirror-image pairs) using two 140mm paper pulp basernids and a28mm silk dome that

£5000

09/02

Another beautiful ' boat-tailed' ffoorstander from tnel .
.algan masters. The sound has soul: it's vibrant and bold,' as we said in our 2002

£22,000

/34
'MX

£6500

04/01
MC

Totem Arro

£840

07/99
AH

Wharfedale
Diamond 8.1

£120

Linn Katan
Ma rtinloga n
Prodigy

Sonus Faber
Cremona
Sonus Faber
Stradivari
Ta nnoy

DimensionTD12

Wharfedale
EVO10

£320

Wilson
Benesch ACT 2

£9000

Wilson Benesch
Discovery

£5500

Wilson WNW
£22,500
Puppy System 7

www.hifinews. co. uk

when reversed, switches to bi-wire-/bi-amp-ready mode. Sound proved very stable, with unusual (for Linn) 'airy' audiophile quality to boot.

spatial qualities and fine sense of air'. If subtlety/refinement matter more than impact, this MartinLogan may be the one for you.
sound dispersion - and a200mm aluminium bass driver. Needs careful amp matching but afantastic loudspeaker!
The most credible audio application so far for NXT flat panel technology. An AV system ( it's also available ase two-channel sub-sat system), the
fs2-AV consists of acorner subtvoofer and five identical mtellites on detachable, rotatable stands. Sound is smooth, easy and mellifluous.
Larger, wider-bandwidth take on the ESL-63 electrostatic (which itself replaced the classic ' 57') with an additional bass panel. Audiophile
components and more rigid ccistruction. Speaker needs room to breathe, but stir does the 'disappearing act' so beloved of the originals.
presentation, but one that many prefer for long-term comfort, not entirely un-LS3/5A-like, with similar lean bass and open mid band.
takes over at 1.8k Hz. Slightly drooping frequency response, but its consistency of voicing and musical expressiveness are out of the ordinary.
Awards issue. You shouldn't expect the ultimate refinement of the even more exp€ nsive Amati, but this speaker is extraordinarily good.

09/010

Our Hot 100 doesn't encompass hi-fi for millionaires, but this £20k design has to he included. Aculmination of the dedication, skill and artistry
of Sonus Faber's founder, Franco Serblin, it will reward its lucky purchaser with years of listening bliss.
With a12in (305mm) Dual Concentric ( horn-loaded dome tweeter built into the centre of the main bass/mid unit), the TD12 also has
Tannoy's Supertweeter mounted on top. MC was won over by the speaker's dynamics and expression, and high sound levels.
Thin enough to slip into the smallest listening room, the Arro has an outstanding ability to cast astereo image across, behind and around the
speakers. Integration between the two small drivers is excellent, the seamlessnes:: helping draw the listerer into the fluid m id band.
An opinion divider. Kl< found 'asoundstage so wide and so deep that one listener thought he was hearing the massive Apogee Scintillas'.
AG and his panel thought its 'strengths subsumed by an uneven balance'. Probably best suited to lowish volumes in smaller rooms.

06/03

Exceptional finish, real wood veneer over anon-square box, and the icing on the cake is the excellent sound — weighty bass, open mid band
and smooth treble from aKevlar cone bass/mid and soft-dome tweeter. One of thebest at the price.
High-tech carbon- loaded WB Tactic drivers replace the Scan drivers used by the ctherwise similar ACT One. Listening results suggested a
rather bright balance with superb articulation and class-leading resolution. Magic in the right system, ana'ytica I
and controlled to afault.

013/01

A 150mm Tactic bass/mud and 28mm soft-dome tweeter face forward: underneath are two bass drivers in an isobaric clamshell arrangement.
Choir voices were awonder to behold, and the Discovery stayed clean and unflustered on testing techno and dance.

12/00
MC

Even compared with the excellent System 6, the re-engineered System 7was thought substantially more :transparent, with faster and more
dynamic bass. The '6was afairly tough load, and the ' 7is alittle more demanding t.till, so avery good amplifier is anecessity.
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AUDIOPHILE BARGAINS: HERE'S THE COMPLETE LIST!
EXCLUSIVE TO HI-FI NEWS
£30
001 FLUXDUMPER 'Magic Brick' for valve amps
£25
002 TEST LP 'The Producer's Cut'
£140 D
004 BLACKHEAD Moving- coil transformer
£12
005 SPIKE SET 8 xM6 spikes for wood/steel
012 STACK STORAGE Black MDF 465mm-wide
LP Store: 120- LP, 2- divider, 360(h) x340(d) £85 D
CO Store: 160- CD, 4- shelf, 720)5) o 165(d) £99 D
CD Base: 160- CD, 4- shelf, 720(h) o 165(d) £99
HFN 017 WALLNUT Il Wall- mounting 2- shelf table £85
HFN 022 SORBOTHANE Damping sheet 150x150x3mrn £ 13
MEN 026 LP DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed
£ 12
HFN 027 CD DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed
£ 12
HFN 028 SOFTSHOES Isolation feet, pack of 12
£ 18
HFN 030 4MM BANANA PLUGS Set of 4
£ 10 u
HFN 031 IEC LINE SOCKET
£8 D
HEN 032 SORBOTHANE FEET 40mm hemispheres ( each) £4 D
Blue ( Soft) 0-4Kg per set of 3
£ 12 D

HEN
HFN
HFN
HEN
HFN

Red ( Medium) 5-8Kg per set of 3
Black ( Hard) 9-12Kg per set of 3

£ 12
£ 12

D

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE SERIES
PURE POWER MAINS CONDITIONERS
2kVA UK/Euro 230/230V
2kVA International 230/120V or 120V/230V

£800 C
£850

£450
£500
£345
£395
£200
£230
£4.50
RADEX EARTH CABLE Standard, per metre
RADEX EARTH CABLE HID, per metre
£6.50
£45
RADEX RF EXTERMINATOR EARTH SPIKE 1.2 metre
PURE HENRY RF INDUCTOR per pair
£60
EARTH HENRY RF earth choke. kit
£35
SUPER SPUR MAINS CONSUMER UNIT 2-way
£99
£199
SUPER SPUR MAINS CONSUMER UNIT 6- way
SUPER SPUR LIGHTNING PROTECTOR
£99
PURE HARDWIRE Mains distribution system, 12- way £145
£95
METAL CLAD 328 Mains distribution block, 10- way
METAL CLAD 32A Mains distribution block, 6-way
£85
METAL CLAD 32A Mains distribution block, 4- way
£70
£15
SUPRA LO RAD Mains cable, 2.5mm, per mette
SUPRA LO RAD Mains cable, 1.5mm, per metre
£12
£330
PURE CYCLE TURNTABLE PSU Kit
£400
PURE CYCLE TURNTABLE PSU Assembled
£218
PHONES 01 HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER Kit
£300
PHONES 01 HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER Assembled
£22
'AUDIO QUALITY MAINS SUPPLY' Booklet
£15
'BLACK BOX' REPRINTS Volume 1
1kVA UK/Euro 230/230V
IkVA International 230/120V or 120 5/230V
500VA UK/Euro 23W2305
500VA International 120/230V or 230/120V
150VA UK/Euro 230/230V
150VA International 120/230V or 230/120V

D
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
D
E
C
D
C
E
E
D
C
C

£25 D
£15 D
£6 D

Orders accepted by phone,
accessories club order
form, or e-mail.

MFSL GEODISC cartridge alignment gauge

£40 D

See below for full details.

CD 'JEWEL' CASES
Standard Sin complete, pack of 10
Maxi- single shmline, pack of 10
Slim double, pack of 5
Standard double, pack of 3
Sin PVC protective sleeves, pack of 30

£6.50
£6.50
£6.50
£6.50
£6.50
£10
DENSEN DMAGIC CD demagnetiser
£25
DENSEN DMAGIC DVD demagnetiser
£16
AYRE System Enhancement Disc
CHESKY ULTIMATE Test CD
£15
£22
CHESKY ULTIMATE OVO 5.1 setup disc
£15
ULTIMATE Stereo Hearing & Equipment Refresher
STEREOPHILE Test CD1/2/3, set of 3
£30
£24
XL0/REFERENCE Test and burn- in CD
BIB CO CARE KIT Lens cleaner and CD restorer
£12.50
£15
BIB OU CARE KIT Lens cleaner kit
SID Sound Improvement Disc
£18
£18
SW Sound Improvement Disc
£70
BEDINI CD Treatment System ( handheld)
RINGMAT Statmat Mk II CDi
£18.45
£37.50
RINGMAT Statmat CDi, blue

SOVTEK
SOVTEK
SOVTEK
SOVTEK
SOVTEK
SOVTEK
SOVTEK

KT66
5881
6SN7GT
EL34
EL34WXT
6L6WXT
GZ34

£12
£8
£8
£12
£15
£18
£16.50
SOVTEK EL84M
£13
SOVTEK EF86
£12
SOVTEK/EH ECC81/12AT7
£12
SOVTEK/EH ECC82/12AU7
£13
SOVTEK/EH ECC83/12AX7
SOVTEK/EH ECC88/6922
£15
PEARL COOLER for small signal tubes, with damper £ 7

MICHELL 4mm banana plugs per 4
MICHELL Tenderfeet, Small, per 3
MICHELL Tenderfeet, Large, per 3
FERRITE RF BLOCK Cable clamps, 6mm, per pair
FERRITE RF BLOCK Cable clamps, 6mm, per pair
KONTAK Contact cleaner
DE-OXIT Contact cleaner

LP STORAGE BAGS 12in sealed, per 100
£ 10
DECCA 2+21 Record- cleaning brush
£ 13
SHURE SFG-2 Stylus pressure gauge
£ 24
CARTRIDGE MAN Digital stylus balance, 0.002g £ 220
CARTRIDGE MAN Digital turntable level
£ 220
MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE Mk 1
£ 400

E
D
O
D

MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE Mk 1Kit
£225
MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE Mk II
£450
MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE Mk Il Kit
£ 255
MOTH RECORD-CLEANING MACHINE Mk II Pro
£ 500
MOTH RECORD- CLEANING FLUID 1litre
£ 17.50
MOTH RECORD- CLEANING FLUID 5 litres
£35
RINGMAT 330Mk11 XLR Ringmat
£ 50
RINGMAT Anniversary Ringmat
£ 70
RINGMAT LP Blue Statmat/Statcap £45
RINGMAT LP support system full spacer set, blue £ 145

O
C
D
D
D
D
D

C

D
D

£ 15 D
£ 27.50 O

LAST Stylus cleaner
£ 15 D
GRYPHON EXORCIST Cartridge Demagnetiser £ 100 D
CARDAS Sweep LP
£ 25 D
ZEROSTAT Antistatic pistol

£37.50 D

MICHELL Tecnoweight ( Regal
£67.50
MICHELL VTA adjuster ( Regal
£25
MICHELL Unicover ( universal
£44
KAB Speedstrobe, includes LED light source £ 75
INCOGNITO
INCOGNITO
INCOGNITO
INCOGNITO
INCOGNITO

I:
D
D
C

ARM REWIRE WON (Regal 1.2m
£ 115 D
ARM REWIRE LOOM ( universal) 1.2m
£ 169
VTA ADJUSTER ( Regal
£25 C
CARTRIDGE TAGS per 4, gold
£ 18
ARM WIRE 5colours, per metre
£25 D

INCOGNITO ARM PLUG ILS 5-pin
INCOGNITO ACRYUC PUTTER ( Regal

£ 12
£45 E

SRM TURNTABLE TUNING KIT (Regal

£30 I:

SRM TURNTABLE TUNING KIT ( Linn)
£35 D
SRM TURNTABLE TUNING KIT Cfborens) £48 C
SRM TURNTABLE TUNING KIT ( Roksan)
£48 C
SRM TURNTABLE TUNING KIT (Manticore) £43 E
SRM FELT TURNTABLE MAT

98

£9 E
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£9

MISCELLANEOUS ACCESSORIES

PRO- GOLD Gold contact preservative
ROCKBASE V2 Rock Music Database CO
FM ANTENNA Powered indoor antenna
ROTHWELL Attenuator, per pair
AUDIO ONE XLR/phono adaptor ( specify in or out), per pair
GRYPHON EXORCIST System Demagnetiser

£12
£10
£14
£12 D
£14 D
£15
£14
£14
£39
£25
£39 E
£45
£100

BOOKS
HANDBOOK OF ACOUSTICS: Everest

£40 ID

TUBE AMPLIFIERS:KAVSEK (English version) £40 C
TUBE AMPLIFIERS: KAVSEK ( German version) £40 D
BUILDING VALVE AMPLIFIERS : Jones
£20 D
RADIOTRON DESIGNER'S HANDBOOK: FLangford Smith ( CD only) £30 D
LOUDSPEAKER RECIPES: Dickason
£ 18 CI
QUAD: THE CLOSEST APPROACH: Kessler
£45
RIBBON LOUDSPEAKERS:Verhagen
£17 D
MILLER'S COLLECTING VINYL: Stanley
£10 0
SOUND DESIGN: Atwood
£15 D
ACOUSTICAL ENGINEERING: Olsen
£55 C
HIGH PERFORMANCE AUDIO AMPLIFIERS: Duncan
£40 C
£20 D
GEC AMPLIFIER DESIGN: GEC UK
£18 0
ELECTROSTATE
DESIGN & CONSTRUCT1Cei: Wagner
LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN COOKBOOK, Dickason
£35 D
COMPLITE GUIDE TO HIGH END AUDIO: Harley, 3rd Edn
£35 D
£12 D
COMPLETE GUIDE TO HIGH END AUDIO: 2nd Edn
£18 D
HOME THEATER FOR EVERYONE: Harley
£12 C
AUDIO ANTHOLOGY VOLS 1-6 ( each)
AUDIO GLOSSARY: Holt
VALVE AMPLIFIERS: ones
POWER AMPLIFIER PROJECTS: Audio Amateur
BEGINNERS GUIDE TUBE AUDIODESIGN:Rosenblit

£10 0
£28 D
£20 D
£20 D
£26 D
£35
£17
£28 D
£35 D
£18 D

AUDIO POWER AMP DESIGN HANDBOOK: Self
PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRONIC TUBES: Reich
NULLARD TUBE CIRCUITS: Nullard UK
ELECTROSTATIC L/S DESIGN COOKBOOK: Saunders
HIGH PERFORMANCE LOUDSPEAKERS: Colloms ( due 2005)
LOUDSPEAKER PROJECTS: Audio Amateur
AUDIO & HIFI HANDBOOK: Sinclair
ELECTRONIC CLASSICS, COLLECTING & REPA1R, Emmerson
MODERN RECORDING TECHNIQUES: Huber&Runstein

£30 C
£21 D
£25 D
£55 C
£18 D
£8 D
£26 D
£12 D
£28 D
£20 D
£8
£10 C
£28 D
£20 D

STUDIO MONITORING DESIGN: Newell
THE WILLIAMSON AMPLIFIER: Williamson ( CD only)
THE LP IS BACK! Audio Amateur
AUDIO ELECTRONICS, Hood
LIFE & WORKS DEAD BLUMLEIN: Alexander
HORN LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN: Dinsdale
FIRSTS IN HIFIDELITY: The Leak Story
GLASS AUDIO PROJECTS: Audio Amateur
THE MICROPHONE COOKBOOK: Tasella
TESTING LOUDSPEAKERS: D'appolito
5.1 SOUND: UP & RUNNING: Holman

£25 C
£32 D
£65 D
£21 D
£55 D
£30 D
£30 D
£15 C
£20
£15 C
£12 D

SELF ON AUDIO: Self
BACK TO BASICS AUDIO: Nathan
LOUDSPEAKER & HEADPHONE HANDBOOK: Borwick
VALVE & TRANSISTOR AUDIO AMPLIFIERS: Hood
ART OF DIGITAL AUDIO: Watkinson
ACOUSTICS& PSYCHOACOUSTICS: Howard
THE MICROPHONE BOOK: Eargle
NEWNES GUIDE TO AUDIO & HIFI: Beer
BUILD YOUR OWN HOME THEATRE: Wolenik
PRACTICAL ACOUSTICS: Steven Kamichik
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEMS: Vivian Capel

Visit www.hifi accessoriesclub.com

e-mail orders welcome

accessories club order form
Address

NAD PP- 2Phono stage, m-mim-c
£ 50
LAST Power clean LP cleaner
£ 27.50 D
LAST LP preservative
£27.50 C
LAST Record cleaner
LAST Stylast stylus treatment

£200
£35
£25
£25

SOVTEK/EH 300B Triode matched pair
SOVTEK KT88
SOVTEK 6550WE

C
C
C

e

D
D
D

VALVES AND VALVE ACCESSORIES

PEARL COOLER for output tube

OUTER SLEEVES Heavy duty PVC, per 50
£ 20 L.
GATEFOLD OUTER SLEEVES Heavy duty PVC, per 25 £ 20
INNER SLEEVES Paper, per 100
£ 12
INNER SLEEVES Poly/paper, per 100
£ 15 D
INNER SLEEVES Nagaoka style, per 50
£ 10 D

-1234
741152

CD/DVD CARE 84 PROTECTION

D
C

VINYL CARE & PROTECTION
LP
LP
LP
LP
LP

SRM SILICONE TURNTABLE MAT
SRM TURNTABLE SPIRIT LEVEL
SRM PRO CARTRIDGE MOUNTING KIT

Post code
Tel ephone
Cheque/postal order enclosed for
`I-IFN Accessories Club'

or

£

( pounds sterling) made payable to:

please charge my AccessNisa/Diners/Amex ( delete)*

Card Number

IP
Expires ( date)

H
_Signature

TO ORDER Please send completed order form (or aphotocopy) to:

UK SALES All prices include VAT Accessories Club prices

HFN Accessories Club & CD Service

include postage and packing for all items, whatever their size,

PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH, UK

anywhere in the United Kingdom.

OR Fax your order form to: 01234 742028

EXPORT

OR Telephone: 01234 741152
OR E-mail: sales@hifiaccessoriesclub.com

Where applicable they will be free of VAT ( Sales Tax), but will

OR Visit the secure order facility at www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com

us for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. E&OE.

be

SALES

Export

subject to additional

sales

are

always

shipping at cost.

very

welcome.

Please

contact

www.hifinews.co. Lik

Sevenoaks

SOUND & VISION

SAVE WINTER
SALE

UP TO

FINISHES 26T" FEBRUARY 2005

OFF ORIGINAL SELLING PRICE

There are hundreds of special offers and stock
clearance items available from our stores
nationwide - many with savings of up to 50%.

We have hundreds of unmissable bargains available
in our fantastic WINTER SALE.

To view our regularly updatec product lists, visit
www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk
and click on special offers
NOT IN CONJUCNTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION

NEW STORES

For information on all the latest offers, call your
nearest store or visit our website.
www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk

EALING

SWINDON

The long-awaited store
in Ealing is now open.
Part of anewly
developed parade in the
heart of town close to
Ealing Broadway tube
.and on the fringe of the
Ealing Broadway
Shopping Centre, the
store offers an unrivalled
experience to shoppers searching for the best in
audio and video equipment.

ABERDFF.N

We're back.
The Swindon store
has reopened after a
short break with an
improved range of the
best in hi-fi and home
cinema. The excellent

We are pleased to announce our new exciting
Aberdeen store opened on the 30th October.
Situated on Crown Street, which is only ashort
walk from Union Street, the store has three
fantastic demonstration areas where you can
audition the very best in home cinema and hi-fi.

facilities and quality of service remain the same.
The store is located in Commercial Road, close to
the town centre with parking nearby.

Easy parking available at the rear of the store.

57 CROWN STREET
ABERDEEN

24 THE GREEN
EALING

8-9 COMMERCIAL ROAD
SWINDON

01224 252797

020 8579 8777

01793 610992

49 STORES NATIONWIDE FULL DETAILS ON PAGE 7

www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk

WINTER

Sevenoaks

SAL

SOUND & VISION

FINISHES 26TH FEBRUARY 2005

1

Project
SALE
(Colours) E SALE

n1"A
perfect
bination
of

Debut Ill Turntable

early Arcam
ement and
tlaty, combined

Arcam DiVA •
CD192 CD Player £849.95
A90 Amplifier £849.95

6

.with new-found

vitality and
freshness." Diva col.

(
Black) E

"Building on the Award-winning design of its predecessors, the new Pro-ject Debut Ill
delivers athrillingly good sound for the money... Products like this should really
reinvigorate your interest in hi-fi."

eeer-1191M.—re

SEPA
rMission m31i
Speakers
£119.95
"Overall, the little m31i
speakers are great, and

Marantz
CD5400 CD Playee £ 119.95

the team at Mission
should consider this
upgrade job well done.
The i in the model
name stands for
'improved' and these speakers fully deserve
the suffix."

"This is aremarkable player for the money,
with superb sound, looks and feel, which give you

AWARDS 2004

Cyrus
8vs Amplifier £ 799.95
CD8 X CD Player £999.95
Cyrus has been
develop•ng high
performance hi-fi
systems for over 20
years. Today their
upgradeable, modular
product range includes
multi- room systems.

0
,
40e

no clue as to the budget price... A very solid buy -

4•11.•

REL Quak
Subwoofer
£349.95 (Brrtlex Black)
Bass reinforcement for
both your hi-fi and home

"Here's amachine
that acrvances the
predecessor by an
The Cyrus Sys is an

"It's such acapable subwoofer - it handles
both music and movies exceptionally well.
:11-1e Quake delivers bass with both power and finess)e

3

PIV17200 Ans

£239.95

"This is one of the most powerful amps in its class, at

comb•nation of poise and impact. Stick with fast,
dynamic speakers such as B&VV DM601 S3s or KEF's

systems. The new ' VS'

equally capable al sand the results will amaze."

The added x'

preamp circuitry,

factor brings alevel
of CD playback

and 8vs amplifiers, has
their performance while

e
oo

dance to abig orchestral work, offering adelicious

of the world's finest hi-fi

dramatically improved

(a

95w per channel, and it sounds it with anything from

absolute superstar."

home cinema and some

incorporated in the 6vs

1)

Co•oo03

cinema system.

ability of im excellent
almost absurd degree.

and alot of fun."

previously unheard
at this price."

the CDS X is aheavily
revised version of

Mee!"

the CDS.

(

( Pure
Digital DRX702ES
Digital/Analogue Tuner £269.95

CD8 x

IC

*****

Roksan Kandy
CD Player £649.95
Amplifier £649.95

.01 MO» leaILIM

metre.

Ran eleashr

"The Kandy CD player offers agreat array of talents team it with its amp stablemate and you have something
close to the ideal visual and sonic combination."
"The result is abreathtaking Best Buy amplifier that betters
its competition With PASP."

Cyrus 6vs Amplifier £ 599.95
"A significant upgrade to what was
already an impressive amp - Cyrus
new entryleve. integrated is apeach"

*****

KANDY AMPLIFIER - AWARDS 2009

Product
'

• ‘eZd
f::/
3

"This tuner sounds superb... The overall balance is
powerful, clean and crisp, making this a fine tuner
by any standards, and a superb buy given its
e
.. xcellent flexibility."

Harman Kardon TU970Digital/Analogue Tuner £249.95
With Digffal Audio Broadcasting (DAB) capability, this high- quality tuner delivers more stations and ofers pure, distortionfree, CD- like sound, while providing useful radio and data services. Combining ease of Jse with interference-free
reception, Harman Kardon's TU970 features the newest digital technologies from one of the oldest hi-fi namety

e

C

When you purchase any product from the following brands:-

ARCAM • B&W • CYRUS • ROKSAN • REL • ROTEL

LAIM ip TO

25

ACCESSORIES

Choose Accessories :rom QED • GRADO • SOUNDSTYLE etc

FREE

CLAIM
CLAIM
CLAIM
CLAIM

10%*
15%*
20%*
25%*

WHEN YOU SPEND OVER
WHEN YOU SPEND OVER
WHEN YOU SPEND OVER
WHEN YOU SPEND OVER

£250
£500
£1000
£2000

'PERCENTAGE APPLIES TO ACTUAL SPEND ON BRANDS SHOWN ABOVE. NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION.
PLEASE NOTE • SOME PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES. PLEASE CALL -0 CHECK AVAILABILITY BEFORE TRAVELLING.

KEF
Q4 Speakers ESALE
Q Compact Speakers ESALE
The 04 flcorstander, is one of
the latest additions to KEF's
acclaimed 0 Series.
Featuhng KEF's Uni O driver
array - an arrangement that
makes the speaker much
easier to place in the room.

Musical Fidelity AS SERIES
ESALE
AS CD Player
£ SALE

This has been combined

A5 Amplifier

with adedicated 130mm LF
unit for extended bass

3

e

output which belies the size

Musical Fidelity has introduced the new A5 series CD

of its diminutive cabinet.

player and integrated amplifier. The amplifier delivers
250 wpc and is capable of reproducing proper
dynamic range into all but the most inefficient

(

loudspeakers. The CD player is, according to Musical

Wharfedale Diamond 9.1
Speal.ers ESALE

Fidekty, "the best player ever made." Visit your nearest
store for more more information and ademonstration.

"The overall balance of the speakers is their finest

X- SERIES
X-80 Amplifier
X-150 Amplifier
X- Ray' CD Player

characteristic. Thanks to near-perfect driver integration.
music sounds wonderfully natural and transparent... This
is abar- raising effort from Wharfedale: these are
ridiculously good speakars at the budget price level."

ESALE
ESALE
ESALE

The 40 wpc, X-80 and the 80wpc X-150 amplifiers
are part of Musical Fidelity's revamped X- Series. Both
models feature adual-gang analogue volume control
and high-output transistors for each channel. The
X-150 also includes ahigh quality phono stage.
The X-Ray0'CD player, replacement for the legendary
X- Ray, uses the same DAC and upsarnpling pnncioles
as the acclaimed Tn-Vista SACD player.

Roksan Caspian M Series
CD Player £1099.95 Amplifier £999.95
'A real class-conterder, the new M Serias1ts acanny
perce of kit and well worth the money." hi serdes1cc PLAYER
"A fine piece of equipment."

Inucligfe.
102•1•04 2004

ea SERIES-IAMPURER

*WARDS 2.0.0":

Quad
99 CD- PCD Pre Amp ESALE
99 Power Amp ESALE
111 Speakers ESALE
This system package includes the
multi Award-winning 11L speakers

Preampliferi2 xMonoblocs £3449.95

combined with the exceptional 99 CD-

"This Roksan is an excellent buy that puts most of the

P CD player and 99 power amplifier.

opposition to shame when it comes to sonic ability... If

"So. we have three 'blented pieces of Eziffl

you want the most honest-sounding amp you can get for
your money, this combo can't be ignored."

kit and the result is._exciellent."

*****

PRICING POLICY

FINANCE OPTION*

We always try to ensure our Drices are highly competitive.

Spread the cost of buying.

In the event you can find the same products and excellent service at

0% finance option is available on the majority of products we stock.

alower price, please bring it tc our store managers' attention.

lWrnten &lads on request

1.4.ensen crend brokers lakekreun balance £ 400

Sulbect to stattn

PLEASE NOTE: SOME PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES. PLEASE CALL BEFORE TRAVELLING.
'ADDED VALUE OFFERS - FROM RANGE AVAILABLE IN-STORE. NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER.

ADVERTISEMENT VALID UNTIL AT LEAST 26/02/05, E&OE.
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Rotel
RA- 1062 Amplifier £ 594.95
RCD-1072 CD Player £ 594.95

Monitor Audio
SILVER
56 Speakers
£499.95

"At the heart of the 60-watt RA- 1062 is atoroidal
transformer and apower supply, which Rotel claims.
helps the amp maintain performance even at high

"These are rather magical

volumes... Crank up the volume and, as promised, the

speakers, with apoise and
grace that belies their ability

Rotel keeps its composure and balance... If you want a
£600 integrated, be sure to audition the RA- 1062

to turn on the power when

First impressions of the RCD-1072 are excellent. This is

required. Pair them with a

the slickest machine in this group: the casework feels

good CD player and suitably

solid and the finish exceptional at the price_ On its own

accomplished amp, and you

terms it remains an enjoyable and informative CD player."

won't go far wrong.

WHAT HIffl? SOUND AND VISION • SEPTEMBER 2003

Acoustic Energy
Aelite Three
Speakers £ SALE

GUM
*****

GOLD
Reference 20
Speakers
£SALE

CD RECORDERS

"Monier Audio has

"Acoustic Energy's new

made an immensely

Aelite Threes wegh o at a

acc,oropl shed pair of

hefty 18kg apiece, and their

speakers in the GR

curved, real wood finished
cabents both fook handsome

20s. In sonic and

and make gxol acoustic

Yamaha CDR-HD1300/II £479.95

sense... So how do they

New replacement for the Award-winning CDR-HD1300.

perform... aye them abig

Now includes alarger hard-disk for extra storage.

room and position them in

Pioneer PDR-609
£199.95 LIMITED STOCK AVAILABLE

free space and they'll deliver
great things... If you want a

physical terms there
is little to criticise;
even the price is
highly competitive.
We have no choice
but to recommend
them nighty."

big sound for sensible

BRONZE B2
Speakers £179.95

money, don't hesitate to
audition the Aelite Threes."
Meer!!
*****

11111i111••

"Monitor Audio's

eatures include

Bronze B2s sound

24-bV96kHz digital-analogueconversion plus manual recording level controls, ideal

much more expensive
than their £200 price

when making compilations to standardise levels. Al this

tag would suggest. In

means you get great copies from the Pioneer.. and

fact, they sound

remarkable value."

B&W
704 Speak
£1399.95

Magi

superb... In the
competitive world of
budget hi-fi, speakers
don't get much better

The 704 speakers

\ than the B2s."

are part of B&W's
new 700 series.
These floorstanding,
two- and-a- halfway, vented box

Acoustic Energy
AE1 MKIII Speakers ESALE

speakers are
avalable in a
variety of attractive

"The legendary AE1 lives on in this groundbreaking third

finishes. In arecent

version... The Mk Ills are worthy of the AE1 name, taking

What Hi Fi? Sound

small-speaker performance to another

and Vision group
test the 704 offered
"Remarkable
openness and
clarity that is
unrivalled at
this price."

Denon DM31
UD-M31 CD Receiver £ 189.95
"The D-M30 was exemplary, as its three What Hi-R? Sound
and Vision Awards clearly show. The D-M31 is even bette,
making it phenomenal value for trolley."
NB - DENON DM31 PRICE EXCLUDES SPEAKERS

PLEASE NOTE: SOME PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES. PLEASE CALL BEFORE TRAVELLING.
'ADDED VALUE OFFERS - FROM RANGE AVAILABLE IN-STORE. NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. ADVERTISEMENT VALID UNTIL AT LEAST 26i02:105, E&OE.

o

CLAIM

ACCESSORIES

When you purchase any product from the following brands:ARCAM • B&W • CYRUS • ROKSAN • REL • ROTEL
CFoose Accessories From QED • GRADO • SOUNDSTYLE etc

FREE

CLAIM
CLAIM
CLAIM
CLAIM

10%*
15%*
20%*
25%*

WHEN YOU SPEND OVER
WHEN YOU SPEND OVER
WHEN YOU SPEND OVER
WHEN YOU SPEND OVER

£250
f500
£1000
f2000

•
PERCENTAGE APPLIES TO ACTUAL SPEND ON BRANDS SHOWN ABCH.E. NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION.
PLEASE NOTE - SOME PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE.A1 ALL STORES. PLEASE CALL TO CHBCK AVAILABILITY BEFORE TRAVELLING.

SUGGESTED
HI-FI SEPARATE
SYSTEMS
Sevenoaks has carefully chosen four
hi-fi separate systems. Selected for their
pe-formance, reliability and compatibility,
these systems offer superb value for money
with massive savings on the individual
component prices. Simply add speaker and
interconnect cables and other accessories
from our extensive range available in-store.

ESSENTIAL
ACCESSORIES
Toe right accessories can make or break your hi-fi
or home cinema system. Our carefully selected

range will ensure you get the very best
performance from your system.

Rotel
RCD-02 CD Player
RA- 01 Amplifier
Monitor Audio
Bronze B2 Speakers

f649.95

SAVE £££ s 1

PRICE EXCLUDES CARIES & STANDS

•

YSTENI 1 NOT IN COSIUSCIIOSWIIHANI OTHER OFE ER OR PROMOTION

Arcam
CD73T CD Player

A80 Amplifier
KEF
Q4 Speakers

QED CABLES
Audio 8i Video
Interconnects • Speaker
Cables • HDMI Cables
•Component Video
Interconnects
•Comprehensive Custom
Cable Service

GRADO
HEADPHONES

£1149.95

SAVE fffS

PRICE EXCLUDES CABLES

. ECNON WITH ANY OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION

Roksan
Kandy KD1 MKIII CD Player
Kandy KA1 MKIII Amplifier

Range includes
the Awardwinning SR60
and highlyacclaimed RS1
plus the worldfamous Grado
Cartridges

Monitor Audio
Silver S6 Speakers

SOUNDSTYLE
RACKS & STANDS
The all new Soundstyle range
of Equipment Supports and
Speaker Stands offer the
discerning enthusiast an
unsurpassed combination of
leading-edge styling,
outstanding finishes, modular
flexibility and class leading
sonic performance

PRICING
161 POLICY
We always try to ensure our prices are
highly competitive.
In the event you can find the same products
and excellent service at alower price, please
bring it to our store managers' attention.

,51EM 3 • NOT IN CON. „'. 1' ON 1N1TH ANY OTHER OFFER OR PROMO1CN

'usical Fidelity

X-Rayv 3CD Player
X-150 Amplifier
lonitor Audio
Gold Reference 10 Speakers

£199995
1,

SAVE fffS

5qM 4 - NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION
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TURNTABLES

Acoustic Energy Aelite Two

SEE OFFER AT THE TOP OF THE PAGE
Goldring ,,
R1

£129.95

Michell orro SE/R8300
Michell

ESALE

x.noDec (Ex Arm)

Project

,
'
Irut

£ SALE

Phono SB

£ SALE

Project › tut Ill (Black)

£ SALE

Project , tut Ill (Colours)

£ SALE

Project

£189.95

xpression

Roksan

5Wood)

£749.95

TUNERS
SEE OFFER AT THE TOP OF THE PAGE
Arcam DiVA T61

£229.95

Cyrus FM X

£499.95

Denon TU2601 MKII

£ 99.95

Harman Kardon 11.1970 DA87.41,
..VFM
Marantz

£249.95

£99.95
DAB

Pure

£189.95

Pure DRX-702ES Analogue/DAB

269.95
£

Robin Kandy KT1 MKIII

£549.95

CD PLAYERS
SEE OFFER AT THE TOP OF THE PAGE
Arcam DIVA CD73T

£399.95

Arcam ,1A CD192

£849.95

Arcam ". 1J CD337

£1349.95

Cyrus : 16

£ 599.95

Cyrus :, 8X
Cyrus

£ 999.95

AC X

Denon

£ 1099.95

1485

Linn

£ SALE

1,

SALE

Maranti '
15400
Marantz

7." Si

£119.95
SALE

Musical Fidelity X-Ray

ESALE

Musical FideiHy A3.2

£099.95

Musical Fidelity 45

£ SALE

Musical Fidelity A308'

£1399.95

Quad

ESALE

Roksan

61.11 MKJII

£649.95

Roksan ,, span M

£ 1099.95

Ratel 66ü02

£ 379.95

Ratel RCD1072

£594.95

Pioneer PDR609 CD-RW

£199.95

Yamaha DR-HD1300AI

£479 .
95

SEE OFFER AT THE TOP OF THE PAGE
Arcam DIVA A65 Plus
A813

Arcam • ' VA A90
Cyrus

•

Xvs FYe
XPower

Denon

KEF

"

£ 599.95

EMMA

£SALE

RE. Quake (Beek Black)

£ 49.95

LSALE

Panasonic DMR-E95 DVD-RAM

2 SALE

£SALE

REL Stampede (Black)

£549.95

LS '

£SALE

ftEL Strata 5 (Britlex Black)

£249.95

Panasonic DMR-E500 0)/13- RAM . ESALE
Pioneer DVR-220 DVD-RW
Elan

£299.95

Pioneer OVR-320 DVD-RW

£ SALE

ESALE
£SALE

PLASMA

Pioneer 0)/11-5201-1 HDD/DVD-RW . £ SALE

£SALE

Fujitsu

42"

£ SALE

Pioneer DV11-720H HDD/DVD-RW . I SALE

£SALE

Fujitsu - 000}-1A30 50*

£ SALE

Pioneer .7/R- 920H HDD/DVD-RW

£SALE

Hitachi 32P05200 32"

£ SALE

Hitachi rdRI-15200 42"

£ SALE

Hitachi ':, 550TE 55'

£ SALE

KEF

£SALE

Linn ', 11

£SALE

Mission m311

£119.95

Mission ,n34I

£279.95

BOSE

£ SALE
•

£ SALE

Monitor Audio dronze 82
Monitor Audio

£179.95

leer Si

£299.95

Monitor Audio 3xer S6

£499.95

Monitor Audio 1
,
,ver S8

£799.95

Monitor Audio told Reference 10

£699.95

Monitor Audio , old Reference 60

£1998.95

Quad

£ SALE

Quad

£ SALE

Quad

£ SALE

Ruark

Aoguell

Ruark

£ SALE

dr.rnan Ill

Ruark
Wharfedale

•

£ SALE

•„

£ SALE

7nond 9.1

Wharfedale

£SALE

tic Evolution 30

SALE

STEMS
Owen 201 Ex Speakers

£479.95

Denon DF101 Ex Speakers

£299.95
£189.95

Linn , s,k Music Ex Speakers

'

Teac Legacy 600 Ex Speakers

£199.95

DVD SYSTEMS
Denon 40V - MOI Inc SC M51 Speakers

£449.95

Denon OHT-500SD Inc 5.1 Speaker Package

£429.95

Denon DHT-55050 Inc 5.1 Speaker Package

£ SALE

Jam OVR50/A305POD Inc Speakers

£ SALE

Jamo DVR50/A355PDD Inc Speakers

£ SALE

KEF KfT100 Inc Speakers

£ SALE
-

f79995

MULTI- ROOM AUDIO

yAMPLIFIERS
RECEIVERS & PROCESSORS
Afflall AVR250 AN Receiver

£999.95

Arcam AVR300 AN Receiver

£1299.95

Arcam AV8/f'7A/V Pre/Processor/Power

£5749.95

Cyrus .': 8AN Processor

£1099.95

Denon . -.
JC-A1SRA AA/Amplifier
Denon -%D-A1XV AN Amplifier
Denon AVR1705

AN Receiver

160

£2999.95

Cyrus .%.x.server 250

£ 3499.95

Cyrus nixport

f649.95
£199.95

Yamaha Muckrest MCX 1000

Denon AVR1905 WV Receiver
Denon AVR2105 AN Receiver

£ SALE

Denon AVR2805 AN Receiver

£ SALE

Denon

£799.95

Hannan Kardon AVR330 AN Receiver . . .

£

Hannan Kardon 71
9 6'10 AN Receiver

f

Harman Kardon

35 NV Reserver ...

Marantz ..)r)-15uu Aiv Receiver

Pioneer VSX-20141 AN Receiver
Pioneer VSX-AX5i AN Receiver

£799.95

Pioneer 7SX-AX5Ai AN Receiver

£999.95

Pioneer /SA-AX10Ai AN Amplifier
Ratel

Rote! ::K1067 AN Receiver

£1799.95

Rotei

£1799.95

,
P1066/RMB1075

AN Pre/Power

Rotel • P1098 AN PrOoeSer

£239.95
£SALE

0Yrus DVD8
Denon"%D-1710

929495
£

Yamaha DSP-AX750SE AN Amplifier

E

Yamaha OSP-Z9 AN Amplifier
Yamaha RX-V550 AN Receiver

£369.95

Yamaha RO Vi 4001105 AN Receiver

£629.95

Yamaha RX-V150ORDS AN Receiver
Yamaha RX-V250ORDS AN Receiver

Denon 3413 - 2208 Universal .

£339.95 £ 349.95

SALE

Panasonic TH42PE3C0 42"

ESALE

Panasonic TH5OPV308 50'

£ SALE

Pioneer PDP435XDE 43"

£ SALE

Pioneer PDP435FDE 43'

£ SALE

Pioneer PDP505)(DE 50"

£ SALE

Yamaha 1M4210 42"

£ SALE

LCD TV
Hitachi 28W5200 28"

£ SALE

Panasonic TX22LX2 22'
Panasonic TX26LXD1 26'
Panasonic TX32L831 32"

£
ESAU
SALE
E
L SALE
SALE

Sharp Aquos LC-26GA3iGA4/GA5 26"

£ SALE

Sharp Aquas LC-326A3/13A4/6A5 32'

£SALE

Sharp Aquos LC- 32001 32"
Sharp Aquos LC- 37601 37'
Sharp Aquos-37GA3/6A4/GA5 37"
11
Sharp Aquos LC-45001 45"

£SALE
E
£SALE
£ SALE

i'hUJEGTORS
FREE SCREEN WITH SELECTED PROJECTORS
Marantz VP- 12S3 DLP

LSALE

Screenplay SP4805 DLP

£ SALE

Screenplay -P5700 DLP

£ SALE

Screenplay E7205 DLP

£ SALE

Sharp :- Z91EDI.P

£ SALE

Sharp . V- Z200 DLP

LSALE

Sharp '/- 2201 DLP

ESALE

Sharp ,V22000 DLP
Sharp ••71120000LP
Sim 2., Jmino 18 DLP

£ SALE
£ SALE
£ SALE

San 2Domino 20 DLP

£ SALE

Slm 2Domino 20-H HDMI DLP

£ SALE

£ SALE

ThemeScene H30 Cinema DLP

£ SALE

TbemeScene 657 Cinema DLP

£ SALE

£ 679.95

ESALE
£849.95
£899.95
£299.95

KEF KHT2005.2

ESALE

KEF 60115005
KEF 07 AV

ESALE
£ SALE

M&K

£ SALE

M&K

£ SALE

M&K •

£

Panasonic TH37PE3013 37"

Slm 2riT500 Link DLP

Acoustic Energy Evo 38

£1799.95

£ 1199.95 £ 1199.95
£ 0411
£ o

£ SALE

SEE OFFER AT THE TOP OF THE PAGE

£ SALE

£1599.95

£ SALE

Panasonic TH42PW7B 42'

A/V SPEAKERS & PACKAGES
£429.95

£999.95 £ 999.95

37"

Sim 2Domino 30-H HDMI DLP

Acoustic Energy Aelite 5.1

£699.95 £699.95

EsAi

£ SALE

Acoustic Energy /ego P5A1

REGION 2 MULTI REGION

Denon . D 1910

£ SALE
£
1179.96

B&W . 111/AS1

£ 1599.95

£299.95

Yamaha RX-V650 AN Receiver

Artcoustic Dable

Arcam FMJ DV29

1

£1199.95

ILEF KFIT1005

Arcam DNA DV79

£

0056 AN Reciever

SAW OM300 AV

£169.95

f
£249.95

Pion« VSX-AX3 AN Receiver

MAKE E. MOM.
Arcam DNA DV78

£299.95

Marantz SR5500 AN Receiver

1,1,17PW78

Sharp Aquos LC- 20.91E 20"

£599.95

DVD PLAYERS

eaCIP £1199.95

£1 99.95

'
5A/V Receiver

11 42HHA30

Panasonic

SEE OFFER AT THE TOP OF THE PAGE

Yamaha RX-V24001105 AN Receiver

SEE OFFER AT THE TOP OF THE PAGE
-,
server

2 SALE

Pioneer VSX-D814 AN Receiver

Denon "M1131 Ex Speakers

£ SALE

Pioneer DVIR-4201-1HDD/DVD-RW . £ SALE

£ SALE

Mission

VMS

Wharfedale Diamond SW150

£899.95

KEF

Mission

£219.95

£1399.95

SEE OFFER AT THE TOP OF THE PAGE

£139.95
51

REL 0400E (Brittex

ESALE

£1099.95

£SALE

Marantz PM7200

£SALE

Panasonic DMR-E85 DVD-RAM

£799.95

£SALE

Marantz

Panasonic DMR-E75 DVD-RAM ...£ SALE

£ SALE

impact

Yamaha MusicCast MCX A10

Linn LK85 •

131111

138W

Cyrus " kwand

Linn Kolector • ,6

Maranta

88,W :

£ 599.95
£1199.95

7,

Cyrus ' '

1118W " 601 53

£ 389.95
£ 849.95

Arcam '.IJA32
Cyrus

ql IV

ggyi ' 1,02 S3

Cyrus

AMPLIFIERS

Cyrus

'

Teac Legacy 700/LS-L800 Inc Speakers

CD RECORDERS

Arcam

Acoustic Energy AE1 MK111

£119.95

Linn

£ SALE

Acoustic Energy Aelite Three

tin 25

MAX'•CS35N850
Mission ' 130 AV Pack

£ SALE
ESDiE
£399.95

Slm 2HT300 Xtra HDMI DLP

£ SALE
£ SALE

ThemeScene d77 Cinema DLP
Yamaha DPX1100 DLP

£SALE
£ SALE

REMOTE CONTROLS
Marantz RC5400

£399.95

Marantz RC9200

£799.95

Philips Pronto 001000

£1399.95

WINTER SALE
FINISHES 26

FEBRUARY 2005

Musical Fidelity X-80

£ SALE

Denon END- 2900 Universal £ 489.95

Musical Fidelity X-150

£ SALE

Denon DVD-2910 Universal

£ SALE

£ SAL_

Mission • - Plante e82 7.1 Package

Denon DVD-3910 Universal

£ SALE

£ SALE

Monitor Audio [ Ironie 02 AV

£799.95

Denon DVD Al 1

ESALE

ESALE

Monitor Audio 13rortie 84 AV

£949.95

VISIT OUR WEBSITE

Monitor Audio s'adius 270

£499.95

FOR OUR UP-TO-DATE PRICES

Mondor Audio ,fadius 5.1

£999.95

Musical Fidelity 43.2 Pre
Musical Fidelity 03.2 Poner

£899.95
£899.95

Musical Fidelity A5

£ Si

Harman Kardon DVD22

Musical Fidelity 4308

£ 1399.95

Harman Kardon DVD31

Quad • ' , Ner
Quad

dower

Roksan

iody el MKIII

Roksan

I'pian M

£199.95 £ 199.95

Marantz
Meridian
£ 649.95

0n

ESALE

ESALE

£ SALE

£ SALE

Mordaunt Short Genie

£ SA

Quad

£ SALE

1370

£e9.95

£79.95

£ 999.95

Pioneer : 575A Universal

£119.95

£129.95

rpian M Pre

£ 1249.95

Pioneer i1668,4 Universal

ESALE

SALE

Roksan „aspen M Stereo Power

£749.95

£ SALE

Roksan

Pioneer

£499.95

Pioneer ',568414 Universal

£ SALE

Rohm Caspian M Monobloc Power (Ear £1099.95

Toshiba . D240E

£59.95 £69.95

Ratel RA- 01

£249.95

Toshiba 1340E

£69.95 £79.95

£349.95

Yamaha " VD- S550

£ 119.95 £ 119.95

Ratel RA- 02
Ratel RA- 1062

£ 594.95

SPEAKERS

Yamaha 3VD-51500

£ SOt

f^

Wharfedale , bamond 9HCP

MJ Acoustics - -ro 50 8lack)
(
MJ Acoustics ,3o 100 (
8lack)
M.1 Acoustics Ref 100 8lack)
(

SEE OFFER AT THE TOP OF THE PAGE

MAKE A. MODEL

Panasonic ,, E1R-E55 DVD-RAM £ 199.95 £219.95

REL .•

Panasonic DMR-E65 DVD-RAM

REL 0201E erittex Black)

Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo Three

o

£249.95

SALI

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL STORE OR

PRICING POLICY
SEVENOAKS SOUND & VISION
OPERATES A PRICING POLICY
SEE OPPOSITE PAGE FOR DETAILS

MOM

MJ Acoustics • 161 1MIdl (
Black)
REGION 2 MULTI REGION

SALE

SEE OFFER AT THE TOP OF THE PAGE
flAW

MJ Acoustics Ref 200 (Black)

DVD RECORDERS

£ SALE

SUB WOOFERS

Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo One

£ 129.95

£

Quad
VOl ,Brittex Black)

SALE
ESALE
£ SALE

PLEASE MITE: SOME PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE
AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES.
PLEASE CALL BEFORE TRAVELLING.

ESALE
£ SALE
£ SALE
£4119.95
£724.115

'Added Value Enters- From range available in-store.
Not in conjunction with any other offer.
Advertisement valid until at least 26102/05 E&OE

CLAIM

When you purchase any product from the following brands:-

25°
ACCESSORIES

ARCAM • B&W • CYRUS • ROKSAN • REL • ROTEL
Choose Accessories From QED • GRADO • SOUNDSTYLE etc

FEE

CLAIM
CLAIM
CLAIM
CLAIM

10%*
15%
20% .
25W

£250
£500
£1000
£2000

WHEN YOU SPEND OVER
WHEN YOU SPEND OVER
WHEN YOU SPEND OVER
WHEN YOU SPEND OVER

•
PERCENTAGE APPLIES TO ACTUAL SPEND ON BRANDS SHOWN ABOVE. NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION.
PLEASE NOTE - SOME PRODUCTS MAY VOT BE AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES. PLEASE CALL TO CHECK AVAILABILITY BEFORE TRAVELLING.

DEMONSTRATION
FACILITIES

WHO ARE SEVENOAKS?

SEVENOAKS STORES NATIONWIDE .
ABERDEEN 57 CROWN STREET N_SE
01224 252797
BEDFORD 29-31 sr PETERS STREET
01234 272779
BIRMINGHAM ARCH 12 LIVERY STREET
0121 233 2977
BRIGHTON 57 WESTERN ROAD HOVE
01273 733338
BRISTOL 928 WHITELADIES ROAD CLIFTON
0117 974 3727
BROMLEY 39A EAST STREET
020 8290 1988
CAMBRIDGE 17 BURLEIGH STREET
01223 304770
CARDIFF 104-106 ALBANY ROAD
029 2047 2899
CHELSEA 403 KINGS ROAD
020 7352 9466
CHELTENHAM 14 PITTVILLE STREET
01242 241171
CRAWLEY 32 THE BOULEVARD
01293 510777
CROYDON 369-373 LONDON ROAD
020 8665 1203 OPEN SUNDAY
EALING 24 THE GREEN (
NEW)
020 8579 8777 OPENSUNDAY
EDINBURGH 5THE GRASSMARKET
0131 229 7267
EPSOM 12 UPPER HIGH STREET
01372 720720 OPEN SUNDAY
EXETER 28 CO WICK STREET
01392 218895
GLASGOW 88 GREAT WESTERN ROAD
0141 332 9655
GUILDFORD 738 NORTH STREET
01483 536666
HOLBORN 144-148 GRAYS INN ROAD
020 7837 7540
HULL 1SAVILE ROW. SAVIE STREET
01482 587171
IPSWICH 12-14 DOGS HEAD STREET
01473 286977
KINGSTON 43 FIFE ROAD
020 8547 0717 OPEN SUNDAY
LEEDS 62 NORTH STREET
0113 245 2775 OPEN SUNDAY
LEICESTER 10 LOSEBY LANE
0116 253 6567
LINCOLN 20-22 CORPORATION STREET
01522 527397 (OFF HIGH STREET)
MAIDSTONE 96 WEEK STREET
01622 686366 OPEN SUNDAY
MANCHESTER 69 HIGH ST CITY CENTRE
0161 831 7969
NEWCASTLE 19 NEWGATE STREET
0191 221 2320

Founded
Vision

in

1972,

Sevenoaks

is one of the

largest

Sound &
and

most

Our comfortable demonstration rooms are

successful hi-fi and home cinema retailers in

among the finest in the country,

the country.

comphying with full THX specifications.

Each

Sevenoaks Sound & Vision

many

store

stocks a wide range of quality products,
covering all categories of specialist home
entertainment,
systems

to

from
DVD

Hi-Fi

separates and

players,

widescreen

plasma televisions and projection systems,
all at highly competitive prices.
Friendly staff are available in all stores to
advise, demonstrate and guide you through
the honte entertainment jungle.

NORWICH 29-29A ST GILES STREET
01603 767605
NOTTINGHAM 597-599 MANSFIELD ROAD
0115 911 2121
OXFORD 41 ST CLEMENTS STREET
01865 241773
PETERBOROUGH 36-38 PARK ROAD
01733 897697 OPEN sumo,
PLYMOUTH 107 CORNWALL STREET
01752 226011
POOLE LATIMER HOUSE 44-46 HIGH STREET
01202 671677
PRESTON 40-41 LUNE STREET
01772 825777 opeismaa
READING 3-4 KINGS WALK SHOPPING CENTRE
0118 959 7768
SEVENOAKS 109-113 LONDON ROAD
01732 459555
SHEFFIELD 635 QUEENS ROAD. HEELEY
0114 255 5861 OPEN SUNDAY
SOLIHULL 149-151 STRATFORD ROAD
0121 733 3727
SOUTHAMPTON 33 LONDON ROAD
023 8033 7770 OPEN SUNDAY
SOUTHGATE 79-81 CHASE SIDE
020 8886 2777 OPEN SUNDAY
STAINES 4THAMES STREET
01784 460777 OPEN SONO«
SWINDON 8-9 COMMERCIAL ROAD (
NEW)
01793 610992
SWISS COTTAGE 21 NORTHWAYS POE, FINCHLEY RD
020 7722 9777 OPEN SUNDAY
TUNBRIDGE WELLS 28-30 ST JOHNS ROAD
01892 531543
WATFORD 478 ST ALBANS ROAD
01923 213533 OPEN SUNDAY
WEYBRIDGE 43 CHURCH STREET. THE QUADRANT
01932 828525
WILMSLOW 3-5 GROVE STREET (OKO1116 SOON)
01625 419747 'SUBJECT TO LEGAL COMPLE 90N
WITHAM (
ESSEX) 1THE GROVE CENTRE
01376 501733
WOLVERHAMPTON 29-30 CLEVELAND STREET
01902 312225 OPEN SUNDAY

CUSTOM INSTALLATION
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision's Custom Installation Service enables the integration of a
home cinema or hi-fi system into your home as reatly and seamlessly as possible. All
electronics can be hidden away, speakers discreetly mounted either in the wall or
ceiling and the complete system operated via renote control.
Our installation experts are fully trained to the highest

ÇIe

standards in all areas and provide a prompt, reIiable
and professional service. Whether you're looking for a
multi- room
installation

system,

a dedicated

home

with a retractable screen

and

cinema
built-in

speakers or an integrated control or lighting system,
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision has a diverse range of
products available to cater for all your requirements.
OP
FREE 8 Page Custom Installation Brochure available
now from your nearest store or via our website.

SEVENOAKS WEBSITE
The Sevenoaks Sound & Vision weosite has news and information on the Sevenoaks group
and detailed pages to help you locate your nearest store.

SPECIAL OFFERS
There are hundreds of special offers and stock clearance items available from our stores
nationwide - many with savings of up to 50%. To view our regularly updated product lists, visit
www.sevenoakssoundandvisioe.co.uk and click on special offers

PRICING POLICY
Whilst we do not claim always to be the cheapest, we try to ensure our prices are highly
competitive. Take into account the expert advice, unrivalled product selection, demonstration
facilities and excellent pre, during and after sales service and the lower price might not look
such good value.
In the event you can find the same products and excellent service at a lower price, please
bring it to our store managers' attantion. We will always endeavour to offer you the best deal.

Sevenoaks

SOUND

& VISION

Pick-up a copy of our NEW 72 PAGE GUIDE
at your nearest Sevenoaks Sound & Vision
store or order a copy via our Website. The
brochure will be posted to you ( UK
mainland addresses only) free of charge.

-

OPENING HOURS: PLEASE TELEPHONE OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE
E-MAIL: [
insert store locationi@sevenoakssoi ndandvision.co.uk

www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk

o

Lifetime warranty

Densen Audio Technologies

-The best warranty in the industry

The most sexy designs
- " The remote must have caused competitors
to tear their hair with envy" Hi-Fi4all

Award winning musical sound
- " So, do Ilike this Densen amp. No, Ilove it." Hi Fi Choice

Whether it is Madonna, Miles Davis, Mozart or AC/DC; all
have put their heart and soul into their music. No matter if
the quality of the recording is good or bad. Reproduction
of music is supposed to be made with all the energy that
Acoustic Arts
Watford
Tel. 01923 245250
Audio Counsel
Cheadle
Tel. 01614 916090
Audio Counsel
Oldham
Tel. 01616 332602
HI-FI Studios
Doncaster
Tel. 01302 725550
Kevin Galloway
Audio
Kilmarnock
Tel. 01563 574185
Midland Audio
Exchange
Belbroughton
Tel. 01562 731100

has been put into it by the artist. You might think that this
comes natural for any Hi Fi system. However, it does not!
Too many systems today are only able to play perfect
recorded music. Though it is a fact that only a fraction of
today's music is really well recorded. So what do you do
when you want to listen to The Beatles?!? On most systems
it is better to use your Beatles CD's as Frisbees than actually listening to them! High-End systems today have a tendency to sound very boring and not being able to play
ordinary recordings. It is our finest mission to make music
sound as engaging as it was intended. The way we see it,
a Hi Fi system is a musical instrument that must be able to
play all kinds of music, regardless the quality of the recording. Music must make you want to stand up and play the
airguitar or be an "air conductor" and forget all about the
HiFi. If you always end up analysing the quality of the
recording and not listening to the music then your system
might just not be able to play music!

Mike Manning
Taunton
Tel. 01823 326688

We challenge you and your system. Experience the musi-

Mike Manning
Yeovil
Tel. 01935 479361

Life is too short for boring Hi Fi.

New Audio Frontiers
Loughborough
Tel. 01509 264002

your selves. It does so much right that really expensive

Phonography
Ringwood
Tel. 01425 461230

cal difference. Experience Densen.

"The best advice Ican give you is to audition the beat for
amps get wrong, that it might even start you thinking!"
B-100 in HiFi Plus
" Iabsolutely loved the Densen. Ican confidently state that
the B-200 gave me more of everything that Itreasured, not
in the sense that it emphasized any aspect of the music
but rather that it brought me closer (as far as Icould tell) to
it. Ibought the review unit, and it is now part of my reference system."
B-200 in Secrets of home theater

Densen

Lundevej 10

6705 Esbjerg 0

Phone: (+45) 75 18 12 14

Denmark

E-mail: mail@densen.dk

www.densen.com

AUDUSA EUPEN CSA 2.5 AUDIO AC P
GNLM 05/04 and GNLM 05/2.5 ( CSA 2.5) Cable with FERRITE

an

TECHNOLOGY - A polymer material mixed with a considerable quantity
of homogeneously fine high quality ferrite powder.is extruded around the
e
/

GNLM 05/2.5 (CSA2.5)
£48 for 1.0m, £58 for 1.5m,
£68 for 2.0m.

copper conductors. . GNLM cables are further protected with afoil shieldi

GNLM 05/04

and a drain wire, specifically manufactured for High End audio use.

£58 for 1.0m, £72 for 1.5m,
£86 for 2.0m. Both GNLM cables
are available off the reel and for
export

NEW for 2004 CSM Interconnect, with extruded ferrite - RCA
or XLR, £45 for 1m pair.
Power cables are fitted with IEC ( Martin Kayser) and MK Tough plug Cable is also
available with our all steel

Threshold

4. 6 and 8way distribution blocks. We can rewire the distrib-

ution blocks with Eupen cable as an extra cost option. Refer to our web site for details.
AUDUSA — 00M Silverlink OCC balanced

speaker cable

stranded, sil -

?.r on OFHC plus three strands of OCC for improved bass performance. Mylar infill and with
asigned in protection against RF and EMI.
MI

AT INTERNATIONAL Inc USA - Analogue, Digital and Video interconnects and Speaker cable better than most at double the price.

We have developed a cabling ( weaving) pattern along with

B
BB

II II
SU BOO a
IBB• 111•
0'•••

IIBBBBORBBNIBie•••• -11BBBIllif
1111111•11113»181611
81114
111131.1311111Nailliainlill•••111 ,,
_
S/5000e.

an unusual shielding/filtering system that gets rid of the

2 x250w,
power
amp

garbage that contaminates your components. The difference
you hear with our cord is astounding. Our power cord takes
advantage of silver in its design through use of our proprietary Silverfuse conductors. The conductors are 10 gauge

LAT AC-2Power cord
compare with products

and with PTFE: the best insulation available. Fitted as standard with IEC / MK Toughplug. . 60cm £ 62, 90cm £ 75, 1.2m

costing ten times as
much, then decide

£88. 1.5m £ 101, 1.8m £ 112 etc Other lengths available
and off the reel. 4, 6 and 8 way all steel mains distribution
blocks fitted with UK, Schuko or USA sockets.CE tested &
approved mains distribution units manufactured of heavy

Stasis
pre amp

Acoustic Solid
Small Royal

gauge steel, finished in black and fitted with highest quality
13amp sockets. It has no filters, circuit breakers, surge protection, transformers, resistors, capacitors. LED's, on/off
switches, chokes. regulators, just fitted with 1m of AC- 2
mains cable From £ 166 for 4 way. £ 198. 6 way, £ 229 for 8
way

ii5PtibuFfer

since 1828, the world's oldest piano maker

LE
Bosendorfer, one to one. Acoustic Active
Principle, like no other loudspeaker in the
world. Model VC 1, VC 2, VC 7, Wall and
Centre

WWW.AUDUSA.COM
T: 020 8241 9826, 020 8264 0249

F: 020

8241 0999

E: sales@audusa.com

>cartridges

AUDIOJUMBLE
2005

dnm
goldring
lyra
ortofon
sumiko
cables
chord company
dnm

ANNUAL SALE OF VINTAGE AND MODERN

nordost

HI-FI EQUIPMENT AT:

headphones

THE ANGEL LEISURE CENTRE, TONBRIDGE, KENT

beyer
grado
stax

SUNDAY 13TH FEBRUARY 2005

stands
something solid

10.30AM - 4.30PM

soundstyle
stands unique
hardware

Stalls £25.00 Admission £3.00

atc
epos

9.30am Early entry £10.00

harbeth

Bookings/Enquiries 01892 540022

'merge
in focus

sign

lexicon
michell

Refreshments available all day

naim audio

Main line Railway Station within walking distance

('tifi for grown-ups

neat acoustics
parasound
primare

*Valve Amps * Tuners * Records

pure digital

*Speakers * Components * Books

sme
tannoy

*Cassette Decks * CD Players

www.audiojumble.co.uk

trichord

e

ipswi ch ( o 1 4 7 3 )

65

fax ( 01473 )6
55 1
7a
email:eng@signals.uk.com
signals
bu cklesham
ipswich
suffolk
1Plo oDY
w
w
sig
n a Fs.uk.c
om

UicyrneScape

Audio Specialists -1-Another Vision

DEDICATED TO THE JOYS OF LISTENING
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Introducing DAX Discrete — New Reference WA Converter
In future years we are confident that DAX Discrete will come to be regarded as
amilestone design on the road to the perfect audiophile d-to-aconverter. In one
sentence, what it does best, is to connect you with your favourite music like
nothing on earth has ever managed to do so before, outside of the live venue.
Never before has such sheer ability in the required disciplines of high-speed
digital, DSP programming, RF methods, experienced audiophile design and a
perfectionist's obsession been gathered, with the sole objective of creating
the world's best digital to analogue converter, from first principles, without
assumptions or compromise.
DAX Discrete is the result, and it's a radically new converter. Easily able to
handle all digital audio formats, including DVD ,ATM and SACDTM, through a
custom interface and with stunning resolution. But without doubt its most
important ability is its capacity to convey emotion enthusiastically and
convincingly, thereby maintaining atight connection to your heart. And it will do
this especially well with your existing CD collection — many of which you will
simply not recognise
DAX Discrete adopts the established DAX name and is the latest in aseries of
converters which began 10 years ago with the UltraAnalog equipped DAX
original, followed by DAX-2 and the recent DAX Decade. Both DAX-2 and
DAX Decade can be entirely upgraded ( read 'exchanged') to the new DAX
Discrete. Please note that although it shares the same well-respected name as it's
predecessors, DAX Discrete shares no common circuits with them. In fact the
electronic design concept and execution of DAX Discrete is aworld-apart from
any other converter in existence today.
Website:

audiosynthesis.co.uk or audio-synthesis.com

Location: P.O. Box 50, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1DZ U.K.
Telephone: .'44(0)115

922 4138

Fax:

+
44(0)115 922 9701

Emits: salesinfo@audiosynthesis.co.uk technical@audlosynthesis.co.uk
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All items available for home demonstration only by prior arrangement.
Cables are also on asale or return basis, as cables are always system dependent.
Home trials are essential to get the right purchase.
An advise line on our website to exchange and share views is also available.
Home demos within the greater London area will be most welcomed.
AFTER

SALES

SERVICE

Most items will be dealt with directly "pending on location" or collected
by couriers and promptly dealt with.
PART

EXCHANGE

Will be considered depending on the age and condition of equipment
and the item required
Email

joseph.gallart@ntiviorld.com or
parm chemayahoo.com
phone
020 756.5 2979 or 07956 141819
mobile
07811 594 587
opening hours We never close
All manufacturers products that we deal with, can be viewed on our websde

www.homescapeav.co.uk
www. hif inews.co. uk

Even the reviewers are tired of
the same old copper or silver
wires dressed up in new colours
and selling on the basis of hype.
Of cou
udio cables do
make
ce.
To
te the point we
assembled the Unico CD player,
integrated amplifier, and Zingali
Prelude 1loudspeakers (
system
cost £.3,295, wires thrown in
for "free"). Then we substituted
interconnect, loudspeaker
cable and two AC power cords
which doubled the system
cost. Did the all-JPS wire loom
double the sonic performance?
It completely redefined the
music system and promoted
the status of each component.
Undermined the logic of leaving
"as much as!"10% for cables.

111111
cables that
boldly go
where none
have gone
before ...

¡PS has been triecl and trusted
by serious users and reviewers
for many years. Uniquely, the
starting point is AlumiloyTM is
the only metal designed and
patented as asignal conductor.
Through the full range of audio
interconnects, speaker cables,
digital and video links full details
of the individual technologies
employed can be learned from
our award-winning website.
From the use of high-tech
kapton insulator material to the
aluminium partide technology,
nothing has been spared to
preserve the signal (detail and
dynamics) and exclude external
distortion and interference.
While most manufacturers are
satisfied with good or excellent
audio mains cords, ¡
PS applies
its in-house technologies as most
•effective to each application.
One cord does not best fit any
one application until you reach
the state of the art products like
our Kaptovator and Aluminata
mains cords. Counter intuitively,
just one of our AC power
cords eliminates the need for
expensive and in some respects
counter-productive power
plants that many amplifier
manufacturers now advise
against using.

rè-

•

From our budget products to
our latest reference products, •
try one, and you will finally be
connected to your music.

0%

Range of Finance facilities
available.

M
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Call the Audio Salon on 0141 333 9700

jps«Paudiosalon.co.uk

vvww.audiosalon.co.uk

"The best tonearm I've
heard"

HI FI WORLD

W inner of Stereo Times magazine Most wanted component
of 2004 award
new benchmark for musical communication"

STEREOTIMES
NEW SOVEREIGN DECK

"çJ-.
'
ne of the truly special products I,ve reviewed in the past 18 years"
STEREOPHILE

Ultimate performance
for your system
CC

T he best musical results of any turntable
I've ever heard, regardless of price.

The new generation of toneams from Origin Live have won admiration
and rave reviews across the world for good reason - these arms better
the best by a significant margin. Whatever your current arm, you
can at last treat yourself to aserious upgrade. Why not arrange for a
demonstration now.

Since I've been listening to turntables professionally for 32 years and
am aware of the pitfalls of ultimate proclamations, Ihesitate somewhat
to make this statement. Nevertheless, it is true. The level of musical
communication available from the Illustrious/Aurora Gold is in aclass by
itself. It sets anew reference."
STEREO TIMES

Tonearm Models
Conqueror - £2500
Illustrious - £1570
Encounter - £970
Silver - £599
OL1 from - £124

O
R16IN
LIVE

Demonstrably better

Hazlemere Audio

MEN

dCS
Metronome
Opus 21 ( new
from Resolution
Audio)
Oracle
mplifieation
Chapter Audio
DNM
I.amm
Nagra
Plinius
Renaissance
Spectral
Power supply
Accuphase
Isotek
Jaya
Loricraft

Vinyl
Garrard
Oracle
Speakers
ART
Talon
Verity Audio
REF 3A

I

Full information on web site

Supports
Clearlight
Kinabalu

For an appointment ( day or evening)

(
01494 865829)

Eminent Audio

"With a taste of the best of both tube and transistor,
this is a truly endearing power amplifier."
Haden Boardman, Hi Fi World, March 2004

"The amplifier has been taking on bigger, beefier competitors and
slaughtering them, a real David versus Goliath scenario."
Ken Kessler, Hi Fi News Jan 2004
Audio Arts
Audio Classics
Cut Loose Audio
Definitive Audio
Five Ways Hi- Fidelity
Hicam Audio
Retro Reproductions
Shadow Audio Consultants
Stone Audio
The Cartridge Man
Zouch Audio

Audio Analogue • Creek • Ecosse • Fanfare

tel: +44 (0) 7792 420 266

MARCH 2005

3A • SME • Sugden • Triangle
Hl-FINews

«Pe

4111111>

tel: +44 (
0) 1902 741203

Reference

Presents:

Croft TransyalyeTm Technology 2004

art, oudspeakers
Gamut • Harmonic Technology • Ortofon • Piega

www.originlive.com

Cables
Nirvana
Siltech
Spectral

value the best

110

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: + 44 02380 578877
E-mail: infoeoriginlive.com

Avid

If you
(rather than just the most expensive)

Call High Wycombe

on the Aurora gold turntable & illustrious tonearm

tel: +44 (
0) 121 373 1442
fax: +44 (
0) 121 681 8772

N. Ireland
Wigan
Hertfordshire
Nottingham
Birmingham
Northampton
Edinburgh
Fyffe
South East
Croydon
Leicester

I
II I

website: vvww.eminentaudio.co.uk

email: audiognosis@eminentaudio.co.uk

tel:
tel:
tel:
tel:
tel:
tel:
tel:
tel:
tel:
tel:
tel:

028944 79053
01942 257525
01923 828765
0115 9733 222
0121 427 4740
01604 842379
0131 558 9989
01952 744779
01202 201735
0208 688 6565
01530 414128

Hendon, North London

Five minutes from Junction 1, M1

tel/fax:

+44 (
0) 208 201 9286

mobile: +44 (
0) 7952 756 881

website: vvvvvv.audioflair.co.uk

IIIII email: adrian@audioflair.co.uk

www.hifinews.co.uk
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when you buy aPowerBlock

What's new this month at simply-STAX.

(or PurifierBlock)

1. Important news for Naim owners:
Unique BLACK finish to the SRM-006t
Energiser. Only 20 units available
globally in 2005 from STAX Japan. We've
bought the Lot. No price premium.

PLUS FREE UK Mainland Delivery

The Russ Andrews PowerBlock
"...capable of making afabulous
difference to clarity and stereo imagery
that needs to be heard to be appreciated
Brings out the best in your system;
makes adifference that can't
easily be obtained by
other means."

2. We have the UK exclusive on a
remarkable STAX item - the
SRM-717 pure class- A Energiser.
It outsold the standard Omega
Energiser ( the SRM-007t) 3to 1
here in 2004. Curious to know
why?

1•1,,, ,, fili,11 ,•
Hi l:( ;),••,( (),;
PRODUCT

YEAR
Oct 2000

2001

PowerBlock £251

Half PrIce

,
i9e £49.50

PowerKordni
plug. Other cable lengths available

withU 164

M IUM! R Conditions: I. Offer ends 14"Apn12005. 2Not ro be used En
coniunctoon smth any other otter. 3.11 you decode ro return the Power/Purdirri3lock
Hem the 60 Doy Home Thal penod you must return the cable on oroginot condnion ro
get alug refund 4. Our usual term, and [meteor apply see our catalogue

more

offers online at

www.russandrews.com
0845 3451550 quote ANEWS

or call UK Local Rate

KlfvBER KABLE
Andrews Accessories Ltd,

FREEPOST NWW881A, KENDAL LAR 9ZA
Tel: + 44 1539 825500
Fax: + 44 1539 825540

•Atáca

Audio Anal

/ •,

•dp'à

www.simpl \STAX.co.uk
0208 447‘8485

Excluulve UK Retarlef for

Russ

.

3. The buyer/seller price
guide for heritage/
discontinued
equipment is now
live on our site.
Now you'll know
what to ask, and
what to pay.

Purifiguelock £il01
3ft Reference

rSTAX

Solutions for better music & movies

Award Winning Retailers...

Castle
Cyrus
KEF
Marantz
Meridian •

kers Hi- Fa
The North

Michell

of

England Hi -Fi Specialists

Mission
MJ Aco
Monitor

Quality Hi Fi separates from £ 100 to £ 10,000

Monrio

Widest choice in the area

NAD -

Independent advice

Consumers Choice Gold Award Winners

Nordos
Opera

Over 35yrs experience.

Origin

Comfortable dem rooms

Ortofon,

Main road location

Pathos

Qualified staff
Superb showrooms

Major car parks nearby

Insurance estimates

Pickerin

Service Dept.

Primare

Up to 3years Interest Free Credit°

Pro- Ac

Carriage Free Mail Order ( inc. credit)

Project

Delivery & installation

QUAD

usubject to status

I> Part Exchange

Open 10:30am - 5:30pm

REL

only 20% deposit

6days: Mon. to Sat.

Visa, Access. Switch etc.

Roksan
Shanling
SME
Sugden
TAG Mc a
Tannoy

24 Gillygate, York Y031 7E0
01904-629659
www.Vickers-HiFi.co.uk

TEAC
Trtchord
Unison

R

Van Den
Wharfed
Yamaha

www.hifinews.co.uk

alists in high fidelity sound reproduction - since 1967
Hi-FiNews
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[NEW PRODUCT RA\GE

audio research
HIGH

DEFINITION'

•

•

auilemord.

- .
pre-amplifiEr

•

•

.teres5,,,97

audio research // sonus faber // nagra // dcs // martin logan // spectral // cop ¡ and // stax //
prima luna // sme // koetsu // audio note // wadia // sum iko // electrocompaniet // lyra //
roks, //

II

//

st.

ovox // T+A // avi // densen // 47

(01563) 574185
Vv

galloway

info@kevingallowayaudio.co.uk

Stiletto Cinema

41

eg;

1..1 am

EV l
en

www.kevingallowayaudio.co.uk

want to really listen? ...

'Y

t1

U

L)

L.)

... take an art lesson!

Acoustica, Chester

01244 344 227

Acoustica, Stafford

01785 258 216

Adventures In HiFi, Wigan

01942 234 202

Audio Consultants, Reading

0118 981 9891

Audio Salon, Glasgow

0141 333 9700

Audio with Vision, Ayr

01292 260 149

Divine Audio, Market Harborough

01858 432 999

Griffin Audio, Birmingham

0121 224 7300

elmere Audio, High Wycombe

01494 865 398

HiFi Corner; Glasgow

0141 226 5711

HiFi Corner, Edinburgh

0131 220 1535

HiFi Corner, Edinburgh

0131 556 7901

HiFi Corner, Falkirk

01324 629 011

Moorgate Acoustics, Sheffield

0114 275 6048

Practical HiFi Plus, Warrington

01925 632 179

Sounds Perfect, Dundee

01382 226 592

The Audio Republic, Leeds

01132 177 294

The Audio Room, Hull

01482 891 375

The Audio Works, Cheadle

0161 428 7887

;

Sti letto
art,

oudspeakers

tel/fax + 44 ( 0)1292 319 416
contact@loudspeaker-art.com
www.loudspeaker-art.com
112
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THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS

H

Ei

Our extensive range of products includes the wry finest hi- ti and home cinema from Arcam, Audioyest,
Audio Research, B&W, Castle, Celestion, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, DPA, Dynaudio, Jamo, KEF, Krell, Marantz, Martin Logan,
Meridian, Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, Panasonic, Pioneer, Polk, Pro-Ac, Project, Quad, REL, Rotel, Ruark,
Sennheiser, SME, Sonus Faber, Tag MacLaren, Tannoy, TEAC, Technics, Theta, Thorens, Yamaha, Wharfedale and Wilson Benesch.

1F3J‘T 3/‘

A wide range of classic CDs is available at our Birmingham branch.

CED1A

Open Tuesday to Saturday 10.00 - 5.30, late night ( not Stourbridge) Thursday till 6.30
INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS
APR CPA Written details on request.
Licensed Credit Broker.
VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

10 BOLDMERE ROAD,

363 HAGLEY ROAD,

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,

9MARKET STREET,

EDGBASTON,

SOLIHULL,

STOUR BRIDGE,

SUTTON COLDFIELD,

BIRMINGHAM B17 8DL

WEST MIDLANDS B92 8JL

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1AB

WEST MIDLANDS, B73 5TD

TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX: 0121 434 3298

TEL 0121-742 0254 FAX 0121-742 3471

TEL: 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968

TEL: 0121 354 2311, FAX 0121 354 •

London

dee O'Brien Hi-Fi

E,t. 1066

•AKG • ARCAYDIS • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • AVID • BEYER • CABLETALK • CHORD CABLES • CREEK • CUSTOM DESIGN • DENON • DENSEN • DIAPASON
• DYNAVECTOR • EPOS • EXPOSURE • FINAL • GRADO • GRAAF • GOLDRING • GUTWIRE CABLES • JADIS • JECKLIN • RE • MICHELL • MONRIO • MOON • MYRYAD • NAD
•NAIN • OPERA • ONKYO • ORIGIN LIVE • OPTIMUM • PATHOS • PRIMA LUNA • PROJECT • OED • RESOLUTION • RESON • SENNHEISER • SME • SONNETEER
•SONUS FABER • STANDS • UNIQUE • SPECTRAL • SUDDEN • TEAC • THORENS • TRANSPARENT CABLES • TRIANGLE • UNISON RESEARCH • WATERFALL • WILSON

•••••••••••

Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service
• Repair facilities • 5 mins walk Raynes Park BR • 20 mino Waterloo • 5 mins from A3 fflaynes Park B282 exit) • 25 mies M25 June 10
Clearance / Second Hand / Ex Dem Equipment • Details on request
WAS
NOW Creek A50iR (new)
£594 £
499
Audio Analogue Bellini Pre (s/h)
£625 £395 iGryphon Pre m/c-phono+PSU's (s/h)
£1150
Audio Analogue Donizetti Power Amp ( s/s) £595 £450 ' Martin Logan Aeon (ex dem)
£3150 £1750
Audio Analogue Puccini (ex/dem) black £495 £399 Monrio Asty ST amplifier (50 Watts ex dem) £450 £
289
Audio Analogue Puccini SE ( new)
£895 £699 Mustio Asty amp (ex dem) black £450 £229
Audio Analogue Maestro CD ( new)£ 1700 £995 NAD S500i CD ( sew)
£ 1200 £995
Copland £DA822 (ex dem)£ 1598 £1049 , Opera Super Pavarotti ( new) cherry£ 1325 £1195
Copland CDA288 new mechanism(s/h) £1799 £695 , Opera Centro (centre channel) ( sill) £430 225
£

Opera Duetto (s/h)
0
ProAc Studio 250 R/W (s/h) excellent condition £ 00
Ouad FM4 (s/h)
Sequence SW120 ultra slim sub woofer (s/h) £299
Theta Data 11 CD ( new mech) £ 1500
Transparent MusicLink Plus ( 1m) new £299
Unison Unico ( new)
£ 1195
Unison CD ( new)
£1195

COPLAND

g
£
22
U5
£149
£600
£249
£945
£995

kill

60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTW Open 9.30-5.30 Tues Sat Tel: 020 8946 1528/0331 Web: www.obrienhiti.so.uk E-mail: shop@obrienhifi.com

Devon

UK Wide

Audio Destination

WITH

PARTS

Devons Audio Specialists

MAJBeCle41,...4

...I

+4

www.soundcinergy.co.uk

sound cinergy

MADISOU ND
BUILDERS

PROVIDES

HIGHEST

AND

ADVICE.

U.

r
e

seas
S

l—
l

F-1

Skaaning
Loudspeakers

Fostex

BIEFILŒ
\rousTic .

f»)
imorel

Chapter Audio, Chord, Exposure, Isol-8, Monitor Audio, Moon,
McIntosh, Musical Fidelity, Parasound, Primare, Rel, Ruark, Thiel,
Totem Acoustics, Tube Technology and many more.
FREE ADVICE IN A RELAXED AND FRIENDLY ATMOSPHERE
• o%

FINANCE AVAILABLE* aDEMONSTRATION ROOMS

•CHILDS PLAY AREA • OUT OF OURS APPOINTMENTS
•HOME DEMONSTRATION
Tel: ott384 2435 8 4Mon -Sat o.ceo - 5.00pm
MIKE # CAROLINE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU

328 Hampton Street, Tiverton, Devon EXL6 6AH
Website www.audiodestination.co.uk
email infoicbaudiodestination.comk

QUALITY

vtra

c

peerless

NÔRDOST

Ltj

scanspeaK
AVIS NEW LABORATORY SERIES
HIFI CHOICE "
EDITORS CHOICE"
"PRODUCT OF THE YEAR"
What HiFt 5 star and best buy
To find out more quickly

www.avihifi.com
TEL:01453 752656
WWW.hif i
news.co.uk

Infinity, Linn, Marantz, Mordount Short,
NAD, Project, Pure, REL, Roksan, Trichord
37 High Street, Aldridge

01922 457926

[4

Iinn

nairn
cyrus
sugden
rega
krell
audio research
unison research
sonus faber
pathos
b&vv
spendor
jm lab
the audio room
2 george street, hedon, hull, HU12 8JH

VENN

UK Wide

AV IN YERNAI IONAL LTD

specialistsin, home entertetninent

AE, Creek, Epos, Exposure, Harman Kardon,

Solen Inductors
Solen Fast Caps

r ie
kr

Stockists of: Audi a, Audio Physic, Audion, Ayre, Avid, Bel Canto,

SPEAKER

THE

1•11

•HI-FI • HOME CINEMA • MULTI ROOM

0q- Instant Finance Available
Written details on represt

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS. INC
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P.O BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744.4283 USA
TEL 608-B31-3433 FAX 60B-831-3771
e-mail
• MI
Web Page http
• ,rom

tel. 014E12 891375
www.theaudioroom.co.uk
open monsat 9a m - 6p m.

LAID-BACK AUDIO LTD
For the sweet sound from a single-ended
valve amplifier made by hand.
For more information

mail@laidbackaudio.co.uk
www.laidback-audio.co.uk
Phone 01905 640028 • Fax 01905 641596

To advertise in this section
Call 020 8726 8323
HI-FINews

MARCH 2005
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call 0208 726 8323 to advertise

Surrey

Cables

Stockists of: ARCANI • DENSES • EN», • ri • LOEWE
•MICROMEG \ • NOM AUDIO • SF A I • HIGA • ROTEL
•ROYD • SII I LS • TEAC • 1 \ \I % HA & MORE

Norfolk

High End Cable

The Old School
School Road, Bracon Ash
Near Norwich, Norfolk
le Tel: (01508) 570829

Your friendly cable store

indecently good hi-fi

Y

9High Street. Hampton Wick, King>ton upon Thames.
Surrey KTI -IDA Tel 020 0943 3530
Open Tues - Sat 10am - 6pm

Cartridges
Front End Problems?
then c•ontact:

"The Cartridge Man 99
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-andDecca-eater. Also agents for Croft, Moth,
Hadcock, EAR. and others.

'C ARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES NOW AVAILABLE'

upgrade your Hi-fi or AV system with quality new cables
and power accessories from

Basically Sound of Norfolk

Stereovox - Studio and Reference
Nordost UK
Black Rhodium
Deep Cryogenic Treatment
Tannoy

Rega, Proac, Neat, PML, Bryston, Final, Naim,
Denon, Epos, U.K.D., Soundstyle,
Chord Co, Cable Talk, Opera Loudspeakers,
Stax, Teac, and others

van den Nul
Full range
ISOL - 8

www.basicallysound.com

Chord Company - Full range

Stan earspeakers - Full range
Ortofon - moving coil cartridges
Acoustic Zen
Turbosound personal headphones
Ayre CD
and many more

Suffolk

Free delivery worldwide on all interconnects.
For many more money saving offers call Dave Jackson
01775 761880 or better still visit

www.highendcable.co.uk

Plus cartridge re-tipping service

Web site mm.cartridgeman.com
Email thecartridgemanghtinternet.com

020 S6S8 656g

For all Hi Fi repairs please visit;

www.servicesound.com
or phone Geoff on 01424 216245

To advertise in this section
Call 020 8726 8323

pswich ( 01473) 655171

Specialists in Valve and
reel to reel

tape recorders

fax ( on

6 517 2

emaireng6i,51,gnals uk

,ignals

uk

co

rrlfrt

rn

MAIL ORDER - WORLDWIDE
90% of"1 month home trial" customers keep our valve amplifiers.
Money back guarantee ( less £30 UK or £ 100 overseas, within 30 days) that you
prefer £650 or £ 1,400 "Triode Connection" amplifier to most £200 to £ 200,000
amplifiers (
integrated,pre.power,monoblocks,power supply) (transistor,valve,digital)
with silver wire + polypropylene capacitor + Himalayan volume control + snake oil
1. Transformers are very important. Most of our customer prefer our amplifier
to ? unbeatable? budget valve amplifiers and most ?high?end? valve
amplifier / monoblock because our £350 or £ 650 transformers are bigger.
2. You do not have to muck about with aseparate power supply,
if you put a huge transformer + choke regulation into the amplifier.
3. The " heart" of a "typical" £ 3,000 preamplifier is £ 0.50 " Op amp" or £ 10 valve.
About £2,800 is gross profit, VAT, labour and the cost of the pretty box.
How can these ? high?end? components improve the sound of our £ 100 300E3
valve or £40 KT88 valve ( matched by our computerised valve tester) ?
There is adifference between " High Price" and " High End"
and " King's New Clothes" sensationalized by magazines to sell magazines.
A magazine gave arave review to £ 3,000 valve amp, whilst another magazine
described it as " slightly bright" and should be used with "warm sounding" speakers.
Which magazine do you believe ? Believe YOUR OWN EARS and audition
any £3,000 pre Ipower/ monoblock against our £650 "Triode Connection"

HUGE expensive " High End"

Unbelievably

huge
transformers

American
5670
, valves •
expensive
non-magnetic
stainless
steel
chassis

because of rent, rates, wages
Buy direct & save £££

•
BIG

BIG

BIG

Free UK delivery
Telephone 01634 268662 anytime
2years guarantee on amplifier
& valves.
8times longer than
"typical" 90 days guarantee for
most valves of ? high?end? amps
114
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Ultra Linear
£1,050 £ 1,150

_ gee
trans former

'huge
transformer

Triode
Connection
£1,250 £ 1,400
KT88 valves
are more
expensive
than
6550
valves

American
5670 valves

Most 5" or 6" drive units struggle with 10 watts of bass and produce a lot of
2or 6
distortion ( 1% to 3%). Why do Hi Fi magazines recommend 100 watts amplifiers pieces
for 5" or 6" drive units ?
Has any Hi Fi magazine measured the huge distortion of silver
capacitors
and audible compressio , of 100 watts of bass into a5" or 6" drive unit ?
Shop prices are expensive

KT88 valves
are more
expensive
than 6550
valves

"potted" transformers

Triode
Ultra Linear
Connection
£650 £ 750 £850 £ 1,000
Distortion matched
famous Russian
Svetalana
'huge
EL34 valves
transformer
40 watts
40 watts
American
5670 valves

40 watt:
+ 40 watts

Upgradeable
to £ 1,000
KT88 Triode Connection
+ £ 50 for carriage
+ £ 50 for used valves

Ultra Linear
£600
www.hifinews.co.uk

Hertfordshire

Naim Audio Specialist

THE
DIRECT
DISC

thesoundpractice

tom tom audio

' ' laboratory
avid
shalhinian
lavardin
electrofluidics
livingvoice
borderpatrol
neatacoustics
isoblue
resolutionaudio
tom
audio
dnm/reson
audio
slinkylinks
audiophysic

The largest selection of mint, pre-loved
Naim Audio components on the planet.

o
¡el

Tel: 01727 893928

www.tomtomaudio.com
tunes tomtomaudio.com

4

VINYL VINYL VINYL
Thousands of records always in stock.
+afull range of sought after
compact discs.
Extensive search service for
wanted albums.
Comprehensive 96 page
full catalogue available at £ 1.50

stalbans: 01727 893 928
www.thesoundpractice.com

Telephone 01493 651019
Or visit our website on
www.directdisc.demon.co.uk

HIGH END SALE
KRELL-FPB-600
5500
KRELL SHOWCASE proc 3300
MARANTZ SA-12 (unused) 1500
KRELL KAV-300i1
2000
KRELL KPS-25sc
POA
TRANSPARENT CABLE (
various)

Dynavector's SuperStereo puts you in the same room as the music
without affecting the signal to the front speakers.
Simply add 2small sub-speakers to your system fed by aDynavector SuperStereo Adapter.
"Superb" Hi Fi World
"Produces astonishing results from stereo recordings" HiFi +

All units mint with original packaging,
accessories and manuals

"Extraordinarily convincing" HiFi Choice

Make the most of your LP's & CD's with an Adp-2 (£895) or Adp-3 (£ 1,495).
Info & sales direct from: Dynavector SuperStereo
Tel/fa>: 44 + (0)1202) 767873. E-mail: dynavector@onetel.com
Web: http://w,eb.onetel.com/-dynavector

Tel: Pinewood Music 01460 54322
e-mail: brianriv@maccom
Mobile: 07860 351113

Exchange - Mail us your requirements Now"
HI-FI

HOME

MULTIROOM

CINEMA

INSTALL

BUY/SELL

FOR A COMPLETE LISTING AND MUCH MUCH MORE
Visit
0

20

020

Choice

www.choice-hifi.com

8392

8392

Open frpm

1959cS.020

1 994

8392

19 6 3

email:info@choice-hi fi.com

10am to 6pm Mon to Sat and other times by appointment.
Buy, sell, exchange quality hi-fi equipment
ijar credit cards. Finance available subject to status

6 Grosvenor gardens St neots Cambs PE 191 DL

Tel: 0148 021 6039
www.hifidelityaudio.co.uk

Offrande

Twin mk-3

Trente

30hz-22000

55hz-22000

45hz-22000

£2.495.00

£550.00

£1,300 00

By appointment, at your convenience

HI FIDELITY AUDIO
Specialising in Custom Home Audio
Paul Letteri - Proprietor
Jean. Marie Revnautd toudspeakers, est 1967
"Superb. very natural and well balanced." Read the reviews - listen
then decide'. All Jmr loudspeakers are tested and built one at atime in
house. 3way 2driver proprietary drivers, dual magnet structures, dual
voice coils, triangle transmission line loading for the woofer system to
extend the bass. " Read the reviews - let your ears decide"
Best in class World 1/Ide.
www.hifinews.c O. LI k

•

Specialising in:
Monitors • Amplifiers
•Cabling complete
systems for over 25 years

•
HI- Fr
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Surrey

THE

QUAD

REALITY AUDIO

SPECIALIST

Spares and Repairs

Are you hearing all there is on your CD's.
From budget to high end systems
can be dramatically improved with

CSOKING

the right treatment of CD's,

THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

player and leads. For a demonstration
of just what can be achieved
call 01306 885793 (
Surrey area).
£45 a visit ( as long as it takes) but I
expect to be with you for some time,
you'll want to hear more and more

as
of

your music as you've never heard it
before. Just prepare to be shocked and

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
best
tell i
you
nyour
what
system.
cables will work
•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
IgITUBES
(all, write, fax or email for details and free consultation

I'll leave you with a smile on your face.

Nottingham

(215) 862-4870 • fax (
215) 862-4871
http://www.fatwyre.com

email: fatwyre@fatwyre.com

"No ordinary HiFi Dealer"

THE
Or CABLE

A fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi Fi

3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema

Sonos Faber, D.N.M, Crimson, Wilson Audio, Monitor Audio, Myryod,
New

Now
£695

B&W CDPA7NT Speakers, boxed, cherry
Is/h) £ 1,250
Ratel RSX 1055 AV Integrated
receiver/amp, boxed
(ex den) £ 1,195
£795
Rote) RSP1066 AV processor/pre, boxed (ex dern) £995 £695
Pink Triangle 3box, transport, Doc, DC,
external bespoke supply, boxed
Is/h) £4,500 £ 1,495
Myryod MOP 500,
pre processor, Silver, boxed (ex dem) £ 1,800
£995
Myryod MDV 300 OVO player, Silver, booed (
ex dew) £900 £599
Please contact us for afull list of co-dew equipment.
To see our WI up to date listings go to www.chontryoudio.com

Vita-Scanspeak, Peerless, Morel etc, for use in AR, Gale,
Heybrook, IMF, KEF, Mission. ProAc, Rogers,
TDL plus many others.

WILMSLOW AUDIO
50 Main Street. Broughton Astley, Leicester LES 6RD
Tel: 01455 286603

01455 286605

t44:%A> IWILLeie.
`
64%4
S 11 LI

nyata

research

101 111,1411, , ids Ise Or Iii ar.1112C Isrur & tom ,

FREE PARKING

•Nordost • Primarr Ssstems • Red Rose • REI, • SpEndor • Wilson Renesch
•The Prifrisional ‘ Innitor Co • Veritas • Radia and oran, norre

4: è

To advertise in
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AUDIO ATMOSPHERE
IS 01785 711232 aluarlgaudoatnersphere
WNW auchoatmosphere corn

Call 020 8726 8323

01 .onie ot 11,2

World's finest audio equipment contact JOIC
RLEAKLEY on
I.EEDS 101131 204 9458 ( evening calls uch.iiinci Generous part
exchange allowance always available.
Agencies include ATC • AVI • linston • Chord • Gamut • Lexicon

16-18A Eldon Street, Tuxford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 OLH
Telephone 101777) 870372 Facsimile 01777) 870437

this section

ge

Celebrating a Decade of Sound

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts

Phone:
Fax:
Website:

IN

Fax:

Website: www.wilmslowaudio.com

Staffordshire

N8. AM Ex Dem items ore os new, unmarked, end boxed and include the
(uN manufactures guarantee! Offering ominimum of 2years and up to 5

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

. Range of replacement drive units from Seas. Volt.

Yorkshire

years, depending upon the product.

EASY ACCESS

WILMSLOW
.ite l
AUDIO
L
OUDSPEAKER SPECIALISTS

125 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

Michell, SME, Ratel, Denon,
CHANTRY AUDIO SALE

Rheinstr. 30, 58068 Koblenz, Germany
Tel: +49-261-38824 • Fax: + 49-261-38172
e-mail: quad.ger@t-online.de

Phone today for your FREE FULL COL OUR Catalogue
or check out our websIle

mcompfinv

Avid, loto, Prinduna (
valve), Krell, Martin Logan, Theta, Copeland,
Audio Research, 85W speakers inc Nautilus 809 Series, Sini Projection,

Quad Musikwiedergabe GmbH

. Comprehensive stock of components, capacitors
(Supersound, SCR & Hovland Musicap),
cables, damping and grille materials.
. UK's largest supplier of kit loudspeakers all on demonstration.

Visit our website at:

Chantry Audio

Replacement panels for ESL 57, ESL 63 and LE 1
Refurbished Quad speakers, amplifiers and tuner
Restoration of ElectroStatic Loudspeakers
Contact us for our free catalogue

LEEDS 1(11131 204 9458
1111131 253 3098
info@audioreflectionsco.uk
www.audioreflections.co.uk

I-IAFIFIISCIN HIFI

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

>MIA/YEAR
MICHELL ORBE
£2050
MICHELL ORBE SE
£1800
MICHELL GYRODEC
£1000
MICHELL GYRO SE
£800
TECNO ARM "
A"
£340
DENON 01304
£175
SHURE V15VXMR
£270
TRANSFIGURATION SPIRIT 3
£800
TRANSFIGURATION ARIA
£585
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER V
£1900
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER W
£1900
KOETSU BLACK
£800
KOETSU RED T
£1300
CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION LEVEL 2 £1700
CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION
£700
GRAHAM TONEARMS
EPOA
RESON LEXE
£1050
DECCA SUPER GOLD + POD
£475

SALE

TRICHORD DINO
TRICHORD DELPHINI
TRICHORD DINO/DINO+
WHEST AUDIO
GRAHAM SLEE
JAN ALLAERTS
ZYX
VAN DEN NUL
GRADO RS I
SUMIKO BLACKBIRD
SUMIKO BPS EVO III
SUMIKO PEAR WOOD SIGNATURE
KOETSU RED K SIGNATURE
KOETSU THE SIGNATURE
TOM EVANS GROOVE
TOM EVANS VIBE
TOM EVANS MICROGROOVE
TOM EVANS MICROGROOVE+

£250
POA
£425
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
£625
£490
£190
£845
£1975
£3300
£1500
£2200
£350
£625

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE AAVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEWS BOXED WITH FULL UK GUARANTEES NO EX-DEM OR EX- DISPLAY GOODS NO GREY IMPORTS
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL SORRY NO GENERAL CATALOGUES
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS. BROCHURES OR PRICES
ESTABLISHED 1986
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DE65 6G0
TEL: 01283 702875 Sam•Spm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.
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PO Ba 30429, London,
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Tel / Fax: +44 ( 0)20 8459 8113
Absolute_Analoguea emailmsn.com
000.absoluteanalogue.co.uk

hifinews

Electronics for those who prefer music....

"Ive never been so taken with any • •
at any price point, as Ihave by the VF14 GentII
•
,1 edition it e my contention that the product
1
,
eline

what other manufacturers will have to
Todd Warnke - Soundstage

Greg Weaver - The Stereo Times

cA mono

wwwvonschwelkert.com

wer

wer

Was

Now

1295
7600
5999
2250
1098
795
6290
2990

979
4999
2995
1899
495
499
2299
1195

795
2800
1030
550
N/A
N/A
1075
650
N/A
5(8)
N/A
650
225
1400
1999
3500
3840
N/A

599
1699
699
395
1399
399
499
399
479
249
75
449
149
950
1399
1999
2799
250

625
5495
1089
1200
4200
598

499
2999
599
799
2499
429

695
1050
3995
9998
3500
14989
1189
1200
I
500
2000
1000
598
548

479
729
1799
6999
1899
8995
599
879
995
1299
649
429
399

ATC Active 10 SL x-demo
1650
ATC Active 20 SL x-demo
3250
ATC SCM7 Cherry x-demo
499
JM Lab Micro Utopia Anigre with Stands S/H
3999
Mordant Short 902 S/H
249
Martin Logan CLSII Anniversay Electrostatics 7months Old S/H 6700
875
Naim Audio Intro Black Ash S
7500
Peak Consult Incognito Rosewood x-demo
749
Rega ELA Cherry )C-demo
1299
Roksan Ojan3X Rosewood S/H
8000
Verity Fidelios Black Lacquer x-demo

1999
2399
375
1699
99
4295
499
5799
579
449
4499

Digital

LL2 entr

level line pream

LA 111

'Von Schweikert Audio ,

Ex- demo and second hand items

ArIL 1.190wpc pp mono power

Call now tor pricing. literature and to arrange a demonstration / consultation either at home or at our
business premises

-Pass Labs Aleph 3 stereo power (3(hypc pure classA)
-Pass Labs X150 power ( 150wpc SS class AB)

£2250

SALE
£ 1095

£4250

£ 1995

-Conrad Johnson Premier 140 stereo power ( 140wpc PP)

£7500 £4495
£2000 £995

-Rogue 88 mag stereo power (60wpc push-pull / 30wpc Mode)
-Kora Galaxy Ref power (50wpc Mode)

£4500
£2500

-Audible Illusions Mod 3a Pre (line /mrnMoinc) silver

£2800
£ 1395

£885

£745

-Von Schweiked VR-2 Ref Floorstanders (Hazelwood x demonstration)

£2495

£2095

•Warlia 16 (dig, volume. 4 digital inputs/outputs, cmk4 VRDS transport)

£7500

£2395

-Cardas Golden Cross interconnect lm XLR
-Cardas Golden Cross interconnect 1.5m Rca

£800
£970
£2700

£395
£545
£ 1195

£800
£350

£350
£ 195

-Von Schweikert VR-1 Ref monitors (Cherry x demonstration)

-Transparent Muse Wave Ultra 8" biwire spades
-Transparent Music Wave Ultra interconnect Im Rca
-Transparent Music Premium PDC digi-link

FRONT END/PLAYBACK

M1.2 1

se mono

AMPLIFICATION

ML 2.1 18w

email audioplayeblinternercom

CROYDON'S
KIMBERLEY
AUDIO & VISUAL
CROYDON CRO 7AF

TEL: 0208 654 1231 / 2040
QUALITY HIFI SYSTEMS

HOME DELIVERY
• CUSTOM INSTALLATIONS
• QUALITY SERVICE FROM OUR

CABLES & TABLES

& HOME CINEMA EQUIPMENT

ROOMS

Preamplifiers

Audio Analogue Bellini Remote Preamplifier X-demo
Hovland HPIOOMC Preamplifier S/H
Nairn NAC102/K Preamplifier S/H
Primare PRE30 x-demo
Spectral DMCI2 Preamplifier S/H
Rega Cursa Preamplifier Black x-demo

Amplifiers

Audio Analogue Corelli Stereo Power Amplifier X-demo
Audio Analogue Donizetti Mono Power Amplifiers X-demo
Audio Research DI00.2 Solid State Power Amplifier S/H
Audio Research VT200 Mk11 Valve Power Amplifier S/H
Gryphon Calisto 2100 S/H
Krell FPB 700cx Class A stereo Power Amplifier S/H
Naim NAP180 S/H
Primare A30.2 Poweramplifier x-demo
Primare A30.1 Integrated x-deino
Primare SPA20 Multi channel x-demo
Red Rose Sprit Integrated x-deino
Rega Mira 3Silver x-demo
Rega Maia Power amplifier Black x-demo

Cables and Accessories

SOUTH LONDON'S DEALER

COMFORTABLE LISTENING

Analogue

Clearaudio Unify Unipivot Tonearm New&Boxed
Clearaudio Accurate MC x-demo
Clearaudio Victory MC New&Boxed
Heed Quasar 2box MC/MM Phono stage new
Kuzma Stabi/Stogi STurntable New& Boxed
Linn LP12/Syrinit PU2 Valhalla S/H
Linn LP12 Cirkus/Black Ash S/H
Linn Lingo PSU S/H
Linn LVIll Tonearm S/1-1
Linn Clyde MC Cartridge S/H
Linn basik LVX Tonearm S/H
Lehmann Audio Black Cube SE New& Boxed
Musical Fidelity XLPs MM/MC phono stage S/H
Naim Aro Tonearm S/H
Trichord Research Delphini 4box phono stage S/H
Triplannar Series VI Tonearm S/H
SME20/2 turntable without arm 6months old S/H
Systemdeck X 11900 /RB250/Denon103

Loudspeakers

352/354 LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD

MULTI ROOM SYSTEMS

Densen Beat400+ xdemo
Accuphase DP77V CD?SACD player S/H
dCS Delius 24/192 DAC Non Firewire S/H
Meridian GO8 CD S/H
Naim CD3 Compact Disc Player S/h
Primare VIO CD/DVD Player x-demo
Theta Generation V Balanced S/H
Theta Pro Basic II DAC with Oscom/Balanced S/H

Cardas Neutral Reference 1m RCA-BNC S/H
BCD 1000 3tier stand S/H
BCD Amplifier Stand S/H
hem lsopower 6way distribution Black S/H
Madrigal MDC 2 1m Fatboy Digital cable new&Nixed
Mission lsoplat S/H
Siltech SQ5803 2x4m Balanced Interconnect x-demo
Siltech Signature G5 1m AES/EBU 110ohm Digital S/H
Siltech SPXIO 0.5m mains cable New Boxed
Spectral MH-330 15ft Interconnect RCA-RCA x-demo
Spectral MH-750 15ft Interconnect RCA-RCA x-demo
Spectral M1-350 20 ft Speaker cable x-demo
Soundstyle 5tier table Black gloss/Glass S/H
Sicomin Platform 50cmX5(km Carbon Fibre S/H
Transparent Music Link Super I
m RCA S/H

Tuners & Tape decks, power supplies

Magnum Dynalab FT-R Remote Switcher for FTIOIA/Etude
(new & boxed)
Tandberg TD20A Reel to Reel (just serviced) S/H
Rega radio 3Silver X-demo

550
1299
599
425
319
N/A
2370
625
1(e
800
1400
2100
N/A
N/A
599

375
699
375
199
159
29
1499
449
55
499
799
1199
179
119
299

450

279

N/A
395

250
279

WWW.midlandaudio-xchange.co.uk

EXPERIENCED STAFF
Stockists of ARCAM, ATC, BOSE,

DENON, KEF, LEXICON,

LINN, MISSION, NAD, NAIM AUDIO, PIONEER, PRIMARE,
PROJECT, PURE, QED, QUAD, REL, ROKSAN, SENNHEISER,
TEAC,

TUBE

TECHNOLOGY,

VIENNA

ACOUSTICS,

MIDLAND

AUDIO

XCHANGE

WHARFEDALE, YAMAHA AND PRODUCTS FROM HITACHI,
JVC, LOEVVE, PANASONIC, SONY & TOSHIBA
www.hifinews

I
k

t.01562 731100

f.01562 730228

m.07721 605966

THE OLD CHAPEL, FORGE LANE, BELBROUGHTON. DY9 9TD
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MANTRA AUDIO
MAIL ORDER HI Fl ACCESSORIES

GRADO HEADPHONE SPECIAL OFFERS

CARTRIDGES

Prestige

Audio

SR 60

£ 75

£330

£295

£ 140

Goldring 1006

£76

SR- 225

£ 175

1012 GX

£95

SR- 325

£ 265

1022 GX

£124

1042

£ 635
£450

QED SWITCHING AND CONTROL UNITS
Full range of QED Switch Boxes,

Ortofon

Cables & Interconnects available
See website for details.
CARTRIDGES

Shure

N/A

SR- 125

RS-2

Grado

£28

Technica AT OC 9ML

Reference RS- 1

Denon

AT 110E

EXCHANGE

£ 90

SR- 80

STYLUS

Does This Seem Familiar?

TEL/FAX 01757 288652
www.mantra-audio.co.uk

£17
GEX

£52

impossible. The noise floor may be audible too.

GEX

£67

There is now a simple and effective solution - the

£100

GEX

£86

£143

£114

GEX

£100

Eroica LX/H

£133

£109

GEX

N/A

Elite

£232

£190

GEX

N/A

510

£34

N/A

£22

MC 15 Super II

£130

£110

EX

N/A

MC 25 FL

£227

£193

EX

N/A

MC 10 Supreme

£304

£258

EX

N/A

MC 30 Supreme

£452

£385

EX

N/A

£412

DL 160

£ 95

£351

EX

N/A

N/A

Kontrapunkt h

£530

DL 304

£451

EX

N/A

£ 210

N/A

Kontrapunkt b

Prestige Black £ 40

£643

£548

EX

N/A

£27

Kontrapunkt c

£824

Prestige Gold £ 110

£700

EX

£73

N/A

Rohmann

£837

£742

EX

N/A

Blue Point Special

£265

£237

EX

N/A

£58

V15 VMR

N/A

£158

V15 III MR

N/A

£112

Sumiko

volume control is all down at the bottom end and

£62

Kontrapunkt a

£213

Way too Loud

The usable range on the

£76

N/A

£ 98

Too Loud

N/A

£79

M97 XE

Loud

Its a common problem.

EX

DL 110

V15 VxMR £304

0 0 0

STYLUS

EX - Exchange price for MC from above companies
GEX - Exchange price against any cartridge type
Ovet100 replacement styli types stocked

Rothwell
with

In- Line Attenuators. They can be used

pre/power or

problems

of

benefits, even

integrated

excess

gain

amps
and

to

cure

bring

with the most expensive

the

sonic

equipment.

The cott is only £39 per pair delivered. To order, call

Rothwell: 01204 366133

or

www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk
See trie re
.
„
r
Hei-r Prus and on the :.. ep at

rr, HiFi World,
tnt-audio.com

lockwood Audio
VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED
Spares and repairs
See the TANNICTL Cones
Hotline at

MAIL ORDER ( 1-10 DAYS) PRICES INC P&P ADD £ 5 EUROPE
AND UP TO £ 15 WORLDWIDE FOR ORDERS OVER £50

www.lockwoodaudio.co.uk
Call for appointment to visit us at Ruislip on

MANTRA AUDIO ( HFN), 22 GARTH AVENUE, NORTH DUFFIELD,
SELBY, NORTH YORKS YO8 5RP

fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or

+44(0) 20 8864 8008
Actet.

me

or

Fax + 44(0) 20 8864 3064

alp

mail: sales@lockwoodaudio.co.uk

0 age

01376 521132
07802 483698
E-MAIL: soundstage@netlineuk.net
www.sound-stage.co.uk
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

Chelmsford, Essex

PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT
ATC SCM50A ACTIVE WALNUT WITH STANDS-BUYER COLLECTS-IMMACULATE . £3495
AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 800 4-BOX VALVE PRE/POWER
£ 1295
CASTLE HARLECH CHERRY FLOORSTANDERS
£649
COUNTERPOINT SA I00 POWER AMP VALVE/TRANS HYBRID BLACK BOXED £649
EPOS ESI2 LIGHT CHERRY BOXED AND SUPERB
£299
EPOS ES 14 BLACK SINGLE WIRE LOVELY CONDMON
£349
GARRARD 30I/SME 3009/SHURE MM CARTRIDGE ON HARDBOARD MOUNT
£599
KEF 103/3 ROSEWOOD WITH KEF KUBE EQUALISER AND INTEGRAL STANDS £399
LFD PA2 POWERSTAGE POWER AMP MARBLE FRONT LOVELY LOOKS AND SOUND
£695
LINN SONDEK LPI2 NORTON AIR POWER ITTOK TROIKA WALNUT SUPERB
£ 1295
LINN 'CAIRN PRE AMP MM/MC PHONO STAGE BOXED AND SUPERB
£695
LINN MAJIK ILINE LEVEL INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER BOXED
£449
LOEWE ACONDA 32^ FLAT WIDESCREEN SILVER + LOEWE GLASS STAND
£ 1295
MERIDIAN 606 DAC BLACK/GOLD BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£495
MERIDIAN A500 BLACK ASH LOUDSPEAKERS BOXED LOVELY CONDITION £399
MERIDIAN 605 MONO AMPLIFIERS BLACK
£895
MICROMEGA STAGE 5CD PLAYER IMMACULATE
£";49
MICROMEGA PREMIUM 18 CD PLAYER BOXED AND MINT
£999
NAIM NAP 250 NEW STYLE 2004 MODEL BOXED AND IMMACULATE £ 1895
NAIM INTRO BLACH ASH BOXED AND SUPERB
£949
NAIM NAT 02 TUNER IMMACULATE CONDMON
£795
NAIM SBL LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK ASH LATE 1995 MODEL
£995
NAIM CDS WITH CDS POWER SUPPLY TOP LOADER BOXED IMMACULATE £ 1695
PRIMARE D.20 24 BIT CD PLAYER
£595
PROCEED AVP AUDIO/VIDEO PRE AMPLIFIER AC-3, DTS, THX,DPL ( NEW £4700) £ 1495
PROCEED MDT MODULAR DVD TRANSPORT (NEW £5500)
£2495
QUAD FM4 FM TUNER GREY CASE DIN SOCKET BOXED SUPERB
£299
QUAD 66 CD PLAYER WITH REMOTE AND INSTRUCTIONS
£429
QUAD 33/303 PRE/POWER AMPS LOVELY CONDITION
£299
QUAD 77CD BUS/77 PRE/77 TUNER CARBON BOXED AND IMMACUALATE
£995
QUAD 606 MKI LOVELY CONDITION WITH MANUAL
£A99
REGA ELA BLACK FLOORSTANDING SPEAKERS MK ILOVELY
f199
REGA PLANAR 3BLACK, RB300, ROKSAN CORUS BLACK, REGA MOTOR UPGRADE
£279
REGA RADIO R REMOTE READY TUNER BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE £229
REGA CURSA LINE LEVEL PRE AMP BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE £249
REGA MAIA POWER AMP BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£249
REGA XEL WALNUT FLOORSTANDING LOUDSPEAKERS-OVER £ 1K NEW
£449
ROKSAN CASPIAN TUNER BLACK BOXED AND SUPERB
£349
ROKSAN LI.5/DS1.5/51.5 PRE/POWER SUPPLY/POWER AMP BLACK
£2295
ROKSAN XERXES BLACK ASH ARTEMIZ LYRA CLAVIS D.C. VDH MODDED £ 1495
FHORENS TD 160 SUPER BLACK/SME 3009 IMPROVED
£279
rorEm MODEL ONE SIGNATURE BLACK BOXED AND MINT MONTHS OLD £ 1295
WADIA 3200 CD TRANSPORT WITH REMOTE AND INSTRUCTIONS £995
PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE- KEITH MONKS MACHINE PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES. THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS

www.sound-stage.co.uk
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Canterbury's First Vintage Audio Fair

4s
e

Vintage, Valves & Vinyl
The first annual Canterbury Vintage Audio Fair
Located in the centre of the city, with ample parking
60 tables available - £25 each
Bring and Buy
Open to the public from 10 am until late afternoon
Dealers, Manufacturers, Enthusiasts
Rare hi-fi from around the world
Rare/audiophile/second-hand classic vinyl
Ken Kessler signing copies of
Quad - The Closest Approach
Bob Marriott's Nagra display
Paul Whatton and the LS3/5A
Westgate Hall, Canterbury
E-mail: info@vintagevalvevinyl.com
www.vintagevalvevinyl.com
Phone: 01304 821787 ( 6pm to 8pm only)

Sunday 20th March 2005
www.hifinews.co. LI k

"One might expect the Stereo 401
to cost in te region of
GI I e

the
buy your hi-fi
sell your hi-fi
trade-in hi-fi
we collect your hi-fi
uk next-day delivery
all major credit cards

hi fi
-

shop

free credit available

puS

Please vie WWW. hi -fiShOP.I
for a complete up-to-date list as the
list changes daily Why not subscribe (free) and receive our complete
list by email every Monday
Basement

Arcam Npha lo Integrated (black)
ATC SCM-7 (cherry)
Audio Note CDT-One Transport
Cura CA21 Loudspeakers (black)
KEF Concerto One
Linn Kell idh Speakers (wal nut, tatty)
Micromega Duo CD Transr 8, Pro Dac
Mission 753 Speakers (blac <, good cord)
Mission Cyrus zPSX
Sonuf Faber Concerto (walnut)

MRP

RRP

£795
£495
flo95
£1,300
£495
£850
£3. 099
£795
£600
£998

£325
£375
£550
£575
f225
£
19
5
£899
£245
£225
£575

MRP

RRP

Offers

Amplifiers
Aragon Aurum Pre Amp (mint)
ART Audio Diavolo Stereo (volume control)
Audio Research VT2oo Power Amp (silver)
BOW Warlock SE Pre (inc phono stage
Cary SLP-5o Pre-amp (silver, good c
Cary SLAM too monobbcks pair (silver)
Cyrus Pre X (silver)
Cyrus Mono XPair (silver)
EAR 864 Pre (silver/gold)
EAR 890 Power (silver/gold)
First Sound Presence Pre (black) - two tox
Gryphon >a 2-box Pre-amp back)
(
Icon Audio MC34 Integrated Amp
Krell KRC HC Pre-amp (sep psu)
Mark Levinson 436 Monoblocks (pair)
Mark Levinson 335 Power Amp (2.5owpc)
Mark Levinson 380 Pre-amp (mint)
Mark Levinson 28 Pre + Power Supply
NaIrT1112 Pre 8<150 Power
Parasound iCi Monoblock Power (Pair, silver)
Shanling SIP-8o Integrated (tiny mark)
Unison Research Absolute 845 I
nt Amp

£795
£2050
£4,792 £3,292
£5495
£1n,995
£1,995
£3995
£1,995 £1,200
£5,400 £24.00
ft000 £700
£2400
fiboo
f1,850 £1,250
£31075 £
1,850
f6,5oo £3.920
£4,500 £1,792
£650 £475
£6,949 £2,990
£9,790 £7,000
£8495 £1,495
£4495 £
1,850
£3,295
fisoo
£11,395 £750
£5,200
£4?‘195
£1,3oo £1,100
£22500 £9,995

Digital
Audio Research CD3 mk11 CD Player (silver)
BOW ZZ-Eight 16-bit CD Player (black)
BOW ZZ-Eight 24/192CD Player (black)
BOW Wizard 2CD Player 24/192 (silver)
Copland CDA-277 CD Player (9k/er)
Cyrus DAD 3Q24 CD Player
Manley Reference (Professional) DAC
Mark Levinson 31 CD Transport (mint)
Perpetual Tech PA-3DAC, PA-1A
Upsamper & Power Plant PSU (silver)
Wadia 861 CD Player (black, mint)

£7,995

£4495

£4,698

£2,550
£1495
£650
£2,995

Hi Fi Hews Feb ' 04 said "ample, deep, bass, underpinning a
lucid and effortless midrange and treble ""Iliked the impeccable
finish and feeling of bomb-proo:` solidarity as well some of the most
natural sounding music that Ihave heard at home". Tony Bolton

No One else Ives ea all Ms value, only £899.95!
•Beautiful see through valve cover included in the rice
•Choice of Mullard, JJ, EH & Svetlana valve upgrades worth
over £ 100.00 inc at NO D(TFlbHC---IAR-G-E- (limited offer)
•Switchable Triode Mode. (highly praised in the reviews)
•Tape Monitor, essential 'or Tape, CD- Rand home cinema
•Tape out (essential for any kind of recording)
• Soft Start', protects from switch on ' power surge'
•HT Delay to protect valves & extend life (optional extra)
•Circuits developed in Leicester, manufactured in China
•Each amp carefully commissioned & tested in Leicester
•Part Exchange facility for your old equipment, ask us!

To find out more, ask for an illustrated leaflet
Features include: All Triode front end. Hand built ' Point to Point' wiring.
Tape monitor circuit. ALPS Volume control. No printed circuit board.

exd
sjli

mmstni

&Poo
boo°
f7490

£24,995
£1,090
£999
£1,995
£2995
£7,500
£4998
abc
£5,995
£10,775
£1575
atx
£4,250

£1z995
£592
£749
£1,595
£1,395
£3,79)
£2,750
£095
£2750
£4,995
£2,950
£
1/495
£2.495

£329
£2,495
£38.0

£149
£1,69S
£175

-de

Stainless steel & Plexiglas valve cage included. Upgrade options.

iSterecs

401

£899.95*
£599.95*
EL54 15 watts integ rated
£599 .95*
Triode Line Level pre amp
£599.95*
300B PP 28w Mono blocks (
pr) £ 1799.95

terec,jOie

Stereo 20
LA

3

1W13 25

EL34 40w(19 triode) integrated
EL34 40 watts integrated

Ask for an illustrated Leaflet Auditions by appointment
New Ent

Level Version of 40i Onl £ 599.95

Exactly the same spec & finish, without tape monitor loop,
triode facility or Silver -audio cable. Triode only conversion
£50. Mullard & European valve upgrade £ 50.
Ware 01 IMIlatiOnS! Other amps may look similar, but our circuits are union
to us & designed tor UK 240v operation. Full repair a, after sales In leiCeSter UK.
*Try for 30 days refund if not delighted! ( UK only conditions apply)

CP/0

Call 0141 333 9700 today or
visit www.hi-fishop.com
The 1-11- fl Shop Ltd is owned and operated by
The Audio Salon Ltd. 4Park Circus, Glasgow, G3 6AX.
Reg office and showroom

Gold plated terminals. Audiophile components by Solen, Rubycon.
Silver audio cable. Japanese long grain transformer steel. 4 & 8ohm
speaker matching. Stainless steel & alloy plate construction. Soft start.

ATC
(SCMy)12chen

exd
exd

ATC
3(S5CM
/)chem
yPhsic
Audio
gViro
(2
/12glackym)ahoan

Cinema / AV

www.hifinews.co.11

"Icon Audio offers sensible, well sorted valve amps, with
adequate power and built to a good standard"

pSeakers

Home

£5,500
£1,995
£5,495
£4495
£1,649
£995
£8,25
0
£8995
£1,990

£3,750
£2.750
£3,250
£2,250
£699
£395
£3,495
£1 295
£1,25
0

Drice".... Hi Fi Choice June ' 04
Awarded Hi Fi News Editors Mite 2003'

pARLoupImressio
dseakTers2n
pLoudSskaeistand
ART
kbeors+

Special

eitelrec. 4101 EL34 integrated 40+40w ( or 19+19 Triode)

The sound has alovely spacious and airy quality with plenty of
depth... The frequency response exhibited extended bass below
10Hz" ..."Stunning styling and an impressive spec at avery sharp

5Krel
/323channel
0pAm
aPower
-l
Primare
gDiital
SPA2oCpAm
ontrol er
Primar
5V.2
yPale
DVD
er
Proceed
PR
PMDTPDVD
pTranscx
VP - t

Bargain

Visit our new website at www.iconaudio.co.uk
Phone 07787 158791 Email sales@iconaudio.co.uk
LC_CF114.

C411-£11-0- 351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA

Visa and MasterCard accepted
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Heatherdale
Oaudio limited

r>-

DRIVERS:
ATC

202, Findon Road, Worthing, BN14 OF1

AUDAX

›-

Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee

5
,
- ETON
FOSTEX

Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page wwwhestereacom

5- LPG

Main dealer for

»- MAX FIDELITY

5,
- MOREL

Tannoy Prestige Speakers

> PEERLESS

> SCAN- SPEAK
Spectral DMC 12 line pre- amp

ATLAS Cables

Spectral DMA 90 power amp

Atlas

> SEAS

> SILVER FLUTE

MH 750 3m Speaker Cable

> VIFA

4x MIT- 330 Interconnect

> VOLT

> VISATON

All boxed & mint
SOLEN CAPACITORS AND

Cost new £ I0,870 Our price £4,995

INDUCTORS - USED BY THE
SPEAKERS

Lintone Audio
A small seleL

it of some of our used

(
tem'

MOST DISCRIM'NATING

Eltax Floor standing Liberty 5+ Speakers
£ 140
Audio Note Jspeakers (excellent condition, boxed) £625
Sonus Faber Grand Piano Speakers
(piano black finish)
£995
Tannoy 15" HPD drivers with cross overs
£ 395
Orchid PLL1 Speakers ( retails £6,500)
£2,495
Revel Ultima Centre Speaker ( mint)
£ 1,795
Genesis 350 SE Speakers 10 months old
(retails
£35,000) £ 16,995
Tannoy Monitor Gold 12" in Lancaster
size Cabinets
£795
Audio Physics tempo speaker
£995
Acoustic Research 338 Stand Mount Speakers .
£275

LOUDSPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS.
•

HOW TO BOOKS

• Contact us for the
• free Solen CDROM
Catalog.

vftee

PRE-AMPS
Exposure 11&12 Pre amp & PSU
Naim Nac 92 Pre Amp
Audio Research LS9 Pre-amp
with remote ( mint, boxed)
Audio Research SP14 Pre-amp
Proceed PAV Pre Amp
Conrad Johnson 16LS Pre Amp

HARDWARE

-

£650
£ 350
£ 1,095
£ 1,495
£ 1,395
£3,995

SOLEN
4470 Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert, QC, J3Y 7T9 Canada

AMPLIFIERS

Nairn C DX CD player
Pass Labs XI 50
Proac Response 2.5 speakers mahogany
Rego Xel speakers rosewood
ROL Strata 3walnut new
ROL Studio 3Sub look) ex display
Theta Data Basik 2/DSP Pro Basik3 Irons & DAC
f

, Bowers &

'

(7 r
,
"
, P.DCS,rr

f

rtdir -- .Monifor Audio,Vroir
Nautilus 800. Ferr:. Quad and mo ,,

B&W Nautilus 800 Diamond

Tel. 450.656.2759
Fax 450.443.4949
Email: solenesolen.ca
Web: immew.soleri.ca

Audio Note Neiro Mono Amps
£,995
Naim Nap 90/3 Power Amp
£350
Mark Levinson ML432 (400watt) Power Amp
(ex demo. 5years warranty)
£5,495
Krell KST 100 Amp
£ 1,495
Meridian 605 Mono Blocks
£895
Accuphase A20V class A amp (as new)
(retails £4.000)
£2,950
Mark Levinson ML33 Reference Power Amp
(mint condition)
£ 16,495
Advantage Integrated Amp
£ 1,495
Mark Levinson 20.5 Ref Mono Blocks,
superb condition
£4,995
Mark Levinson 383 integrated amp
£3,495
Musical Fidelity P180 Power Amps
with MF3A Pre Amp & PSU
£895

Absolute Demos
Audiogram N162- Integrated Amplifier
Audiogram MI31- Amplifier
Apogee Mini Grands - Loudspeakers
Audio Research DACI-20 - DAC
California Audio 051- CD Player
Copland CSA301 MKI - Valve Preamplifier
Copland CSA303 - Hybrid Preamplifier
Copland CTA504 - Valve Amplifier
Copland CDA288 - CD player HDCD
Goldmund Mimesis 68 - Amplifier
Jadis Orchestra - CD Player
Krell KAV250P - Preamplifier
Krell KRC3 - Preamplifier
Krell KPE Reference - Phono Stage
Krell KPE-PS - Power Supply for above
Krell KSL - Preamplifier
Krell LAT 2Loudspeakers
Martin Logan Guest - Electrostatic Loudmeakfxs
Martin Logan Script - Electrosatic Loodsptakers
Martin Logan Theatre - Centre charnel
Martin Logan Prodigy - Electrostatic Speakers
McIntosh C200 - 2chassis Preamplifier
Mcintosh CR16 - Multizone control system
Mcintosh MC58 - Amplifier
McIntosh MC202 - Amplifier
McIntosh MHT200 - Home theatre processor
PS Audio Ultralink - DAC
PS Audio Reference Link - Digital Preemie
Soil. Faber-Concertrio Home Loudspeaker,
Theta Digital Dreadnaught - 5ch amp
Theta Digital David II . CCl/DVD Drive
Wilson Audio CUB - Loudspeakers Silver
Wilson Audio CUB II w/stands Black
Wilson Audio Witt It Loudspeakers Black
ZSystems R001- Transparent MOM Equalver

CD PLATERS 15, TRANSPORTS
Mark Levinson Reference CD System ML30.6 DAC +
ML31.5 Transport (ex demo, full warrantee)
£17,995
Roksan Attessa CD Transport with
ROC DAI and ROK DS4 PSU
£895
CEC DX51 Mk2 DAC with CEC TL51 Transport NEW £1,495
DACS
Lab 47 Progression DAC (as new)(retails £2,270). . £ 1,595
MISCELLANEOUS
Audio Note AN- S2 moving coil Cartridge step-up
transformer, copper wired (new) ( retails £499)
£450
Transparent Music Wave + 3m speaker cable £250
Zerodust Stylus tip cleaner gel (retails £35)
£25
Zerodust CD & lens cleaning cloths ( retails £25) .. £17.50
Shunyata Aries interconnects 2m RCA (ex demo)
(retails £ 1,275)
£495
Shunyata Aries 1m RCA (ex demo)(retails £850)
£495
Kondo Digital 1m RCA (as new)(retails £ 1,200)
£495
Selection of high quality Kontak Audio Cables,
balanced and single ended
TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES 6. TONEARMS

Atlas

Lintone Audio

7-11 Park Lane Gateshead NE8 3JW
www.lintone.co.uk
info(Mintone.co.uk
Tel. UK 0191 4774167

Pink Triangle Turntable with superb Zeta Tone arm . . £625
Blue Pearl Turntable with Gold plated
SME V tone arm (ex demo
£9,995
Project 6.9 Turntable ( no cartridge fitted) (as new)
(retails
£600). . • £425
Audio Tekne Cartridge with step transformer
(as new) . £2,995
My Sonic Eminent Cartridge (as new)
£2,750
Dynavector DV-DRT XV1S cartridge (as new)
(retails £2,900)
£1,995
Project Sc S carbon fibre arm with silver wires
(as new) ( retails £550)
£375
Project RPM9 Turntable (no cartridge fitted)
(as new)(retails £ 1,000)
£700
RS Laboratory RS-A1 with rotary headshell
(as new) ( retail £850)
£595
ZYX R1000 Airy1-x (0.24mv) cryogenic
treated copper coils (as new) ( retail £ 1650)
£1,195
Selection of brand new discounted cartridges
0% FINANCE available for up to 3 years'
'On selected Items. Subject to status. Conditions apply.

no grey imports - all equipment comes
with 1 year full warranty

Premier Audio
blow demonstrating

`12,sori

MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH • MASTERCARD
VISA - DINERS CLUB • AMERICAN EXPRESS

01903 872288 or
07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234
Me

Tel:

Evenings

...

Email:

Atlas

heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com
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£265.00
£219.00
£3499.00
f800.00
£34900
£720.00
£650.00
C1099.00
C109000
£1400.00
f899.00
£1599.00
£2000.00
£1099.00
£,165.00
£800.00
£12650.00
£2400.00
£122.5.00
£1499.00
£6999.00
£4200.00
£2299.00
£1719.00
£1999.00
£3700.00
£989.00
£1999.00
£429.00
£4739.00
£2999.00
£2900.00
£5499.00
£5400.00
£1850.00

'5OOM 2
•

Dcs flgar, Purcell & Verdi Transpon, Pin, CD Lad &
250 Power, Verity Fidelo & Smuts Faber Speakers, Siltech
Cables, lsotek Sub Station, BDA Equipment Stands
Audio Aero, Audio Synthisis, Kara Pro & Power, Pink
Triangle CD/Amp, Martin Logan / Audio Physics Speakers,
Arcici Equipment Stand, Isotek Sub Station P/S

udio Synthisis - Audio Physics - Audio Aero

Aosolule Sounds

[XS - Kora - Plinio,, - Siltech - Arcici - BOA - Pink Triangle
id Turntables - Project - Ortofon
Vanden Hull - Mirage
P/X

welcome

bitienstrarion goodse4crion

sA4a«nd

We are lomins J39 - M1
10mins J30 M62
Tel : Wakefield 01924 255045 - Colin Grundy

www.hifinews.co.uk

definitive audio
Doluut,ve Audio Circule,. a quality of
uxpenunc, that.s urohl,tiole
We achieve this using some of the world's most splendid contraptions and by
employing a value system that places musical considerations above all
others.

turntable world!

Like to audition anumber of different decks in one place?
Love to compare amodified tonearm with the original on the same deck?
Want to hear anew cartridge for yourself before you buy?
Never found anywhere interested enough to do it for you?
For some time now Its been nigh on impossible to make informed choices about analogue products because while
reviewsare agreat start point, no reviewer has your individual listening preferences - let alone your very own personal ears!

Our inventory includes the tantalising KSL Kondo amplifiers from Japan. We
have the M7 Line. M7 Phono, M77 Phono, the ',teem Integrated and of
course the extraordinary Gakuoh We also have a range of single minded
amplifier designs from, amongst others. Border Patrol. Art Audio and Sugden.
Our Aladdin's cave of analogue treasures includes 12 choices of moving coil
cartridge, the Kuzma Airline. Triplanar 6, and SME Series V tonearrns.
Keeping this company is an enviable selection of turntables including the
Sc heu range and the unequivocal SME Model 30 and Kuzma Stabi Reference

We are here to offer every customer the chance to decide for themselves what they like, by offering genuine
choice and service in what we call lurntableworld'. Our dedicated des room is available now
and filled with selected products from the manufacturers you have come to know and love.
Whether it's time to spend scary money or not, you'll still be talking to someone who is genuinely interested.
turntablev.,1,1 has selected items from:
Audio Technica. Clearaudio, Dynavector. Goldring. Credo, Graham Slee Projects.
GFCHadcock, Lyra. Michell Engineering. Moth. Nottingham Analogue. Origin Live. Ortolan.
Project. SME. Sumiko. Transfiguration. Trichord Research and Wilson Benesch
...all on dem right now!

We have the complete range of Living Voice loudspeakers including the
Internationally celebrated Avatar OBX-R2.
More importantly we have an attitude and an intent that breathes new life,
interest and fascination into your relationship with music.
Call us for an informal chat or to arrange an appointment.

Plus our own range of accessories including agreat wall shelf with twin level acrylic platform
and two superb digital stylus pressure gauges from just f29!

New Western Electric 3008 valves available from stock.
Sale of part exchanged and ex dom items
Musical Fidelity Tri Vista SACO player. 12 months. Boxed. shiny.
Musical Fidelity Tri Vista Amplifier, 12 months. Boxed. shiny.

Sale

New

£ 3000

£4000

£ 3000

£4000

£ 1500

£2500

£ 700

£1500

DCS Elgar Plus, Purcell. Verdi. Verona. Fully current spec including firewire.
05/01 certificated except Verona ( 01/04) Four box CO playing solution. £ 16000

£24000

Lavardin phono stage. Rare bird.

With part exchange upgrades continuing to be our speciality, you'll also have
access to the widest range of used items in the UK - many from manufacturers
you'd half forgotten existed. and still supported by our in house warranty of course.
Current inventory of over 50 used turntables and Jammu include:
Bragi phono stage and Ryser, p/s vgc, superb flexible stage
LP12/ArmageddonlAro - nr mint, black, boxed
Orbe/Wilson Benesch Act 2 - ex. smoked
Elite Rock Mk2/Excalibur - ex. no optional extras
Act/Act 2 - the best ever? Rare as

£700

£1050

£4000

£7500

£3860

hiflsound!

Sugden A21A Integrated amp with phono stage. Very good condition -1box
Negra PLP pre- amplifier. Looks good

We can also offer: Home dems by appointment and full set up of just about any deck in your own home

Alchemist
Linn
Michell
Townshend
Wilson Benesch

Sonos Faber integrated amplifier.

Clearaudio TOI Master Reference tonearrn - massive acrylic linear tracking
thing - unusual opportunity - spotless and as new but no box. Major mental
health problem forces sale.
Giveaway -

£ 1500

Merlin Music Systems VSM Millennium loudspeaker. Obscure here, popular
£ 2500

$9000

Acoustic Enetdy

£2700

Living Voice OBX-R Mk 1. Even more scrumptious

£ 2600

£4000

Aloia PST 11 Oh i Hi-end 2 box line pm-amp - spotless - boxed.

£ 1500

£2800

Art Audio PX25 - 5 watt stereo power amp - big with Lowther fans.

£2500

£4500

Audio Analogue
Opera
Roksan
Triangle

f550

f1180

Tom Evans Micro Groove - moving coil phono stage - 0.8mvilKohm

£ 300

£400

ATC SCM7 - cute mini- monitors on saucy bnght finish Parfington stands

£400

£700

Living Voice Avatar 2 - European Maple - scrumptious_

Nott'm Analogue Interspace with Space arm and Living Voice Mystic Mat.

Ruark Crusader II loudspeakers. Black. Good condition.

£ 700

Eastern Electric Mini- Max all valve line pre- amp. New and boxed - half price £ 400

£800

Epos ES30 loudspeaker - substantial floorstander - some marks - giveaway £499
Cardas Neutral Reference 2.5m speaker cable with spade term - new£ 500

£775

Cardas Neutral Reference 1m interconnect - new

£ 300

£500

1 lot boxed - new £ 1900

£3650

Art Stiletto Ebony plus Orelle 100 CD player and amplifier

Canary Audio Stock Clearance - High End bargain time
CA309 - 45 watt 300B monos Fantastic sound and build. Illustrious giants
with champagne facia Boxed, almost new

£4000 £ 10000

CA303 - 22 watt 3008 monos Beautiful sounding amp 100 hours use at one
Hi Fi show. Boxed Bargain
3500
£

£7250

CA301 - 22 watt stereo power amp Huge performance for giveaway price

£ 2500

£5450

CA801 - Two box dual mono line pre- amp. Very serious state of affairs

£ 2250

£4500

Tel: 0115 973 3222
Internet: www.definitiveaudio.co.uk

Fax: 0115 973 3666
email: shoutedefinitiveaudio co.uk

399
1599
1949
579
2499

30b Larchfield st, Darlington, DL3 7TE
01325 241888 or email news@hifisound.co.uk
On Demonstration - New goodies in our new gem room...

£ 2000

there - unusual US design with cult following - includes BAM bass module.

30b Larchfield st, Darlington - 01325 241888
or e-mail us... news©hifisound.co.uk

Selected speakers
New Puccini, Paganini and Primo items
The delightful Mini
New Caspian M Series, CD, Integrated and monstrous Pre/Monoblocks
Selected models including the new version of the highly reviewed Antal

Digital selection
S2000Reference - ex. superb
CD-DSP - ex, clear and smoked lids, remote, stunning
Trio - ex, the ultimate Micromega
CO5 020 - ex. pretty and musical
RDD980 and RDP980 Transport and DAC - ex. very very rare
Amplification
S2000MP/S2000MMs - vgc. pre and pair monoblocks, will drive just about anything!
LK100 - nr mint. boxed
501 and 5050 with MSR - ex. pre and boxed pair monblocks
555 - ex, 100wpc stereo power
Alecto - ex, Monoblocks
A20 - nr mint integrated
Speakers
Energy
AEI mk2 - ex, black ash c/w fluted stands
Nu Neutron - vgc, amazing baby in rare Bobinga wood
H2 - ex. very efficient 3wav monsters awesome

AVI
Krell
Micromega
Nais
Primare
Rote)
AVI
Linn
Meridian
Meridian
Michell
Primare
Acoustic
AVI
Impulse

ITEMS TO SELL? CALL US

WE WILL

599
1499
1449

699
399
449

999
299
1199
499
899
379
599
299
799

GIVE YOU MORE COMMISSION SALES TOO!

410

weer

gronçtics

For further details on
"3D Acoustics" products and
our Authorized Dealer List
please call or visit our
web site.

" Out

Eli

iIii

•Made by SHANLING
• " Top-flight" Japanese NPC SM5847 oversampling and filter chip.
•Eight Burr- Brown PCM1704 K-Grade DACs,
four per channel in parallel for single-ended
output, four per channel in parallel/differential
configuration for balanced output.
•Twelve BurrBrown OPA627 Amplifiers for IN
conversion and km pass filtering.
•Four SIEMENS 7308 NOS doubletriodes
(the best 6922-type tube) in the value output-stage
•Separate power supply and mains conditioner.
wwvv.hifinews.co. Ll

Illij iiri!

11

•Famous Phillips " King of Rock" CDM-4
Reference Grade swing-arm Transport.
•Multiple anti-vibration construction to isolate
the Transport mechanism.
•"No compromise" three-point support system.
•Custom-made aluminumalloy chassis of
superb build quality and finish.
•INTELLIGENT DISPLAYSR ,technology LED
display screen
•Limited production run of 300 units.
•RRP £4000

hefi
Tel: 0870 909 6777
info@realhi-fi.com
www.realhi-fi.com
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QUALITY USED
EQUIPMENT.
BOUGHT. SOLD.

THE MIDLANDS BEST USED
EQUIPMENT SPECIALIST

PART EXCHANGED

TEL/FAX

brighton,

Also agents for
Advantage • Acoustic Zen

0121 747 4246

411-

•B A T • Boulder • Hovland

exchange 0 ---

•Kharma • Lumley • Pass labs

Eil

•SME • Sound lab

CURRENT INVENTORY
AUDIO NOTE M3 LINE PRE
AUDIOLAB CDM/DAX
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7
AUDIO RESEARCH V70
AUDIO RESEARCH D130
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DESIRE DECADE BLACK GATES
BAT 51SE PRE 6MTHS OLD
BOULDER 1012 PRE DAC EX DEM
BOULDER 1010 PRE EX DEM
BOULDER 1060 POWER EX DEM
BRYSTON BP25 PRE
CHORD CPM3300 SILVER
CLEARAUDIO REFERENCE,TQ1 ARM
CLEARAUDIO MAXIMUM SOLUTION, TQ1 LINEAR ARM
DCS PURCELL FIRE WIRE
DCS DELIUS FIRE WIRE
DCS VERDI
DENSEN BX340 NEW
DENSEN B400XS NEW
DENSEN B200 NEW
EAR V20
GRYPHON ADAGIO CD PLAYER
HARMONIC TECHNOLOGY MD1 DIGITAL RCA IMTR
HOVLAND SAPPHIRE
KIMBER 4TC 2X4 MTR BANANA'S
KRELL KAV 250A
KRELL KRC-HR KPE PHONO
LFD MISTRAL SILVER SIGNATURE INTEGRATED
LUXMAN K-351 CASSETTE DECK
MARANTZ SC12SI SACD DVD CD
MARANTZ CD7
MARK LEVINSON 383 INTEGRATED AMP
MARK LEVINSON 39 CD
MARTIN LOGAN AERIUS I
MARTIN LOGAN SL3
MERIDIAN 209 REMOTE CONTROL
MERIDIAN 562V
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 60 PIANO ROSEWOOD
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO CENTRE PIANO ROSEWOOD
NAIM 82 # 106271
NAIM IXO
NAIM 112
NAIM 92
NAIM CDS MK1 LATE MODEL
PLINIUS CD LAD PRE
RED ROSE PASSION 70 WATT
REGA ELA CHERRY
REL STADIUM 111 ROSEWOOD
FIEL QUAKE BLACK
REVOLVER R33 CHERRY NEW
ROKSAN XERXES X ROSEWOOD XPS5 DS1.5 NEW UNUSED
SOUNDLAB MILLENIUM 3 NEW SEALED CRATES
SONY SCD1
SOPHIA 300B'S VERY LITTLE USE
SPECTRAL MIT 350 MK11 IMTR RCA
SPECTRAL MIT 330 MK11 2 MTR RCA
SPECTRAL MIT 750 MK11 12 FT SPADES
SPECTRAL DMC15
SPECTRAL DMA100S
TANNOY DIMENSION 8
TARA LABS DECADE 2MTR BALANCED
T AND A TALLIS 5.1 NEW UNUSED
THETA PROGENY
VPI TNT HRX
WADIA 861SE SILVER 6MTHS OLD
WADIA 270SE / 27IX

RRP NOW
3700
1595
N/A
895
1400
695
4500
1595
2000
995
3750
1995
7950
3995
12950
7995
9450
6495
9995
16500
1500
895
6500
3495
3295
6020
3495
7575
5000
2995
6500
3995
8000
4995
1850
1195
1695
2500
1000
650
1995
3500
5000
2595
400
195
7000
3495
150
250
3698
1595
7639
3295
950
495
N/A
150
3500
1495
1995
3000
3495
6500
2695
5000
2500
1295
3500
1695
150
40
1300
395
5000
1995
2000
495
2500
1295
500
250
660
395
N/A
95
4000
1395
2400
895
2500
1195
800
295
1600
895
360
225
600
195
2000
1395
8295
4995
4000
1795
450
195
1500
695
500
295
1500
795
4600
2995
4600
2995
4000
2495
2300
595
2200
1295
1100
295
9250
5995
10400
6995
19000 11995

PLEASE CALL TONY WHEN YOU WANT TO SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT IWILL
COLLECT AND PAY UP FRONT NO MESSING ABOUT WITH COMMISSION SALES.
1AM ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING.
KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • MARK LEVINSON • NAIM AUDIO • LINN
MERIDIAN • QUAD • AUDIOLAB • WADIA • ACCUPHASE • TAG • CARY
THETA • SONUS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN • COPLAND • CHORD
EAR YOSHINO • DNM • NAKAMICHI • KOETSU • XL0 • MICHELL • SME
ATC • STAX • PROAC • MANA • JEFF ROWLAND • DCS • NAGRA

dave@hifiguy.co.uk
web
www.hifiguy.co.uk

014±4 201 157
mobil ,
07734 436 180

we are the south coasts
leading stockists of quality
use and - dem
Hi- 14 equipment.

we update our website
every°
with used and
ex-dem equipment so
visit regularly!

> we will t
nywhere
in the country to ) ick up
or deliver your equipment.

>world-wide

JUST A

shippii,

IVELs

ALON ELITE SIGNITURE MK2s
£4,500
AUDIO RESEARCH VT I
30SE
£2,795
CARTRIDGEMAN MUSICMAKER CARTRIDGE
£275
EXPOSURE SUPER 18 POVVERAMP
£350
EXPOSURE SUPER 21 PREAMP
£300
EXPOSURE SUPER 15 INTEGRATED
£295
FIDELITY RESEARCH FX64S/MC702
£595
KEF REFERENCE 2s
£600
KEF 107 MK2s
£995
LIVING VOICE AUDITORIUM AVATAR
f1,600
LONDON SUPERGOLD S3 CARTRIDGE
£300
MAGNUM DYNALABS 108
£2,850
ORACLE MK I
[
like new]
£500
PANASONIC TH42PV\
£ 1,000
PLINIUS ODEON 5CHANNEL AMP
£3,200
PLINIUS SIO0 MK3 POVVERAMP
£ 1.700
PLINIUS MI4 PHONOSTAGE
£ 1,500
RUARK EQUINOX
£550
SME 30/2 + NEW SME V goldpr-int
£7,500
TRANSPARENT ULTRA irrM PAIR
£ 1,000
TOM EVANSTHEVIBEJPULSE PSU
£3,250

£ 9,000
£8,000
£575
£800
£ 800
£800
£ N/A
ÉN/A
£ N/A
£2.700
£695
£5,800
£N/A
£ 3,800
£7,000
£ 4,000
£ 2,800
£N/A
EI
2,000
£ 3,200
£ 4,800

ACCUPHASE DS- 120C. POWER CLEANER
£3,500
AUDIO PROJECT AP60 INTERGRATED
£400
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 120 MONOBLOCKS
£ 2,400
AUDIO RESEARCH 1.516 MK2
£ 1,900
AUDIO RESEARCH VS•110
£ 2,500
AUDIO RESEARCH VT ISO MONOBLOCKS
£2,995
BAT VK 60
£ 1,900
CARDAS GOLDEN CROSS 1M BAL INTERC
£350
CAT REFERENCE PRE
£ 1,900
CLEARADIO EVOLUTION/TANGENT TA001 ARM
£ 1,500
CONRAD OHNSON 1
7LS MK2 PREAMP
£2,750
CONRAD OHNSON MF2500 POVVERAMP
£ 1,900
CONRAD OHNSON PREMIER 10 PREAMP
£995
CONRAD OHNSON ART 2 PREAMP
£6,000
CONRAD OHNSON PREMIER II
f1,600
CONRAD OHNSON PV8 PREAMP
CROFT CI- ARISMA 3PREAMP
£ 1,500
DCS VERDI LASCALNELGAR PLUS
£ 10,995
DEUVELVENUS SPEAKERS
£950
GAMUT CDIR
£ 1,500
GOERTZ AG3 DIVINITY SPKR CABLE 4metr -es X2
f1,500
GRYPHON CALISTO INTERATED
£ 2,400
(EFF ROWLAND 8TI POWERAMP
£5,995
EFF ROWLAND SYNERGY PREAMP
£ 1,900
HAMA CERAMIQUE CE3s
£ 1,800
[INN KATAN SPEAKERS
£350
LUMLEY ST7OVALVE POVVERAMP
f650
MARANTZ MA24 MONOBLOCKS
£ 1,200
MARK LEVINSON 383 INTEGRATED
£3,500
MARK LEVINSON ML380 PREAMP
£2,250
MICHELL ALECTO MONOBLOCKS
£895
MICHELL GYRODEC SE/RB300
£650
MUSICAL FIDELITY DVD 1
£850
NAIM NAP9O/NAC62K PRE/POWER
£295
NAIM NAIT 3INTERGRATED
£325
NORDOSTVALHALA I.5M SPEAKER CABLE [BIWIRE] £ 1,700
PROAC POINT FIVES
f1,700
REFERENCE 3A ROYAL VIRTUOSOS
£2,450
REVEL F50 SPEAKERS
£3,500
TOM EVANS THE GROOVE PLUS
£2,650
WADIA 7&9 REFERENCE 4BOX CD PLAYER
£6,50C
WILSON SYSTEM 7 [AS NEW]
£ 15,995
WILSON MAXX
£ 16,500
VAESSEN B.O.X SPEAKERS
£ 1,300
VTL 85VALVE POVVER AMP
£850
ZINGALI OVERTURE 2s
£ 1,000

£6,000
£ 1,200
£ 8,000
£ 3,700
£4,000
E , 4,000
£4,500
£895
£ 5,000
£ 2,500
£5,300
£4,000
£3,500
El 6,000
£3,750

£
500

1

e2,000

£ N/A
£ 20.000
£ I,800
£ 2,750
£5,000
£4,500
£ 14,000
£ 5.500
£ 5,000
£600
£2.450
£ 2,800
£6,000
£4.500
£2,000
£995
£ 1,500
£ 1,200
£ N/A
£4.000
£3,500
£4,400
£6,500
£3,850
£23,000
£ 22,000
£ 38,000
£ 2.800
£ 1,850
£2,495

McINTOSH • ORACLE • ROKSAN • TRANSPARENT • DYNAUDIO • Etc

Tel: 0121 747 4246
5MINUTES JCN 9M42/JCN 4MS

Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00
Website:
E-mail:

122

www.centralaudio.co.uk
tony@centralaudio.co.uk
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We are also agents for the followir g
:I

I,.

It

Acoustic Zen IAudience IAudio Valve
BAT
Border Patrol IBoulder ICabbase
Clear Audio IGamut IGraham IHalcro l Hovland
Lwardin lOracle IPass Labs IPlinius
Rderence 3A
Rogue Audio lS.P.J Record Players ITransfiguration I Vincent
www. hif

news . co. uk

lincs
Like new, nothing like the price!

www.audiolincs.com

•AUDION

Silver Night

Integrated Amp

Silver Night single ended triode integrated amplifier.
New matched pair of EL34 valves. Beautiful.

Only £695

•AUDIO RESEARCH LS22

Pre-amp

A flawless example of this deliciously musical fine-level
pre-amp. Rilly serviced. New 0,995

Now just £ 1795

• BAT VK-51SE

Pre-amp

Fantastic musical insights, especially with the new

VK-150SE power amps. Words simply aren't enough!
Bought new late 2004 at £7995

Now £4,595

BAT VK-150 Valve monoblock power-amps
Authority and subtlety a giant leap for the high end.
Bought new in late summer 2004, and absolutely
unblemished. Were £ 15,500

Now £ 10,595

BRYSTON 4B ST

Power Amp

250 wpc Unblemished, 17 yrs warranty remaining.
Other Bryston models in stock.

This one £ 1,595

CANARY 300B

Monoblocks

Superb amplifiers with latest EH 300B's.

Only £ 1,595

CARDAS Golden Reference

1Mtr XLR

Opens up the soundstage in all dimensions. Only £695

CARY CAD-300SE

Monoblocics

Beautiful, supplied with Western Electric 3006 valves.
Special edition were £4,750

Our price £2,495

CLASSE Omega Mk111

PreAmp

Latest version of this outstanding two box pre-amp.
Bought new in 2004 and absolutely as new condition.
Cost £ 13,500 this summer

CONRAD JOHNSON

Now £4,995
EF1

Phono-stage

Supremely flexible phono-stage provides for a wide
range of loads and offers three levels of gain. Absolutely
as new. Was £1995

Our price £995

CONRAD JOHNSON Premier 17LS-2
One of the most musically convincing
available. As new, was £5000.

Pre
pre-amps

Our price £3,495

CONRAD JOHNSON MF-2500Power Amp
Effortlessly musical, all the Conrad Johnson trademarks.
In ' new' condition. Was £3500

Our price: £2,495

McCORMACK DNA- 125
A new marque to

te.

Power

Amp

genuinely powerful and nofined sound.

&mod as new 12 months warranty. New £1,695

MUSICAL FIDELITY A3 Pre
Absolutely mint combination.

Now £995

Er Power Amps

Unbeatable at £995

MUSICAL FIDELITY A3.2

CD Player

homine.nt amongst the new generation of players that
denrcrarate just how far CD replay has come, this superb
A3.2 appears to be quite amodest investment.

Now £525

NORDOST Valhalla

1Mtr RCA

Where did the interconnects go?

PATHOS Logos

Huge saving at £ 1595

Integrated Amplifier

Beautiful to knit at and, with 110 valve influenced wpc,
it delivsses superior dynamks and subtlety thrcugh virtually any
loudspeaker load. Like new was £2,750.

PERPETUAL TECH'

Now £1,750

P-3A IP- IA IP-3B

Legendary digibits to music transformation DAC system.
Supremely natural conversion. Typically £ 1,695 (UK)
Could be alifetime investment?

As new £ 1095

QUAD ELS 57

Loudspeakers

Very late production models in truly outstanding condition.
No dings or dents - near perfect.

£895

SHANLING CD-T100C

CD Player

Pristine 2003 model, looks as though it's never been used.
Direct connection to power amp is also possible.

SONUS FABER Guarneri

£1,095

Speakers

Exquisite to look at and to hear. Powerful and subtle.
Laquered

walnut,

marble

bases

and

that

clever

'stringed' detailing. To keep forever. Like new £3,850

VERITAS C400 / P400

Pre er Power Amps

Possibly the 'clearest' amps ever and with 400 wpc!
New in excess of £4,500

MINT CONDITION HIGH-END
ITEMS BOUGHT FOR CASH

Tel: 078 2192 5851
01476 591090
MOST CREDIT CARDS ACCEFTED
www.hifinews.co.uk

Like new £ 1,995

•
HIGH- END
REPAIRS
AND
SERVICE

HICAM
NOW
PATHOS LOGOS INTERGRATED AMP 110 WPC .
1750
AUDIO ANALOUGUE PAGANINI 24/96 CD PLAYER
456
UNISON RESEARCH UNICO CD PLAYER
9%
ALPNASON AMOS 2SPEAXER STANDS BOXED MINT
60
30
AUDIO ANALOGUE BELLINI PRE AMP MM/MC REMOTE
625
425
ACCUSTICS ARTS POWER 11NTERGRATED AMP 130WPC........
3690
MONRIO ASTY CD PLAYER 24/96
895
595
DENSER 0400X 110CD CD PLAYER
2500
1600
AUDIO ANALOGUE DONIZETI MONOBLOCKS
1150
675
ACCUSTICS ARTS PRE AMP 1INC REMOTE CONTROL
2350
AUDIO ANALOGUE PRIMO SETTANTA INT AMP 70 WPC
Glee VENICINOUE INT AMP
1500
AUDIO VALVE EKLISPE PRE AMP BALANCED
.2100
AUDIO VALVE ASSISANT 205 INTERGRATE AMP
.
1508
AUDIONOTE OTO PHONO INT AMP NEW
1889
AUDIO VALVE AVALON MONO POWER AMPS
.2450
CLEAR AUDIO SYMPHONO PHONO STAGE WC
ACCUSTICS ARTS DUC 1 32 ,384691 DIA CONVERTER
.2900
MMUS SI POWER AMP 200WPC RCA/XLR INPUT
2531
ACCUSTICS ARTS PLAYER I24/96
2895
AN LAB SERIES NEW POWER AMP 200WPC
1299
MEDUSA EUPEN POWER CABLES FULL RANGE
PUA
AN NEW LAB SERIES PRE AMP OPTIONAL P90110/SAC
1499
AN LAB SERIES CO PLAYER SUPERB NEW
1469
AURUM CANTOS LEISURE 35E STANOMOUNT SPED
1228
795
AR LAB SERIES INTERGFIATED AMP 200 WPC NEW STUNNING
1419
1499
BLUENOTE BALDINOTTI MC CARTRIDGE
14%I
BLUENOTE BORROMED TONE ARM
999
BLUENOTE DUCALE REFERENCE QUALITY BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS
1800
BLUE NOTE BELLAVISTA SIGNITURE TURNTABLE
1900
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 1MIR PR INTERCONNECTS
re
70
BLACK RHODIUM CONCERTO IPAM PAIR NEW
. 135
95
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 2MIR PAIR
. 150
135
BLACK RHODIUM HARMONY 1MTR PAIR NEW
.40
45
MONRIO MP2 POWER AMP 135 WPC
.. 1095
795
BLACK RHODIIUM ORATORIO 1METRE PAIR NEW
.597
375
990
CROFT VITA PRE AMP NEW
CROFT TWIN STAR POWER AMPS NEW FROM
1500
CROFT DAXSHINI ALL VALVE POWER AMP NEW
3600
CROFT GC INTERGRATED AMP 40WPC NEW
1250
BLACK RHODIUM REQUIEM I 1METRE PAIR NEW
.. 1247
800
DENSOS 030 POWER AMP 200WPC 4,4OHMS STUNNING
595
297
BLACK RHORJM ORATORIO IMETRE DIGITAL NEW
CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION TURNTABLE
810
PROAC RESPONSE ONE SC STAND MOUNT SPEAKERS Now.
1199
CLEARAUDIO MICRO BASIC PHONO STAGE MIA/MC.
230
EAR 324 TRANSISTOR PREAMP NEW
2400
UNISON RESEARCH UNCO DUAL MONO POWER AMP
1395
EAR 834 INT AMP BOXED NEW
2440
PROAC TABLETTE REFERENCE 8SPEAKERS
699
EAR 834P %AMC PHONOSTAGE NEW
715
EAR 890 POWER AMP 70 WPC CLASS A NEW
3075
EAR 899 INT, PRE AMP 70 WPC CLASSA NEW
3250
EAR 816 INTRERGRATED PRE MAIN AMP NEW
2690
EAR HEADPHONE AMP HP4 NEW
2275
EAR 864 PRE AMP NEW
1850
ELAC CL 310 2 IT SPEAKERS NEW
799
ELAC 203 ESP ACTIVE SUBWOOFER NEW.
79e
UNISON RESEARCH UNICO DUAL MONO PCPAER NIP
.500
ELAC CL 3301 JET INC STANDS NEW
.3410
GAMUT 1MIR TEFLON COATED INTERCONECTS RCMIR
.103
ELAC F20 CINEMA SPEAKERS FREESTANDING/GLASS BASE .
.400
GAMUT 03 PRE AMP BALANCED IN OUT
.3430
GAMUT 0200 863 POWER AMP NEW 200WPC
3040
GAMUT M200 MONOBLOCKS 200WPC
6100
750
GRADO RS 1HEADPHONES NEW
HALCRO DM8 PRE AMP ,RCILBAuXNCED
9480
HAIGH° DM 38 STEREO AMP 180WPC
13550
IIALCRO MCA70 7 CRANNEL POWER AMP
5100
LYRA ARGO MC CARTRIDGE NEW
795
LYRA HELIKON MC CARTRIDGE NEW
1145
LYRA HELIKON SL MC CARTRIDGE NEW
1249
LYRA DORIAN MC CARTRIDGE NEW
495
MICHELL HE psu DC MOTOR NEW
315
EXIMUS DPI LAC PRE 24 192 BALANCED CLASS A
2531
MICHELL GYRO SE RB300 ARM
1120
NMCHELL ORBE SME BOARD NEW
.2413
CLEARAUDIO AL EMOTION TURNTABLE YEARS WARRANTY ....
.989
CLEARAUDIO EMOTION TURNTABLE 3YEARS WARRANTY
3055
MICHELL TECNODEC WITH RO 300 ARM NEW
.740
PAICHELL ISO 'HERA MC PHONO STAGE USED
BOB
.295
CROASSE PIANOSA SPEAKERS CHERRY FINISH NEW
450
IRANSFIGURATION ARIA MC CARTRIDGE 036 MV
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER MC CARTRIDGE 038 MS
2250
CROASSE X05 5WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM INC SUB NEW
895
695
STEIL° P200 PRE AMP RCA/BALANCED
1195
STELLO N320 INTERGRATED AMP
1665
STELLO DP 200 SAC/POE AMP RCABALANCED
1495
1495
STELLO S200 STEREO POWER AMP 200WPC
GRAAF GM 50 INTERGRATED AMP SOWPC
3950
NRTUAL DYNAMICS POWER 3CABLE 6FT LONG
125
VIRTUAL DYNAMICS DANE/ RCA 1MTR PR
380
AUDIO ANALOGUE NU %AMC PHONOSTAGE
495
1695
1295
OPERA CALLAS SPEAKERS
ORELLECAIOUSP100 PRE POWER NEW
FOU
PATHOS CLASSIC ONE INTERGRATED AMP 70 WPC
1325
ORELLE 100 EVO CD PLAYER EX OEM
1199
ORELLE SA 100EVO INT AMP 80WPC
PEW
199
POU
... : 499
ORIGIN LIVE AURORA GOLD TURNTABLE NEW
1470
1470
ORIGIN LIVE ENCOUNTER TONE ARM NEW
970
ORIGIN LIVE ILLUSTRIOUS TONE MM NEW
1570
ORIGIN LIVE RESOLUTION TURNTABLE NEW
— 11
. 97
77°
0
0
1970
UNISON RESEARCH SMART 845 MONOBLOCKS
3750
PLINIUS P8 POWER AMP 200WPC518011MS
2250
PLINIUS PA8 PRE AMP INC REMOTE CONTROL
2250
PRIMARE AIO INT AMP EXCELLENT CONDITION BOXED
275
PS8 ALPHA 6ACTIVE SUBWOOFEF1 AS NEW
500
235
RUARK PROLOUGE ONE SPK FVW FINISH BOXED USED
995
ROI
RUARK VITA 100 51SPK SYSTEM INC RUARK ACTIVE SUR
695
71K
RUARK VITA 120 51 SYSTEM NEW
1695 . 1500
RUAFIK PRELUDE 11 NEW
900
sa
PROAC D15 VARIOUS FINISHES NEW FROM
1710
OED FULL RANGE
1
304
RUARK PROLOGUE 11 LOUDSPEAKERS NEW
1250
SENNHEISER R585 WIRELESS HEADPHONES NEW
159
SME MODEL IO TURNTABLE NEW
SME SERIES IV ARM BOXED UNUSED
1120
M3
000
SME SERIES VARM NEVER USED MINT
1615
1462
SME 20/20 TURNTABLE INC SERIES VARM
5273
SME VARM EXCELLENT CONDITION BOXED
9%
WIREWORLD ECLIPSE REFERENCE INT 1MTR NEW
499
WIREWORLD ALANTIS 5IMTR INTERCONNECTS NEW
149
SOUND ORGANISATION FULL RANGE
PGA
WIREWORLD EQUINOX 5FOR NAIM OWNERS DIPUDIN.1119
STAB SR 007.SRM007 EARSPEAKERS NEW
2495
OSAS SRS 1010 MAS EARSPEAKERS NEW
349
STAR SRS 4040 SYSTEM SIGN/TORE 2 NEW
soo
SUMIKO BLACKBIRD MC CARTRIDGE NEW
589
SUMIKO PEARL MM CARTRIDGE NEW
65
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL MC NEW
T.A 24.192 CD PLAYER AMAZING NEW
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL evo Ill MC NEW
739
WIREWORLD SOLSTICE 5IMTH INTERCONNECT NEW
69
WIREWORLD FULL RANGE OF AWARD WINNING CARIES
WIREWORLD STARLIGHT 5HOMI 1MIR CABLE
199
TRICHORD 1000 POWERBLOCK NEW
TRICHORD OELPHINI MK2/14EVER CONNECTED PSU NEW
475
425
127
0
TRICHORD SINO PSU NEW
299
TRICHORD REASEARCH 500 POWERBLOCK NEW.
315
285
TRICORD RESEARCH DELPHINI MK2 PHONO. LARGE PSU NEW
995 . 900
VON PBS 8MIR INTERCONNECT NEW .
35
20
ASH THY SOURCE HB 08 METRE NEW
65
35
VFVANACO OX 400 HEADPHONES NEW
29
20
WIREWORLD SOLSTICE 5SPK CABLE AWARD WINNER
FROM E132
WIREWORLD EOUINOX 5INTERCONNECT 1MIR PR
219
WIREWORLD RAINBOW 5INTERCONNECT
.
140
AGENTS FOR EAR TE/CHORO AUDIONOTE. MICHELL. MYRYAD AVI STAX LAI FLAC R1ARK
SIAE PLINIUS BLACK RHODIUM LYRA SUMO, QED, GAMUT ORIGIN LIVE ORIEL.=
WIREWORLD TRANSFIGURATION AURUM CANTUS ACOUSTICS APP " I
10
nEARAUDIO ALIA SHUN COOK CROFT AUDIOVALVE v19, 4,

900
1re

Open Mon- Sun Sain - 6pm Now in Northampton 2minutes oft A508

EMI La
Tel/Fax
Mobile
Email.
Website

For further details

01604 842379
07973 233380
PATRICK@HICAM.CO.UK
HICAM.CO.UK

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
hi-fi by enthusiasts
We think we are a refreshingly different hi-fi shop,
why not pop in, visit our web- site or call us and see if
you agree,

Special offers
Below is asmall selection of some of our ex demonstration
and part exchanged special offers. For more information and
photos of most items please see our website.
Turntables 14 Phono Sta. es

Was

Heybrook TT2, Rega RB300 & Sumiko BPS

Now
330

Linn Basik with Basik LVX arm ( marked lid)

165

Ta

650

McLaren PPA20 . honosta.e
CD Players

Audio Note CD T1 transport Ex dem

1.100

675

Exposure 2010 CD player in silver. Ex dem

500

455

Rega Planet cast case version

500

295

Marantz DV8300 SACD ,CD/DVD-A. ex dem

1,500

Sony SCD-777ES stereo SACO/CO player
Talk Electronics 3.1 CD in silver. Ex dem

575
1,275

1900

1)00

Tuners
Re

Radio o '. inal cast case version

150

Amplifiers
Chord CPA2200/SMP600 Pre/Power

5.295

3.795

Chord SPM3300 220w integrated

6 305

4,250

Consonance Reference 1.1 valve line pre

2,495

5,995

Exposure 2010 line level amplifier in black

600

455

Exposure XXI remote controlled line level pre
Icon LA3 valve line level pre amplifier
Icon Stereo 40 integrated 40w valve amp

650
450
900

Magnum MP300 d 2x MF300 pre/monoblocks

1200

Primare A20 line level integrated amplifier
Quad 99 Stereo power amplifier. Ex dem

795
795

Magnum A50 monoblocks. Factory modified

350
550

Rega Eles integrated with MM phono stage

485
215

Rega Mira Cast case with MM stage

245

Rega Maia 2000 power amp in Silver. Ex dem

498

Rotel RA 1062 integrated amplifier in Silver
Sugden AmpMaster stereo power amplifier
Tube Tech SeerfUnisi svalve . re/..wer.

375
425

698

395

3,000

1500

Speakers
Beauhorn B2 Gold. ATO driver & Vibraplinth

2,895

BC Acoustique libre in cherry, ex dem

890

730

Cura CA- 10 Birds eye Maple, marked

800

365

LOCO

545

Elac Jet 310i in Mite with matching stands
Epos M12 speakers in cherry. Ex dem
Harbeth Super HL5 in Eucalyptus
JM Labs Cobalt 816 in cherry/grey
JM Labs Micro Utopia including stands
KEF Coda TO in Maple. Ex dem, marked

500

375

2000

1,300

900

400

4,250

2.250

230

Linn Kaber in Black

135
750

Piega C3 in brushed aluminium finish

2,600

ProAc Studio 125 in Maple. Ex dem

1.000

655

Rethm ' Second Rethe serious Lowther horn

7.000

3,999

Tannoy R2 in Cherry
Vienna Mozart in Gloss black li.htl

marked

1.250

350

175

1,500

925

2,500

1.475

330

250

Home Cinema
Denon OVO Al their flagship [WO player
KEF 095 centre speaker

75

Nad T532 DVD player. New
Pure 601 ES Processor and 5ch power amp

1.050

Stands Uni. ue Fathom subwoofer in silver

725
210

Mains
Isotek Cleanline 6out.ut fitter. New

295

265

Cables
Cable Talk Signature BNC digital cable

95

NOTEWORTHY DIY
•Stoetkit superb range of Valve
amplifier kits starting from £ 395
tAudio Note Dac Kits from £ 550
•Lowther drive units
•PHY-HP Drive units
-Wonder Solder
Eichmann phono and 4mm plugs
-Furutech IEC sockets and plugs
dnca Gold plated mains plug
-DeoxIT/Pro Gold contact cleaner
•Unsleeved 0.5mm Pure silver
wire
dtoodoo pure filver plated 4mm
plugs
Visit noteworthyaudio.co.ukidiy for further details or call to
receive acopy of our DIY brochure,

Clearcover
We hold what we believe are the last remaining stock from Clearcover, who sadly
ceased trading in May 2004. %Mast stocks
last we are able to offer these superb
tumtable cove:s and bases at discounted
prices. Call for more information or visit:
www.notewodhyaudio.co.uk/clearcover to
see details of sizes and models available.

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
st; Buckingham Street. Aylesbury. Bucxs, HP20 2LH
Open 9.30 to 5. 30 Tuesday to Szt.irday

Tel: 01296 422224
www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk
MARCH 2005

No time??
"What is this life if, full of 'mission', we have
no time to sit, and listen?"
-as the poet might have said
It is well known that single- driver horns give
the utmost in clarity and unrestrained dynamics.
Nothing comes between you and the music.
And the unique styling of the Beauhorns shows
that these are not run- of- mill conventional
speakers, but hand crafted objects of beauty
as well as unrivalled music reproducers.
So, music lovers, make time to hear them.
If you can't make it before then, do get to the
High Fidelity Show at the Park Inn, Heathrow
2/3 April 2005

Beauhorn -sounds real
website: www.beauhom.com e-mail: infon@beauhom.com Hastings TN35 4NB England Telephone: +44 (0)1424 8113888

44 Audio
ESTABLISHED TOM WILLIS 1988

Valve Amplifiers from £ 2,450 - £ 20,000 hand crafted and built in the UK

VALVES
UK distributor for the complete range including the
KT88 reviewed by Chris Binns Hi Fi. Issue 34
"Truly aworthy successor to the esteemed British King"
(THE ORIGINAL MO KT88)

Send for our list of Cryogenic treated valves

40 watts/channe
pushpull.

Stockists and information

Valves 8456
8Hz - 45Hz

London - Hear Here

Black/chrome volume option

Tel: 020 7937 0856

Have your amps tailor made
our workshops at Nottingha

email hearhere@onetel.com

Midlands and North - Hear Here
Tel 07774 477542

email sam.hillreaches@ntlworld.com

62 Vaughan Avenue, Hucknall, Notts NG15 8BT
visit our website at: www.artaudio.co.uk
124
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Hi-FiNews

email t.willis2@ntlworld.com
www.hifinews.co.uk

The HiFi Company's

Trading
Station

The leading reseller of carefully used
and mint condition hi-fi components
and systems.
Buy, sell, exchange. Commission Sales.

BUY NOW PAY IN 2006

www.hifitradingstation.com

PLEASE EMAIL FOR
DETAILS.

The Trading Station
35 Cowgate Peterborough PEI 1LZ

ALL SECONDHAND
PURCHASES IN JAN & FEB

Tel: 0870 608 8211

email: info@hifitradingstation.com
BUSINESS HOURS, Tues - Sal: 10am - 5.30pm

SUBJECT TO 25%
SALE DISCOUNT

CLOSED MONDAYS

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED • NEXT DAY DELIVERY AVAILABLE ' COMPETITIVE FINANCE TERMS FOR PERSONAL CALLERS

QUALITY 111-F1 WANTED Cash ... Trade-in ... Commission Sales
al Vinyl
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH 813101 £275 £ 148
CHORD REF Phono stage
2000
1195
CONRAD Johnson Premier 15 Phonostage £3750 £ 2275
DUAL C5506 ( Block)
El 75 £ 80
DUAL CS 505 Silver
£ 150 E £ 88
DUAL C5503-1 Concept
£ 180 £88
EIALON 3Box Phonostage
1300
595
FIDELITY RESEARCH
FIT-4( Phono Trans)
£300 £ 198
GARRARD 401 + SME 300911 sVI 5111 £950 £.595
LEHMANN Audio Block Cube
500
195
LINN Axis/Akito/Ortafon MC15
£ 795 £445
LINN Batik Turntable £600 £345
LINN ARITO TONE ARM EX DEMO £ 600 £394
LINN LP I
2/UNGO/AKITO/DYNAVECTOR
10X5 EX DEMO
£ 2899 £ 2094
Inock/Ortofon Kontrapunkt
Lingo Power Supply
£5000 £ 2228
LORIAN Tronsforrner £ 700 £ 356
LIMAN PD282 ( Rosewood) £595 £320
MANTICORE Mantra
£895 £ 395
MICHELL Gyrodet
£870 £ 740
MICHELL ISO/HERA Phono Stage £895 £ 448
With Transfiguration cartridge
4000
2225
ORACLE Alexandria £ 1500 £650
Pink Triangle Anniversary/Sumiko
2000
1695
PROJECT 6.9
£600 £300
PROJECT Debut 2
£ 150 £ 98
PROJECT 1Xpression Ex Demo
£ 210 £ 174
PROJECT 2Ex Demo
£300 £ 254
REGA Planar 2 ( No arm)
£ 200 £ 75
REGA PLANAR 3/REGA ARM
375
158
ROCKPORT Cabello 11 ( no arm) £ 10500 £3996
SME 10A with 309 Tone Ann
£3410 £ 2896
SME20/2A
£5273 £ 4486
SME30/ varm Benz Ref micro cart
16500 10798
THORENS TD 318 ( block lacquer) £350 £ 195
THORENS TDI60 No cover
£ 279 £ 160
THORENS TDI 50 Rare
£ 190
THORENS TD1608 MKII
350
158
TRANSCRIPTORS Saturn
n/a £395
UNISON Phono 1 + PSU
£850 £478
WILSON BENESCH Full Circle £ 1995 £ 1495

• Digital Sources
ARCAM Alpha BCD
£ 450
AROVA Delta 250/Black Box 50
£ 875
ARCAM Alpha 6CD
£350
ARCAM Alpha 1CD
£349
ARCAM CD72
350
ARCM DIVA CD82 EX DEMO
£620
ARCAM DIVA £ D93 EX DEMO
900
ARCAM DIVA 88 -+ DVD
PLAYER EX DEMO
999
ARCM( F611 CD33 EX DEMO
1350
AUDIO ANALOGUE PAGANNINI CD PLJOIR
1000
AUDIO AERO CD Player
£5000
AUDIOLAB 8000CDM
£ 1400
AUDIOLAB 8000CDM/DAC £2300
AUDIONOTE DAC 3Signature £2100
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO CDT CD PLAYER
300
DENON DCM270
250
DENON DVI600 DVD Player Ex Demo
500
DENSER Beat 400XS CD
1350
DCS Purcell
£ 4500
£1995
F.A.D 18000 LOCO Tronsport
3950
Enlightened Audio by Design ( EAD) 2box DAC 2495
EXPOSURE CD Player
£999
KEN WOOD DP7090 CD Ply,
£399
KEN WOOD DP.49010 Trans
£ 400

£245
£395
f125
£195
198
£504
784
796
974
626
£3296
£595
f898
£1495
96
88
49
14
146

948
598
£679
£129
£199

KINSHAW Perce rite DAC
£1000 £ 498
KRELL KAV250C
£3500 £ 1698
KRELL KP525
24996 10996
KRELL KPS28CD ( Ex Demo)
8998
7196
LINN Rank CD
£ 1850
£998
LINN Numerik DAC/Karik CD Trans £3350 £2296
LINN UNIDISK 2.1 UNIVERSAL PLAYER EX DEMO 4500 2904
LINN IKEMI CD PLAYER EX DEMO
2700
1424
MARANTZ CD675E
379
198
MARANTZ ( DI 7
£895 £598
MARANTZ CD85
£450 £ 195
MERIDIAN 203 DAC
£499 £228
MERIDIAN 596 DVD PLAYER
2350
1296
MERIDIAN 507 CD PLAYER EX DEMO
1195
996
MERIDIAN 508 14 BIT CD PLAYER
1995
796
MICROMEGA Stage 1
£750 £396
MICROMEGA Duo DAC
£499 £ 196
MICROMEGA Stage 3
£1000 £398
MUSICAL FIDELITY 8600
£600 £ 275
NAD £ 521 BEE Ex Demo
174
200
NAD C542 Ex Demo
300
274
NAIM CD'
£1999 £848
ORELLE DAIOT Trans
£900 £375
PINK TRIANGLE DeCapoinc: DC power supply El SOO £795
PIONEER DVR7000 DVD recorder EX DEMO
1299
6%
PERPETUAL ledmologima P,3A INC Et Demo
795
596
PROCEED PDT3/PDP3 Trans/DAC £3999 £1800
QUAD 66 CD
£295
REGA Planet
£350
£500
ROTEL RCDI070
£495
£295
SHANUNG CDT100 CD ( Ex Demo)
1650
1396
SONY SCDX 940 SA CD
£700
£335
SONY NS900V DVD SACO
£450 £298
TEAC VRDS 10 ( CD Player)
£699
£395
THETA Carmen
£4000 £1996
THETA DATA Basic Trans
£2400
£749
THETA Miles ( Bal)
(2200 £1148
THETA Progeny DAC
£1395
£796
TRICHORD Pulsa ( Series I)
£1900
£998
WADIA WDT3200 TRANSPORT
5000
1496
WADIA X.64 DAC
1496
5000
WOJ0SIDE WS2 CD Player
£1000
£398

Amplifiers solid state
ALBARRY AP3 Passive Pre
ARCAM A75
ARCAM P75
AKAN( DNA A65 rIt« MAP EX DEMO
ARCAM DIVA A70 INT AMP EX DEMO
ARCAM DIVA A90 INT AMP EX DEMO
ARCAM DIVA AVR300 AV REC EX DEMO
(*CAM DNA P80 POWER AMP EX DEMO
ARCAM FM1 A32 INT AMP EX DEMO
ARCAM FMI AV8 AV PRE EX DEMO
ARCAM Fh1.1P7 MUM CIL MAP EX DEMO
AUDIONET SAM Int Amp
AUDIO ANALOGUE Donizetti
AUDIO ANALOGUE Bellini ( blk)
AUDIOLAB 8000C Pre
AUDIOLAB 80001.0
AUDIOLAB 8000S
AUDIO RESEARCH 0400
CAIRN EZO Int.
CHORD SPM900
CHORD SPM600
CYRUS II
CYRUS Pre
CYRUS Power
COPLAND CSA8 Int
CYRUS One Int
DENON PMA 250
DENON DRA455
DENON AVR-1804 Av Roc Ex Demo
OHM Pre + 3PSU
OHM Pre2/PAI
ELECTOR MEL Pre

£295 £ 175
300
128
£435 £ 196
390
314
620
504
850
684
1300
1044
430
344
1100
864
3150
2274
2600
1874
2200
1696
£650 £ 455
£595 £355
£495 £295
£650 £455
£800 £395
£3498 £ 1998
£995 £595
£1550 £ 798
£1700 £ 1195
£275 £ 125
£700 £345
£700 £358
£995 596
£
£195 £ 128
£200 £ 95
200
78
400
314
£2000 £ 498
£2800 £ 898
£500 £ 148

HARMON PARDON Citation Porc
£1200
KENWOOD LO7C Pre
£500
KRELL KST100 Power Amp
£2995
KRELL KSA 505
3500
KRELL KU PRE ( EX DEMO)
9998
KRELL 05680 POWER AMP
3000
KRELL KAY 150 POWER
1498
KRELL SHOWCASE 5POWER
4999
LEAK STEREO 30,
LECSON AC I / API
LID 151 Pre
£ 1000
LINSLEY HOOD 75
LINN LIU
£450
LINN LK2
£550
LINN LK280
£600
LINN LK280/Sparlcs PS.
£ 1100
975
LINN AVM INT
LINN 1K100
600
8/SEA
LINN 1.8140 ( X3)
LINN CAIRN
1400
LINN 51113 AV PRE AMP E( DEMO
3285
UNN 5125 EX DEMO
1800
LINN KOLECTOR PRE AMP E( DEMO
575
UNN 8(140 POWER AMP EX DEMO
875
UNN LX85 POWER AMP EX DEMO
545
UNN WAXONDA PRE AN/PUN/AO
995
MARANTZ ( orig) SMIO Power Inv,* £ 700
MARANTZ PM66SE
£ 295
MARK LEVINSON No33
£ 15500
McINTOSH M(7I 08 — 8Channel Power Ex Demo 2549
McINTOSH C200 ( 2box pre amp) £ 7500
McINTOSH 1201 monoblocks £ 15000
McINTOSH MA6900 Int ( Ex Demo) £5600
McINTOSH MC122 Power ( Ex Demo)
1250
McINTOSH MX1100 AN Reo ( Ex Demo)
5500
MERIDIAN 101B Black Pre
300
MERIDIAN 501.2 Pre
£ 780
MERIDIAN 551 Int.
£ 900
MERIDIAN 565 Processor £3300
MERIDIAN 601 DSP Pre
£2700
MERIDIAN 541 Pre/processor £ 1250
MERIDIAN 555 Power Amp
998
MERIDIAN 568 Dig. Processor
3700
MERIDIAN 562V2 Pre Amp
1295
MICHELL Argo
£575
MICHELL Argo/Electro Mono's £2495
MICHEL Alecto
£ 1989
MICROMEGA TEMPO 1
£ 795
MICROMEGA Tempo 2
£ 750
MUSE ( 300W) MONOBLOCKS
4500
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3CR Pre
£ 1500
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3CR
£ 1500
MUSICAL FIDELITY F22 Pre
£ 1500
MUSICAL FIDELITY El 0
£300
NAD 302 BEE INT AMP EX DEMO
220
NAD 310 BEE INT AMP EX DEMO
110
NAIM NAC 42 Pre
£400
NVA AP30 Int.
£350
NYTECH CA302
OMITO TX- DS 656
£ 1500
PARASOUND HCAI506 6Chn Pwr
£2995
PS AUDIO IV Pre mal. MC/MM
£600
PLINIUS 2900 Int. Amp
2500
QUAD 33 Pre
£ 200
QUAD 405 Power Amplifier
f350
QUAD 606 Power
£ 695
RED ROSE Spirit Int ( as new)
£ 1200
RED ROSE 2POWER
3500
RED ROSE 3PRE
3500
REGA CURSO PRE EX DEMO
548
ROKSAN Caspian DSPAV Pre
£ 900
ROTEL RB985 Power Amp
£ 900
ROTEL RMEI.1075
£ 850
SPECTRAL DMCI1 PRE
£ 4200
SPECTRAL DMA 100S Power
£ 4200
SPHINX Project 1Pre
£ 1600
SPHINX Project 12 mono,s
£3000

£249
£155
£1596
1695
7996
1796
1696
3996
148
£475
£375
125
£194
£299
£398
£698
378
378
496E4
896
2124
1164
374
564
354
644
£295
£195
£2995
1496
£4498
£10698
£4296
£896
4126
£146
£476
£698
£1796
£995
£498
696
1496
696
£395
£1496
£898
£395
£398
£2196
£698
£678
£595
£195
174
174
£125
£175
£198
£395
£1296
£295
1696
£95
£198
£398
£896
1798
1798
344
(548
£498
£598
2948
2948
£798
£1498

SONY SDPEP9ES (Digital)
SONY VA333ES (AV System)
SONY TAE-1000ESD Pre
TAG McLaren F3 Pracor
TALK ELECTRONICS Storm
TESSERA( Pre
THETA Casanova Pre/Processor Ex Demo
THORENS TTA 2000 Power Amp

£600
£799
£495
£1500
£650
£1500
4478
£1000

£ 290
£ 495
£ 248
£ 648
£375
£598
1496
£ 498

REVOX A77 1track ( Reel to reel)
REVOX B77 2track
REVOX P19911 2track ( 7.5/15Ips)
REVOX 8910 Pro cassette deck
RUNCO CL500 DLP PROJECTOR EX DEMO
TEAC AI500 ( Reel to reel - 7" spools)
TEAC 33405
TDS Audio Transformer Ex Demo

£598
£688
£698

ACOUSTAT Spectra 1100 Hybrid electrostatics £ 1500
£578
ACOUSTIC ENERGV AE120
£800 £295
Al ACOUSTICS Ref 1 ( active sub)
E700
E495
AUDIONOTE ESP ( Inc stands) £ 1850 £1098
AUDIO PRO 8250 Sub
£ 1000
£356
AUDIOSTATIC ES300 Electrostatics £ 1500
£578
AUDIOPLAN Hybrid Ribbon
3000
996
B&W P4 ( Cherry but marked) £700
£349
B & W Matrix 801
£5995 £1998
B & W FCM8 THX ( RA.. & Centre) £ 2400
£696
B & W DMI 400 ( Oak)
£ 495
(298
ROS 107 II Hybrid ribbons £ 1750
£995
CELESTION 120
£149
£148
CELESTION AS
3000
998
CHORD IS 3/5/12a ( Piano black)
1995
1448
CYRUS C1550 Incl. Stands
£378
£356
DALI 400
£ 1000
DCM lime Windows
£600
£245
DYNAUDIO CONTOUR 3.3
3500
1798
DYNAUDIO SDA 1.8
£ 800 £378
ENSEMBLE Primadonna RARE
£ 10000 £2,995
GAMMA ACOUSTICS Epoch 5
£3000
£495
HALAS Signature System 2
£4000
£798
HECO 10 SH
£ 150
£88
HEYBROOK NKR
£279
£125
HEYBROOK Heystock ( Rosewood) £500
£196
HEYBROOK Halos
£450
£278
IMPULSE H7 ( Black)
£ 1000
£199
IMPULSE 116
£ 1200
£448
1BL MK Speakers Ex Demo
1249
1695
Jamo Concert 11
3000
1496
1BL 1LXI 2
£ 250
£128
1PW AP3 ( Black)
£ 195
£175
1.R.
Subwoofer inc. 0ayer
£600
£298
1005 Quinty ( 81k)
£300
£175
KEF Reference Model 1 ( Burr/walnut) £ 1295
£695
KEF Ref 101/2
£500
£155
KEF Ref Mod 1
£ 1300
£798
KEF Ref Model 1.2 ( block) £ 1500
£898
£246
KEF Cube ( ED Boa)
£700
KIF Q1
300
148
KEF 055.2
550
248
KEF 01 SPEAKERS EX DEMO
250
174
REF IUDS SPEAKERS EX DEMO
400
344
274
KEF 04 SPEAKERS EX DEMO
400
REF 05 SPEAKERS EX DEMO
600
404
KEF 06 SPEAKERS EX DEMO
150
104
KEF Gt9C SPEAKERS EX DEMO
250
174
REF XII SPEAKERS EX DEMO
999
674
KEF XQ5 SPEAKERS EX DEMO
1999
1334
REF MODEL 3.2 CHERRY
2500
1596
KRELL RESOLUTION 2E( DEMO
6497
4996
KRELL RESOLUTION 3EX DEMO
3200
2496
KRELL RESOLUTION C ( CENTRE)
7980
2496
LEAK ( orig.) Sandwich 12 ohm 12" £ 400
£148
LEAN Mini Sandwich(8 & 15 ohm versions) ( 98
LEAK Sandwich 200 Black
£250
£95
LEAK Sandwich 2030 Black
£ 175
£75
LEAK Sandwich 250
£200
£95
LINN Nexus ( Black + stands) £500
£239
LINN Reber ( Rosewood) ACTIVE £2500
£896
LINN KALEIDH ACTIVE ( ROSE)
1225
796
LINN EICWAL SPEAKERS EX DEMO
795
514
LINN ESPEK SPEAKERS EX DEMO
2500
1614

Ill Amplifiers valvr.
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 800 Monos
£ 1200
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 800 Mk 11
£ 1500
AUDION Sterling Monoblaks
AUDIONOTE ANKORU ( 70 Watt SE. Triode) £ 14995
£5998
AUDIO RESEARCH LS25MKII
5795
AUDIO RESEARCH VSI 10 ( EX DEMO)
3999
AUDIO RESEARCH 0160
1995
AUDIO RESEARCH Classic 60
£3300
AUDIO RESEARCH 01100 MkI Porn £5500
AUDIO RESEARCH VS55 POWER
2699
AUDIO RESEARCH SPIN PRE
1999
AUDIO RESEARCH VT200/2 POWER EX DEMO 11982
AUDIO RESEARCH LS16 MKII
3000
BEARD M70 Monoblocks
£1800
CARY CAD300SE Monoblods
£5000
CONRAD JOHNSON PV 10 Pre
£1600
CONRAD JOHNSON PVII Pre
£1950
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 78 2800 PRE
10000
CONRAD JOHNSON Prem 8Monos
£ 16000
CONRAD JOHNSON PV141. ( Remote)
£2200
CONRAD JOHNSON PV12L
£2000
COPLAND 504 Power
£1995
CR DEVELOPMENTS Carrneto ( Pre)
£900
GRAFF Venticinque Ex Demo
2250
Gruff VIT 35.5 (5Channel Power Amp) Ex Demo 2500
HO VIAND HP 100 , MC Phono
£_5750
JADIS DA30 Integrated
£3500
JADIS Defy 7Power
LAMM LI.2 PRE
4000
LUMLEY Ref 120 Monoblocks
£3500
MANLEY REF VTL MONOBLOCKS
6300
McINTOSH MC2200 Gold ( New)
5500
McINTOSH MC2000 Limited Edition
12500
MAGRA PEP Ex Demo
6995
PAPWORTH TVA50
£ 1000
PM COMPONENTS 845 mono,s £3000
PATHOS IN CONTROL PRE ( FfYBRID) EX DEMO 3250
PATHOS IN POWER MONO'S (FITBRID) EX DEMO 7000
QUAD 22 Pre
TRILOGY Vii Integrated £ 2500
UNISON Mystery One
£ 1750
UNISON SRI
£ 1250
UNISON RESEARCH 3006 Monos
£4200

£750
£1000
£1500
£1500
5499
£400
£795
349

£378
£498
£595
£548
3995
£198
£395
266

"'Loudspeakers

3998
3396
1395
£1795
£2996
2196
1596
9587
1996
£996
£2498
£845
£998
5698
£7996
£1596
£1296
£995
£345
1197
1397
£3496
£1746
£1498
2198
£1998
2898
2898
9998
4996
£998
£1295
1696
5796
£145
£1398
£998
£895
£2995

la Tuners Tape
ARCAM DIVA DI 81 DAB Tuner Ex Demo
699
546
ARCAM DIVA T61 Ex Demo
130
184
EARMAX Pro Vaine Headphone Amp Ex Demo 425
326
EAR/AAX Valve Headphone Amp Ex Demo
375
296
LINN ESPEK STANDS EX DEMO
195
134
LOEWE ACONDA 9281 32' EX DEMO
1599
1344
MERIDIAN 504 TUNER
799
596
NAKAMICHI 480 black
£ 495
£196
NAKAMICHI 4017 ( Silver) £ 495
£166
NAKAMICHI 600
£ 400
£198
NAKAMICHI DRAGON
1995
1195
PIONEER PDP503HDE Ex Demo
6995
3995
PIONEER SD-T5000 ( 5:4 ratio 50') Ex Demo
5000
1496
REVOX SSeries System
£ 1550 £1148
REVOX D36 ( Reel to reel)
£348
REVOX E36 ( Reel to reel)
•
£298
REVOX Pro HS77 ( Reel to reel) £ 950
£398

LINN KAM EX DEMO
650
LINN DINKA EX DEMO
1100
LOCKWOOD Majors Studio Monitors
(15 Tannoy Dual Concentrics)
£1500
MAGNA PLANAR la Imp
£1400
MAGNA PLANAR MG 2.5 ( Oatmeal)
£2950
MAGNAPLANAR MG3.3
3500
MARTIN LOGAN Aeon ( As new)
£3200
MARTIN LOGAN CLSII (walnut) £ 6700
Martin Logan Prodigy ( Mint)
11998
MARTIN LOGAN Cinema ( centre) Ex Demo
1898
MARTIN LOGAN Odyssey Ex Demo
6798
McINTOSH ML- 1C , Rore ( circa ' 65) £500
MCINTOSH 15340 ( EX DEMO)
4500
McINTOSH CS360 Centre Ex Demo
2495
McINTOSH LS320 Ex Demo
1998
M & KV125 Subwoofer Ex Demo
849
MERLIN ISM- SR (Mint)
£ 1600
MERIDIAN DSP33C DIG CENTRE SPEAKER EX DEMO 1425
MERIDIAN DSP5000 CACTIVE CENTRE E( DEMO
1995
MISSION 774
500
MISSION 7711
£ 195
MISSION 773 . Ook)
£295
MONITOR AUDIO R252 (Teak)
£ 195
MONITOR AUDIO Studial2 £ 1200
MONITOR AUDIO Studio 14 ( Marked) £900
MONITOR AUDIO SILVER 5EX DEMO
450
MORDAUNT SHORT Ci ( centre) £ 295
MORDAUNT SHORT 40i
£ 650
MORREL Bass Master Oak ( Marked) £ 1600
MUSE 15' OAK SUBWOOFERS ( 2)
5000EA
NAIM SRL
£ 1500
OPERA SPI Speakers Ex Demo
525
OPERA Super Povaroni Ex Demo
1295
PINK TRIANGLE Ventrical £ 1500
PROAC Tablene 2000
£649
PROAC Super Towers
£ 1000
PRO-AC Studio 200
2000
QNR Monitors ( Block)
£ 1200
QUAD ESL-63 (
Teak)
£
3000
QUAD 21L
695
QUAD 2IL E( DEMO
695
RED ROSE 13
£3500
OIL STORM
750
REGA NAOS EX DEMO
998
REVOX Elegance ( silver) £ 450
ROKSAN Ojon 3Block
£ 995
SNELL111 Inc. Stands
SNELL 13 High Sensitivity Monitors £ 770
SONOS FABER Electa Amotor 11
Inc. ironwood stands
2800
SONOS FABER Guarneri ( black stands)
5400
SOUNDIAB Dynostats £3200
Soundlab Al electrostatics
(solid cherry/white grilles)
13500
SPENDOR S3 Speakers
£ 650
SPENDOR C3 Centre Speakers £ 450
SPENDOR S8 EX DEMO
1700
TANNOY EDINBURGH
4000
TANNOY Buckingham £5000
TANNOY M3
£ 100
TANNOY DC2000
£ 200
EDE STUDIO 1
1000
THIEL C52.2 Discoloured veneer £ 2500
TRIANGLE Isere
£ 1500
TRIANGLE CELIUS SPEAKERS EX DEMO
1095
TRIANGLE TITUS 202 SPEAKERS EX DEMO
345
WHARFDALE 519
£ 275
WHARFEDALE ROSEDALE
395
WHARFEDALE PACIFIC EV30 EX DEMO
649
WILSON MAU
43000
WILSON SOPHIA ( EX DEN)
11992
WILSON GRAND SIAM X1 (SERIES II PLATINUM) 69000
YAMAHA NS- C80
£ 120
ZINGALI Colosseum Sub/Sat
770

424
714
£898
£595
£1498
1796
£2296
£2995
8996
1296
796
£298
3376
1326
996
645
£998
1146
1664
345
£135
£195
£98
£596
£299
294
£145
£295
£599
2148EA
£898
426
896
£750
£495
£595
995
£369
£1295
495
414
£2228
498
694
f376
£398
£378
£349
1796
3996
£1100
7498
£455
£400
1195
2776
£1495
£75
£95
395
£896
£345
896
276
C95
198
495
19997
9296
39998
£75
568

UNIVERSAL MOTOR UPGRADE

TURBOCHARGING YOUR REGA ARM
"Nothing less than total dynamite"

Upgrades & replaces
motors & power supplies for ALL
belt drive turntables

HI-FI WORLD

If you are the proud owner of any Rega tonearm, you are now in the
enviable position to transform it's performance into the league of
super arms with our modifications. The OL structural modification
at £ 75 will enable your Rega to perform at alevel exceeding that of
some arms costing over £1000! High performance rewiring with
high grade lita wire is also offered at an additional £70 and external
rewiring is also £70 further increasing the performance.

"The single most important upgrade you can
ever make to any record deck concerns the motor
drive...nothing can repare you for the shock of going DC. In a
word, gobsmacking.'
COMMON GROUND MAGAZINE
"It's value is nothing short of tremendous."

LISTENER MAGAZINE

"The LP12 remains aclassic ...but .. upgrade kits by Origin Live
can bring avast improvement to it's performance"
HI FI NEWS
"I have to say the Rega modifications turn this humble arm
into areal giant killer. Gone is the rather grey, sterile sound of
the cooking Rega. Instead, tonal colour is fresh, dynamics have
great speed and impact, and the sound stage is huge."
HI-FI WORLD ON STRUCTURAL MODIFICATION

Universal turntable motor kit
The Cinderella of HiFi - largely overlooked and dismissed, but capable of
outperforming a £2000 cartridge upgrade. No one would blame you for being
sceptical of an easy to fit, inexpensive dc motor upgrade. Especially one that
improves on the hest of other power supplies costing over 4times_as much or
your money back. It is simply impossible to imagine the level of improvement

Structural modification awarded 5star rating by

WHAT HI;FIT

Structural Modification - £75
*****
Internal Rewiring - £70
External Rewiring - £70
High conductivity phono plugs £20
Slotted arm tube - £85
If you do not have an arm we can supply the OL1 arm (manufactured

attained by eliminating the motor vibration that your stylus amplifies over 8,000
times! Our DC motor kit offers massive improvements to all versions of Linn
Lingo / Valhulla, Rega, Systemdeck, Roksan, Rock etc. The kits consist of adrop
in replacement high grade DC motor and off-board 2speed control box. Why not
order now? - see web site or phone.
Standard dc Motor Kit - £ 199

ORIGIN LIVE

Advanced dc Motor Kit - £339

Tel/Fax: + 44 02380 578877
E-mail: infoCatoriginlive.com

Ultra dc Motor Kit - £.570

by Rega) £ 124

Upgrade Transformer - £ 175

Arm modifications normally returned within 1 - 3days

Upgrade DC 200 motor - £ 129 with kit

www.originlive.com

Connoisseur A LUdio

Master Ca

GUARANTEE
• TO BEAT ANY GENUINE PART EXCHANGE OFFER YOU HAVE BEEN MADE
• Minimum 24 Months WARRANTY ON ALL NEW EQUIPMENT

Tel : 0845-166-1249

6MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT

Ate t

Email: sales@connoisseuraudio.co.uk

G=IAA.Fsal

FULL RANGE OF NEW EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE FROM:
AUDIO ANALOGUE , AUDIO PHYSIC, ANALYSIS-PLUS, BEL CANTO, BLUENOTE, CROFT, DYNAVECTOR, EAR/YOSHINO, ECOSSE
FINAL, GRAAF, LYRA, OPERA, ORIGIN LIVE, ORACLE, ORTOFON, PATHOS ACOUSTICS, PLINIUS, PS AUDIO, SUMIKO STAX, TRIANGLE
UNISON RESEARCH and others ALL WITH GREAT PART EXCHANGE DEALS!

11

,

Nalle

Amason

www.connoisseuraudio.co.uk
SELECTION FROM PREOWNED and EX-DEM EQUIPMENT
Please Phone or Email For Full Details/Prices
Selected Ex -Dem Equipment: Audio Physic Virgo 3, Avanti & Spark3 - Audio Analogue Maestro CD - Bel Canto DAC2 - Bluenote T/Tables & Stibbert CD - Chord Phono
£875 - Clearlight RDC Racks - Croft CG1 Twinstar - EAR 509 Jubilee LE Monoblocs XLR - Ecosse Legend SE XLR - Diapason Adamantes - Lyra Argo - Opera VQuinta - Triangle
various - Pathos Logos-Classic - Sumilco Bluepoint Spec. - Triangle Celius 202 - PS Audio P5oo £22oo - Unison Research Hybrid Amp & New TEAC Mechanism Unico CD Unison Research S2k
Selected Pre Owned :_Arcam FMJ CD23 £525 - Audio Analogue Maestro CD Processor £ 1275 - Audio Physic Virgo 2 - £ 1499 - Cary 300SEI LX-2o New Valves £2200 - croft
Epoch Pre plus Twinstar Power £ 2599 - Diapason Adamantes & Stands Walnut - £3499 EAR V20 Int. £2495 - EAR 834L Chrome Deluxe £699 - Graaf GM20 OIL £ 2799 - opera
SP2 £ 1075 - ProAc Response 1.5 Yew £999 - Pathos Classic 1 £ 1175 - Roksan Kandy MIMI Twin Amps £699 - Sonos Faber Musica Amp £ 1250 - Triangle Ventis £ 1949 - Unison
Research S6 £ 1249 - UR Smart 845's £2799- Unison Research Hybrid Amp £799 - YBA2 Pre & Power £ 1499 - Tag McLaren DAC2o £55o - Musical Fidelity A3.2 Cd £525 - Roksan
Caspian Amp £375 - Philosophy Cables XLR Interconnects £ 175 - Tara Labs Dig. RSC Decade XLR f375
Full Range Audio Physic, Analysis Plus, Audio Analogue, Bluenote, Bel Canto, Croft, Diapason, Dynavector, EAR/Yoshino, Final, GRAAF,

Lyra, Opera, STAX, Sumiko, Triangle, Pathos, Unison Research — Call For Great Part_Exchange Proposals
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The place to buy and sell audio equipment and accessories
For sale
Sonus Faber Guarneri speakers plus dedicated

••

,

•

The Market

Krell FPB600c amplifier £ 7900, Krell KCT pre-amp

399347 [ 13D17]

£6900, Wadia 27ix DAC and Wadia 270 Transport

Meridian 500 transport and matching 563 [ 20 bit]

£9750, Sonus Faber Amati Homage speakers,

DAC in immaculate condition with original boxes,

including Granite Plinths £ 7900, Marantz CD7 CD

manuals, and Meridian system remote £ 1200

stands. Like new condition with full packaging.

player SE ( champagne) £ 7900. Tel: 01629 814151

including high quality silver interconnect Tel:

£3500 ono (£ 5350 new). One and ahalf years old.

[AC17]

07764988486 EBD171

3m pair of Nordost SPM speaker cable £ 1300. 4.5m

Perpetual Technologies PIA + P3A and Monolithic

TNT turntable £4200 ono, Koetsu, offers, high end

Quattrofil interconnect with RCAs £ 1100. Tel: + 353

PSU £ 950, total hi-fi bargain, only sell ing due to

silver cables, offers around £900. Tel: Mon- Fri, 7-

91 637745 evenings ( Eire) EME341

major upgrade. Tel: David on 020 8641 3911

8pm Janette. Tel: 07788 881184 [ BD17]

Red Rose R3 loudspeakers. Ribbon tweeters and

(evenings, Sutton, Surrey) [ AC17]

Nottingham Analogue Spacedeck, latest spec. Rega

very light use. Excellent condition. Boxed. Pictures

Transparent Super Bi Wire speaker cables, 8feet or

RB600, Reson Etile MC ( 1950) £ 1200, Living Voice

available. Priced to sell at £ 995 (£ 3500 new),

2.4 metres long, boxed as new, £ 1250 includes post

Avatars ( 2800) £ 1500, Goertz Mi2 speaker cable

including shipping from Dublin. Contact Barry

and packing. Tel: Ken on 01383 825287 ( Dalgety

(235) £ 100, Audionote ANV interconnect ( 220)

(00353)872310778 [ ME]

Bay, Scotland) [ AC171

£100. Tel: 01453 544050 [ C81

Electrohome Marquee 9501 Acon projector

Hi-fi collection for sale including AVI S2000MP,

Snell Type A/11, Oracle Delphi RB250, Audio

HD-GT17 lens, extras include modules for HDTV,

system remote £395, pink triangle, Linn LV-X

Research VT- 100/2, TEAC Trichord T-1, Quad ESL-

image shifter, RGBHV video, Extron 109xi VGA-

Ortofon MC10 super perfect £375, Acoustat Spectra

57 with Quadrapod stands, Thorens TD- 125 SME

UXGA interface, outstanding performance, excellent

Il Electrostatic Hybrid elegant loundspeakers £400,

3009, Saec tonearm, JR 149, Snell type K. Possible

condition, original packing etc, offers invited.

Heart Rhythm 300B single-ended power amplifier

P/X. Tel: 01179 556555/07979 514450 [ 13D14]

Tel: 01945 463077 [ AC17]

£750, Lowther Acoustas new DX3s, Phase

Meridian 508-24 compact disc player, boxed with

Audiolab 8000 Transport, 8000 DAC, remote

Equalizers £ 500, TAG McLaren DAC 20 seven

booklet, cables etc £ 550, also Rock turntable, SME

cables, boxes, manuals £845. Lumley Reference

inputs, mint £495. Tel: 01363 83072 IAC26501

2arm, Ortofon 75th Anniversary cartridge, excellent

Passive pre-amp, boxed £ 275. Arcam Delta 290

Valhalla 0.8m RCAs or XLRs. £ 560 (£2000).

condition £ 195, plus 200 classical LPs, offers. Tel:

£225. Delta 290P £ 195. All good condition. Tel:

Various available. Brand new 1.0m VDH First

07831 589405 [ BC14]

07905 338232 anytime. EAC171

Ultimates £ 129, Red Dawns £ 195. 2.0m SPM

Border Patrol 300B SE power-amp (4000) £2000.

ProAc Response ISC speakers, c/w Target stands,

speaker cables £ 780 (£ 2300). Isotek Cleanline 6-

SJS Arcadia model one pre-amp ( 1000) £ 500,

beautiful sounding 3550 complete, JPS super

outlet power conditioner £ 235. email:

Sound Organisation stand ( 120) £ 60, new S/H LP's

interconnects, 1metre, WBT connections, pristine

shasha@fsmail.net Tel:01895 677714 [ AC171

£1-£5, New JJ300B valves ( 80) £40. Tel: 01453

£300 ( new £ 500), amazing sound, both no offers.

GRAAF GM20 OTL, 3months old, boxed, mint

544050 [ C8]

Tel: 01623 740872 [ AC17]

condition, manuals not been used, power mismatch

Accuphase DP- 85 SACD/CD player, absolutely mint

Usher CP6311 floorstanding speakers, stunning

with Soundlabs, was £ 3500, £ 2,850. Tel: PM only

condition, boxed and manual, UK spec model 36

looks and sound, only two months old, bargain

01603 616866 [ BC14]

months old. (£ 12,000.00) Sell £ 5599 ono. Jeff

£1100, Linn Classic, silver, boxed, 1year old £645.

Border Patrol S10 amplifier Dual power supply

Rowland Model- 2power amp plus battery power

Tel: Julian 077956 71932 EAC171

Weston Electrics 300B valves just one year old mint

supply, great condition colour black, just had brand

Faroudja VP400AU Quadrupler ( 960p), latest

condition £4000 ono. Lowther Acousta enclosures

new batteries fitted. Can demo (£ 7500.00). Sell

calibration, improves CRT projector video display

without drivers any of latest range will fit.

£2,500. Tel Ian on : 020 7584 5784 [ CD21]

1,000%, brightness 125%, extends tube life

Reasonable offer accepted. Phone 01208 872316

K5881 valve amp ( built by World Audio) good as

threefold, as new condition with original packaging

Cornwall [ BC14]

new, hardly used, Chrome plated T/Fs and GEC

etc, offers invited. Tel 01945 463077 [ AC171

Mark Levinson 3905 CD player, mint, boxed £ 3750.

valves included £ 250. Tel: 07751 488288 [ C8]

Krell KRC HR reference preamplifier with PSU

Tel: 01803 293805/07876 451279 EBD171

Musical Fidelity DVD-1, outstanding, mint, boxed

boxed, £ 3000.00 (£ 7000.00) plus: interconnect

Quad 22/11 power amplifiers, control unit, AM tuner,

£800, Kelly KT3 as new, very high sensitivity 95db,

cables terminated with balanced XLR connectors, ie

FM tuner, ES speakers, spare valves, manuals. Quad

offers around £675, will P/X Sonus Faber Concerto

1of pair of 3- metre lengths Transparent Musiclink

303/33 power amplifier, control unit, FM tuner, ES

of anything considered, all owned from new and

£130.00; 1of pair of 1- metre lengths Madrigal

speakers, manuals. All excellent, offers, Tel: 01243

perfect. Tel: 07970 819237 Charlie ( Gloucester)

£80.00. All items in mint condition Tel. 01384

377692 ( Hants) [ BD17]

Auditions welcome [ CD14]

371586 day or evening. [ AC22]

Levinson 39 CD player/pre-amp (can be run direct to

Tannoy Eyris centre speaker, mint condition in

Linn Wakonda pre phono ( m- m) £ 500 ono, LK140

power amp or through pre-amp). One of best under

original box £ 150 ono, Preston, Lancs, Tel: 01772

power, £ 500 ono, boxed, manuals, no remote,

£10k in 2000. Detailed, smooth, dynamic, fast.

498601 [ CD14]

Quadraspire stand, beach ash, three shelves, almost

Stellar reviews, £2450 (£6500 new).

AVI Biggatron Red spot loudspeakers, cherry, mint,

new £ 150 ono. Tel: 0117 955 3690 ( Bristol)

http://www.audiorevolution.com/equip/no.39/index.

boxed, serials nos: 533/534. £320. Tel: 01903

[AC171

html, Levinson 380S pre-amp, Special edition

247779 ( Sussex) [ C8]

Hegel power amp 150W/ch £ 950 (£ 2500),

classic pre-amp at bargain price, £3500 (£ 6500

Naim 250 Olive £950, Musical Fidelity F22 pre

American Acoustic Developments E48 slim,

new), rave reviews, all boxed, remotes, as new. JM

£425, F15 power, needs attention £495, 0.75m

floorstanding speakers £ 225 (£ 599), Pathos TT

Lab 920 Electra 10in floorstander, as new, £ 1100

Cardas Cross £ 175, Kef 105/2 £ 500, Breitling

class A, hybrid integrated amplifier with phono

(£2500 new).Tel: 07779 880889 ( London) [ BD27]

Chronograph £ 925. Tel: 01684 850619/07854

section and remote £ 1950 (£3250) Tel: 01202

Chord Electronics CPA3200E and SPM600,

007210 [CD14]

767873 ( Dorset) EAE171

excellent condition £4000 together with original

Audio Research Ref 2, Mk 2 £ 5800 Nordost Valkyrja

JVC AX SD1 integrated amplifier, five-star review in

packaging, remote and manuals. Call 01344

1.0m XLR £ 600, Harmonic Technology Magic One

October 2004 edition of HiFi World, brand new,

469118 working hours or 07709 316326 at other

1.0m XLR £300. Stephen 07973 793892 email:

boxed and sealed, suggested price £ 1995, absolute

times. Email: confripp@btopenworld.com [ BC14]

srapage@yahoo.co.uk [ GEFOC]

bargain at £ 1125. Tel: 01273 307696/07949

Wadia 861 CD player with remote, instructions and

ProAc Response 3.5 speakers, £ 1750, Teac P30

392607 [ AC17]

box. As new. £ 3650. Tel, Dave 01306 886606 days

Reference CDT & AS, Dax Decade, £ 2395, Rotel

Meridian OSP 5000 loudspeakers in black ash also

01293 772052 evenings. [ BC14]

MICHI 200W power amp, £ 750, all in excellent

Meridian 500 transport system in mint condition,

Theta David 11CD/DVD transport, excellent condition

condition £4200 for complete system. Tel: 01492

including original remote, cables, manuals and

£1750, worth it for the CD replay alone. Mark

580 201 ( North Wales) [ CD17]

boxes. £2600 ono Tel 01383 413695 or 07971

Levinson Proceed AVP IAV pre- amp, excellent

Unison 845 monos £ 1500. Audio Research SP9 pre

632162 [ AC17]

condition £ 1250. Tel 07773 374508 or 01538

£600, Michell Gyro £ 500, Horning Perikles £ 1200,

www.hifinews.co.uk
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The Market

The place to buy and sell audio equipment and accessories

MF Nu-Vista interconnects 2.5m x2 £ 100 each,

for details on 07854 120899 ECE171

07736 779861 ( London) [ C1250]

MF Nu-Vista speaker cable 2m £ 100. Tel: 01782

B&W 803 loudspeakers, Cherrywood, with HNE

Project RPM9 Carbon tonearm, Ortofon MC15 Super

396931 [CD17]

plinths. All original packaging etc, £ 2150 ono.

11(£150) 510 MkI I
cartridges, boxed, perfect

Musical Fidelity A5 CD player, limited edition, 3

Audio-Tech turntable table, £65 ono. Tel: 01743

condition £ 700 (£ 1000) ono; Dynaudio Audience 7

weeks old, boxed, receipts, 23 months warranty

232201 or email:

standmount speakers, dark cherry, stand design

remaining, brand new condition, genuine reason for

maria@mariawhite.wanadoo.co.uk [ C81

stands both boxed, perfect condition, deliver London

sale £ 1150 ono. Tel: 01384 271571 ( West

Rega Planet CD, black, £ 250, Aiwa ADF810

or South East £300 (£ 950) ono. Tel: 07736

Midlands) [ CD14]

cassette £ 100, both little used and boxed, Technics

779861 ( London) [ C1250]

DCS Verdi LaScala transport and Elgar DAC plus, 8

ST-GT550 tuner FM ( RDS) MW, LW £ 50, boxed, will

Tom Evans Eikos CD player (£4000) £3500, boxed,

weeks old, unused, boxed, cost new £ 19000, a

do p/x for Audiolab 8000T! Tel: 01227 283689

Cary 300SE monoblocks (£ 5000) £ 2500, boxed,

steal at £8900. Classé Omega, pre-amp, 2box Mk

(Andy) [ C8]

Cary SLP89 preamp ( stepped volume oil capacitors)

3,8 weeks old, boxed, unused cost £ 13500, sell for

JBL TI 5000 speakers, black, in perfect condition

(£3400) £ 1700, boxed, BC Acoustique Ganges

bargain price of £4900, ATC SCMI00 ASL, piano

£950. Tel: 07773 788317 ( London) [ C8]

speakers 93db (£ 2250) £ 1000. Tel: 07973

black, 8weeks old, mint, unused, cost £ 9500, sell

Pathos Twin Towers Class A, single ended, Hybrid

500274 ECE191

for £4750. Tel: Sharon on 07854 120899 ECE201

integrated amplifier, remote control, excellent

Revox 8261 tuner, mint, boxed, instructions £295,

PS Audio power plants: two 1200s, one 300. All

condition, all packaging, manual £ 1795, Tel:

Pink Triangle Ordinal DAC 1307 Dacapo, mint,

latest spec., unused, boxed, cost new £ 11000, sell

01895 631299 ( Middlesex) [ CD14]

boxed, instructions £275, Monarchy Audio DIP

£3900. Valid reason for sale of all components, no

B&W Nautilus 801, black, mint condition £4700,

mint, instructions £ 125. Tel: Mike Chesterfield

brokers, dealers or time wasters, please phone

boxes available, will demonstrate, genuine reason for

01246 209578 day 01246 570556 evenings
[CD14]

Sharon on 07854 120899. Be quick to take

sale. Call Donovan on 07930 396086 [ CD14]

advantage of all these bargains. ECE171

Avant Garde Uno Horn speakers, six months old,

Bel Canto Evo 2i Tripath Digital amp, 120 watts

ATC C6, two Subs, piano black, still crated, unused,

perfect condition £ 3000, T+ AV10 valve amplifier,

channel £ 1695 ono, Unison Research SRI Hybrid

cost £ 1100 sell £4900. Focal JM Lab 25th

new unused £3000. Tel: 020 8531 5979 ECE171

amp, 80 watts per channel, Italian Classic Design

Anniversary Electras 937BE speakers, weeks old,

Sumo Athena pre (Class A) and two 100w Polaris

£550. Tel: 077805 22747, email:

unused, new £390, sell bargain £ 2000. BW

power amps ( Class AB) pre has two pre-outs to drive

alexlandrum@onetel.com [ CD14]

ASW750 Subs x2, boxed, unused, cost £ 2500 sell

power amps, sounds awesome, in perfect condition,

Wilson Audio MAXX finished in Ferrari Dark Grey

both bargain £ 1100.Telephone Sharon on 07854

deliver London South East £ 700 (£ 3000) ono Tel:

fully upgradeable to Mk- 2 (£40,000) £ 19,900 ono.

120899 ECE171

07736 779861 ( London) [ C10501

Watt Puppy System 7, Dark Titanium ( MINT) new

Brand new Classé Delta System CDP-100 CD

Musical Fidelity MVT Signature pre with off- board

March 2004 (£22,400) £ 14,900 ono. Tel Ian 020

player, CP-500 pre-amp, two CA- M400 mono

power supply and fantastic phono stage. MF's best

7584 5784. ianbodill@hotmail.com [ CE171

blocks 400W, all only 4weeks old, boxed, unused

pre, perfect condition £ 600 (£ 1500), Onix CD 33/3

Nordost Valhalla 1m interconnect, original Nordost

cost £ 14000, bargain, yours for £ 7000. Selection

HD CD player, sounds fantastic, perfect condition

phono terminations, £(£ 2195) asking £ 1200,

of cables for all the kit, 1/3 of price. Phone Sharon

£550 (£ 1250) deliver London or South East. Tel:

Nordost Valhalla 2m bi-wire speaker cable, (£4200)
asking £ 2500, Sugden Masterclass poweramp
£3300) asking £ 2300. Tel: 01296 437314

Classifieds may be submitted by email. Send entries to: hi-fi ads@ipcmedia.com.

(Aylesbury, Bucks) [ CD14]

For your security, do not include acredit card number in any email. Please call our reader

Pathos Logos amplifier £ 1500 (£ 2750); Densen

ad department on 020 8726 8321 with your credit card details.

Beat XS including Gizmo remote £ 1500 (£ 2700);

Hi-FiNews

Zingali Overture 3Loudspeakers £ 1500 (£ 3000);
Private ad order form:

Zingali Prelude Centre Speaker £400 (£ 750).

do not phone in ads

Offers. Chris, Sheffield, 0114 258 6946 (C81
Starter Pack? Arcam Alpha 6CD, Planar 3, Rotel

Rates: £ 8 ( inc VAT) per 30-word insertion for one Issue. For two months £ 14; three months £ 17.

RT850L tuner, Audiolab 8000A, Diamond 8.1,

Additional words 50p each.

Target 2- layer wall mount, light use, £220. All in box

Note: telephone or product reference numbers count as one word ( eg, Pioneer A400 = two words)

(Chichester) delivery possible, Sussex. Tel: 01243
783229 ECE171

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

Musical Fidelity Trivista SACD player, 20th
Anniversary edition, made November 2002, mint
condition, all original packaging and ancillaries, one
careful owner, cost £4000, for sale £ 2900. Tel:
01525 635909 evenings ( Bedfordshire) [ C8]
Dealer demo: 4month old, Rogue Audio Tempest- 2
Integrated amplifier. 90 wpc, all hand built
extremely musical, excellent bass, only premium
parts used, massive power supply and dependable
ultralinear or triode with the flip of aswitch. Retail
£2495.00 sterling, £ 1695.00 with full factory

Please publish the above advertisement for_ _ insertions under the heading:
FOR SALE 1 WANTED 1

Address

Cheque/postal ceder enclosed for E

(pounds sterling) made payable to

IPC Media or please charge my AccessNisa/Amex•

MARCH 2005

Wanted

Daytime telephone number

amps 5series, 605 etc. Tel: 01243 576073 [AC171

Date of sending

Vivaldi cassette recording ( 1976) Conceros with
Organ, Deutsche Grammophon 3300 652.

Signature

Please indicate which
• No reunbursernents will be due for cancellation of subsequent mserbons
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warranty. Tel: 01480-216039 [ C8]

Meridian 562, 517, DAC 500, 506, 504, power

Card Number

111E1MEIEDEMMUME
Expires (date/

Name

Hi-FiNews

SEND TO: Classified Ads, HiFi News, IPC Media, Leon House,

Please fax 01453 843598 or email:

233 High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ.

mjcm4p@hotmail.com [ CD14]
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Unique Sound & Vision

Our exclusive Definitive Test offers the
first UK review of B&W's long-awaited
Nautilus 800 ' diamond' loudspeaker.
Also on test are Meridian's flagship
808 CD player, The Curve loudspeaker
from Wilson Benesch, and other new
goodies from EAR, Theta and many
more. We'll also be adding aspecial
extra review section with in-depth
tests on high- end AV products —
including Naim's DVD player.
And don't miss your chance to win
some truly amazing hi-fi in our April
competition.
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Opinion

Ken
Kessler
A

sreported by Barry Fox last month, it looks like
DualDisc may be joining Elcaset, DCC and other
disasters. But it should be noted that not all format

fiascos deserve to be so, for example Betamax was vastly
superior to VHS. So, politics aside, does DualDisc intrinsically
and technically warrant success or failure? More to the point,
there's the question that every single format designer fails to
ask: do people even need it, let alone want it?
Starting with the second part first, the answer just has to be
'no.' Think about it for amoment, as if you were adetachedfrom-consumer- reality record company executive who sees only
the drop in music sales. Your ulcer is growing, your boss is
standing over you like amoyhel. In an act of stupidity laced

'Nisht geshtoygen, nisht gefloygen' — roughly equivalent to
'neither fish nor fowl,' and therefore of use to nobody. And I

with denial, you assume that the launch of anew format will
stop the rot that in reality is due to 1) illegal copying and

wasn't keen on it accessing web sites for much of the content

downloading instead of buying, and 2) the change in listener

via the clumsy built-in launcher.

habits, where portability and no discs to schlep around are far
more important to consumers

DualDisc, you already have to own either aCD player or a

DualDisc adds
nothing to the
experience of playing
music in the home.
It's another attempt
by the music industry
to stem the decline in
music sales

Imean, how dumb is this? To play either side of the

than features or sound quality.

DVD player. And there's no immediate compulsion to buy a

Oh, and the current music

disc that plays in both because DVD players already play CDs

scene doesn't exactly inspire

(er, duh!), and people simply don't expect to play DVDs

stampedes to the shops.
It's the same daft scenario

(normal or DVD-A) in CD players. They're not so naive as to

that allowed two other
unnecessary formats to arrive:
DVD-Audio and SACD. The state

if they are that venal, they're more likely to be ripping off
their sounds anyway.
So let's return to the first part. Forgetting whether or not we
want it or need it, does DualDisc bring anything technically

of the art in conventional CD is
now so good that the gains of
two-channel SACD and DVD-A
are of appeal or accessibility
only to that infinitesimally small
audience called ' audiophiles'.

believe that Everything Has To Be Backwards-Compatible. And

superior to the table? Again, the answer is ' No!' Ireceived
four titles from Silverline — alabel that has to be commended
for its efforts with DVD-A: Blondie's The Curse Of Blondie
(which Ihave as anormal CD), Josh One's Narrow Path,
Robert Cray's Time Will Tell (
which Ihave on DVD-A) and

The multi-channel elements? As

Poncho Sanchez's Poncho At Montreux. They offered nothing

I've said many times in these

that Icouldn't achieve elsewhere, the sound was no better

pages, we didn't need new ways

and the features were less convenient to access than on a

to achieve what DIS had done so brilliantly with CDs that

DVD-A. Packaging? The exact same evil CD jewel box that I've

produced music-only 5.1 sound from any CD player plugged

despised for 21 years.
While some DualDisc supporters are now showing doubts,

into any DTS-equipped multi-channel processor, pre- amp or
receiver. Which now means all of them.
So up pops some clueless putz with the idea that putting a
CD on one side of adisc and afudged version of aDVD-A on
the other side is the end of their nightmares. The CD side was

Silverline — the first independent to release DualDiscs — is
doing its best. In addition to the above four are another 41
from avast range of artists, which is as any launch should be:
The Mavericks, Joey Ramone, Curtis Mayfield, Taj Mahal,

included to allow playing discs in CD-only players, àla SACD.
Only now we find that the discs may be too thick for one of
the most likely places this would be aboon: in cars, where you

Lynyrd Skynyrd, Bob Marley & The Wailers, Gary Moore,
London Symphony Orchestra, The Pogues and much more. So,
for once, we can't criticise alaunch for adearth of material.

have thin slot loaders. ( Oh, and most Mac computers, which
seem to eschew trays.)

experience of playing music in the home. Those to whom it

Note to Bazza: Thanks for the warning. Ialmost tried one in
my car player.
Then there's the DVD side. The features? Only accessible on

130

pleasure. So we have what in Yiddish would be described as

By my reckoning, though, DualDisc adds nothing to the
should appeal use, almost exclusively, iPods or other
no-software players; grown-ups and the employed buy CDs,
DVD-As, SACDs or acombination thereof. So DualDisc is

DVD-ROM machines, that is your computer. Idon't know about

another failed, feverish attempt at the music industry to stem

you, but Iprefer to access extras on my home cinema-cummulti-channel system, as Ido with normal DVDs, because I

the decline in music sales. Instead, why don't they do
something screamingly radical but genuinely constructive...

don't sit in front of my PC when I'm listening or viewing for

like lower the price of CDs?
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In an age of constant hype, with too many
manufacturers enshrining their specifications (and
the misinformed sowing seeds of confusion) only a
few stand out as being capable of producing
components that are truly high fidelity.
At Symmetry, our business is the identification and
assembly of quite simply the finest audio/video
systems. To achieve this we ensure that every item
we distribute is the absolute best within its
category, an approach that leads us to source
products from across the globe.

osymmetry
t: 01727 865488
e: info@symmetry-systems.co.uk

w: www.symmetry-systems.co.uk

Symmetry is proud to be associated with many
of the world's finest manufacturers - companies
whose products and reputation have withstood
the test of time. If you share their belief that
only the best will do, contact us.

essentials
The heart and soul of music
and film reproduction.

Components that do not follow style
but set the standard. In aclass by itself.

o

Universal Players and Transports
that define digital playback.
Hand fabricated equipment supports made from
Carbon Fibre and Aircraft Grade Stainless Steel
Individually calibrated for your system.
Moving Coil Cartridges from Japan.
Handmade and individually tuned by ear.

«Erand Prix Ain l)

CÔ LYRA )

From the company that helped create ' The High End'.

lar-1
Levinson

The worlds finest Electrostatic Headphone Systems.
An industry standard.

STAX

Three Decades of the finest equipment.

The most precise Audio Cables in the world

V

High Output Moving Coil Cartridges
that define affordable Analogue playback

eviralico

The worlds foremost range of Phase Coherent
and Time Aligned loudspeakers

THIEL

"This amplifier can blow your house over but
loses nothing from the music"

"Combining clarity with control is virtually a
three word encapsulation of the KAV400xi"

Your Guide to Hi Fi and Home Cinema, January 2004, Stan Curtis

133G3r18111.0—,
KAV-400x.

Hi Fi Choice, November 2003, Alvin Gold

•
KAV400xi

"The new player not just delights
with the still quite rare SACOs, it
also knows how to please with CDs"

"If I
had to choose one SACO
player, (regardless of price),
I'd go for the Krell."
Stereophile, December 2003, Michael Fremer

"The 'Standard' is aplayer with...guts

Audio, Germany, September 2003

"A unit capable of delivering
performance at the very top in the
reproduction of CO and SACO"
19

Audio Review, Italy, November 2003, Franco Guida

Diario de Noticias, Portugal, September 2003, JVH

SACO Standard

•
•

•

e

•

•
SACO

KRUM ANGELS THE NEXT CHAPTER
From its arrival with asingle power amplifier in 1980, Krell's exclusive product range has evolved into atotal
system concept. Because it is now recognised as the premier high- end audio and home theatre brand, Krell
has been compelled to create the ultimate in audio- only and audio- video systems from front to back. Its
range of amplification devices have been augmented
Krell FPB 700cx

over the years by CD transports, digital converters and

and arange of loudspeakers suitable for pure music or

"There's atimeless quality to
all-round excellence, and the
FP8 /00cx has just that"

multi- channel cinematic pleasure.

Hi Fi News, June 2003, Martin Colloms

audio/video processors. In 2004, the concept reaches
fruition with the ascendancy of both definitive source
components

the SACO Standard and the OVO Standard -

Krell has also expanded its catalogue vertically, with the KAV and Showcase ranges for entry-level and midlevel systems, and the rare and exotic Reference Series for systems without limit. Regardless of the model,
however, acomponent must attain the highest standards of sonic performance, ergonomic excellence,
superior build quality and long-term dependability before its front panel is graced with the Krell badgE.
Krell - apremier high- end company by excellence
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absolutesounds ltd.
58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTW

T: 4-44 (0)20 89 71 39 09

F:

44 ( 0)20 88 79 79 62

wwwabsolutesounds.com

info( aabsolutesounds.com

